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Abstract 
In private households, paper-based documents are increasingly substi-
tuted by electronic documents. In order to ǲget organizedǳ, an individual 
nowadays needs to oversee a plethora of digital and physical information 
items stored at various locations. As a technological solution to alleviate 
or overcome this problem of information fragmentation, cloud-based 
storage services such as Electronic Data Safes ȋEDSȌ emerge as the quasi-
natural habitat for all digital valuables. Besides storing such information 
items, an ȋactiveȌ EDS also connects individuals and organizations from 
the private and the public sector to exchange information items related 
to business processes following the user-managed access paradigm. This 
means, that the individuals decide with whom they want to share specific 
information items. In other words, an EDS acts as a tool or service at the 
intersection of personal information management and process support 
in the domain of e-government and e-business.  
This thesis investigates the overarching research question: How can we 
reduce or even overcome information fragmentation in the context of e-
business or e-government processes? by putting the EDS concept into 
practice. This is done by researching existing EDS services and by carry-
ing out exploratory research using the prototype of an active EDS. 
Thereby, this thesis contributes to e-government, e-business, and human 
computer interaction by providing new knowledge and insights due to an 
in depth-analysis of current practices and by uncovering challenges and 
requirements that are relevant for the future design of EDS solutions or 
cloud-based information item storage solutions in general. 
The thesis consists of four research essays. The first essay gives an over-
view of the current landscape of electronic data safes in the e-business 
and e-government domain. Thereby, and with its in-depth study of busi-
ness models for EDS, this essay provides the foundation and context for 
the further research activities of this thesis.  
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Essays two and three identify current usage patterns and emerging prob-
lems from the user-perspective when individuals chose to store their in-
formation items in an EDS. The second essay investigates what it means 
to go paperless with the help of an EDS in terms of user-behavior. A ty-
pology of content that is kept safe in an EDS is developed. Moreover, the 
usersǯ motivations are reflected and an EDSǯs role with respect to other 
cloud-based storage services is analyzed. Also, the challenges of main-
taining a digital, personal archive are depicted and ǲdata value zonesǳ are 
introduced as a sensitizing concept to reflect upon problematic areas.  
The third essay focusses on the aspect when digitally stored information 
items eventually become a digital legacy and which strategies people 
choose to shape and give access to it. Pre-mortem password sharing is 
identified as a common coping strategy. Additionally, the challenges as-
sociated with passing on a digital legacy, such as the lack of enculturated 
practices, difficulties in the appraisal and selection of information items, 
the preference for deletion, and implicitly transferring data stewardship 
duties are described and discussed to suggest design implications.  
The fourth and last essay reports on the results of an evaluation of an EDS 
prototype with e-government and e-business process support in order to 
identify potential benefits, challenges, and problems. Four barriers for 
the adoption of an active EDS in the light of transformational govern-
ment are identified: ȋͧȌ offering citizens unfamiliar services that have the 
character of experience-goods; ȋͨȌ failing to fulfil common service expec-
tations of the customers; ȋͩȌ failing to establish contextual integrity for 
data sharing, and, ȋͪȌ failing to establish and run an ȋactiveȌ EDS as a 
multi-sided platform providing an attractive business model. Further-
more, design implications are suggested to overcome the identified chal-
lenges and problematic areas.  
The last chapter wraps up the findings from the four essays and puts them 
into context with smart government initiatives aspiring to the idea of 
ǲgovernment ͪ.ͦǳ or ǲindustry ͪ.ͦǳ that are being discussed as emerging 
future topics. 
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Zusammenfassung 
In Privathaushalten werden Papierdokumente zunehmend durch elekt-
ronische Dokumente ersetzt. Daher muss man heutzutage, um sich 
selbst zu organisieren, eine Vielzahl von digitalen und physischen Infor-
mationsitems, die an verschiedenen Orten gespeichert sind, im Blick be-
halten. Um dieses Problem der zunehmenden Fragmentierung von In-
formationsitems zu lindern oder gar zu lösen, bieten sich als technische 
Lösung elektronische Datensafes ȋEDSȌ an, die per se als quasi-naturge-
gebener Aufbewahrungsort für sämtliche, digitale Wertsachen fungie-
ren. Neben dem Speichern von Informationsitems verbinden ȋaktiveȌ 
EDS zudem Individuen und Organisationen aus dem privatwirtschaftli-
chen und öffentlichen Sektor, um Informationsitems für Geschäftspro-
zesse mit der Erlaubnis des Datenbesitzers auszutauschen, was mit user-
managed access bezeichnet wird. Dies bedeutet, dass Individuen ent-
scheiden, mit wem sie ihre eigenen Informationsitems teilen wollen. 
Man könnte auch sagen, dass ein EDS an der Schnittstelle zwischen per-
sönlichem Informationsmanagement und Prozessunterstützung im Be-
reich von E-Government und E-Business liegt.  
Diese Arbeit untersucht die übergreifende Forschungsfrage: Wie kann die 
Fragmentierung von Informationen vermindert oder sogar verhindert wer-
den im Kontext von E-Business oder E-Government, indem man das Kon-
zept eines EDS in der Praxis umsetzt? Antworten auf diese Frage werden 
dadurch erarbeitet, dass bestehende EDS-Dienste untersucht werden 
und zudem ein Prototyp zur Durchführung von explorativen Nutzertests 
herangezogen wird. Diese Arbeit leistet einen Betrag zur Forschung in 
den Bereichen E-Government, E-Business und Mensch-Maschine-Inter-
aktion, indem neues Wissen und Einblicke generiert werden, beispiels-
weise durch die tiefgehende Analyse von gegenwärtigen Praktiken und 
durch das Ermitteln von Herausforderungen und Anforderungen, die für 
das Service-Design von zukünftigen EDS oder generell Cloud-basierten 
Speicherdiensten für Informationsitems von Nutzen sind. 
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Diese Arbeit besteht aus vier in sich abgeschlossenen Essays. Der erste 
Essay vermittelt einen Überblick über die aktuelle Landschaft von elekt-
ronischen Datensafes im Bereich von E-Business und E-Government. 
Dadurch und mittels einer detaillierten Untersuchung von Geschäftsmo-
dellen für EDS schafft der Essay die Grundlage und den Kontext für die 
darauf aufbauenden Forschungsaktivitäten im Rahmen dieser Arbeit. 
Essay zwei und drei widmen sich den gegenwärtigen Nutzungsmustern 
und den möglichen Problemen aus Endnutzersicht, die sich aus dem Ein-
satz von EDS beim Speichern von Informationsitems von Privatleuten 
ergeben. Der zweite Aufsatz untersucht das Nutzerverhalten beim Ver-
such, mittels eines EDS privat ein papierloses Dasein anzustreben. Als 
Ergebnis wird eine Inhaltstypologie von Inhalten in einem EDS vorge-
stellt. Zudem wird die Motivation der Nutzer reflektiert und die Position 
eines EDS im Informations-Ökosystem mit anderen Cloud-basierten 
Speicherdiensten beleuchtet. Ausserdem werden die Herausforderungen 
beschrieben, ein digitales, persönliches Archiv zu schaffen und „data va-
lue zonesǲ ȋZonen mit spezifischem Wert für DatenȌ werden als ein sinn-
stiftendes Konzept eingeführt, um Problematiken zu reflektieren. 
Der Hauptfokus des dritten Essays liegt auf dem Aspekt des digitalen 
Vererbens, d.h., was passiert, wenn digitale Informationsitems zum digi-
talen Nachlass werden und welche Strategien von den Nutzern verfolgt 
werden, um ihren Nachlass zu schnüren und den Zugriff darauf zu er-
möglichen. Das Teilen von Passwörtern vor dem Tode wurde als verbrei-
tete Kompensationsstrategie identifiziert. Zudem werden die Herausfor-
derungen beschrieben, die mit der Weitergabe eines digitalen Nachlasses 
verbunden sind, wie z.B. das Fehlen von traditionellen Handlungsmus-
tern, Schwierigkeiten bei der Auswahl und Bewertung von Information-
sitems, dem Wunsch nach Löschen und der implizit erteilten Verpflich-
tung an Dritte, sich um den Datennachlass zu kümmern. Zudem werden 
daraus auch Designimplikationen abgeleitet.  
Die Evaluation und die Ergebnisse eines Prototypen eines EDS zur Un-
terstützung von Prozessen im E- Government und E-Business werden im 
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vierten und letzten Essay dargestellt. Es werden potentielle weitere Nut-
zenfaktoren, Herausforderungen und Probleme ermittelt. Vier Barrieren 
für das Erzielen von transformationellem Governments bei der Verwen-
dung von aktiven EDS werden aufgezeigt: ȋͧ.Ȍ Bürgern werden unge-
wohnte Diensten bereitgestellt, die den Charakter von Erfahrungsgütern 
haben; ȋͨ.Ȍ Das Nichterfüllen von üblichen und verbreiteten Erwartun-
gen von Kunden für die Dienstabwicklung; ȋͩ.Ȍ Das Verletzen der kon-
textuellen Integrität beim Teilen von Daten; ȋͪ.Ȍ Das Scheitern, einen 
ȋaktivenȌ EDS als multi-sided Plattform und mit einem attraktiven Ge-
schäftsmodell zu schaffen. Es werden zudem Designimplikationen vor-
geschlagen, um diese identifizierten Herausforderungen und Problem-
bereiche zu adressieren.  
Im letzten Kapitel dieser Arbeit werden die Ergebnisse dieser vier Essays 
im Kontext des Zukunftsthemas „Smart Governmentǲ diskutiert, das auf 
Ideen von „Verwaltung ͪ.ͦǲ und „Industrie ͪ.ͦǲ fusst. 
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ǲIf you have a reputation as a big,  
stiff bureaucracy, you're stuck.ǳ 
Jack Welch, former CEO of General Electric 
ͣ Synopsis 
ͣ.ͣ Introduction and Motivation 
Today, the majority of people in modern societies is accustomed to use 
electronic interfaces to interact with services, either on a volunteered ba-
sis or forced by a myriad of external factors ȋfor example, economic in-
centives, professional or peer group pressure etc.Ȍ. Besides the electronic 
world, each of us is still anchored in the physical world where paper doc-
uments, nevertheless, are needed to exchange information due to various 
practical, organizational, and legal reasons. We all have to deal with var-
ious kinds of information items ȋJones ͨͦͧͨȌ which accumulate in our 
personal space of information ȋPSIȌ where personal information collec-
tions ȋPICsȌ as islands of relative structure and coherence exist ȋJones and 
Teevan ͨͦͦͭaȌ. The tremendous growth of data storage offerings ȋoffline 
and onlineȌ as well as an increase in already digital born data sources 
ȋdigital photographs, music, electronic documents etc.Ȍ are reinforcing 
the tendency to keep everything and therefore defer difficult keeping-de-
cisions ȋKim ͨͦͧͩ; Marshall ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
Nowadays, it is almost commonplace to own several digital devices that 
are used alternatingly or simultaneously to create and access digital in-
formation items. Furthermore, every one of us interacts with various ser-
vice providers which entails questions such as: Do you still know on how 
many web sites/services you are registered with and which data you pro-
vided for signing up? Do you check your utility or telecommunication 
providerǯs portal for your new bill on a regular basis? When you move, do 
you surely know whom to inform about your new address? These small 
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vignettes show that information fragmentation ȋKarger ͨͦͦͭȌ is a com-
mon problem that will keep flourishing: We all will have to take more and 
more decisions on finding, keeping, managing and ȋre-Ȍusing once en-
countered information items which is multiplied by the increasing num-
ber of devices and services that we are interacting with. Moreover, we will 
have to bridge and master the digital and the paper-based worlds in order 
to manage oneǯs life if we inevitably engage in governmental or business 
processes and transactions. Now, the question arises, how information 
technology and new services might help to overcome the problem of in-
formation fragmentation. This PhD-thesis explores the relationship and 
potential areas of tension of personal information management ȋPIMȌ 
and process support in the light of information fragmentation. Individ-
ual behavior will be analyzed, how people use their individually struc-
tured PSI and how they might be supported in exchanging information 
items with e-government and e-business service providers using an elec-
tronic data safe ȋEDSȌ in order to overcome or reduce the problem of in-
formation fragmentation. An EDS is a cloud-based storage service for the 
management of personal information items and their controlled sharing 
with e-business or e-government processes under the user-managed ac-
cess paradigm. In the following chapters, background information and 
related work will lay the grounds for presenting the research questions 
and the approach taken to answer them.  
ͣ.ͤ Problem Statement 
Since service providers have better IT support for managing the whole 
customer life-cycle and they have better support for tracking processes 
and transactions, there is an imbalance disfavoring the customers. In or-
der to manage their life, customers have to get into contact with several 
service providers, for instance health insurance providers or public au-
thorities to carry out voluntary ȋe.g. marriageȌ or involuntary transac-
tions ȋe.g. tax declarationsȌ. For managing their social life, people have 
IT support through social networks ȋsuch as Google+ or FacebookȌ. Their 
professional life can be managed by other social networks ȋsuch as 
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LinkedIn or XINGȌ. These services can be considered as hubs specialized 
in the management of a certain aspect of a personǯs life. However, such a 
hub for supporting and carrying out generalized, ǲadministrativeǳ tasks 
with public authorities or business organizations is lacking. People are 
left to their ȋmultitudeȌ of own devices, information items and service 
providers, and, thus, apply their own PIM strategies to cope with the ever-
growing information fragmentation.  
Customers and citizens are offered many channels to interact with a ser-
vice, for instance via a customer portal. Each of these portals needs to be 
remembered, configured the right way to receive notifications via e-mail, 
and to be checked on a regular basis – separately for each service provider. 
This imposes a huge cognitive burden on individuals as they have to ac-
tively manage a universe of fragmented service providers. PIM tools like 
password managers could be used to achieve a unified view of a personǯs 
account credentials. But the majority of people ȋa finding gathered from 
interviewing citizens about their PIM behavior, performed in the context 
of this PhD thesisȌ does not use such tools. They either use the same or 
variants of the same passwords or they rely on password recovery mech-
anisms – if they still remember that they have registered for a certain ser-
vice. Framing cognitive burden as a consequence of information frag-
mentation gives rise to potential explanations of observed behavior: For 
instance, people seem to dislike checking a service providerǯs portal on a 
regular basis, unless high frequency task like executing payments can be 
carried out there because visiting a portal just for one task creates cogni-
tive burden. Moreover, e-mail messages are nowadays frequently used to 
signal changes in a processǯ status to the customers. But for security rea-
sons the messages are formulated quite neutral which creates the need to 
consult the service providerǯs portal which, again, induces cognitive bur-
den. Furthermore, if processes need to be supplied with an individualǯs 
information items that are stored in a fragmented PIC, the retrieval of 
these items and their packaging according to a service providerǯs specifi-
cation ȋe.g. by completing formsȌ induces further cognitive burden. This 
leads to the overarching research question of this thesis: 
ͧ Synopsis 
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RQͪ: How can we reduce or even overcome information fragmentation in 
the context of e-business or e-government processes? 
To achieve this, I propose that we should follow the concept of an EDS or 
a ǲlife management platformǳ in which PIM and process support are com-
bined ȋfor example in the e-government and e-business domainȌ. This 
alleviates the cognitive burden on how to cope with information frag-
mentation. 
ͣ.ͥ Research Questions  
In order to answer the overarching research question RQͪ ǲHow can we 
reduce or even overcome information fragmentation in the context of e-
business or e-government processes?ǳ two ȋsub-Ȍresearch questions need 
to be answered. The first research question provides the formative back-
ground and is stated as follows:  
RQͫ: What is the nature of the practices that people exhibit in order to 
manage information items related to their personal, administrative life?  
This research question aims at identifying the current pains and prob-
lems people have when they are managing their paper-world and digital 
information items. People have many different information items stored 
physically or electronically. Yet, we do not know which of these infor-
mation items are of importance and if this translates into specialized 
keeping strategies – especially if these information items shall be used in 
processes, for example, statements and invoices to be attached to a tax 
declaration. 
Much research has been done in the area of human information behavior 
ȋCase ͨͦͦͭȌ, dealing with the process of encountering new, unknown in-
formation. On the contrary, little research is dealing with ǲhuman infor-
mation organization behaviorǳ ȋHIOBȌ that focuses on organizing once 
encountered information ȋCole and Leide ͨͦͦͬ; Spurgin ͨͦͦͮȌ. By an-
swering the first research question, I will be able to contribute new 
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knowledge to close this gap. The findings ȋidentified problems and cur-
rent practicesȌ can also be used to inform the design of services offered 
in electronic data safes or life management platforms – or cloud-storage 
services in general. 
The results are then used to inform the prototypical design of a solution 
ȋelectronic data safeȌ to analyze if information fragmentation can be re-
duced or even overcome. This is related to the second research question:  
RQͬ: How can we support the exchange of information items via elec-
tronic data safes in order to reduce or even overcome information frag-
mentation? 
If the interaction between an individual and an organization takes place 
through online-assisted processes, an electronic data safe will serve as a 
ǲdata transaction platformǳ ȋBreitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮ; Schulz et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ. 
In this sense, an electronic data safe can be interpreted as a boundary 
object ȋStar and Griesemer ͧͯͮͯȌ that connects an individualǯs personal 
space of information ȋthe paper and electronically based universe of all 
information itemsȌ with an organizationǯs space/universe of infor-
mation.  
By answering research question two, the following contributions are de-
livered: First, userǯs perceptions about the idea of coupling personal in-
formation management with process support will be revealed and re-
flected. Second, essential or useful components of an electronic data safe 
or life management portal are identified. Thus, an evaluation of a proto-
typical electronic data safe as a design solution will be carried out trying 
to answer if the envisioned solution helps to overcome the information 
fragmentation problem and which effects the solution created. 
ͣ.ͦ Structure of this Thesis 
This thesis consists of four essays that are based on peer-reviewed con-
ference articles. Each of the essays answers a distinct research question 
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and contributes to answering the research questions ȋsee also Table ͧȌ as 
stated in chapter ͧ.ͩ.  
The first essay gives an overview of current trends of electronic data safes 
in the e-business and e-government domain and provides the foundation 
and context for the further research activities in this thesis. The second 
and the third essay identify current usage patterns and emerging prob-
lems from the user perspective when individuals chose to store their in-
formation items in an EDS. The fourth and last essay reports on the re-
sults of an evaluation of an EDS prototype with e-government and e-busi-
ness process support in order to identify challenges and problems. The 
last chapter wraps up the findings from all essays and puts them into con-
text with smart government initiatives aspiring to the ideas of ǲgovern-
ment ͪ.ͦǳ or ǲindustry ͪ.ͦǳ that are discussed as emerging topics. 
Chapter Title RQ 
ͧ Synopsis  
ͨ Essay ͧ: The Landscape of Electronic Data Safes  RQͨ 
ͩ Essay ͨ: Current Usage of an EDS RQͧ 
ͪ Essay ͩ: The Challenges of Shaping a Digital Leg-acy in Presence of an EDS RQͧ 
ͫ Essay ͪ: Active EDS and Transformational Govern-ment – Evaluation of a Prototype RQͨ 
ͬ Outlook: EDS as an Infrastructure for Smart Inter-actions  
Table ͧ: Structure of the thesis 
ͣ.ͧ Methodology 
In Information Systems research, two research paradigms are prevalent: 
ȋaȌ behavioral science and ȋbȌ design science ȋHevner et al. ͨͦͦͪȌ. This 
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thesis follows an explorative research paradigm with the goals of discov-
ering and describing ǲ[…] unexplained phenomena, their correlates, and 
the contexts in which they manifest.ǳ ȋBriggs and Schwabe ͨͦͧͧȌ For 
these exploratory research activities, which are ascribed to the design sci-
ence research paradigm, behavioral methods such as qualitative inter-
views with sense-making methodologies such as grounded theory ȋGla-
ser and Strauss ͨͦͦͯ; A. L. Strauss and Corbin ͧͯͯͮȌ or thematic analysis 
ȋBraun and Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ can be used. 
In this PhD thesis, therefore, the essays two and three focus on describing 
and explaining user behavior and putting it into context with existing 
theories ȋfor example, information ecologies and the transactional model 
of stress and copingȌ following the behavioral science approach. The first 
essay of this thesis uses document analysis and qualitative interviews to 
explore the current landscape of electronic data safe solutions resulting 
in a contextual description of the environment where the phenomenon 
of interest ȋinformation fragmentation with PIM activities for e-business 
and e-government transactionsȌ occurs. Finally, the fourth essay is mov-
ing into the direction of design-science-oriented exploratory research by 
using a prototype as an artifact to explore userǯs reactions. Nevertheless, 
behavioral science research methods are used to interpret userǯs reac-
tions that were provided in the qualitative interviews in this fourth essay.  
When behavioral science methods, such as thematic analysis, are used in 
this thesis, I proceeded in a data-driven fashion without establishing as-
sumptions about an ǲa priori understanding of the situationǳ ȋOrlikowski 
and Baroudi ͧͯͯͧ, p. ͫȌ. Thus, I followed an interpretive research para-
digm based on an epistemological understanding that the knowledge of 
the world is socially constructed – in contrast to a positivist research 
stance which would assume that there is an objective reality. 
ͣ.ͨ Background and Related Work 
This chapter gives background information and points to related work. 
After having presented information fragmentation as the phenomenon 
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of interest, the concept of ǲelectronic data safesǳ and ǲlife management 
platformsǳ will be portrayed. These technological solutions or concepts 
are assumed to assist individuals to reduce or even overcome information 
fragmentation. Both concepts combine components and functionalities 
for PIM and process integration which constitute the intersection of all 
the research activities on which this PhD thesis is based. 
ͣ.ͨ.ͣ Information Fragmentation 
Information fragmentation is defined by Tungare ȋͨͦͦͯȌ as: ǲ[…] the con-
dition of having a userǯs data in different formats, distributed across mul-
tiple locations, manipulated by different applications, and residing in a 
generally disconnected manner.ǳ Reasons for this fragmentation are ȋͧ.Ȍ 
that applications are only designed around a single, fixed data type, and 
ȋͨ.Ȍ that there is a lack of integration among tools and mostly proprietary 
data formats exist ȋVan Kleek ͨͦͧͧȌ. Prior research projects have dealt 
with the information fragmentation problem. The first to mention is 
Haystack ȋKarger et al. ͨͦͦͫȌ which is a semantic desktop application 
that unifies information items from multiple source applications through 
linking them via RDF. In the Haystack project, the focus is on the inte-
grative aspects of user interface and a smart representation of data in its 
context thus eliminating information fragmentation. Second, the 
Gnowsis-Project ȋSauermann ͨͦͦͯȌ and its successor NEPOMUK ȋGroza 
et al. ͨͦͦͭȌ are aiming at creating the social semantic desktop. Third, 
there is the project called Planz ȋJones and Anderson ͨͦͧͧȌ which pro-
vides a document-overlay to existing storage systems to support project-
based information item organization.  
ͣ.ͨ.ͤ Personal Information Management  
How persons keep, organize, and use information items has been studied 
in the domain of Personal Information Management ȋPIMȌ ȋJones ͨͦͧͨ, 
ͨͦͧͩ, ͨͦͧͫ, ͨͦͦͮ; Jones and Teevan ͨͦͦͭbȌ. As a research field, it is very 
interdisciplinary because PIM activities are not bound to a specific tool 
or device but have to be put into a broader context of a ǲ[…] personǯs in-
tegrative use of information across tools and over time.ǳ ȋW. Jones & Ross, 
ͧ.ͬ Background and Related Work  
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ͨͦͦͭ, p. ͪͭͨȌ. It differs from information behavior research because 
models on information behavior, for example, Wilsonǯs ȋͨͦͦͦȌ second 
model, focus more on how to encounter new information: ǲHowever, all 
these models talk only about how public information is found and ignore 
what happens after finding has occurred.ǳ ȋWhittaker ͜͞͝͝, p. ͠Ȍ  
PIM is defined as ȋJones ͨͦͧͨ, p. ͩȌ: ǲ[…] both the practice and study of 
the activities a person performs in order to locate or create, store, organ-
ize, maintain, modify, retrieve, use and distribute information in each of 
its many forms ȋin various paper forms, in electronic documents, in email 
messages, in conventional Web pages, in blogs, in wikis, etc.Ȍ as needed 
to meet lifeǯs many goals ȋeveryday and long-term, work-related and notȌ 
and to fulfill lifeǯs many roles and responsibilities ȋas parent, spouse, 
friend, employee, member of community, etc.Ȍ.ǳ The body of literature 
on PIM gives valuable insights, for example how people use their elec-
tronic folders ȋBergman et al. ͨͦͧͦ; Henderson ͨͦͦͯȌ, what problems 
arise if documents are shared over several devices ȋDearman and Pierce 
ͨͦͦͮȌ, or when cloud storage services are used ȋMarshall and Tang ͨ ͦͧͨȌ, 
and if users exhibit a kind of preparatory behavior, for instance, by sort-
ing documents into folders for an anticipated later use ȋWhittaker ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
Existing research on information organization behavior tends to focusses 
on PIM activities in specific contexts such as work ȋMalone ͧͯͮͩȌ or the 
professional home office ȋThomson ͨͦͧͩȌ, populations such as 
academics ȋKaye et al. ͨͦͦͬȌ or engineers ȋHicks et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ, across 
devices ȋBoardman and Sasse ͨͦͦͪ; Dearman and Pierce ͨͦͦͮȌ or about 
the use of ȋpersonalȌ cloud-based storage ȋCapra et al. ͨͦͧͪ; Marshall 
and Tang ͨͦͧͨ; Odom, Sellen, et al. ͨͦͧͨ; Tang et al. ͨͦͧͩȌ. As an 
exception, the recently published study by Vertesi et al. ȋͨͦͧͬȌ takes a 
very general approach to answer the question ǲHow do people manage 
their personal data?ǳ which was motivated by the claim of Barkhuus 
ȋͨͦͧͨȌ that findings are often bound to the context of a study and that 
taking a broader perspective would generate new insights. Therefore, 
these authors took a general view on the PIM practices and the ecosys-
tems that people engage in to manage their information items. They 
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placed their findings in the wider context of a ǲmoral economyǳ. In doing 
so, they report on a set of practices, the cultural expectations, affects and 
responsibilities that arise when people are confronted with a heterogene-
ous information ecology landscape.  
PIM activities are not only dedicated to manage hot ȋimmediateȌ or warm 
ȋworkingȌ information items ȋcf. Sellen and Harper ͨͦͦͨȌ but they also 
include information items not longer in use. Whittaker ȋͨͦͧͧȌ suggested 
different information properties that influence how information items 
will be curated: ȋaȌ action-oriented items require the user to do some-
thing ȋaction-orientednessȌ, ȋbȌ informative items do not require a user 
to act ȋinformativenessȌ, and ȋcȌ the uniqueness of an information. Nev-
ertheless, it is very hard to assess the value of an information itemǯs future 
worth ȋMarshall ͨͦͦͭȌ, especially if they do have certain values which 
change over the ǲlife-cycleǳ of the item itself and with respect to their 
owner ȋMarshall ͨͦͧͧȌ. Since storage costs are inexpensive, the default is 
to keep all these digital items: ǲIn our analog past, the default was to dis-
card rather than preserve; today the default is to retain.ǳ ȋMayer-Schön-
berger ͨͦͦͭ, p. ͪȌ And, ǲ[…] there is no Nobel Prize or Oscar awarded for 
maintaining a neat, well-pruned file-system.ǳ ȋMarshall ͨͦͧͧȌ 
Generally, personal information items are stored with the attitude of ǲbe-
nign neglectǳ ignoring the consequences or needs of ǲdata stewardshipǳ 
through deferral to somewhere in the future ȋMarshall ͨͦͦͭȌ. The strand 
of research on personal archiving ȋHawkins and Kahle ͨͦͧͩ; Lee ͨͦͧͧ; 
Marshall ͨͦͦͮa, ͨͦͦͮbȌ sheds light on these often implicitly occurring 
practices of forming a digital archive. The body of literature on personal 
archiving gives background on the motivation why and what people do 
archive – and how they struggle with it. Marshall et al. ȋͨͦͦͭȌ describe 
that ǲȋͧȌ digital materials accumulate in a different and more problem-
atic way than physical materials; ȋͨȌ personal digital belongings are fun-
damentally distributed on and among different computers, applications, 
and storage media.  
Moreover, PIM-related research investigates the role of digital possession 
ȋCushing ͨͦͧͨ; Kaye et al. ͨͦͦͬ; Odom, Sellen, et al. ͨͦͧͨ; Watkins et 
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al. ͨͦͧͫȌ to understand what motivations exist to curate or create collec-
tions of information items. So far, to the best of our knowledge, no 
dedicated research has been performed in order to analyze how people 
manage ǲofficialǳ information items that had been directed to them, for 
example, through the use of e-government, e-business services, or just 
originating by the fact that you are alive and ǲofficiallyǳ registered and 
bound by documents to this world ȋas the German saying goes: ǲFrom the 
cradle to the grave: forms everywhere.ǳȌ. With our research, we expand 
the literature on PIM regarding the question if such official documents 
are forming a distinct part of an individualǯs PSI and how they are orga-
nized, especially, if dedicated storage services like electronic data safes, 
as introduced in the next chapter, exist. 
Information re-finding is different from finding new, unknown infor-
mation ȋDeng and Feng ͨͦͧͧȌ. Three main types of re-finding were iden-
tified ȋElsweiler et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ: lookup tasks ȋsearching for a specific infor-
mation item, for example, a password in an e-mailȌ, item tasks ȋlooking 
for a particular information item to pass and share it or use it for a given 
taskȌ, and multi-item tasks ȋmore items are involved and the user has to 
collate information to complete a taskȌ. As these authors mention, ǲre-
finding tasks can often be difficult, time consuming and frustrating.ǳ 
ȋElsweiler et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Not finding known items leads to disappointment 
ȋSlone ͨͦͦͦȌ. Information fragmentation will even worsen all these 
problems. People already experience a loss of productivity through their 
daily need for searching information items which induces high search- 
and transaction costs. The tremendous growth in literature on ǲself-helpǳ 
of getting better and more organized ȋlike the famous approach of ǲGet-
ting Things Doneǳ, Allen ͨͦͦͧȌ can be seen as a symptom of the inherent 
desire of people to ǲsimplify your lifeǳ ȋas the best-selling book is titled, 
Küstenmacher ͨͦͦͪȌ.  
ͣ.ͨ.ͥ Process Support  
Many tools and applications for managing oneǯs personal information, 
like e-mail or to-dos, exist but only in a fairly disconnected manner, cre-
ating application and data silos. When information items have to be 
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sought and brought together for larger tasks, for example preparing an 
application for a new job and delivering it via a companyǯs job portal or 
completing an online tax declaration, many information silos have to be 
consulted. The citizen or the individual is burdened with the whole inte-
gration effort without having the proper means of controlling the infor-
mation items that were provided to processes and to keep track of a pro-
cessǯ execution. 
With the advent of the Internet, people and organizations are using this 
channel more and more for initiating e-business and e-government 
transactions and processes ȋTNS infratest ͨͦͧͨȌ. In the domain of e-gov-
ernment, for example, Schwabe ȋͨͦͧͧȌ describes that electronic forms, 
standardized input and rule-based processing will lead to efficiency gains 
for public administrations and citizens. Additional value is created when 
information has to be provided only once and not several times. Schwabe 
ȋͨͦͧͧȌ claims that dynamically configured forms with rule-based error 
checking, ideally based on pre-defined life-events, will leverage the 
online-channelǯs full potential. Structuring information and services ac-
cording to life-events ȋMüller ͨͦͧͧȌ is becoming a well-established prac-
tice and more and more administrations are embracing this structuring 
aid. Combining general life-events with citizen specific profiles and data 
will result in truly personalized services ȋAlSoud and Nakata ͨͦͧͧȌ that 
contribute to achieving a ǲone-stop governmentǳ. The task at hand that 
citizens want to execute determines the choice of the channel ȋweb based 
or still predominant telephone and face-to-faceȌ ȋEbbers et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ, for 
example registering a civil marriage online is not regarded to be attractive 
ȋBarth and Veit ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
Exchange of information items in the context of e-business or e-govern-
ment processes often takes place using Web forms. Completing forms is 
regarded as a tedious and repetitive action, as reported by Winckler et al. 
ȋͨͦͧͧȌ. This motivated Winckler et al. to develop a solution that assists 
users in completing any web form with recurring patterns of information 
ȋfor instance, address or bank account data; I will refer to these structured 
information items as ǲfield dataǳȌ that are drawn centrally from a PIM 
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system. I argue that this focus on ǲauto-completeǳ or ǲassisted-completeǳ 
might be feasible for providing field data but carrying out larger e-gov-
ernment or e-business transactions which involve the exchange of docu-
ments ȋfor example photos to prove the possession of something or plans 
of real estate propertyȌ cannot be supported by such an auto-complete 
solution. EDS, as introduced before, will put users and their personal 
space of information in the center and allow them to share information 
items with a process, and, of course, to receive information items from 
processes, to keep track of their shared data, and they will be assisted 
throughout the execution of services, for example by providing to-dos 
and reminders. 
Business process re-engineering methods are used to model an organiza-
tionǯs processes in order to improve customer service and lower their 
transaction costs. When information items have to be exchanged in pro-
cesses, an interface is needed to perform this information exchange. 
While the organization keeps track of a customerǯs or a citizensǯ input 
and current process state, the customer has been often left without fur-
ther notice other than ǲYour request will be processedǳ. E-business ser-
vices nowadays often give detailed feedback on a processǯ or a transac-
tionǯs status on their Web site. Process transparency is used to reduce in-
formation asymmetries ȋNussbaumer and Matter ͨͦͧͧȌ in order to 
achieve customer satisfaction. Service providers have detailed knowledge 
about their customers and use many systems, for example, customer-re-
lationship management systems, in order to get a holistic view on each 
customer ȋBloching et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ. On the other side, customers do not 
have such sophisticated tools which help them to manage all the data 
provided to the multitude of service providers, and which help them to 
keep track of their processes in which they are involved. They are left 
alone with their own personal information management, which may re-
sult in quite diverse difficulties and practices for managing their infor-
mation items. This was also recognized in the domain of knowledge-
management and process-oriented case-based reasoning by Görg and 
Bergmann ȋͨͦͧͫȌ. These authors introduced and defined the term social 
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workflow as ǲ[…] an executable process representation, serving private in-
dividuals and groups of people to fulfil their objectives by providing 
means to describe and link personal activities and data objects according 
to procedural rules.ǳ ȋGörg and Bergmann ͨͦͧͫ, p. ͨȌ Furthermore, they 
define a social workflow service as a service which ǲ[…] provides a model-
ling and flexible execution service for social workflows addressing private 
individuals as users. This service includes means to organize, share, and 
reuse social workflows and the related workflow data within a virtual 
community of private users.ǳ ȋGörg and Bergmann ͨͦͧͫ, p. ͨȌ In their 
work, Görg and Bergmann suggest that supporting social workflows 
ȋsuch as planning to attend a concert with all steps involved from buying 
a ticket, travelling there and looking for accommodationȌ via IT artefacts 
in the private domain is the next step besides the already well-established 
business process management. Electronic data safes, as introduced in the 
following chapter, might serve as a platform to support social workflow 
services. 
ͣ.ͨ.ͦ ȋActiveȌ Electronic Data Safes  
The projects dealing with information fragmentation presented in the 
previous chapter focus on the desktop and the applications running on a 
personal computer. Besides these, ǲpersonal data lockersǳ are emerging 
as technologies that shall help users to give them control over their data 
ȋVan Kleek et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ. As an emerging topic, there are many parallel or 
slightly differing concepts and terms used nowadays: ȋpersonalȌ data 
lockers, personal data stores, ȋpersonalȌ data vaults ȋBrochot et al. ͨͦͧͫȌ, 
or, as it will be used in this thesis, electronic data safes ȋEDSȌ. Early works 
related to electronic document safes in the German-speaking e-govern-
ment literature appeared as early as ͨͦͦͫ ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͦͫ, von Lucke 
ͨͦͦͮȌ. Several authors argue that separating data storage from data usage 
will enable a true advancement for the current Internet ȋMun et al. ͨͦͧͦ; 
Van Kleek et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ: „Instead of individuals sharing their personal data 
streams directly with services, we propose the use of secure containers to 
which only the individual has complete access.ǲ ȋMun et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ Elec-
tronic data safes can be regarded as such infrastructures that provide data 
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sharing capabilities under the user-managed access paradigm and allow 
users to exert informational self-determination, and to gain transparency 
on how information is used ȋAndrieu ͨͦͧͦȌ.  
In this PhD-thesis, I will follow the definition of Breitenstrom et al. 
ȋͨͦͦͮȌ which was given in the domain of e-government ȋtranslated by 
the author of this thesisȌ: ǲAn electronic data safe is a virtual data locker 
based on modern information and communication technologies which 
can be reached via electronic media in order to store, administer or share 
electronic data and documents.ǳ  
As an alternative definition for electronic data and document safes, the 
European Commission uses the following, thereby putting emphasis on 
the duality of document management and data management which is 
performed with the help of an electronic safe: ǲAn electronic data and 
document safe ȋeSafeȌ is a virtual repository for storing, administering 
and sharing personal electronic data and documents. It provides storage 
of and access to archived documents for authorized parties in secure man-
ner and makes online transactions more efficient, comfortable and user 
friendly.ǳ ȋEuropean Commission ͨͦͧͨȌ 
This apparent dichotomy or duality of data and documents is explainable 
by referring to the DIKW ȋdata, information, knowledge, wisdomȌ pyra-
mid or, in the German literature, the ǲknowledge staircaseǳ ȋWis-
senstreppeȌ introduced by North ȋͨͦͧͬȌ. At the lowest level of the stair-
case, symbols are exchanged ȋfor example, ǲͦͧͦͦͧͦͦͧͧͦͦͧǳȌ. When – 
alluding to semiotics – syntactical information is added to the symbols, 
data is exchanged ȋfor example, ǲ+ͪͧͪͪͬͬͬͮͮͮͨͨǳȌ. Data is hardly inter-
pretably on its own. By adding semantics, data becomes information ȋfor 
example, ǲtelephone number of Mrs. A: +ͪͧͪͪͬͬͬͮͮͮͨͨǳȌ. Thereby, in-
formation items become understandable to humans. But the information 
items itself do not lead to insights or actions. Only if information items 
are linked to a context, experiences, and expectations ȋadding pragmat-
icsȌ they transform into knowledge. Knowledge then becomes actionable 
by its application and the motivations to apply it. In information science, 
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this is formulated as ǲinformation is knowledge in actionǳ ȋStock and 
Stock ͨͦͧͩȌ.  
An electronic safe simultaneously contains data and information which 
are often formatted as documents as the primary representation for hu-
man readability and understandability. Documents can either contain 
only human readable information or they might also have attached ma-
chine readable information or data ȋor they can be transformed into 
theseȌ. In this thesis, I refer to the electronic safe as a service to manage 
data based on the foundational hierarchy of the knowledge staircase that 
documents consist of information items that, again, consist of data 
items, and ultimately of symbols. As suggested in the discussion of the 
concept of a ǲdocumentǳ in information science ȋStock and Stock ͨͦͧͩȌ, 
the concept of ǲresourcesǳ would also be a synonym for documents. But 
with respect to common language usage of the words ǲdocumentsǳ and 
ǲdataǳ, an ǲelectronic resource safeǳ would be terminologically correct, 
too, but it sounds rather abstract. As another option, using the com-
pound ǲelectronic document safeǳ could be misunderstood as an implicit 
restriction that only well-formatted documents ȋlike PDF filesȌ might be 
only stored therein electronically and excluding data items. And using 
the compound ǲelectronic information safeǳ might exclude the notion of 
being able to store documents therein. Therefore, I suggest using the 
compound ǲelectronic data safeǳ to denote terminologically the conceptǯs 
ability to store any kind of resource that is made up of data items. In con-
sequence, all upper-level representations such as information items, doc-
uments and finally also knowledge items are then subsumed by referring 
to this more foundational term. 
The owner ȋindividuals, private or public sector organizationsȌ of such an 
electronic data safe ȋBreitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮ; Schulz et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ can se-
curely store documents and data in the cloud and share it, based upon 
the individualǯs decision, on a fine-grained level with other parties. For 
example, citizens will be able to share data from their electronic data 
safes with e-government processes and they can see and understand in 
which parts of a process their data will be used ȋSchulz et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ. This 
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user-managed access paradigm is the central design principle of an EDS 
which means that the safe owners decide with whom and with which e-
business or e-government processes they share their information items. 
If documents are transmitted entirely electronically, benefits from opti-
mized processes with less manual errors due to changes in medium may 
be possible. Private sector organizations are also able to send data and 
documents to their customers via an electronic data safe. Together with 
all ȋmobileȌ devices, such as smartphones or tablet PCs, a ǲpersonal 
cloudǳ ȋReed et al. ͜͞͝͝Ȍ will evolve.  
An electronic data safe is more than cloud storage as offered, for example, 
by Dropbox, ȋformerlyȌ Wuala, Microsoft SkyDrive/OneDrive, or Google 
Drive. Many of these offers do not provide encryption of the information 
stored ȋfor a comparison of the security of cloud storage, see ȋBorgmann 
et al. ͨͦͧͨȌȌ or a transfer of data to processes ȋSchulz et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ. Ac-
cording to Schulz et al. ȋͨͦͧͦȌ, electronic data safes will provide benefits 
to all types of users because data and document delivery from trustwor-
thy senders, data sharing mechanisms on a fine-grained level, and tight 
integration into business processes are combined in one place. This the-
sis uses the term ǲactive electronic data safeǳ ȋAEDSȌ in order to empha-
size the process support capabilities that transcend mailbox-like docu-
ment reception and storage. Thus, an AEDS serves as an ǲone-stop-shopǳ 
ȋKohlborn et al. ͨͦͧͩ; Wimmer ͨͦͦͨȌ, i.e. an individualǯs single contact 
and interaction point for information items and processes related to or-
ganizations from the public and the private sector.  
 
Figure ͧ: ȋActiveȌ Electronic data safe as an intermediary 
ȋAȌEDS are also evolving from portals ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͦͭ, von Lucke ͨͦͦͮȌ 
and plain document storage solutions to an infrastructure component for 
user-managed information and process management for which the term 
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life-management platforms has been coined ȋKuppinger ͨͦͧͨa, ͨͦͧͨb; 
Kuppinger and Kearns ͨͦͧͩȌ. They act as an intermediary replacing 
many point-to-point-connections and they serve as a multi-sided plat-
form ȋMSPȌ to connect individuals and organizations – both, from the 
private and the public sector ȋBrunzel ͨͦͧͧȌ ȋsee Figure ͧȌ. To carry out 
transactions in business processes, this exchange of information items 
happens via ǲpluginsǳ with respect to the original concept of an EDS or 
with ǲappsǳ with respect to the concept of a life-management platform. 
The stakeholders are the individuals/citizens, the service-providers/or-
ganizations and the platform of the ȋAȌEDS/life-management platform 
itself.  
ͣ.ͨ.ͦ.ͣ EDS as a Platform and a Network Good 
Connecting the public and private context via a MSP in the e-government 
context was diagnosed as an embryonic research area ȋBharosa et al. 
ͨͦͧͩȌ. The simultaneous use of an infrastructure component, such as an 
AEDS, by the private and public sector makes sense because one organi-
zation alone often has too few customer contacts in order to justify the 
development and maintenance of such an infrastructure. For example, a 
German citizen is said to have one to two contacts with the public admin-
istration per year ȋLenz ͨͦͦͧȌ. AEDS are a network good: The more or-
ganizations offer services on an AEDSǯ platform, the more attractive it 
will become for customers – and vice versa. Postal services or telecom-
munication providers who consider themselves as established and natu-
ral intermediaries are complementing their portfolio of electronic docu-
ment delivery solutions, for example, by providing electronic payment, 
authentication or secure storage for individuals and organizations ȋFin-
ger et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ, thus, also moving into the direction of AEDS. Neverthe-
less, these classic intermediaries often stick to a document-centric ǲmail-
boxǳ metaphor which is extended in the AEDSǯ vision by process support 
capabilities or value-added services to assist in personal information 
management tasks. 
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ͣ.ͨ.ͦ.ͤ EDS in E-Government 
On a European level, the concept of an EDS also gained traction in the 
context of research programs such as ǲISA²ǳ ȋInteroperability solutions 
for public administrations, businesses and citizensȌ ȋEuropean Commis-
sion ͨͦͧͬaȌ with the specialized sub-action ǲInteroperability Agree-
ments on Electronic Document and Electronic File ȋͨͦͧͬ.ͨͬȌǳ ȋEuro-
pean Commission ͨͦͧͬbȌ. This action aims at providing an overview of 
solutions and standards for electronic documents and files. Within this 
action, a ǲDetailed analysis of e-Safe and e-Document solutions in Mem-
ber States and EU initiativesǳ was elaborated but has not been published 
yet officially ȋEuropean Commission ͨͦͧͬcȌ. Thus, the European Com-
mission has recognized the importance of providing mechanisms to sup-
port the management of electronic documents as a foundation for ex-
panding e-government. Electronic safes ȋor eSafesȌ have been diagnosed 
as one of five key enablers that are a pre-requisite to assess the eGovern-
ment performance of the EUǯs member states. Besides eSafes, other key 
enablers were identified: electronic identifications, electronic docu-
ments, authentic sources, and Single Sign On capabilities. Nevertheless, 
the eSafe component had the lowest benchmark score with ͩͫ% com-
pared to an electronic identity with a benchmark score of ͬͨ%. This was 
diagnosed as an obstacle to achieve ǲadvanced, transactional, automated 
services.ǳ ȋEuropean Commission ͨͦͧͪȌ  
In the yet unpublished study ǲDetailed analysis of e-Safe and e-Docu-
ment solutions in Member States and EU initiativesǳ ȋEuropean Com-
mission ͨͦͧͬcȌ, the European Commission identified seven categories of 
e-document and eSafe solutions based on their functions. For the sake of 
completeness, I will report on these categories. Such a functional catego-
rization helps to cluster eSafe solutions, but nevertheless, it should pro-
vide room to accommodate for a serviceǯs development, for example, by 
embracing future developments and a serviceǯs gradual transition into 
other categories. While working on this thesis, for some services such an 
evolutionary transition was observable, for example, with the Austrian e-
Tresor solution. The categories, as identified in the unpublished study 
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mentioned before, were: ȋaȌ machine to machine: These are solutions fa-
cilitating the exchange of data in the GͨG context; ȋbȌ notification and 
dispatching: the government sends documents and notifications to citi-
zens and businesses using a unified platform; ȋcȌ message box/e-delivery: 
citizens or businesses receive documents via a secured electronic mailbox 
as a registered electronic delivery service; ȋdȌ storage-only eSafe solutions 
ȋstrong boxesȌ: their aim is to provide safe and secure storage of docu-
ments without any transactional component; ȋeȌ eSafe solutions for bidi-
rectional communication: these are services used by citizens and busi-
nesses to send and receive electronic documents – also with private enti-
ties. Sharing of electronic documents is also possible; ȋfȌ legisla-
tion/frameworks: concepts describing the desired architecture of e-gov-
ernment applications, and ȋgȌ web portals: web sites as information re-
sources and documentation about national interoperability specifica-
tions. Using these categories, ǲelectronic data safesǳ, as understood in this 
PhD thesis, will fall into the categories of ǲnotification & dispatchingǳ, 
ǲmessage box/e-deliveryǳ, ǲstorage only eSafe solutionsǳ and ǲeSafe solu-
tions for bidirectional communicationǳ. 
As we see, an ȋAȌEDS is perceived as an IT-artefact helping to reduce in-
formation fragmentation and supporting processes in ǲsocial workflowsǳ. 
The overarching vision and aim in the context of e-government is to use 
technology as an enabler for deeper changes and transformations in the 
service-delivery from the government to its citizens or business clients. 
This train of thought culminates in the abstract aim of realizing a ǲtrans-
formational governmentǳ ȋt-governmentȌ which is defined by OASIS in 
its Transformational Government Framework Version ͨ.ͦ as: ǲA man-
aged, citizen-centric, process of ICT-enabled change within the public sec-
tor and in its relationships with the private and voluntary sectors, which 
puts the needs of citizens and businesses at the heart of that process and 
which achieves significant and transformational impacts on the efficiency 
and effectiveness of government.ǳ ȋOASIS ͨͦͧͪȌ One of the key features 
of this shift is named ǲinvesting in smart dataǳ to ensure that the govern-
mentǯs digital assets are available on an open and interoperable basis. 
Customer-centricity is seen as the central design tenant of any strategic 
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and operational activity in order to render the whole government trans-
formational and not just transforming it through technology ȋOASIS 
ͨͦͧͪȌ. In the end of this PhD thesis, the findings of all the essays will be 
discussed to analyze the potential of an ȋAȌEDS as an infrastructure com-
ponent for t-government and smart government. 
ͣ.ͨ.ͦ.ͥ Fundamental Requirements and Business Drivers of EDS 
In summary, electronic data safes are tools that help individuals to exert 
informational self-determination and to gain transparency on how infor-
mation is used ȋAndrieu ͨͦͧͦȌ. There are some fundamental require-
ments, electronic data safes have to fulfill ȋBreitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ:  
ȋͧ.Ȍ guaranteed privacy that only the owner can access and share his 
or her data,  
ȋͨ.Ȍ an adequate technological, organizational and legal framework 
to protect the privacy of personal data,  
ȋͩ.Ȍ changing a service provider must not be complicated for end-
users,  
ȋͪ.Ȍ if several data safes exist, they should be manageable under a 
single integrated user interface,  
ȋͫ.Ȍ sharing data and documents shall be supported by electronic 
identity management, and  
ȋͬ.Ȍ retention periods and service-level agreements must be obeyed 
and supported.  
Privacy-by-Design ȋCavoukian ͨͦͦͯȌ will be essential in order to create 
trust in the service and its provider, for example, by providing transpar-
ency mechanisms. A user should be able to understand where and which 
information items are used by whom. This also relates to the need for 
process transparency ȋNussbaumer and Matter ͨͦͧͧȌ. 
As business drivers for e-safe and e-document solutions, the unpublished 
report of the European Commission ȋͨͦͧͬcȌ reported upon the follow-
ing: ȋaȌ reducing the costs for paper handling and postage; ȋbȌ improving 
e-government experiences by providing a single spot for managing offi-
cial documents; ȋcȌ efficiency gains due to optimized transactions; ȋdȌ 
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supporting the concept of the ǲconnected governmentǳ with a seamless 
data and information integration across branches of the public admin-
istration; and ȋeȌ the implementation of the ǲonly onceǳ principle which 
also reflects the idea of the ǲone-stop governmentǳ to avoid redundant 
data acquisition.  
ͣ.ͨ.ͦ.ͦ Predecessors of EDS: Infomediaries and VRM 
In their position paper, Narayanan et al. ȋͨͦͧͨȌ give a short historical 
background on the development of personal data stores, starting in the 
late ͧͯͯͦies with ǲnegotiated privacy techniquesǳ. Especially the concept 
of infomediaries ȋcoined by Hagel III and Rayport ͧͯͯͭȌ was identified 
as a predecessor of todayǯs personal data stores: ǲWe believe that consum-
ers are going to take ownership of information about themselves and de-
mand value in exchange for it.ǳ ȋHagel III and Rayport ͧͯͯͭȌ.  
Infomediaries are companies that act as guardians of personal infor-
mation. Furthermore, they serve as agents and brokers for the exchange 
of personal data, for example, to find the best match of an insurance com-
pany based on the needs expressed by the customer and managed by the 
infomediary. In doing so, the interaction and transaction costs of the con-
sumers and service providers will be reduced ȋHagel and Singer ͧͯͯͯȌ. 
Moreover, the consumers would be protected from ǲthe perils of asym-
metric information and moral hazard.ǳ ȋHagel and Singer ͧͯͯͯȌ  
Three components are constituent for achieving the aims of an infome-
diary ȋHagel and Singer ͧͯͯͯȌ: ȋͧ.Ȍ a set of privacy tools to assist the cus-
tomers in engaging in commercial transactions without requiring them 
to expose personal information; ȋͨ.Ȍ a set of profiling tools that will help 
individuals manage their profile and profile data; and ȋͩ.Ȍ services that 
will use the data provided by the individualǯs to maximize the value of 
the infomediaryǯs clients. But within five years after the concept of info-
mediaries has been around in the press or worked upon in scientific con-
texts, this whole movement as well as all commercial companies ȋPer-
sona, Privada, Lumeria and AllAdvantageȌ vanished ȋNarayanan et al. 
ͨͦͧͨȌ. The reasons for failing were related to problems of ȋͧ.Ȍ providing 
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value to consumers and businesses at the same time, ȋͨ.Ȍ promoting in-
fomediaries as trustworthy market participants, ȋͩ.Ȍ rising concerns 
about privacy, and ȋͪ.Ȍ achieve critical mass and gain first-mover ad-
vantages ȋLeickly ͨͦͦͪȌ. 
The idea of informational self-determination and receiving benefits and 
value in exchange for personal data continued in the ǲProject VRMǳ ȋPro-
ject VRM ͨͦͧͨȌ, which forms a conceptual counterpart of the traditional 
customer relationship management that was now reformulated as ǲven-
dor relationship managementǳ. With the help of VRM-tools like elec-
tronic data safes or personal data stores, customers should be able to 
emancipate from service providers and ǲ[…] bear their side of the rela-
tionship burden. […] Customers will also be involved, as fully empowered 
participants, rather than as captive followers.ǳ ȋProject VRM ͨͦͧͨȌ An-
other predecessor for electronic data safes is the concept of a digital 
strongbox that was intended to support e-commerce processes and data 
and document exchanges ȋHardjono and Seberry ͧͯͯͬȌ. 
The emerging concept of a life-management platform ȋKuppinger ͨͦͧͨaȌ 
combines the personal data store/VRM-vision with process integration 
of electronic data safes. Life-management platforms will form an integra-
tive solution that combine PIM ȋthrough electronic data safesȌ and pro-
cess support. Such technological tools form part of a complex socio-tech-
nical system between individuals, service providers from the public or 
private sector, and data safe providers. From a research perspective, the 
technological and organizational instantiation of the concepts ǲelec-
tronic data safeǳ and life-management platforms will generate interest-
ing end user reactions, and, as well, rich research opportunities. 
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ͣ.ͩ Overview of the Essays and Their Contributions 
The essays in this dissertation are based on four peer-reviewed confer-
ence articles. In the following, these essays and their contributions are 
detailed. 
Citation Pfister, Joachim and Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͩȌ: „The 
Landscape of Electronic Data Safes and Their Adop-
tion in E-Government and E-Businessǲ. In: Proceed-
ings of the ͪͬth Hawaii International Conference on 
System Sciences ȋHICSSȌ. January ͭ – January ͧͦ 
ͨͦͧͩ. Wailea, Maui, Hawaii., United States. ͧͯͬͩ–
ͧͯͭͨ, DOI: ͧͦ.ͧͧͦͯ/HICSS.ͨͦͧͩ.ͫͩͨ. 
VHB Ranking VHB-JQ: C  
The HICSS e-government track is ranked as one of the 
top conference in the e-government domain ȋScholl 
and Dwivedi ͨͦͧͪȌ. 
Type of Paper Research paper 
Aim This paper reports on the concept of electronic data 
safes for managing personal data and describes the 
landscape of existing services. Factors and areas of in-
terest are identified that are relevant for the adoption 
of electronic data safes in e-government and e-busi-
ness using the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use 
of Technology as a theoretical lens.  
Methodology This is an empirical paper using an exploratory re-
search approach. Data sources are literature and doc-
ument analyses, and qualitative interviews with ex-
perts based on a semi-structured interview guide. 
Sense-making was performed by compiling an inter-
mediary report. 
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Contribution In the paper, the model of hierarchical service layers 
is introduced which is assumed to be applicable in 
other contexts where data management and data pro-
cessing are decoupled. Factors and areas of interest 
which might serve as facilitators or barriers for the 
adoption of electronic data safes are identified. 
Co-authorǯs 
contribution 
The article was co-authored by Prof. Dr. Gerhard 
Schwabe. He commented on the various drafts, re-
vised the paper, and approved the final submission to 
the conferenceǯs reviewing process. 
Table ͨ: Summary of Essay ͧ's foundational publication 
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Citation Pfister, Joachim; Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͬȌ: „Going 
Paperless with Electronic Data Safes: Information 
Ecology Fit and Challengesǲ. In: Proceedings of the 
Thirty Seventh International Conference on Infor-
mation Systems. December ͧͧ – December ͧͪ ͨͦͧͬ. 
Dublin, Ireland.  
VHB Ranking VHB-JQ: A  
Type of Paper Research paper 
Aim In this paper, the authors analyze how an electronic 
data safe fits into an individualǯs information ecology.  
Methodology This is an empirical paper based on qualitative inter-
views with ͩͯ participants using thematic analysis as 
a research methodology. 
Contribution The authors develop a typology of the content that is 
kept safe in an EDS, reflect upon the motivations and 
upon an EDSǯs role with respect to other cloud-based 
storage services individuals are using. The challenges 
of maintaining a digital, personal archive are depicted 
and ǲdata value zonesǳ are introduced as a sensitizing 
concept to reflect upon problematic areas. 
Co-authorǯs 
contribution 
The article was co-authored by Prof. Dr. Gerhard 
Schwabe. He commented on drafts, revised the paper, 
and approved the final submission to the conferenceǯs 
reviewing process. 
Table ͩ: Summary of Essay ͨ's foundational publication 
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Citation Pfister, Joachim ȋͨͦͧͭȌ: ǲǯThis will cause a lot of work.ǯ 
– Coping with Transferring Files and Passwords as 
Part of a Personal Digital Legacyǳ. In: Proceedings of 
ͨͦth ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Co-
operative Work and Social Computing. February ͨͫ- 
March ͧ ͨͦͧͭ. Portland, Oregon, United States. DOI: 
ͧͦ.ͧͧͪͫ/ͨͯͯͮͧͮͧ.ͨͯͯͮͨͬͨ. In press. 
VHB Ranking VHB-JQ: B / A ȋif acceptance rate < ͩͦ%Ȍ 
Type of Paper Research paper 
Aim The participants in an interview study describe their 
current practices and concerns with shaping a digital 
legacy, especially when they are using cloud-based 
storage services that unify secure file storage and 
password management functionalities in one service 
ȋelectronic data safesȌ. The author reports on the us-
ersǯ coping strategies with respect to shaping and giv-
ing access to their digital legacy.  
Methodology This is an empirical paper based on qualitative inter-
views with ͩͯ participants using thematic analysis as 
a research methodology. The transactional model of 
stress and coping ȋTMSCȌ is used as an analytical lens. 
Contribution Pre-mortem password sharing is identified as a com-
mon problem-focused coping strategy. Moreover, 
emotion-focused strategies of avoidance and igno-
rance are discussed. The paper suggests a well-estab-
lished theory ȋTMSCȌ to explain behavior described 
by benign neglect. Further challenges are described 
and discussed to, finally, develop design implications.  
Table ͪ: Summary of Essay ͩ's foundational publication 
ͧ Synopsis 
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Citation Pfister, Joachim and Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͫȌ: „Elec-
tronic Data Safes as an Infrastructure for Transforma-
tional Government? A Case Studyǲ. In: Tambouris, 
Efthimios; Janssen, Marijn; Scholl, Hans Jochen; 
Wimmer, Maria; Tarabanis, Konstantinos; Gascó, 
Mila; Klievink, Bram; Lindgren, Ida; Parycek, Peter 
ȋEds.Ȍ Electronic Government, ͧͪth IFIP WG ͮ.ͫ In-
ternational Conference, EGOV ͨͦͧͫ. Thessaloniki, 
Greece. Proceedings. Springer International Publish-
ing, Cham. pp. ͨͪͬ–ͨͫͭ, DOI: ͧͦ.ͧͦͦͭ/ͯͭͮ-ͩ-ͩͧͯ-
ͨͨͪͭͯ-ͪ_ͧͯ. 
VHB Ranking VHB-JQ: not listed 
Ranked as one of the top conference in the e-govern-
ment domain ȋScholl and Dwivedi ͨͦͧͪȌ. 
Type of Paper Research paper 
Aim The aim of this paper is to identify challenges for so-
lutions supporting transformational government that 
follow the paradigm of user-managed access based on 
a user study with ordinary citizens. 
Methodology This is an empirical paper which is based on an ex-
ploratory user study involving twelve citizens and 
three representatives of public and private sector or-
ganizations ȋpolice, insurance company and a secu-
rity companyȌ and their interactions with a prototype 
of an electronic data safe. 
Contribution Four barriers for the adoption of an AEDS in the light 
of transformational government are discovered: ȋͧ.Ȍ 
offering citizens unfamiliar services having the char-
acter of experience-goods; ȋͨ.Ȍ failing to fulfil com-
mon service expectations of the customers; ȋͩ.Ȍ fail-
ing to establish contextual integrity for data sharing, 
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and, ȋͪ.Ȍ failing to establish and run an AEDS as a 
multi-sided platform providing an attractive business 
model. 
Co-authorǯs 
contribution 
The article was co-authored by Prof. Dr. Gerhard 
Schwabe. He commented on the drafts, revised the 
paper, and approved the final submission to the con-
ferenceǯs reviewing process. 
Table ͫ: Summary of Essay ͪ's foundational publication 
ͣ.ͪ Contributions to Research and Practice 
With its four essays, this thesis contributes new knowledge to answer the 
overarching research question RQͪ: How can we reduce or even overcome 
information fragmentation in the context of e-business or e-government 
processes? if an ȋactiveȌ electronic data safe is used as a technological so-
lution.  
First, practitioners in the field of e-business and e-government can assess 
what the instantiation of the concept of an electronic data safe would re-
ally entail for individuals as end users. This happens on an abstract level 
related to the suitability of the EDS concept as a whole ȋessay oneȌ and 
on a more detail-oriented level with specific usage-scenarios that con-
tributed to uncover new potential benefits, challenges and problems ȋes-
say fourȌ. Furthermore, the typology of contents and the motivations 
why people store specific information items in an EDS can be helpful for 
designing future services and/or functionalities to support the manage-
ment of these highly-valued information items ȋessay twoȌ. Moreover, 
the uncovered practices of password sharing are discussed as challenges 
alongside with possible design implications ȋessay threeȌ. The findings 
of the third essay are transferrable to any cloud-based information man-
agement services when information items will eventually become a digi-
tal legacy. In sum, all the findings from the research essays contribute to 
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answer research question RQͬ: How can we support the exchange of in-
formation items via electronic data safes in order to reduce or even over-
come information fragmentation? 
Second, this thesis contributes to research by offering an in-depth study 
of PIM strategies in a multi-device and multi-service world. If an elec-
tronic data safe is used, an adequate information ecology fit will be cru-
cial for the adoption but new problems and challenges might arise if the 
diagnosed ǲdata value zonesǳ ȋessay twoȌ are ȋinȌvoluntarily violated. 
This concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ extends existing research on PIM and 
contributes to Human-Computer Interaction research and to the emerg-
ing strands on consumer-oriented, behavioral research in Information 
Systems research. As a second theoretical contribution, PIM strategies 
are hypothesized to become explainable by referring to a well-established 
model ȋtransactional model of stress and copingȌ. Thus, the mechanism 
behind the highly-cited description of ǲbenign neglectǳ in the domain of 
personal archiving and PIM is now potentially rooted in theory which 
might be successfully used to design implications based on this theoret-
ical understanding ȋessay threeȌ. All these findings contribute to answer 
research question RQͫ: What is the nature of the practices that people 
exhibit in order to manage information items related to their personal, ad-
ministrative life?  
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ͤ The Landscape of Electronic Data 
Safes ȋEssay ͣȌ 
This essay is based on the following peer-review conference paper and 
has been updated and extended1:  
Pfister, Joachim and Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͩȌ: „The Landscape of Elec-
tronic Data Safes and Their Adoption in E-Government and E-Businessǲ. 
In: Proceedings of the ͪͬth Hawaii International Conference on System 
Sciences ȋHICSSȌ. January ͭ – January ͧͦ ͨͦͧͩ. Wailea, Maui, Hawaii., 
United States. ͥ͢͟͝–ͥͣ͝͞, DOI: ͜͝.ͥ͜͝͝/HICSS.͜͟͞͝.͟͡͞. 
 
Abstract 
This essay reports on the concept of electronic data safes for managing 
personal data and describes the landscape of existing services. Using an 
exploratory research approach, a model of hierarchical service layers is 
developed. It serves as a structure for orientation in this emerging field 
of tools and services. Additionally, perform an in-depth analysis of the 
business models of electronic data safes using the service business model 
canvas as an underlying tool. Furthermore, we identify factors and areas 
of interest that are relevant for the adoption of electronic data safes in e-
government and e-business using the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 
Use of Technology as a theoretical lens. We conclude that clearly perceiv-
able benefits are key facilitators for the adoption of electronic data safes 
by end-users. 
                                                        
1 The essay was updated reflecting the changes due to companies entering or leaving this 
market segment (see footnote 3 on page 38 for details). Furthermore, substantial content 
has been added in relation to the analysis of an EDSǯ business models ȋchapter 2.4) which 
has also been integrated into the discussion. 
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ͤ.ͣ Introduction 
Personal data is managed in as manifold ways as there are types of per-
sonal data ȋWorld Economic Forum ͨͦͧͧȌ. Many tools have been created 
to assist individuals in their data and ȋpersonalȌ information manage-
ment – either paper based or electronically ȋJones and Teevan ͨͦͦͭaȌ. 
People connect more and more via social networks and provide personal 
data on a volunteered basis, or interaction as well as purchase data is 
tracked and collected by e-commerce companies. But tools supporting 
user-centric data management and providing users with means to exe-
cute informational self-determination to enforce privacy are still in their 
infancy and about to emerge ȋMydex ͨͦͦͯȌ. We subsume all existing so-
lutions and concepts under the umbrella term ǲelectronic data safesǳ. 
Such technological tools form part of a complex socio-technical system 
between individuals, service providers ȋpublic or private sectorȌ and data 
safe providers.  
Especially in the context of e-government and e-business service provi-
sion, these electronic data safes are expected to bring value to each user 
ȋindividuals or organizationsȌ ȋBreitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ: For example, 
savings can be realized from optimized processes; data and documents 
can be exchanged that are accompanied by verified identity data, or 
transactions involving several ȋgovernmentalȌ organizations will be facil-
itated. We argue, that electronic data safes ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪ for an in-
troductionȌ will provide benefits to all user groups which could not be 
achieved if organizations stick to their information and process silos like 
organization-specific portals where users have to re-enter their personal 
data every time. 
Two research questions are addressed: ȋͧ.Ȍ How can adequate structures 
be provided for discussing the emerging topic of electronic data safes? 
ȋͨ.Ȍ How can factors and areas of interest contributing to the adoption of 
electronic data safes be identified? In order to answer the first question, 
we will sharpen the concept of electronic data safes with a focus on e-
government and e-business. As a result of our exploratory research, we 
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ȋaȌ provide sensitizing concepts on how to talk about the emerging topic 
of electronic data safes, ȋbȌ analyze business models of existing EDS, and 
ȋcȌ present a model of hierarchical service layers which helps to give 
structure to the landscape of electronic data safe solutions. To answer the 
second research question, we attributed our model of hierarchical service 
layers with dimensions influenced by the Unified Theory of Acceptance 
and Use of Technology ȋUTAUTȌ ȋVenkatesh et al. ͨͦͦͩȌ as a theoretical 
lens. Taking such a perspective, we are able to identify factors and areas 
of interest contributing to the adoption of electronic data safes. By relat-
ing the findings from the business model analysis and putting them into 
context with the findings of the model of hierarchical service layer, we do 
also point at areas for future design challenges that need to be addressed 
if EDS adoption and long-term business success shall be achieved. 
ͤ.ͤ What is ǲPersonal Dataǳ? 
According to Kuneva ȋKuneva ͨͦͦͯȌ, ǲPersonal data is the new oil of the 
Internet and the new currency of the digital world.ǳ This citation illus-
trates the growing importance and value of personal data ȋWorld Eco-
nomic Forum ͨͦͧͨȌ. But what is personal data?  
The European Union defined ǲpersonal dataǳ in its Directive ͯͫ/ͪͬ/EC 
in ͧͯͯͫ as ǲany information relating to an identified or identifiable nat-
ural person ȋ'data subject'Ȍ; an identifiable person is one who can be iden-
tified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification 
number or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, 
mental, economic, cultural or social identityǳ.2 We are taking a broader 
perspective informed by Personal Information Management ȋPIMȌ and 
argue that personal data are personalized information items which are 
defined, with respect to PIM, as packages of information that can be cre-
ated, copied, stored, and retrieved etc. ȋe.g., digital photographs, music 
or referencesȌ ȋJones ͨͦͧͨȌ. This very broad definition of information 
                                                        
2 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML 
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items reflects the many different forms ȋpaper-based documents, web-
based information, structured or semi-structured information itemsȌ 
that people encounter when they are interacting with other people or or-
ganizations. This transcends a document or file-based understanding of 
PIM because information items can be anything, for example entries in 
digital calendaring tools, digitally managed contacts using a smartphone 
or information items needed to carry out financial transactions online. 
We therefore classify personal information items in three groups that are 
forming a personal ǲinformation ecosystemǳ. This classification is based 
on the latest works discussed at the World Economic Forum ȋWorld Eco-
nomic Forum ͨͦͧͪȌ which reflect in their evolution ȋKhatibloo ͨͦͧͧ; 
World Economic Forum ͨͦͧͧȌ the ongoing discussion how to define a 
framework of personal data. Three main groups can be identified: 
ȋͧ.Ȍ Individually provided information: Such information items are 
revealed by individual themselves. They can either be ǲabout 
meǳ, for example, the social security number or user credentials. 
Or, they can be more ǲby meǳ, for example, purposefully created 
as user-generated content. In social networks, such individually 
provided information items also include, for example, all group 
memberships, associations and ǲlikeǳ-comments.  
ȋͨ.Ȍ Observed information items: All of these information items can 
be obtained through recording user behavior or observing cus-
tomers while they are using a service. For instance, this can be 
location data from mobile phones or Internet browsing prefer-
ences. The more data is generated in the future, for example by 
the Internet of Things, the more relevant it will become how 
aware the users are of implicit and explicit data collection. 
ȋͩ.Ȍ Inferred information items: This type of information items is cre-
ated and derived by analyzing the behavioral data or voluntarily 
provided data and combining it with other, existing data sources 
the individual is not necessarily aware of. These resulting infor-
mation items, such as the credit card score, are often used for 
predictive purposes. 
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This personal ǲinformation itemǳ ecosystem is threatened by an imbal-
ance between its three stakeholders: individuals, the public sector, and 
the private sector. If the private sector dominates, it is very likely that an 
almost uncontrolled data collection takes place which would deter end-
users. If the public sector dominated with too rigid regulations, e.g. data 
protection laws, innovations and investments could slow down or even 
be prevented. This fairly new perspective on government as a beneficial 
regulator is about to evolve but in former times, government was re-
garded as being the ǲbig brotherǳ who wants keep his citizens under tight 
surveillance. If the end-users are let alone to self-regulation, islands of 
working solutions could establish ȋlike WikipediaȌ but much insecurity 
concerning the funding of services or the lack of governance could per-
sist. Therefore, the ideal is to create a ǲwin-win-winǳ-situation. ȋWorld 
Economic Forum ͨͦͧͧȌ  
Managing the personal information item ecosystem raises questions 
around privacy ȋNissenbaum ͨͦͧͦȌ. Internet users might use services on 
the web for free, but actually, they pay by providing personal information 
which can be aggregated to form profiles. In the sense of privacy, users 
should ideally know what information items they will exhibit and why. 
To enforce privacy, regulations as well as technological tools can be em-
ployed. Both will help individuals manage and control their personal in-
formation items, leading to a ǲNew Deal on Dataǳ ȋPentland ͨͦͦͯȌ giving 
people back the ownership of their data: First, they should have the right 
to possess their own data and companies should act in the role of a trustee 
or bank of the userǯs data. Second, they should have full control about 
the use of their data. And third, they should have the right to dispose or 
distribute their data for whatever reason they like. To achieve this, in-
formed consent is the key-mechanism: ǲWhilst in earlier times control 
over personal data may have been best undertaken by preventing the data 
from being disclosed, in an internet enabled society it is increasingly im-
portant to understand how disclosed data is being used and reused and 
what can be done to control this further use and reuse. Consent to the 
processing of personal data is probably the most important mechanism 
that currently exists for determining how and when this data can be 
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used.ǳ ȋWhitley, Edgar A. ͨͦͦͯ, p. ͧͫͫf.Ȍ. Privacy-enhancing tools ȋe.g. 
offering encryption, digital pseudonyms or anonymous payment meth-
odsȌ and transparency-enhancing tools like Googleǯs Dashboard 
ȋhttps://www.google.com/dashboardȌ to inform an individual which 
personal information items are stored and why, are helpful technologies 
in order to exert privacy ȋFischer-Hübner et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
ͤ.ͥ Data Collection and Research Method 
We followed an exploratory research approach, applying qualitative 
methods ȋMyers ͧͯͯͭȌ such as literature analysis ȋLevy and Ellis ͨͦͦͬȌ, 
guided interviews, and evaluation of existing data safe solutions as de-
scribed in the following chapters. We argue that using this triangulation 
approach ȋcf. Kaplan and Maxwell ͨͦͦͫȌ is an adequate way of data col-
lection for emerging topics. First of all, the data sources we used are de-
picted. Then, we describe our sense-making approach that took place in 
order to create the model of hierarchical service layers and to identify 
factors for the adoption of electronic data safes. 
ͤ.ͥ.ͣ Literature and Document Analysis 
Domains, in which the concepts of electronic data safes emerge, were 
identified as: vendor relationship management ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪ.ͪȌ, 
cloud storage, and managing privacy for personal data. Furthermore, re-
lated areas were identified: electronic identity management systems 
ȋeIDMSȌ, ȋpersonalȌ electronic health records management systems, 
electronic document delivery systems via digital postal services or e-bill-
ing and e-invoicing services. Additionally, a literature search using scien-
tific literature databases ȋACM, Scopus, IEEE, Citeseer, AISeL, Google-
ScholarȌ as well as international union catalogues of library systems, and 
social bookmarking and citation sharing services was carried out. Liter-
ature specific to electronic data safes and the management of privacy 
with the help of technological tools was found to be very scarce. As an 
emerging topic that touches many related areas, there are some similar 
domains and concepts, but no unifying taxonomy exists which helps to 
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give orientation. The following sources3 were used ȋthe figures in brack-
ets indicate the number of sources we have consultedȌ, and, where possi-
ble, existing public ȋbetaȌ services of electronic data safes ȋ#ͭȌ or cloud 
storage services ȋ#ͫȌ were accessed to gain hands-on experience. Publicly 
available descriptions, either self-issued by these service providers or 
written about them by other organizations were also included. These ma-
terials consisted mainly of: web pages ȋ#ͫͫȌ, journal articles ȋ#ͫͨȌ white 
papers and reports ȋ#ͪͯȌ, research papers and studies ȋ#ͪͨȌ, press clip-
pings ȋ#ͨͩȌ, blog entries ȋ#ͧͩȌ, books or dissertations ȋ#ͧͩȌ, other doc-
uments ȋ#ͧͩȌ or publicly available annual reports ȋ#ͨȌ.  
ͤ.ͥ.ͤ Analysis of Existing Data Safe Solutions 
We analyzed the following existing electronic data safe solutions, either 
by gaining hands-on experience with public ȋbetaȌ services or through 
the information provided on the web sites and/or personal interviews 
ȋsee also next chapterȌ. The serviced are grouped as follows: 
                                                        
3 These sources were initially consulted between February 2012 and April 2012 while writ-
ing the internal research report. They were reconsidered and updated in the course of 
writing the conference paper in June 2012 and on occasion of preparing the camera-ready 
version in September 2012. Newer versions, for instance, of publicly available annual re-
ports and web pages have also been revisited in order to integrate major developments in 
this essay until the 20th of December 2016. In detail, for preparing the essay, all the web 
pages have been revisited and a web search using the search terms ǲelectronic post boxǳ, 
ǲelectronic data safeǳ, ǲelectronic document deliveryǳ, ǲdocument/data vault/lockerǳ was 
performed using Google and Google Scholar to identify new sources. Thereby, new ser-
vices were identified to be researched and integrated as sources for updating this essay. 
This was the case for Swisscomǯs Docsafe due to its public launch in June ͞ ͜͝͠, its branding 
as a dedicated document safe, and its relatively large user base according to personal com-
munications with Swisscom representatives. Other services have been omitted for a thor-
ough inspection due to their restricted public availability, lack of public accessible infor-
mation or publications and unclear future prospects. This was the case for the Swiss ser-
vice ǲPEAXǳ ȋhttp://www.peax.ch, see next footnote for details) which started as a research 
project and underwent a transitional phase for a market (re-)launch as a company leading 
to a phase of instability about the future prospects of this service which coincided with 
the need to plan research activities for this PhD thesis. 
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▪ general purpose file storage/EDS solutions ȋSecureSafe, and new 
in ͨͦͧͫ: DocsafeȌ, see Table ͬ; 
▪ electronic data safe solutions originating from the e-government 
domain ȋe-Boks, [mein] Service-BW, Dokumentenablage DE-
Mail, e-Bürgersafe, e-TresorȌ, see Table ͭ; 
▪ process portals in the e-government domain ȋdoMapȌ, see Table 
ͮ; 
▪ solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and elec-
tronic bill presentment and payment4 ȋAdminium, Zumbox, 
Doxo, Manilla, VollyȌ, see Table ͯ; 
▪ solutions for privacy management with a focus on vendor rela-
tionship management ȋMydex, Pidder, Personal, Trustfabric, 
Qiy, Azigo, Singly, AllowȌ, see Table ͧͦ.  
 
 
 
 
                                                        
4 In Switzerland, another service called ǲPEAXǳ exists. It serves as an aggregator for docu-
ments which are either sent directly and electronically to the PEAX portal or by scanning 
physically mailed documents. PEAX originated as a research project and it was funded in 
a public-private partnership (KTI/CTI) at the University of Applied Sciences in Lucerne 
starting in 2012. No publicly available sources or publications were identified originating 
from this research project which was transferred into a company in 2014. From this time 
on, the company reworked its service entirely to launch PEAX 2.0 in July 2016 
(https://blog.hslu.ch/crealab/2016/10/07/peax-crealab-forschungsprojekt). In this remod-
eling phase, the serviceǯs status and its future prospects were unclear which lead to the 
decision to not engage in further investigations and research activities in the course of 
updating this essay. 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: general-purpose EDS 
SecureSafe5 
Internet-based data safe solution de-
veloped by DSwiss and launched in 
ͨͦͦͮ. Besides storing files and being 
able to share them, a password safe 
and services to pass on data as a digi-
tal legacy are offered, too. 
This service still exists. A syncing-client for 
local file and folder synchronization has 
been added. Electronic document delivery 
from trusted senders to the customers, for 
example, by a bank, has been added, too. 
Docsafe 
Not included in the initial analysis 
based on data elaborated in ͨͦͧͨ. 
In November ͨͦͧͩ, Docsafe was launched 
by Swisscom as a safe storage location for 
all important documents and passwords. 
Information items can be organized in 
folders/by tags and they can be shared 
with other Docsafe users. 
Table ͬ: Solutions serving as general-purpose EDS 
 service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: EDS solutions originating from the e-government context 
e-Boks6  
Danish portal for electronic docu-
ment delivery. Its mission is to offer 
companies, public authorities and 
private individuals a platform for ǲ[…] 
digital dialogue, and the distribution 
and storage of important documents.ǳ 
ȋe-Boks ͨͦͧͬaȌ 
This service still exists. The company run-
ning e-Boks has expanded its activities 
from Denmark to Norway ȋͨͦͧͨȌ and Swe-
den ȋͨͦͧͫȌ now reaching ͧͧ million users 
in the Nordic countries. ȋe-Boks ͨͦͧͬbȌ 
Digital communication GͨB/C with man-
datory usage has been enforced in ͨͦͧͪ 
ȋfor a thorough review of the history of this 
strategy and its effects, see Berger ͨͦͧͫȌ.  
                                                        
5 http://www.securesafe.com 
6 http://www.e-boks.dk 
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 service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: EDS solutions originating from the e-government context 
ȋmeinȌ Service-BW7  
The portal of the state of Baden-
Wuerttemberg in Germany was 
launched in ͨͦͦͩ. In the future, this 
portal shall open up the vast majority 
of e-government services to citizens, 
companies and associations. There is 
an inbox, an outbox, and a directory 
for governmental services and respon-
sibilities which will eventually show a 
link to an electronic service – if it is 
available. 
This service was relaunched in ͨͦͧͫ based 
on a new architecture and user interface. 
The document safe component still exists 
but other components to achieve a citizen 
portal have been added ȋelectronic ID 
componentȌ. However, the data safe com-
ponent is not extensively used in the e-gov-
ernment processes offered to citizens, yet. 
Dokumentenablage De-Safe8  
Document safe as part of the De-Mail 
infrastructure in Germany. After pi-
loting De-Mail in Friedrichshafen 
from October ͨͦͦͯ until March ͨͦͧͦ, 
the accredited providers offered their 
services to the public in late ͨͦͧͨ. 
Declared as an optional component in the 
German De-Mail Law ȋ§ͮ De-Mail Ge-
setzȌ, the four accredited De-Mail services 
have not yet provided services targeting 
this document safe component. ȋFor more 
information about the accredited service 
providers, see Bundesamt für Sicherheit in 
der Informationstechnik ͨͦͧͬȌ 
eBürgersafe9 
An application to demonstrate the 
usefulness of the electronic identity 
management systemǯs functionality of 
the new German identity card, pi-
loted in the state of Bremen and the 
city of Bremerhaven, Germany. 
This service is not online any more. No in-
formation could be found what happened 
to it. 
                                                        
7 http://www.service-bw.de 
8 http://www.de-mail.de 
9 In 2012, it was reachable via http://www.buergersafe.bremen.de 
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 service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: EDS solutions originating from the e-government context 
e-Tresor 10  
Electronic safe for storing documents 
and receiving documents supported 
by an eIDMS component. 
In ͨͦͧͨ, this service was a marketed as a 
standalone-service. In ͨͦͧͫ, it has been 
integrated into the Austrian e-ID solution 
of the ǲHandy-Signaturkontoǳ and the 
data safe component is used as the inbox 
and outbox for documents signed with the 
Austrian eID. Nevertheless, it can be also 
used to store own documents but it is now 
seen more as a secondary component for 
the leading eID solution. Additionally, us-
ers can create and digitally sign invoices. 
Table ͭ: EDS solutions originating from the e-government context 
 
service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Process portals in the e-government domain 
doMap11 
Process-oriented portal of the city of Dortmund, 
Germany offering electronic postal box and e-gov-
ernment processes with e-payment. The portal was 
launched in ͨͦͦͨ ȋStadt Dortmund ͨͦͦͪȌ and a 
separation between front-office and back-office 
tasks is performed ȋMeyer-Jäkel ͨͦͧͧȌ 
This service still exists.  
Table ͮ: Process portals in the e-government domain 
                                                        
10 http://www.e-tresor.at 
11 http://www.domap.de 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and elec-
tronic bill presentment and payment 
Volly12  
Pitney Bowes, a company well-established in the 
conventional mail industry, created Volly as a 
product that aggregates electronic bills from 
several senders and offers targeted communica-
tions and commercials which have been opted-
in by the end-users. ȋǲIt's a secure, spam-free, 
opt-in digital delivery service that will empower 
consumers to receive, view, organize and man-
age all household account statements, and 
more, including online bill pay from the multi-
ple companies they do business with.ǳ, FAQs 
from Volly in ͨͦͧͦȌ. The launch for the US mar-
ket was announced in ͨͦͧͧ. 
Volley has not been launched as 
a stand-alone product for end 
consumers. Pitney Bowes 
seemed to have substantial 
problems to push that solution 
with the document senders. 
That is why they performed a 
massive strategic shift and re-
branded Volly now called ǲIn-
letǳ alongside a new joint ven-
ture with the company 
Broadridge Financial Solutions 
to redesign the service. Initially, 
Volly had been targeted as a 
front-end to the end-customers 
hiding the document senders. 
Inlet is now more of a platform 
running in the background. It is 
able to be integrated in the doc-
ument providerǯs portals that 
are facing to the end-customer. 
Furthermore, e-payment op-
tions are given and marketed as 
a value proposition of the new 
Inlet platform ȋStein ͨͦͧͪȌ. Ac-
cording to Inlet, ͩͦͦͦ financial 
institutions and bill payment 
sites are connected with possi-
bly ͨͦͦ million consumers. 
 
 
                                                        
12 In 2012 reachable via http://www.volly.com, now it is www.inletdigital.com  
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and elec-
tronic bill presentment and payment 
Adminium13  
Digital filing system to aggregate bills and in-
voices from several senders to avoid that the us-
ers have to check many portals separately. The 
service was started October ͨͦ, ͨͦͧͦ.  
This service went out of busi-
ness in Autumn ͨͦͧͩ. The 
company was deregistered in 
October ͨͦͧͩ. No information 
was found why this happened. 
Zumbox14 
This service offered a digital mailbox to accept 
documents only from trusted senders thereby 
aggregating document reception for the end-us-
ers. It was marketed as a hybrid mail service 
launched in October ͧst, ͨͦͦͬ as a digital en-
richment of a physical address. 
This service was stopped in 
April ͧst, ͨͦͧͪ because no fur-
ther investor was available. It 
was diagnosed that for digit-
ized, transactional mail the 
time and the cost to deliver the 
service was more than the mar-
ket was prepared to invest at 
that time ȋMcDermott ͨͦͧͬ; 
@niralͮͯ et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ.  
Manilla15 
This service was a consolidator for electronic-in-
voices and went into the market in February 
ͨͦͧͧ. As a customer, you could choose the send-
ers that were allowed to send documents and in-
voices to you which could be paid via Manilla 
using its e-payment services. 
The company closed in July 
ͨͦͧͪ. It was diagnosed that 
they did not achieve the scale 
which had been necessary for a 
sustainable business ȋHa ͨͦͧͪ; 
@niralͮͯ et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ. 
 
 
 
 
                                                        
13 In 2012, it was reachable via http://www.adminium.fr 
14 In 2012, it was reachable via http://www.zumbox.com 
15 In 2012 reachable via http://www.manilla.com 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and elec-
tronic bill presentment and payment 
Doxo16 
This service started in May ͨͦͧͦ and was mar-
keted as a digital filing cabinet which is accessi-
ble from everywhere and reduces the need for 
paper. Users can connect with businesses. A 
password safe was available and bills could be 
payed via an e-payment component. 
This service is still available. 
They re-focused on the elec-
tronic bill payment as the pri-
mary value proposition. The 
former focus being a digital fil-
ing cabinet has disappeared. 
Table ͯ: Solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and 
electronic bill presentment and payment 
 
service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for privacy management with a focus on VRM 
Mydex17  
Mydex is registered as a community interest 
company aiming not for profit maximization 
but to contribute to a social purpose. The com-
pany intends to educate individuals about the 
value their personal data has and to provide 
them the technological toolset to empower citi-
zens by exercising control over their personal 
data. Therefore, they adopted the VRM perspec-
tive and created Mydex as a personal data store. 
ȋHeath et al. ͨͦͧͩȌ 
The company is still in busi-
ness. Nevertheless, it seems 
that no public available product 
has been launched to date. 
                                                        
16 http://www.doxo.com 
17 http://www.mydex.org 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for privacy management with a focus on VRM 
Personal18 
In ͨͦͧͨ, Personal.com marketed its service as a 
personal data store with respect to the VRM 
concept. Personal data was regarded as goods 
that has a value in exchange and the service of 
personal.com helps individuals to control this. 
Information items were stored as ǲgemsǳ and 
could be shared. ȋTanner ͨͦͧͪȌ 
The company rebranded itself 
to teamdata.com and refocused 
their business activity to man-
age information items for 
teams. The VRM ideas has been 
dropped entirely.  
Qiy19  
The vision of Qiy ȋspoken: ǲkeyǳȌ is to help indi-
viduals re-gaining control over their fragmented 
information items while creating value for or-
ganizations ȋRudland ͨͦͧͨȌ. At the time of the 
initial research in ͨͦͧͨ, access to QIY was only 
provided on invitation. The QIY platform was li-
censed by the Qiy foundation. 
The Qiy company was renamed 
to Digital Me BV. A Proof of 
concept following the initial vi-
sion of Qiy was implemented. 
Furthermore, a ǲminimal viable 
productǳ was developed serving 
as a showcase. The Qiy founda-
tion is also still operational.  
Azigo20 
Azigo aimed at aggregating communications 
from several e-commerce providers for consum-
ers to offer a ǲlifestream for consumersǳ. By bun-
dling loyalty programs, e-commerce accounts, 
and marketing mails, users should be able to 
manage which organization should be allowed 
to send offers to them. Profile data should be re-
used on a user-managed access paradigm to 
avoid manual retyping.  
The service still exists. For the 
customers, it serves as hub uni-
fying several mailings from 
vendors at one single point. 
Furthermore, they are incentiv-
ized to earn points for further 
reductions/cash backs. A num-
ber of ͯͦͦͦ active users in ͨͦͧͫ 
has been reported ȋhttps://an-
gel.co/azigoȌ.  
 
                                                        
18 In 2012 reachable via http://www.personal.com 
19 http://www.qiy.nl 
20 http://www.azigo.com 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for privacy management with a focus on VRM 
Pidder21 
Pidder ȋPrivate IDentities Demand Encrypted 
ResourcesȌ was a personal data store following 
the Privacy-By-Design concept. Each individual 
decides which information items should be dis-
closed to which other party or group using a 
fine-grained authorization mechanism. Infor-
mation items were stored as information cards, 
grouped into wallets and providing multiple 
identities and personas. Pidder was developed 
by Versaneo GmbH founded in ͨͦͦͮ. 
The company developing Pid-
der was liquidated in January 
ͨͦͧͬ. No information was 
found how successful the prod-
uct had been or why the com-
pany ceased its existence. 
TrustFabric22 
This company intended to support trusted com-
munications between individuals and compa-
nies. Therefore, an individual could select for 
each organization which channels should be 
used to communicate. A data safe was also inte-
grated where files could be shared. The com-
pany was founded in ͨͦͧͦ. 
The company does not exist an-
ymore and no further infor-
mation could be found what 
happened to it. 
Singly23 
The initial aim of Singly was to give an individ-
ual back control of its own, personal data. Uni-
fying the distributed information fragments in 
one single location was the intended approach, 
thereby creating a marketplace and a platform. 
The company was founded in ͨͦͧͧ but no demo 
version of its software has been provided then. 
The company was bought by 
Appcelerator in ͨͦͧͩ in order 
to exploit their experience in 
API extraction – not the initial 
service to control personal data. 
                                                        
21 In 2012 reachable via http://www.pidder.com 
22 In 2012 reachable via http://www.trustfabric.com 
23 In 2012 reachable via http://www.singly.com 
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service name and description  
based upon first encounter in ͨͦͧͨ 
changes occurred  
between ͨͦͧͨ to ͨͦͧͬ 
Category: Solutions for privacy management with a focus on VRM 
Allow24 
Initially, the company aimed with its service for 
private customers to give them back control 
about their own data with respect to marketing 
activities by companies. In their Allow account, 
users should select which companies are al-
lowed to send marketing materials to them 
based on a profile of self-identified interests. No 
real background information on the company 
behind Allow was found in ͨͦͧͨ. 
The company and the service it-
self of Allow have vanished af-
ter February ͨͦͧͩ when the last 
official Tweet had been sent 
ȋ@iallowȌ. 
Table ͧͦ: Solutions for privacy management with a focus on VRM 
An EDS can also be analyzed by interpreting it as a platform. Parker et al. 
ȋͨͦͧͬȌ define a platform as ǲ[…] a business based on enabling value-cre-
ating interactions between external producers and consumers. The plat-
form provides an open, participative infrastructure for these interactions 
and sets governance conditions for them. The platformǯs overarching pur-
pose: to consummate matches among users and facilitate the exchange of 
goods, services, or social currency, thereby enabling value creation for all 
participants.ǳ ȋParker et al. ͬͪͫͰ, p. ͯȌ In their work, these authors also 
introduce the notion of different roles leading to different models for 
managing and sponsoring platforms. They discern between the roles of 
ȋaȌ the platform manager and the platform sponsor, ȋbȌ the roles of the 
developers ȋcore, extension and data aggregatorsȌ, and ȋcȌ decisions re-
garding the amount of user participation and their roles. Albeit not all 
analyzed EDS solutions are already platforms, many EDS services suggest 
having a potential to become a platform in the future – or they have ini-
tially shown this tendency but then re-branded themselves. Therefore, 
                                                        
24 In 2012 reachable via http://www.i-allow.com 
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we report on the analyzed EDS solutions and their platform-readiness by 
describing their business organization and the stakeholders involved. 
The results are described in Table ͧͧ and Table ͧͨ. 
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Table ͧͨ: Roles and responsibilities, part ͨ 
ͤ.ͥ.ͥ Qualitative Interviews 
We further carried out seven interviews with stake-holders in the realm 
of electronic data safes each lasting about ͯͦ minutes. The stakeholders 
were mainly representatives of organizations running an electronic data 
safe or people involved in designing such solutions, and academics doing 
research in this area. For all these interviews, a questionnaire had been 
prepared as a basis for each guided interview which was audio-recorded.  
The design of the initial questionnaire was informed by literature on elec-
tronic data safes ȋnotably Breitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ as well as public ac-
cessible information on web pages or by testing existing data safe solu-
tions. Consulting these sources, areas of interest emerged and were re-
fined leading to a questionnaire with several categories. These categories 
were: a solutionǯs context ȋstakeholders, history of the service, responsi-
bilities for operating or developing the service, orientation on existing e-
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government strategiesȌ, design decisions concerning identity and access 
management, general functionalities of the service ȋfor example, what 
data sharing mechanism are availableȌ, data on a solutionǯs current usage 
ȋnumber of users, number of logins, etc.Ȍ, its business model, and future 
directions. Each questionnaire was customized to every stakeholder and 
refined throughout the course of the data collection phase.  
Additionally, two customers of an existing electronic data safe solution 
were interviewed to capture their views from a clientǯs perspective. These 
interviews took about ͪͫ minutes each. A questionnaire was used as a 
basis for the guided interviews. Questions were dealing with individual 
usage habits like frequency, number of documents stored in their elec-
tronic data safe and their attitude towards security and the usability of 
their data safeǯs identity and access management from an end-user per-
spective. 
ͤ.ͥ.ͦ Sense-making  
The interview data was then summarized based on the structure of the 
questionnaires. To verify that nothing has been omitted, the individual 
reports were checked while re-listening to the audio-recordings. Finally, 
the reports were complemented with web findings and literature findings 
on the specific solution and an internal report documenting the state-of-
the-art of electronic data safes has been compiled. During the composi-
tion of this report, a schema to organize the findings and to group data 
safe solutions emerged – in the tradition of exploratory research. We then 
generalized from this data and the model of hierarchical service layers 
ȋsee chapter ͨ.ͪȌ was created which allowed us to sort data safe solutions 
according to their maturity and provided structure to the emerging land-
scape of electronic data safes thereby answering the first research ques-
tion. 
Based on this model of hierarchical service layers, we tried to answer the 
second research question: How to identify factors and areas of interest 
contributing to the adoption of electronic data safes? Therefore, we ini-
tially attributed our model of hierarchical service layers with dimensions 
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influenced by the UTAUT as a theoretical lens. UTAUT was chosen be-
cause of its widespread use in information systems and its incorporation 
of prior technology acceptance models resulting in a parsimonious 
model with four constructs ȋVenkatesh et al. ͨͦͦͩȌ: Performance expec-
tancy is defined as ǲthe degree to which an individual believes that using 
the system will help him or her to attain gains in job performance.ǳ Effort 
expectancy is defined as the ǲdegree of ease associated with the use of the 
system.ǳ Social influence is defined as ǲthe degree to which an individual 
perceives that important others believe he or she should use the new sys-
tem.ǳ Facilitating conditions are defined as the degree to which an indi-
vidual believes that an organizational and technical infrastructure exists 
to support use of the system.ǳ Further, UTAUT includes four moderating 
factors: gender, age, experience, and voluntariness of use. 
The interview reports were analyzed for evidence of UTAUTǯs constructs 
and moderating factors. While working through the reports, we discov-
ered that not all UTAUT constructs could be applied: No evidence was 
found for the constructs of social influence and all the moderating fac-
tors. During our sense-making process, we found evidence that other fac-
tors influencing the adoption exist: We conclude that electronic data 
safes are network goods and they will benefit from network effects from 
both, the end-users, and the organizational users. UTAUTǯs ǲsocial influ-
enceǳ ȋoriented towards the end-usersȌ can be subsumed under network 
effects, thereby also paying attention to the network effects which are 
clearly effective for all organizational users of electronic data safes. Fur-
thermore, we included hedonics ȋHassenzahl ͨͦͧͦȌ as a dimension of 
analysis which originally is not included in the UTAUTsǯ constructs. He-
donic aspects originate from user-experience research in which the crea-
tion of a holistic user experience incorporating pragmatic qualities as 
well as hedonic qualities are regarded as necessary to design an appeal-
ing, interactive product. The pragmatic qualities help to achieve ǲdo-
goalsǳ, such as ǲmaking a telephone callǳ where functionalities and usa-
bility are decisive. In contrast, hedonic qualities support ǲbe-goalsǳ which 
give the reason why people are making a telephone call, such as the desire 
to relate to oneǯs significant other ȋDiefenbach and Hassenzahl ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
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ͤ.ͦ An Analysis of Business Models for EDS 
By analyzing business models, different approaches for value-creation 
and value-capturing can be identified and compared. Osterwalder 
ȋͨͦͦͪ, p. ͧͫȌ defines a business model as follows: ǲA business model is a 
conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships and 
allows expressing a company's logic of earning money. It is a description 
of the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and 
the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for creating, mar-
keting and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to gen-
erate profitable and sustainable revenue streams.ǳ  
In his work, Osterwalder suggests nine dimensions, the ǲbusiness model 
ontologyǳ, that characterize a business model. These dimensions are the 
foundational components of the widely-used ǲbusiness model canvasǳ 
ȋBMC; Osterwalder and Pigneur ͨͦͧͦȌ which serves as a visualization of 
the key elements of a business model and how they are related. Never-
theless, the BMC has a company-centric view towards its business activi-
ties following a traditional one-sided business logic. There is an ongoing 
trend that recognizes value creation as an activity of value co-creation 
between customers and companies following the paradigm of the service 
dominant logic ȋVargo et al. ͨͦͦͮ; Vargo and Lusch ͨͦͦͪȌ and service 
logic ȋGrönroos ͨͦͦͮ, ͨͦͧͧȌ. According to Vargo and Lusch ȋͨͦͦͮ, p. 
ͨͬȌ, ǲ[…] service is defined as the application of specialized competences 
ȋoperant resources—knowledge and skillsȌ, through deeds, processes, and 
performances for the benefit of another entity or the entity itself.ǳ These 
considerations motivated Zolnowski ȋͨͦͧͫȌ to combine service-orienta-
tion with the analysis of business models resulting in a ǲService Business 
Model Canvasǳ ȋSBMCȌ ȋZolnowski et al. ͨͦͧͪ; Zolnowski and Böhmann 
ͨͦͧͧ, ͨͦͧͪȌ. The SBMC takes the dimensions from the BMC and differ-
entiates between the perspectives of the company, the customer and the 
partners in order to cover the two-sided or multi-sided nature of service 
offerings ȋsee Figure ͨȌ.  
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Figure ͨ: Service Business Model Canvas ȋZolnowski ͨͦͧͫ, p. ͩͦȌ 
In our understanding, an electronic data safe is a socio-technical system 
whose value-creation is based on an interwoven set of service offerings 
ȋaȌ from the EDS platform provider ȋthe focal companyȌ, ȋbȌ the service 
providers delivering serviceȋsȌ using the EDS platform, and ȋcȌ the cus-
tomers that are taking part in value co-creation activities by using the 
EDS. Therefore, a business model analysis for EDS needs to pay attention 
to the multi-sided nature of all stakeholders involved which is achieved 
by using the SMBC as a theoretical lens. Such a separation was also sug-
gested in the work of Kemppainen ȋͨͦͧͬȌ analyzing data management 
platforms in the health sector. In the remainder of this chapter, we will 
report on the findings form our business model analysis using the SMBC 
for EDS. For our analysis, we focus on the still existing services of the time 
of the writing of this thesis ȋDecember ͨͦͧͬȌ which are: 
▪ general purpose file storage/EDS solutions ȋSecureSafe, and 
newly added in ͨͦͧͫ: DocsafeȌ 
▪ electronic data safe solutions in the e-government domain ȋe-
Boks, Service-BW, eTresorȌ 
▪ process portals in the e-government domain ȋdoMapȌ 
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▪ solutions for aggregating digital documents delivery and elec-
tronic bill presentment and payment ȋDoxo, Volly, AzigoȌ 
▪ solutions for privacy management with a focus on vendor rela-
tionship management ȋMydex, Qiy, Personal/TeamdataȌ 
Each EDS service was analyzed using the SMBC; each of the canvases can 
be found in the appendix to this essay ȋchapter ͨ.ͮȌ. The results are sum-
marized in the following chapters ͨ.ͪ.ͧ - ͨ.ͪ.ͯ for each dimension of the 
SBMC. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͣ Customers 
The customers of EDS solutions were either private individuals or busi-
ness customers ȋsuch as teamsȌ. Especially the EDS solutions within an 
e-government context had public authorities as stakeholders with divi-
sions using or designing e-government services. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͤ Key Partners 
As key partners, one would often consider an organization who is running 
an EDS in the sense of a platform manager to serve as the only stake-
holder. But often, there are several groups of stakeholders. For example, 
if the platform operation is outsourced, the companies responsible for 
that part are key partners. In the domain of e-government, the authori-
ties itself often draft and fund projects, but the actual implementation 
and the serviceǯs operations ȋsuch as hostingȌ is performed by another 
company ȋfor example, KMD with e-Boks or Seitenwerk with Service-
BWȌ. Moreover, when documents from multiple organizations are deliv-
ered with an EDS, these document senders will become key partners be-
cause they increase the attractiveness of the EDS service by bringing 
more value ȋin form of a reduced information fragmentationȌ to the in-
dividuals using an EDS. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͥ Cost Structure 
The cost structure of the different EDS services needs to be analyzed ac-
cording to the stakeholderǯs perspective.  
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For customers ȋindividuals or legal entities such as businessesȌ, the ser-
vices are offered predominately for free or follow a freemium pricing 
model, for example, to obtain a larger amount of storage.  
From the perspective of the focal company, the cost structure is deter-
mined by costs for staff, marketing and business development activities, 
operations and software development. This is the same for EDS services 
provided as part of public services or EDS services run by private compa-
nies. Business activities such as software development or operations 
might be outsourced by the focal company which is not always transpar-
ent and hard to identify using publicly available, external documents and 
information. For the public sector, if an EDS is seen as a component in a 
larger e-government service architecture, the EDS service will be concep-
tually developed and aligned to the e-government strategy by the public 
authorities acting as principals. But the actual implementation and op-
erations of an EDS are either outsourced ȋplatform ǲService-BWǳ by the 
Ministry of the Interior of the State of Baden-Württemberg: Seitenbau 
GmbH, eTresor: A-Trust GmbH, Agency for Digitisation at the Ministry 
of Finance in Denmark: e-BoksȌ or run by internal competence centers 
ȋdoMap: dosys as the Dortmunder SystemhausȌ. Albeit an open market 
exists and public procurement with tenders are performed, public au-
thorities require applicants to possess certifications or accreditations 
thus creating a temporary monopoly for an outsourcing partner as the 
partner of choice for a given period of time.  
Platform partners having the role of document senders are mostly 
charged with a per document fee ȋSecureSafe, Docsafe, e-Boks, VollyȌ 
and/or one-time or periodic setup or connection fees ȋMydexȌ. Another 
EDS service charges the document provider by demanding a commission 
for purchases initiated through the platform ȋAzigoȌ. Based on the public 
available information, Qiy charges the document providers indirectly by 
its licensing fees to use the Qiy information exchange metadata scheme. 
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ͤ.ͦ.ͦ Key Resources 
Having a closer look at the key resources of the EDS services under in-
spection provides us with the following picture: 
The customers need compatible devices to access the EDS service ȋcom-
puters or mobile devicesȌ. If payments shall be executed via the EDS, cus-
tomers also need an accepted method of payment. And if documents or 
bills are aggregated by the EDS, a pre-requisite from the customerǯs or 
citizenǯs perspective is that their desired service provider is also con-
nected to the EDS. This connectedness of the service provider can be in-
terpreted implicitly as a key resource for the customers because for them, 
such a connection is vital to receive benefits by the use of an EDS. Gen-
erally, the customers must be willing, to store personal data in the cloud 
which reflects the problem of trust with cloud-based services in general. 
Especially, if e-government offerings are involved, other components, 
such as an electronic identity, are often a pre-requisite to use an EDS 
ȋHandy-Signatur for the e-Tresor in Austria; NemID for e-Boks in Den-
markȌ. Thereby, these components are re-used, something that also hap-
pens in the private sector by re-using established accounts and account 
credentials ȋsuch as the ǲSwisscom Loginǳ for DocsafeȌ.  
From the focal companyǯs perspective, common key resources are: staff, 
software, ȋserverȌ hardware, and established connections to document 
providers. Therefore, interfaces ȋAPIsȌ must be provided in order to de-
liver documents into the EDS ȋfor example, SecureSafe and Docsafe pro-
vide such APIs to connect with a document providerǯs backend systemsȌ. 
If the service is embedded in an e-government infrastructure ȋService-
BW, e-Boks, e-TresorȌ, eID-components are widely used or, in the private 
sector, existing account credentials are re-used ȋDocsafe with the 
ǲSwisscom LoginǳȌ. Generally, a trusted and secure way of authentication 
is actively used by the European EDS service offerings, for example, eID 
solutions or ͨ-factor authentication using SMS with a self-registered mo-
bile phone number ȋSecureSafeȌ. If payment needs to be executed ȋfor 
the focal company itself or on behalf of document senders/bill providerȌ, 
widely accepted payment options should be offered in order to automate 
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billing. The geographic location of the servers, where the information 
items are stored, is also a key resource that is actively marketed by Euro-
pean EDS services ȋSecureSafe, Docsafe, e-Tresor, Service-BWȌ in con-
trast to a globally distributed storage ǲsomewhereǳ in the cloud or in 
countries with less stringent data protection laws. For focal companies, 
signaling trust is also a key resource that is handled differently ȋMydex: 
legal status of a Community Interest Company; SecureSafe, Docsafe, and 
e-Tresor: data storage based in the respective home country where the 
service is domiciledȌ. Other key resources are licenses to use a metadata 
scheme in order to connect to customers and service providers, such as it 
is enforced by Qiy. Another key resource is the approval or accreditation 
by governmental stakeholders if private companies have been selected in 
public tenders to implement and run the services thus creating a tempo-
rary monopoly for this kind of service for a fixed period of time ȋdoMap: 
Dortmunder Systemhaus; Service-BW ͨ.ͦ with the company Seitenbau 
whereas Service-BW ͧ.ͦ and the documents safe therein had been devel-
oped by T-SystemsȌ. Having an official mandate often goes along with 
being granted financial support for a defined period. Furthermore, a 
companyǯs reputation and already established standing – maybe even sig-
naling its disconnectedness with government – might serve as a key re-
source to promote its EDS service ȋDocsafe offered by Swisscom, the 
partly denationalized telecom provider in Switzerland with the largest 
market shareȌ. Other companies in the private sector try to benefit from 
effects of trust inference based on their collaboration with other trust-
worthy companies, such as banks, or that the service is ǲSwiss madeǳ ȋSe-
cureSafeȌ.  
When we have a look at the platform partnerǯs key resources, we have to 
distinguish between ȋͧ.Ȍ document providers and ȋͨ.Ȍ contractors for 
EDS development an/or operations. First, document providers need to 
connect their backend systems to an EDS using APIs. These are key re-
sources for them. Besides, they need to have staff who is able to carry out 
these connections on a technical and managerial level, maybe also re-
quiring legal expertise related to electronic document delivery. And of 
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course, document providers need to have benefits from electronic docu-
ment delivery compared to physical mail delivery, for instance, due to 
cost reductions. Second, if the EDS provider has contracted other com-
panies for the development and/or operations of the EDS service, these 
contractors need trained staff, software and hardware to perform this 
task.  
ͤ.ͦ.ͧ Key Activities 
Regarding the key activities of the different stakeholders, we distilled the 
following practices:  
For the individual customers, the key activities are: registration with the 
EDS service, authenticate as registered user ȋmaybe using ͨ-factor au-
thentication mechanismȌ, accessing information items, adding infor-
mation items, possibly carry out or initiate payments, storing infor-
mation items, sharing information items, and, finally configuring the 
EDS service to oneǯs own needs. The connections needed in the back-
ground to deliver documents or send documents or information items 
are not visible to the individual, for example, which framework or APIs 
are needed. If several document senders exist and an active opt-in is nec-
essary, individuals must select document providers during setup or con-
figuration activities. If the EDS service provider offers a loose-coupling 
with other document providers via a dedicated EDS ǲe-mailǳ-address, it 
is the individual customersǯ duty to announce it to potential document 
senders. If the EDS has been mandated by a countryǯs e-government 
strategy, it is the individualǯs obligation to check the EDS contents regu-
larly for new and relevant documents.  
The EDS platform providers as the focal companies execute key activities 
related to product and service development. They have to manage all out-
sourced activities ȋsuch as billing, operations, developmentȌ. Further-
more, the EDS platform provider is responsible for integrating and main-
taining payment options. If the EDS platform provider is a governmental 
unit, it has to follow or enforce the given e-government strategies. Albeit 
support-activities are an essential criterion for successful adoption, the 
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commercially delivered EDS solutions seem to embrace the idea of sup-
porting their ȋpayingȌ customers to achieve their goals better than the 
services with mandatory usage in the e-government domain. There, an 
EDS is often regarded as ǲone additionalǳ channel which is not really in-
tegrated with existing practices or has been replaced other channels. An-
other central key activity of an EDS platform provider is the management 
of the platform participants, notably the acquisition of new partners for 
document delivery to increase a platformǯs attractiveness. These acquisi-
tion activities might also entail the ȋpro-Ȍactive management of partners 
and questions related to legal, financial or technological issues.  
The key activities with respect to platform partners of an EDS need to be 
discerned between ȋͧ.Ȍ the document providers and ȋͨ.Ȍ contractors 
helping to run the EDS platform. The key activities of the document pro-
viders are mostly related to document or information item delivery in an 
EDS. Therefore, they need to use APIs to deliver information items and 
provide support for automatic billing or payment. Being able to connect 
to one or several EDS with a platform partnerǯs output management sys-
tems is a key activity to keep running the document delivery as part of 
the partnerǯs operations. If contractors are involved for running an EDS 
operations, their key activities consist in service development or opera-
tions and integrating the EDS solution with other components mandated 
by the principalǯs e-government strategy, such as an eID. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͨ Value Propositions 
Now, we have a closer look at the value propositions that are promised by 
the different EDS services. 
From the customer perspective, the EDS services promise to make per-
sonal information management with respect to officially received docu-
ments easier by: uniting and centralizing all important information items 
at one place, accessing them from everywhere, re-using existing infor-
mation items for different service-providers, execute payments, and be-
ing able to take part in B/GͨB/C communication. Furthermore, some 
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EDS services ȋespecially the European onesȌ put emphasis on data secu-
rity; they offer secure and encrypted storage that is located in countries 
with higher data protection standards. Some other services put their em-
phasis on the user-managed access paradigm, that means, that they in-
tend to give userǯs back control about their information items and let 
them decide who will use them or with whom they will share them. The 
ubiquitous access for information items in an EDS is marketed as an ad-
vantage for the customers and the security mechanisms of a data safe are 
praised as protective elements due to the serviceǯs cloud-based nature. 
Another value proposition for the customers, especially for the services 
originating from the e-government domain, is their connection to e-gov-
ernment processes that may be initiated in the EDS service itself or other 
services given access to information items stored therein. Such EDS ser-
vice offerings, such as Service-BW, see themselves as the single point of 
contact for GͨB/C or B/CͨG interactions. Remarkably, the companies 
following the VRM paradigm that emphasize user-managed access as the 
unique value proposition for customers, such as Qiy and Personal ȋnow 
TeamdataȌ, seem to have had bigger challenges of selling their value 
proposition to the customers over the years and creating marketable ser-
vices and products. For example, Personal started with a focus on VRM 
and re-using and sharing data based on the user-managed access para-
digm in an inter-organizational context. By the time, it has redefined its 
value proposition to help teams share a team memberǯs personal infor-
mation items using their original technology intended to work in a larger 
and inter-organizational context – a change, that is also reflected in Per-
sonalǯs rebranding as Teamdata. 
The value propositions for the focal company are predominately related 
to visions of becoming a hub or platform for managing personal infor-
mation items and carrying out transactions. For the commercially ori-
ented EDS services, a pattern emerges: They often aspire to become ǲtheǳ 
or ǲa major playerǳ in the market for managing personal information 
items by acting as a hub or platform. They recognize that they need to 
become a platform to achieve attractiveness and contribute to the value-
creation for their various stakeholders. That is why the value propositions 
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of the EDS platform providers do reflect the value propositions given to 
the customers: unify and centralize document management to have eve-
rything important stored in one location with ubiquitous and secure ac-
cess, give the customers control over their information items by letting 
them decide with whom they can be shared with or re-used, provide se-
cure paperless billing and bill payment services, improve electronic doc-
ument delivery in the B/C/GͨB/C/G sector by substituting conventional, 
paper-based mail and postal providers, and emphasize their country of 
origin as decisive and discerning factor with respect to data protection 
laws. They strive for establishing an image as a predictable and secure 
partner that can be entrusted with all the sensitive information items, for 
example, by collaboration with trustworthy partners, such as banks. The 
VRM providers, so far, do only focus on the user-managed access mecha-
nisms as their key value-proposition whereas other EDS services, espe-
cially in the domain of e-government, go beyond pure data storage by in-
tegrating information items into processes and transactions. VRM pro-
viders intendȋedȌ this, too, but they seem to lack viable business or or-
ganizational partners to put their vision and value proposition into ȋcom-
mercially successfulȌ practice.  
The platform partners of an EDS, notably in their role as document pro-
viders or recipients of information items, experience a different set of 
value propositions brought to them by EDS services: electronic docu-
ment delivery is faster and cheaper, the delivery of documents and trans-
actions take places in a secured environment, they have access to authen-
ticated customer data and authenticated information items, and finally, 
they do not need to develop an own infrastructure for document delivery 
or payment and can focus on their key competencies thereby reducing 
transaction costs for all EDS platform users. By using an EDS, they can 
position themselves as modern organizations that are connected with 
their customers using future-oriented channels providing more value to 
every stakeholder.  
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ͤ.ͦ.ͩ Relationship Dimension 
In the next paragraphs, we will report on the relationship dimension of 
the SMBC for EDS. 
From a customerǯs point of view, the analyzed EDS solutions do favor a 
customer relationship based on self-service for registration and use. Only 
Qiy as a foundation tries to form close contractual relationships because 
the end customers of the Qiy Foundation are organizations. These organ-
ization should become a member and then provide services to individu-
als. The level of closeness with the customers is, as the personal data store 
Personal/Teamdata demonstrates, tied to the subscribed plan.  
The focal company as the platform provider fosters its customer relation-
ships through automated service delivery. This means, that customers 
use the functions and processes defined by the platform provider without 
the need for a customization. Therefore, the EDS platform providers can 
serve huge numbers of customers with their product following the clas-
sical concept of economies of scale. In order to achieve these economy of 
scale effects, automating most of the interactions and minimizing man-
ual interventions or support issues are design aims of EDS solutions. That 
entails to have close relationships with bill providers or document provid-
ers to win them as customers and help them setting up their backend 
systems to fully automatize bill presentment and payment processes car-
ried out via an EDS. 
The platform partners exhibit several types of relationships that must 
have been established administratively via contracts and automated on a 
technical level: the connected partners need to accept payments made 
via the specific EDS service or another service provider, they need to sup-
port the exchange of information items based on a user-managed access 
paradigm using defined APIs, and connect their backend systems for doc-
ument or information item delivery and reception. With respect to the 
customer relationship, if document providers move to an EDS for send-
ing documents to their customer, they give up their direct visibility for 
the customers. This is a major challenge for all EDS service providers to 
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provide mechanisms or design solutions that care for the loss of the for-
merly more direct supplier-customer relationship which arises from in-
teracting with an organizationǯs specific portal instead of using an aggre-
gated and ǲneutralǳ EDS. We assume that this issue was behind Vollyǯs 
strategic re-orientation to become ǲinletǳ and focusing more on provid-
ing backend-services retaining the providerǯs first face to the customer 
impression using their portals. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͪ Channels 
When we have a look at the channels that are used to interact with an 
EDS, customers use either the EDSǯs website or mobile devices, maybe 
with EDS specific apps, to administrate their information items. File-
based EDS solutions provide synchronization clients or clients that facil-
itate document or file uploads. The focal companies use mainly the same 
channels as the customers but for their business partners, such as docu-
ment suppliers, they also offer APIs to automate the exchange of infor-
mation items. And the platform partners are mostly dependent on con-
necting their backend systems to an EDS using the provided APIs. 
ͤ.ͦ.ͫ Revenue Streams 
Finally, we analyze the revenue streams of the EDS services.  
For the customers, a direct revenue from using an EDS is hardly derivable. 
Nevertheless, we argue that most individuals as customers will benefit by 
time savings and less efforts. With respect to Azigo being an exception, 
customers receive rewards/benefits related to loyalty programs.  
The focal companies need to attract revenues and different strategies ex-
ist. For example, Azigo takes ͭ.ͫ% commission for purchases initiated via 
its platform. If documents are delivered, the platform providers usually 
will charge a document delivery fee, equivalent to a stamp for physical 
delivery which is paid by the sender. Besides, the platform provider might 
charge a one-time connection fee or yearly service fees which might also 
manifest in the form of licensing fees ȋQiyȌ. Other services follow a free-
mium pricing model to attract customers and to bill them for a higher 
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service level, for example, offering extended storage volume. Customers 
are then requested to pay a usage fee, mostly on monthly/yearly basis and 
per user. If the company is big enough, cross financing with other prod-
ucts or services might be performed, especially in the market penetration 
phase ȋfor example, SwisscomȌ to overcome the chicken-egg problem 
how to attract customers and service providers. For the EDS services hav-
ing their roots in the e-government domain, there are no direct revenues 
that must be generated because these services are funded by tax money.  
The platform partners need also to generate revenues and do this mostly 
by charging their customers for using their services – and thus indirectly 
paying for using the EDS services. The necessary funding of the EDS as 
an intermediary might cause active resistance, as it is the case for Doxo: 
Some companies do not want to pay the commissions that Doxo demands 
and request their customers to pay using their portals directly. If platform 
partners are responsible for the operation of the platform, for example by 
running the data center or developing new functions – something that is 
common in the e-government domain – then the revenues are based on 
project funding or longer term contracts with tax money as the ultimate 
funding resource.  
ͤ.ͧ Model of Hierarchical Service Layers 
Narayanan et al. ȋNarayanan et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ offer a classification scheme for 
ǲpersonal data architecturesǳ. However, they suggested that other classi-
fications might be possible as well. Based on our sense-making approach 
ȋsee chapter ͨ.ͩ.ͪȌ, we propose that there are three hierarchically 
grouped service layers for electronic data safes: ȋͧ.Ȍ ȋcloudȌ storage ser-
vices, ȋͨ.Ȍ value-added services, and ȋͩ.Ȍ process integration services. 
Every layer above can use the functionality provided by the layer below 
ȋFigure ͩȌ.  
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Figure ͩ: Hierarchical service layers 
We assume that services provided by lower layers are reused on higher 
levels and that the higher layers will not have to re-implement them. If 
data safe solutions only work within one layer and are not using or provid-
ing functionalities to or from other layers, these electronic data safe so-
lutions will face the need for re-adjusting or enlarging their functionali-
ties and services in order to become successful, as explained later. Com-
mon to all service layers is their need for a high quality of service: On the 
one hand, this happens on a technological level ȋQoSȌ encompassing se-
curity, reliability, availability, etc. ȋBadger et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ. On the other hand, 
the entire service quality can be considered like completing an entire 
transaction on a web portal ȋPapadomichelaki et al. ͨͦͦͬȌ.  
The foundational level is the ȋcloudȌ storage layer which encapsulates the 
basic services for storing data and providing data safety and security, e.g. 
by liberating the end-users to worry about backup procedures to be pre-
pared against data loss. Moreover, access via several devices with possibly 
automatically transforming the information format of an information 
item according to the output device, synchronizing and backing up user 
data in a transparent, OS- and device-agnostic ȋsmartphone, tablet, PC 
etc.Ȍ manner is performed on this service level.  
The value-added services layer uses functionalities provided by the cloud 
storage layer. Additional services are offered providing value to the users. 
These services could be ȋnon-conclusive enumerationȌ: ȋaȌ sharing infor-
mation items, e.g. like picture sharing or sharing thoughts and ideas like 
in social networks, ȋbȌ collaboration components, ȋcȌ automated report 
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generation or data mining services on the information items sent to elec-
tronic data safes ȋfor example, Mint, http://www.mint.comȌ generates 
statistics on oneǯs expensesȌ, ȋdȌ vendor relationship management for ex-
erting informational self-determination by providing mechanisms to 
manage oneǯs privacy, e.g. like Mydex or Personal, and last but not least 
ȋeȌ data inheritance functionalities, e.g. to ensure that certain infor-
mation items survive and are transferred or definitively destroyed if a user 
passes away, for example, as offered by the solution SecureSafe.  
The last and topmost level is the process integration services layer. Build-
ing on the other two layers and their services, an electronic safe can be 
used to receive and deliver information items to e-government or e-busi-
ness processes across organizations and is not tied to one ȋvalue-addedȌ 
service provider. For instance, the SecureSafe solution is coupled with a 
Swiss bankǯs online banking portal so that the customers receive their 
electronic statements transmitted directly into the electronic data safe.  
Our hierarchical service layer concept goes in line with the notion of ver-
tically and horizontally integrated services with respect to personal in-
formation management ȋJones ͨͦͧͨȌ and the more radical suggestions 
of separating data storage and data use completely ȋAtes et al. ͨͦͧͧ; Mun 
et al. ͨͦͧͦ; Van Kleek et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ: Vertically integrated services like Fa-
cebook or YouTube are optimized to capture, store and disseminate spe-
cific information items under the realm of one single service provider. In 
contrast, horizontally integrated services would decouple the data storage 
and the value-added services, so that the features could be combined on 
demand and according to the userǯs preferences. Using our taxonomy of 
hierarchical service layers, we are able to group the existing and future 
electronic data safes solutions.  
Nowadays, cloud storage providers like Dropbox or Microsoftǯs OneDrive 
are working mostly on layer one which is dealing with storage issues. Few 
value-added services are offered which prevents these services from be-
ing placed into the value-added layer.  
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On the second layer the cluster of e-billing consolidators is working: 
These services promise to ease the life of customers by fetching electronic 
bills from various providers ȋe.g. utility and telecommunication compa-
nies with their own portalsȌ and to aggregate them at one place. Addi-
tional value is offered either by integrating payment and reminder func-
tionalities or automated data-aggregation into statistics visualizing the 
personal expenses. In this category, many companies try to compete with 
each other as well as against many postal companies which are opening 
up new business opportunities ȋaccenture ͨͦͧͧȌ. Another cluster of ap-
plications working on layer two are the account and inventory manage-
ment services: Solutions grouped into this cluster deal prominently with 
managing personal information items like account data or managing per-
sonal inventory, either locally on a single computer like InformationSafe 
or as a Software-as-a-Service like Reposito ȋhttp://www.reposito.comȌ – 
which, in the meantime to update this essay, has ceased to exist. The 
aforementioned service allows using multiple input devices such as PCs, 
smartphones or tablets to photograph items and to seize and store data – 
tasks that have to be facilitated by services provided by the ȋcloudȌ stor-
age layer. A third cluster working on the level two of our proposed hier-
archy of service layers are personal data stores focusing on VRM. These 
solutions adopted the VRM-paradigm that individuals should control 
their information items consciously and that they can decide and under-
stand why and with whom they share them. Many of these services like 
Personal or Azigo have been launched in the last year and therefore they 
still are either in a ȋclosedȌ beta or ǲopening soonǳ phase, like Mydex.  
On level three ȋprocess integration servicesȌ there is one cluster of solu-
tions which were initially created or are still run by public service organi-
zations and therefore have a deep rooting and inclination towards e-gov-
ernment. Few of them offer value-added services like, for instance, Mydex 
that adopted the VRM paradigm and wants to offer integration into e-
government processes. Recently, the concept of ǲLife-Management Plat-
formsǳ ȋKuppinger ͨͦͧͨaȌ was suggested combining the personal data 
store/VRM-vision with process integration of electronic data safes ȋsee 
also chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ. 
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ͤ.ͨ Identifying Factors for the Adoption of Elec-
tronic Data Safes 
This chapter reports on the factors and areas of interest contributing to 
the adoption of electronic data safes. This is the result of an exploratory 
research approach whose method is described in chapter ͨ.ͩ.ͪ. Table ͧͩ 
and Table ͧͪ summarize our findings by adding the main items of our 
discussion for each hierarchical service layer with respect to the corre-
sponding dimension. 
Cloud storage services: Effects of economy of scale are working on the 
network effects dimension and people are incentivized to use cloud stor-
age solutions by the possibility of sharing content with others. They ex-
pect these cloud storage technologies to be as easily usable as any local 
storage component ȋrelating to the dimension of effort expectancyȌ. As a 
facilitating condition, the service providerǯs reputation and its terms and 
conditions are identified. E-Boks, although a privately-owned company, 
is trusted which might be due to the shareholders that are trustworthy 
organizations per se: Post Danmark and Nets ȋpayment and credit card 
processing servicesȌ.  
With cloud storage offerings, users expect data to be ubiquitously availa-
ble, independent of the device used to access the data. Nevertheless, 
mechanisms to guarantee data security, safety, and privacy are estab-
lished. As presented in the vision of electronic data safes, only the owner 
should be able to have access, neither the safe provider nor any other 
party without the ownerǯs consent. This means, it has to be legally clari-
fied if, at all, or under which circumstances and by which means the gov-
ernment should be granted access to an electronic data safe. This ques-
tion reflects general security considerations and results in the following 
design requirements for electronic data safes: The data safe provider will 
not be able to have access to an individualǯs data therefore it is impossible 
to re-issue a ǲlostǳ private key which is used to individually encrypt usersǯ 
data. Or, that every time data is accessed, this is logged for the transpar-
ency of the data owner. For example, the data safes of the Service-BW 
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portal, ȋformerlyȌ Wuala or ȋstill existingȌ SecureSafe encrypt each data 
safe with a unique key managed only by the owner. These security ser-
vices on the cloud storage layer should be available to the layers above.  
Value-added services: Adding additional functionalities to the cloud 
storage layer generates additional value for the end-users. For example, 
services offer the collection of documents from different service portals 
ȋutility providers, telecommunication companiesȌ and create added-
value by automatically generating reports on expenses based on the bills 
received, as performed by some of the e-billing consolidators like ȋfor-
merlyȌ Adminium or Doxo.  
These functionalities give the users the means, that they can complete a 
certain task. For instance, managing their passwords and access data, ob-
taining financial overview or preventing paper clutter by going digital are 
all tasks touching the dimension of performance expectancy. Moreover, 
these services might provide ways to structure the information items re-
ceived, for example, by offering folder structures, tagging mechanisms or 
full text retrieval – touching the dimension of effort expectancy. E-Boks 
in Denmark generates added value by helping users to organize their dig-
ital mail, for instance, by letting them create folders. Furthermore, infor-
mation items can be shared with other users.  
If the perceived benefits are judged positive, users might also be willing 
to share anonymously sensitive data. For instance, sharing health infor-
mation items to allow anonymous data mining with the aim of detecting 
new insights and advancing science was a scenario an interviewee could 
imagine and continued: ǲData collection and sharing are not bad per se – 
only what might be done wrong with it.ǳ This idea fits the dimension of 
network effects in relation to the value-added services: User may receive 
benefits through collaboration and data sharing, for instance using social 
bookmarking services. Or if they have agreed upon before, their anony-
mous data is used to collaborate ǲfor themǳ with the help of data mining.  
We also assume that ǲmanaging privacyǳ as proposed by Mydex ȋͨͦͦͯȌ 
will be just one value-added service among others but users are far more 
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attracted by service offerings helping them to achieve be-goals in respect 
to the hedonic dimension. Privacy itself will be regarded by the users as 
a hygiene factor which does not necessarily translate into a competitive 
advantage for a service provider because it will be expected to exist and 
work fine. This is also diagnosed in ȋEricsson ͨͦͧͨȌ and the authors of 
this study conclude that privacy will not ǲlikely be a consumer driven is-
sue, but rather an industry driven oneǳ.  
Nevertheless, managing oneǯs personal electronic identity ȋeIDȌ will be 
certainly a necessity for using some of an electronic data safeǯs services 
and this will be judged within the dimension of effort expectancy. Re-
search on eID-security shows ȋKubicek and Noack ͨͦͧͦȌ that the easier 
and more convenient authentication methods like software certificates 
or paper based transaction number lists are much more preferred to more 
complicated and safer authentication mechanisms. If services are created 
which show clear benefits of taking the pain of doing a more complex 
authorization, people will accept it. But if benefits are obscure, people 
will opt for the simpler solution. Existing eID management systems 
ȋeIDMSȌ on a national level should be successfully extended and ex-
panded not only to serve the public sector, but also the private sector 
ȋdual use of a single authentication technologyȌ.  
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  Dimensions of observation 
  Effort  
Expectancy 
Performance  
Expectancy 
Facilitating  
Conditions 
Hi
era
rch
ica
l se
rvi
ce 
lay
ers
 
Process  
Integra-
tion  
Services 
--- 
▪ integration of 
information 
items into 
processes 
▪ control an in-
formation 
itemǯs usage  
▪ prevent media 
breaches 
▪ legal context ȋre-
ceipt and ac-
ceptance of elec-
tronic docu-
mentsȌ 
▪ standardization 
to provide in-
teroperability 
Value- 
Added  
Services 
ease of use for: 
▪ structuring 
information 
items 
▪ electronic 
identity  
management 
system ȋdual 
use by private 
and public 
sectorȌ 
▪ granting 
proper access 
rights 
services must 
support goal-
achievement:  
▪ password 
safes 
▪ financial over-
view by gen-
erated reports 
▪ inventory 
management 
▪ aggregation 
of bills and 
documents to 
prevent clut-
ter 
--- 
Cloud  
Storage  
Services 
▪ as easy as lo-
cal storage 
▪ ubiquitous  
access 
ȋplace/deviceȌ 
▪ data security 
and safety 
▪ reputation of the 
service provider 
▪ terms and condi-
tions 
Table ͧͩ: Dimensions of observation according to hierarchical 
service layers ȋpart ͧȌ 
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  Dimensions of observation 
  Hedonic  
Aspects 
Network  
Effects 
Hi
era
rch
ica
l se
rvi
ce 
lay
ers
 
Process  
Integra-
tion  
Services 
--- 
▪ very strong ef-
fects if private 
and public sector 
are participating 
 
Value- 
Added  
Services 
creating positive 
user experiences 
▪ using mobile 
devices which 
fit in the us-
ersǯ way of 
life 
▪ support the 
achievement 
of ǲbe-goalsǳ 
provide collaboration 
mechanism: 
▪ share data volun-
tarily to collabo-
rate 
▪ receive benefits 
via explicitly 
granted but 
anonymous data 
mining of per-
sonal data 
Cloud  
Storage  
Services 
--- 
▪ economies of 
scale 
▪ possibility of 
sharing content  
Table ͧͪ: Dimensions of observation according to hierarchical 
service layers ȋpart ͨȌ 
For instance, the Austrian citizen card offers an eID-infrastructure based 
on a smart-card and authentication via mobile phones which potentially 
every Austrian citizen can use – but only a small number has actually ac-
tivated this functionality. On the contrary, E-boks in Denmark uses the 
eID-infrastructure called NemID ȋeasy IDȌ which has been widely ac-
cepted since its introduction in ͨͦͧͦ and which integrates the formerly 
separated solutions OCES ȋgovernment-drivenȌ and NetID ȋbanksȌ. This 
example shows that using convenient mechanisms and creating an infra-
structure which can be used by private and public companies leads to a 
successful adoption. E-Boks acts as an intermediary between customers 
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and organizations. But there might originate the risk that an intermedi-
ary might become obsolete because of the universal authentication in-
frastructure: Banks running existing e-banking solutions might argue 
that this easy login is convenient enough for their customers and there-
fore they want to avoid paying the intermediary for delivering documents 
the customer could get himself via the existing e-banking channels.  
Data transparency is a double-edged sword. If people should be able to 
exert informational self-determination, controlling the use is one part of 
the activities. Granting the proper rights, which is assumed to take place 
more often in the context of electronic data safes, should require as little 
effort as possible, which touches the dimension of effort expectancy. 
Some authors argue, that from a cognitive perspective, users have to take 
an increasing number of decisions with whom they share data which pos-
sibly leads to cognitive overload ȋNarayanan et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ.  
Hedonic aspects are dealing with the joy of use. Services provided on the 
value-added layer therefore should provide a positive user experience. 
The not anymore existing service Reposito allowed you to create an in-
ventory as easily and joyfully as possible using smartphones. These de-
vices are used as barcode scanners so that a user can forget about typing 
in product data and the smartphone apps assists in documenting an in-
ventory item and integrating all information in one place. In such a way, 
hedonic aspects of ǲbe-goalsǳ like documenting oneǯs inventory for the 
case of accidents overcomes the status of being a cumbersome ǲdo-goalǳ 
activity. 
Process integration services: On the layer of process integration ser-
vices, network effects will have strong influences: The more processes are 
offered, the more users are attracted. E-Boks has ͨͦǯͦͦͦ senders from the 
private and public sector and it has ͫ.ͩ million users ȋe-Boks ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
The vision of electronic data safes ȋBreitenstrom et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ suggests 
that benefits can be achieved if individuals share information items with 
processes. For example, account or salary statements could be transmit-
ted electronically to the tax office – without having to switch media. This 
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relates to the dimension performance expectancy. Such integration on 
the process level stimulates the performance expectation, that users can 
purposefully use an electronic data safe to achieve goals and keep track 
where their data is used. 
Providing interoperable process chains surmounting organizational 
boundaries will be a key challenge for the adoption of electronic data 
safes. People are weary of re-entering the same data on different web sites 
to accomplish a task ȋBrustein ͨͦͧͨȌ. If data can be re-used across organ-
izations or across several government agencies, electronic data safe users 
experience substantial benefits. But as a precondition, technical, seman-
tic, organizational, and legal interoperability ȋEuropean Commission 
ͨͦͧͦȌ must be established. Electronic data safes benefit from standardi-
zation initiatives as facilitating conditions. 
Storing data online per se has its benefits ȋas seen in the success of cloud 
based storage: being able to access or synchronize data from multiple 
places with multiple devicesȌ, but electronic data safes will certainly not 
be attractive for users when no other benefit is offered. Existing service 
offerings of electronic data safes with no process integration ȋfor in-
stance, the nowadays out-of-service e-Bürgersafe in BremenȌ are actually 
used far below the expectations of the service providers, as one inter-
viewee stated. Going out of service can be seen as a result of this lack of 
benefits provided to individuals as customers. 
If electronic data safes are able to receive documents or data with legally 
binding content ȋe.g. contractsȌ or documents associated with an objec-
tion period, current work practices and processes needs to be supported 
with electronic data safes in an analogous way – which is a facilitating 
condition. For instance, if a postal company sends a registered letter in 
order to document the reception on behalf of the sender, the organiza-
tional, legal, and technological tools should be able to offer the same ser-
vices digitally. From a legal point of view, it should be clear what the con-
sequences of a failed reception are ȋfor example while being on holidaysȌ 
or if transfer errors occur. In Austria, this has been legally clarified in the 
Service of Documents Act. 
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Another factor which will have influence on the facilitating conditions 
was identified in the legal acceptance of electronic documents. Many 
laws, e.g. for taxation, require documents to fulfill certain qualities – be-
ing original, unaltered and with approved origin. These ǲpaper-worldǲ 
concepts were transformed into requirements for handling digital docu-
ments, adding a lot of complexity like a forced usage of ȋqualifiedȌ digital 
signatures. Sticking to such rigid mappings of the paper world to the dig-
ital world will impose big barriers for the adoption. Rethinking laws and 
providing ǲreasonableǳ and ǲmoderateǳ ways of handling digital data and 
documents in a legally conform way will be key facilitators for the adop-
tion of electronic data safes. Using functionalities from lower layers, ser-
vices can be created or re-designed so that, for example, documents can 
be ǲscannedǳ using a smartphone and delivered to a business process.  
ͤ.ͩ Discussion and Conclusion 
With the help of our model of hierarchical service layers that we at-
tributed with dimensions from UTAUT and adding the dimensions of 
network effects and hedonic aspects, we could gain insights in the cur-
rent landscape of electronic data safes. This approach allowed us to iden-
tify factors and areas of interest which might serve as facilitators or bar-
riers for the adoption of electronic data safes. We assume that the model 
of hierarchical service layers is so generic that it can be applied in other 
context where there is a need for decoupling data management and data 
processing for service provision. 
Our sense-making approach was performed in an exploratory stage of re-
search and our findings needs to be validated – ideally by integrating ex-
periences of real users of electronic data safe solutions. So far, only two 
end-users of electronic data safe solutions have been interviewed. Fur-
ther research should focus on ȋpotentialȌ end-users and their expecta-
tions of electronic data safes. By contrasting their expectations with the 
current landscape of electronic data safes, design principles could be 
questioned, refined or newly discovered. The dimensions taken from the 
UTAUT were considered to be quite helpful during the sense-making 
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process. Further research is necessary to explain why some constructs on 
certain hierarchical service levels could not be supported by data and 
what this implies for the selected dimensions.  
With respect to the business models that we have analyzed, no ideal or 
predominant model emerged that guarantees success. Each solution an-
alyzed has its specific path dependencies based on design choices or busi-
ness rationales that contribute to a serviceǯs widespread usage – or not. 
Widespread usage could be achieved by mandating EDS usage, as it is the 
case for E-Boks as a e-government solution in Denmark which also cre-
ates problems ȋcf. Berger ͨͦͧͫȌ. On the contrary, for all other EDS ser-
vices, the most frequently pursued market penetration strategy is a mix-
ture of increasing the market share of the existing EDS product, and, at 
the same time, secure dominance in growth markets. The customers vol-
untarily chose which EDS service they want to use based on the benefits 
they can realize by using a specific EDS which drives an EDS adoption. 
This observation can be explained by using our model of hierarchical ser-
vice layers: All the EDS services need to design their business models by 
offering ȋpotentialȌ customers value propositions that maximize the cus-
tomersǯ benefits and incentivize them to prefer a specific EDS when com-
peting EDS services do also exist. Incentivizing usage is related to crafting 
a business model that delivers value to the customers, and, at the same 
time, creates revenues for the EDS provider. This means, that data safe 
solutions that work exclusively on one hierarchical service layer and do 
not integrate the previous ones, they will become vertically integrated 
solutions or islands where potential benefits for customers might be hard 
to achieve: For example, this happens if an electronic data safe does not 
have any data sharing capabilities or data cannot be transferred to pro-
cesses ȋwhich needs to be addressed in an adequate partner/relationship 
management from a business model perspectiveȌ. Therefore, it is neces-
sary that successful services will use functionalities provided from lower 
levels of our model of hierarchical service layers. For instance, services 
can be created or re-designed so that documents can be ǲscannedǳ using 
a smartphone and later on delivered to a business process, which is pro-
vided as functionality on a higher level. Such additional functionalities 
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serve as value propositions helping to discern the different EDS service 
providers to achieve a sound business model.  
To synthesize our findings, we conclude that clearly perceivable benefits 
are the key facilitators for the adoption of electronic data safes arising 
from the UTAUT dimensions of performance and effort expectancy. As 
implications for practice, we suggest that electronic data safe solutions 
should put emphasis on their ease of use. Furthermore, value-added ser-
vices should be developed that appeal to hedonic aspects but at the same 
time contribute to usersǯ demands originating from the dimension of 
performance and effort expectancy. All these value-added services 
should be able, if necessary, to be integrated into business processes in 
order that users can achieve ǲbe-goalsǳ and not only ǲdo-goalsǳ. 
ͤ.ͪ Appendix: Service Business Model Canvases  
This chapter serves as an appendix to the first essay providing detailed 
information about the EDS servicesǯ business models using the Service 
Business Model Canvas ȋSBMCȌ as described in chapter ͨ.ͪ. In the fol-
lowing tables, the business model is analyzed from the perspective of the 
customer ȋCSTȌ, the focal company ȋFCȌ, and the platform partners ȋPPȌ. 
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m 
for
 pa
pe
rle
ss 
do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 an
d b
illi
ng
 
* p
erm
iss
ion
-ba
sed
 an
d i
nte
res
t-
ba
sed
 m
ark
eti
ng
  
* a
ssi
sti
ng
 co
mp
an
ies
 an
d 
ind
ivi
du
als
 to
 go
 pa
pe
rle
ss 
* r
eac
h c
ust
om
ers
 wh
ere
 th
ey 
are
 
* n
o n
eed
 fo
r s
ett
ing
 up
 an
 ow
n 
inf
ras
tru
ctu
re 
for
 do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
, st
ora
ge 
an
d e
-pa
ym
en
t 
* r
ed
uc
tio
n i
n c
ust
om
er 
sup
po
rt 
cos
ts 
* b
ran
de
d l
an
din
g p
age
 an
d 
pa
ges
 wi
th 
de
dic
ate
d m
ark
eti
ng
 
an
d c
ust
om
er 
sup
po
rt s
pa
ce 
Ke
y A
cti
vit
ies
 
* r
egi
str
ati
on
 wi
th 
inl
et 
eit
he
r d
ire
ctl
y w
ith
 
int
let
 or
 wi
th 
the
 
ser
vic
e p
rov
ide
r w
hit
e 
lab
ell
ing
 in
let
 
* a
uth
en
tic
ati
on
 
* a
cce
ssi
ng
 in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 
* m
ake
 pa
ym
en
ts 
* p
rod
uc
t/s
erv
ice
 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* m
an
age
me
nt 
of 
ou
tso
urc
ed
 ac
tiv
ite
s /
 
pa
rtn
ers
 ȋe
xte
rna
l 
de
vel
op
ers
, se
rvi
ce 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* a
cq
uis
itio
n o
f n
ew
 
do
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
 
ȋdo
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* d
eli
ver
 do
cu
me
nts
 to
 
inl
et 
via
 its
 AP
I 
Ke
y  
Re
sou
rce
s 
* c
om
pa
tib
le d
evi
ces
 
* a
cco
un
ts w
ith
 do
cu
me
nt 
sen
de
rs 
usi
ng
 in
let
 
* s
taff
 
* s
oft
wa
re 
* s
erv
ers
 
* c
on
ne
cti
on
s to
 do
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
 
ȋpa
rtn
ers
: d
ocu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* p
rov
ide
 do
cu
me
nts
 to
 
inl
et 
 
* s
taff
 
* le
gal
 ex
pe
rtis
e 
* b
en
efi
ts d
ue
 to
 ele
ctr
on
ic 
do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 
Co
st  
Str
uc
tur
e 
* fr
ee 
* m
ark
eti
ng
 / b
usi
ne
ss 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* o
pe
rat
ion
s 
* S
W 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* s
taff
 
* A
PI 
for
 do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 
* p
er 
do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 fe
e 
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My
de
x 
Re
ven
ue
 
Str
eam
s 
* ti
me
 
sav
ing
s? 
* o
ne
 tim
e 
con
ne
cti
on
 
fee
 
* c
on
ne
cti
on
 
fee
s in
 tie
rs 
acc
ord
ing
 to
 
con
ne
cte
d 
cu
sto
me
rs 
* y
ear
ly 
ser
vic
e f
ee 
* p
er 
do
cu
me
nt 
fee
 
* in
dir
ect
ly 
fro
m 
cu
sto
me
rs 
Ch
an
ne
ls 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* A
PI 
* c
on
ne
cti
ng
 
pa
rtn
er'
s 
ba
cke
nd
 
sys
tem
s to
 
My
de
x 
pla
tfo
rm
 
Re
lat
ion
shi
p 
* s
elf
-se
rvi
ce 
for
 
reg
ist
rat
ion
 an
d u
se 
* a
uto
ma
ted
 se
rvi
ce 
de
liv
ery
 
* r
ela
tio
nsh
ip 
wit
h 
con
ne
cti
ng
 
com
pa
nie
s to
 us
e 
My
de
x* 
pro
vid
e a
 
pla
tfo
rm
 ȋp
ers
on
al 
da
ta 
sto
reȌ
 fo
r 
car
ryi
ng
 ou
t 
tra
nsa
cti
on
s w
ith
 
pe
rso
na
l d
ata
 un
de
r 
the
 us
er-
ma
na
ged
 
acc
ess
 pa
rad
igm
 
* w
ork
ing
 wi
th 
the
 
Bri
tis
h G
ove
rnm
en
t 
to 
be
com
e a
n e
-
Ide
nti
ty 
pro
vid
er 
ȋsh
ari
ng
 wi
th 
tru
ste
d s
tat
usȌ
 
* C
om
mu
nit
y 
Int
ere
st C
om
pa
ny
 
act
s in
 th
e in
ter
est
 
of 
ind
ivi
du
als
 = 
ne
utr
al 
* b
ein
g a
 fa
ir d
ata
 
ha
nd
ler
 ȋa
wa
rde
d b
y 
a m
ark
eti
ng
 
ass
oci
ati
on
Ȍ 
* e
xch
an
ge 
pe
rso
na
l 
da
ta 
/ in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 via
 th
e M
yd
ex 
AP
I 
Va
lue
  
Pro
po
sit
ion
 
* s
ha
rin
g o
f in
for
ma
tio
n i
tem
s 
acc
ord
ing
 to
 th
e u
ser
-m
an
age
d 
acc
ess
 pa
rad
igm
 
* a
ll i
nfo
rm
ati
on
 ite
ms
 in
 on
e 
pla
ce 
ȋsn
ipp
ets
Ȍ 
* a
ll b
ills
 in
 on
e p
lac
e 
* a
ll p
aym
en
ts i
n o
ne
 pl
ace
 
* c
ou
ld 
inv
olv
e a
 di
git
al fi
lin
g 
cab
ine
t se
rvi
ce 
* k
eep
 pr
iva
te 
da
ta 
saf
e 
* p
rov
ide
 a p
lat
for
m 
ȋpe
rso
na
l 
da
ta 
sto
reȌ
 fo
r c
arr
yin
g o
ut 
tra
nsa
cti
on
s w
ith
 pe
rso
na
l d
ata
 
un
de
r th
e u
ser
-m
an
age
d a
cce
ss 
pa
rad
igm
 
* w
ork
ing
 wi
th 
the
 Br
itis
h 
Go
ver
nm
en
t to
 be
com
e a
n e
-
Ide
nti
ty 
pro
vid
er 
ȋsh
ari
ng
 wi
th 
tru
ste
d s
tat
usȌ
 
* C
om
mu
nit
y I
nte
res
t C
om
pa
ny
 
act
s in
 th
e in
ter
est
 of
 in
div
idu
als
 
= n
eu
tra
l 
* b
ein
g a
 fa
ir d
ata
 ha
nd
ler
 
ȋaw
ard
ed
 by
 a m
ark
eti
ng
 
ass
oci
ati
on
Ȍ 
* r
eu
se 
"tr
ust
ed"
 pe
rso
na
l 
da
ta/
inf
orm
ati
on
 ite
ms
 
Ke
y A
cti
vit
ies
 
* r
egi
str
ati
on
 
* c
on
fig
ura
tio
n/s
etu
p  
* a
uth
en
tic
ati
on
  
* s
tor
ing
 in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 
* a
cce
ssi
ng
 in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 
* p
rod
uc
t/s
erv
ice
 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* m
an
age
me
nt 
of 
ou
tso
urc
ed
 ac
tiv
ite
s /
 
pa
rtn
ers
 ȋe
xte
rna
l 
de
vel
op
ers
, se
rvi
ce 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* a
cq
uis
itio
n o
f n
ew
 
con
ne
cti
ng
 
org
an
iza
tio
ns 
ȋdo
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* u
se 
My
de
x A
PI 
to 
int
era
ct 
wit
h c
ust
om
ers
 
Ke
y  
Re
sou
rce
s 
* c
om
pa
tib
le d
evi
ces
 
* a
cco
un
ts w
ith
 co
mp
an
ies
 
pa
rtic
ipa
tin
g i
n M
yd
ex 
* s
taff
 
* s
oft
wa
re 
* s
erv
ers
 
* c
on
ne
cti
on
s to
 do
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
 
* li
cen
sed
 as
 a C
om
mu
nit
y 
Int
ere
st C
om
pa
ny
 ȋs
ign
al 
tru
st/
en
du
ran
ce/
 
ȋpa
rtn
ers
: d
ocu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* p
rov
ide
 do
cu
me
nts
 to
 
My
de
x 
* s
taff
 
* le
gal
 ex
pe
rtis
e 
* b
en
efi
ts d
ue
 to
 ele
ctr
on
ic 
do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 
Co
st  
Str
uc
tur
e 
* fr
ee 
* m
ark
eti
ng
 / b
usi
ne
ss 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* o
pe
rat
ion
s 
* S
W 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* s
taff
 
* A
PI 
for
 do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 
* o
ne
 tim
e c
on
ne
cti
on
 
fee
 
* c
on
ne
cti
on
 fe
es 
in 
tie
rs 
acc
ord
ing
 to
 
con
ne
cte
d c
ust
om
ers
 
* y
ear
ly s
erv
ice
 fe
e 
* p
er 
do
cu
me
nt 
fee
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Pe
rso
na
l / 
tea
md
ata
 
Re
ven
ue
 
Str
eam
s 
* ti
me
 
sav
ing
s? 
* s
erv
ice
 fe
es 
ba
sed
 on
 
tea
m 
siz
e 
 
Ch
an
ne
ls 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* w
eb
sit
e 
 
Re
lat
ion
shi
p 
* s
elv
-se
rvi
ce 
for
 
reg
ist
rat
ion
 an
d u
se 
* s
up
po
rt d
ep
en
din
g 
up
on
 pr
ici
ng
 
sch
em
e 
* a
uto
ma
ted
 se
rvi
ce 
de
liv
ery
 
* s
up
po
rt w
he
n 
req
ue
ste
d a
nd
 
acc
ord
ing
 to
 bo
ug
ht 
pro
du
ct*
 pr
ovi
de
 a 
pla
tfo
rm
 to
 sto
re 
inf
orm
ati
on
 ite
ms
 
for
 te
am
 us
e w
ith
 
gra
nu
lar
 ac
ces
s 
rig
hts
 on
 a u
ser
-
ma
na
ged
 ac
ces
s 
pa
rad
igm
 
 
Va
lue
  
Pro
po
sit
ion
 
* r
eu
se 
exi
sti
ng
 in
for
ma
tio
n i
n a
 
tea
m 
* ti
me
 sa
vin
gs 
* p
rov
ide
 a p
lat
for
m 
to 
sto
re 
inf
orm
ati
on
 ite
ms
 fo
r te
am
 us
e 
wit
h g
ran
ula
r a
cce
ss 
rig
hts
 on
 a 
use
r-m
an
age
d a
cce
ss 
pa
rad
igm
 
 
Ke
y A
cti
vit
ies
 
* r
egi
str
ati
on
 
* c
on
fig
ura
tio
n/s
etu
p  
* a
uth
en
tic
ati
on
  
* a
dd
ing
 in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 
* a
cce
ssi
ng
 in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 
* p
rod
uc
t/s
erv
ice
 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* o
pe
rat
ion
s 
* m
an
age
me
nt 
of 
ou
tso
urc
ed
 ac
tiv
ite
s 
ȋex
ter
na
l d
eve
lop
ers
Ȍ 
  
Ke
y  
Re
sou
rce
s 
* c
om
pa
tib
le d
evi
ces
 
* s
taff
 
* s
oft
wa
re 
* s
erv
ers
 
* n
ot 
ap
pli
cab
le a
ny
mo
re 
aft
er 
str
ate
gy 
shi
ft a
wa
y 
fro
m 
PD
S 
Co
st  
Str
uc
tur
e 
* fe
es 
pe
r te
am
 siz
e 
* m
ark
eti
ng
 / b
usi
ne
ss 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* o
pe
rat
ion
s 
* S
W 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* s
taff
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Az
igo
 
Re
ven
ue
 
Str
eam
s 
* r
ew
ard
s /
 
be
ne
fits
 
fro
m 
loy
alt
y 
pro
gra
ms
 
* a
ver
age
 
ͭ.ͫ
% 
com
mi
ssi
on
 
for
 us
er'
s 
pu
rch
ase
s 
ini
tat
ed
 
thr
ou
gh
 
AZ
IG
O 
* in
dir
ect
ly 
fro
m 
cu
sto
me
rs 
Ch
an
ne
ls 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* A
PI 
* c
on
ne
cti
ng
 
pa
rtn
er'
s 
ba
cke
nd
 
sys
tem
s to
 
AZ
IG
O 
Re
lat
ion
shi
p 
* s
elf
-se
rvi
ce 
for
 
reg
ist
rat
ion
 an
d u
se 
*au
tom
ate
d s
erv
ice
 
de
liv
ery
 
* r
ela
tio
nsh
ip 
wit
h 
pa
rtn
ers
 in
 re
wa
rds
 
an
d l
oya
lty
 
pro
gra
ms
* p
rov
ide
 a 
pla
tfo
rm
 to
 
dis
trib
ute
 re
wa
rds
 
an
d b
en
efi
ts f
rom
 
loy
alt
y p
rog
ram
s to
 
the
 cu
sto
me
rs 
au
tom
ati
cal
ly 
* p
rov
ide
 th
e 
ind
ivi
du
als
 as
 us
ers
 
wit
h t
he
 po
we
r to
 
sel
ect
 th
e m
ark
eti
ng
 
inf
orm
ati
on
 th
ey 
wa
nt 
* p
rov
ide
 th
e 
pa
rtn
ers
 wi
th 
the
 
ab
ilit
y t
o s
en
d 
tar
get
ed
 ad
s to
 
reg
ist
ere
d u
ser
s 
* e
xch
an
ge 
pe
rso
na
l 
da
ta 
/ in
for
ma
tio
n 
ite
ms
 via
 Az
igo
 
* le
ad
s g
en
era
ted
 by
 
Az
igo
 wi
ll b
e 
tra
nsf
err
ed
 to
 th
e 
pa
rtn
ers
 to
 ca
rry
 ou
t 
the
 tra
nsa
cti
on
 
Va
lue
  
Pro
po
sit
ion
 
* r
ece
ivi
ng
 m
ark
eti
ng
-re
lat
ed
 
off
ers
 in
 on
e p
lac
e 
* e
njo
y b
en
efi
ts f
rom
 lo
yal
ty 
or 
rew
ard
 pr
og
ram
s 
* s
ele
cti
vel
y s
ub
scr
ibe
 to
 
com
pa
nie
s w
hic
h a
re 
rea
lly
 
int
ere
sti
ng
 to
 a c
ust
om
er'
s 
pro
file
/ne
ed
s -
-> 
tar
get
ed
 
ma
rke
tin
g 
* p
rov
ide
 a p
lat
for
m 
to 
dis
trib
ute
 
rew
ard
s a
nd
 be
ne
fits
 fro
m 
loy
alt
y 
pro
gra
ms
 to
 th
e c
ust
om
ers
 
au
tom
ati
cal
ly 
* p
rov
ide
 th
e in
div
idu
als
 as
 us
ers
 
wit
h t
he
 po
we
r to
 se
lec
t th
e 
ma
rke
tin
g i
nfo
rm
ati
on
 th
ey 
wa
nt 
* p
rov
ide
 th
e p
art
ne
rs 
wit
h t
he
 
ab
ilit
y t
o s
en
d t
arg
ete
d a
ds 
to 
reg
ist
ere
d u
ser
s 
* m
ore
 ta
rge
ted
 off
ers
 fo
r 
cu
sto
me
rs 
* s
top
 an
no
yin
g c
ust
om
ers
 by
 
int
era
cti
ng
 / s
en
din
g t
he
m 
ma
rke
tin
g o
ffe
rs 
dir
ect
ly ȋ
pu
ll 
ins
tea
d o
f p
ush
Ȍ --
> i
ma
ge 
of 
be
ing
 m
ore
 co
nsu
me
r-o
rie
nte
d 
// f
oll
ow
ing
 th
e V
RM
 pa
rad
igm
 
Ke
y A
cti
vit
ies
 
* r
egi
str
ati
on
 
* c
on
fig
ura
tio
n/s
etu
p  
* a
uth
en
tic
ati
on
  
* in
itia
tin
g p
urc
ha
ses
 
via
 Az
igo
 in
ste
ad
 of
 
go
ing
 to
 th
e m
erc
ha
nt 
dir
ect
ly 
* p
rod
uc
t/s
erv
ice
 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* m
an
age
me
nt 
of 
ou
tso
urc
ed
 ac
tiv
ite
s /
 
pa
rtn
ers
 ȋe
xte
rna
l 
de
vel
op
ers
, se
rvi
ce 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* a
cq
uis
itio
n o
f n
ew
 
pa
rtn
ers
 
ȋdo
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* u
se 
AZ
IG
O 
AP
I to
 
de
liv
er 
do
cu
me
nts
 an
d 
off
ers
 to
 cu
sto
me
rs 
Ke
y  
Re
sou
rce
s 
* c
om
pa
tib
le d
evi
ces
 
* a
cce
pte
d m
eth
od
s o
f 
pa
ym
en
t 
* s
taff
 
* s
oft
wa
re 
* s
erv
ers
 
* c
on
ne
cti
on
s to
 fin
an
cia
l 
ins
titu
tio
ns 
an
d m
em
be
r 
ba
sed
 gr
ou
ps 
= p
art
ne
rs 
* o
ffe
rin
g a
 re
wa
rds
 or
 
loy
alt
y p
rog
ram
m 
to 
tie
 
cu
sto
me
rs 
to 
the
ir s
erv
ice
s 
* u
se 
AP
I to
 de
liv
er 
do
cu
me
nts
 to
 cu
sto
me
rs 
* b
en
efi
ts d
ue
 to
 ele
ctr
on
ic 
do
cu
me
nt 
de
liv
ery
 
Co
st  
Str
uc
tur
e 
* fr
ee 
* m
ark
eti
ng
 / b
usi
ne
ss 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* o
pe
rat
ion
s 
* S
W 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* s
taff
 
* a
ver
age
: ͭ
.ͫ%
 
com
mi
ssi
on
 fo
r u
ser
's 
pu
rch
ase
s in
itia
ted
 on
 
the
 Az
igo
 pl
atf
orm
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Qi
y 
Re
ven
ue
 
Str
eam
s 
* in
dir
ect
ly 
pa
id 
by
 
ind
ivi
du
als
 
as 
cu
sto
me
rs 
* s
erv
ice
 fe
es 
* me
mb
ers
hip
 
fee
s 
* n
ot 
ap
pli
cab
le 
Ch
an
ne
ls 
* A
PI 
* w
eb
sit
e 
* m
ob
ile
 ap
ps 
* A
PI 
* w
eb
sit
e 
Re
lat
ion
shi
p 
* c
los
e c
on
tra
ctu
al 
rel
ati
on
shi
ps 
ȋbe
com
ing
 a 
me
mb
er 
of 
QI
Y 
fou
nd
ati
on
Ȍ 
* s
elf
-se
rvi
ce 
by
 
em
plo
yin
g Q
IY 
ap
i 
* a
uto
ma
ted
 se
rvi
ce 
de
liv
ery
 
* r
ela
tio
nsh
ip 
wit
h 
pa
rtn
ers
 to
 us
e Q
IY 
sch
em
e* 
pro
vid
e a
 
pla
tfo
rm
 ȋs
ch
em
eȌ 
for
 ce
ntr
ali
zed
 da
ta 
sto
rag
e a
nd
 
ma
na
gem
en
t u
nd
er 
the
 us
er-
ma
na
ged
 
acc
ess
 pa
rad
igm
 fo
r 
ind
ivi
du
als
  
* p
rov
ide
 ve
rifi
ed
 
da
ta 
to 
ser
vic
e 
pro
vid
ers
 
* u
sin
g Q
IY 
sch
em
e 
ele
me
nts
 to
 in
ter
act
 
wit
h s
erv
ice
 
pro
vid
ers
 ov
er 
the
 
QI
Y p
lat
for
m 
Va
lue
  
Pro
po
sit
ion
 
* o
bta
ini
ng
 ve
rifi
ed
 da
ta 
* p
rop
osi
ng
 VR
M 
as 
an
 as
set
t to
 
cu
sto
me
rs 
ȋda
ta 
sca
rci
tyȌ
 
* b
en
efi
t fr
om
 ce
ntr
ali
zed
 da
ta 
acc
ess
 
* p
rov
ide
 a p
lat
for
m 
ȋsc
he
me
Ȍ fo
r 
cen
tra
liz
ed
 da
ta 
sto
rag
e a
nd
 
ma
na
gem
en
t u
nd
er 
the
 us
er-
ma
na
ged
 ac
ces
s p
ara
dig
m 
for
 
ind
ivi
du
als
  
* p
rov
ide
 ve
rifi
ed
 da
ta 
to 
ser
vic
e 
pro
vid
ers
 
* b
en
efi
t fr
om
 us
er-
ma
na
ged
 
acc
ess
 an
d c
on
tro
llin
g o
ne
's d
ata
 
aga
in 
Ke
y A
cti
vit
ies
 
* r
egi
ste
rin
g 
* u
sin
g Q
IY 
AP
I in
 
ba
cke
nd
 
* p
rod
uc
t/s
erv
ice
 
de
vel
op
me
nt 
* m
an
age
me
nt 
of 
ou
tso
urc
ed
 ac
tiv
ite
s /
 
pa
rtn
ers
 ȋe
xte
rna
l 
de
vel
op
ers
, se
rvi
ce 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* a
cq
uis
itio
n o
f n
ew
 
pa
rtn
ers
 
ȋdo
cu
me
nt 
pro
vid
ers
Ȍ 
* a
uth
en
tic
ate
 via
 th
e 
QI
Y i
nfr
ast
ruc
tur
e f
or 
ser
vic
es 
* tr
ust
 se
rvi
ce 
pro
vid
ers
 
tha
t Q
IY 
wo
rks
 in
 th
e 
ba
ckg
rou
nd
 
Ke
y  
Re
sou
rce
s 
* c
om
pa
tib
le b
ack
en
d 
sys
tem
s to
 us
e t
he
 Q
IY 
sch
em
e 
* in
tel
lec
tua
l p
rop
ert
y: Q
IY 
sch
em
e ȋ
QI
Y T
rus
t 
Fra
me
wo
rkȌ
 lic
en
sed
 to
 us
e 
ȋ= 
pla
tfo
rm
?Ȍ 
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ͥ Current Usage of an EDS ȋEssay ͤȌ 
This essay is based on the following peer-reviewed conference paper: 
Pfister, Joachim; Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͬȌ: „Going Paperless with Elec-
tronic Data Safes: Information Ecology Fit and Challengesǲ. In: Proceed-
ings of the Thirty Seventh International Conference on Information Sys-
tems. December ͧͧ – December ͧͪ ͨͦͧͬ. Dublin, Ireland. 
 
Abstract 
In private households, once received paper-based documents are increas-
ingly substituted by electronic documents. In order to ǲget organizedǳ, an 
individual nowadays needs to oversee a plethora of digital and physical 
information items stored at various locations. As a technological solu-
tion, cloud-based storage services such as an Electronic Data Safe ȋEDSȌ 
emerge as a home for all digital valuables. In this paper, we analyze how 
such an EDS fits into an individualǯs information ecology by drawing 
upon the results of a qualitative interview study with ͩͯ users of three 
different EDS services. We develop a typology of the content that is kept 
safe in an EDS, reflect upon the motivations and upon an EDSǯs role with 
respect to other cloud-based storage services individuals are using. The 
challenges of maintaining a digital, personal archive are depicted and 
ǲdata value zonesǳ are introduced as a sensitizing concept to reflect upon 
problematic areas. 
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ͥ.ͣ Motivation and Research Goal 
Information fragmentation ȋKarger ͨͦͦͭȌ is an ongoing challenge in 
Personal Information Management ȋPIMȌ ȋJones and Teevan ͨͦͦͭbȌ: 
The personal space of information ȋPSIȌ, that spans various collections 
of information items, is nowadays distributed over devices, as well as 
physical and virtual storage locations, such as cloud storage or software-
as-a-service offerings ȋJones ͨͦͧͫȌ. Besides, information items in their 
physical form are still an important part of an individualǯs PSI. It is up to 
each of us to ǲget organizedǳ and develop strategies for keeping, finding, 
maintaining, and organizing information items in the digital and the 
physical world ȋJones and Teevan ͨͦͦͭbȌ. New services are offered to 
help safeguard important electronic ȋor physically born but now digit-
izedȌ information items, such as multi-purpose, cloud-based file storage 
services or ǲElectronic Data Safesǳ ȋEDSȌ ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͩȌ. 
These EDS are promoted as the quasi-natural habitat for all ǲinformation 
item valuablesǳ serving as the digital equivalent of a secure filing and or-
ganization system for formerly paper-based documents. Moreover, an 
EDS offers functionalities to receive electronic documents from author-
ized senders thus serving as another mailbox. An EDS offers features add-
ing supplementary levels of security compared to ǲordinaryǳ cloud stor-
age offerings: For example, two-factor authentication and a server-side 
encryption with a user-specific key are implemented, so that the provider 
cannot access the data in his data centers ȋcf. Borgmann et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ.  
Electronic document delivery is continually substituting physical letters 
and there is an obvious trend for going paperless in BͨB, GͨB and also in 
the BͨC or GͨC context: In the postal sector, e-substitution leads to a 
falling volume of letter mail by almost a quarter since ͨͦͦͪ; in ͨͦͧͪ the 
total mail volume declined by ͩ.ͯ% on average ȋInternational Post Cor-
poration ͨͦͧͫȌ. Therefore, postal service providers as intermediaries are 
facing tremendous challenges by the ongoing digitization. Besides a re-
duction in transaction costs for the senders, the recipients of electronic 
communications ȋmayȌ benefit from lowered costs for services, a more-
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timely information provisioning or realizing the dream of a paperless 
ȋhomeȌ office – something which has been described as a myth in the 
professional office ȋSellen and Harper ͨͦͦͨȌ. Nowadays, information 
items are directed towards individuals via several different channels 
which, in turn, contribute to a further fragmentation of an individualǯs 
PSI. It is still unclear and has been a blind spot in research so far what 
PIM strategies are developed by individuals as recipients of such digital 
documents to cope with this externally enforced trend towards digitiza-
tion – and how compatible this trend is with already existing personal 
practices and motivations to curate information items digitally in oneǯs 
PSI. We want to understand how an EDS is currently used in the field by 
end users and how it fits in their existing PSI leading to our research 
question: Which role does an EDS have in an individualǯs information 
ecology?  
In order to answer our research question, we follow an interpretive ap-
proach by first trying to understand which content and why users 
selected this content to be stored in a ǲsafe placeǳ. Then, we ask how the 
EDS fits into the bigger picture of an individualǯs information ecology. 
Therefore, we interviewed ͩͯ users of EDS services using a semi-struc-
tured interview guide. This resulted in ͫͩ hours of audio data that was 
transcribed and analyzed using a thematic analysis approach. We invited 
the participants to give a guided tour in their otherwise inaccessible EDS 
by letting them voluntarily describe the information items stored therein 
when they had their EDS opened in front of them during the interviews. 
Moreover, the participants provided rich descriptions of their infor-
mation ecology, for instance, which devices and services they use to keep 
their information items flowing and safe. 
Our research is related to ǲpractice theoryǳ. Originating in sociology, the 
turn towards analyzing ǲpracticesǳ ȋSchatzki et al. ͨͦͦͧȌ was continu-
ously embraced in other disciplines, such as IS ȋCecez-Kecmanovic et al. 
ͨͦͧͪ; Kuutti ͨͦͧͩ; Tavakoli and Schlagwein ͨͦͧͬȌ. There is no single 
ǲpractice theoryǳ but they are considered as a family of approaches shar-
ing historical and conceptual elements ȋKuutti ͨͦͧͩ; Tavakoli and 
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Schlagwein ͨͦͧͬȌ. Instead of separating the object and subject, practice 
theory focusses on the entangled relationship between these two entities 
that are performed in practices which are ǲ[…] routines consisting of a 
number of interconnected and inseparable elements: physical and 
mental activities of human bodies, material environment, artifacts and 
their use, context that contain understanding, human capabilities, 
affinities and motivation. Practices are wholes whose existence is de-
pendent of the temporal interconnection of all these, and that cannot be 
reduced to or explained with any one single element.ǳ ȋKuutti ͨͦͧͩȌ Fol-
lowing this school of thought, current PIM activities are then practices 
that are performed by agents using the human bodyǯs or the artifactǯs ma-
teriality. In order understand these practices, it is insufficient to focus on 
micro-interactions, for example, only related to one specific service; the 
context in which these practices are performed needs also to be taken 
into account. To achieve this, we based our research on the widely used 
concept of an information ecology ȋDavenport and Prusak ͧͯͯͭ; Fidel 
ͨͦͧͨ; Nardi and OǯDay ͨͦͦͦȌ to analyze and describe human practices 
ȋbut without relating it to practice theoryȌ. In Human-Computer 
Interaction ȋHCIȌ, the perspective of an ecology was used to inform the 
analysis and design of interactive artifacts that transcend individual use 
by taking into account the complex digital and non-digital context made 
up by other users and various technological resources ȋBlevis et al. ͨͦͧͫ; 
Bødker and Klokmose ͨͦͧͨ; Jung et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ. As information technology 
permeates in the private domain and each individual forms part of vari-
ous socio-technical entanglements, an information ecology perspective 
allows us to research the relationships between the people who are using 
technology, the technology itself and how practices are shaped.  
An information ecology is conceptualized as ǲa system of people, prac-
tices, values and technologies in a particular environmentǳ ȋNardi and 
OǯDay ͨ ͦͦͦ, p. ͫ ͦȌ. Within such an information ecology, continuous evo-
lution takes place by the multiple levels of influence, for example, if one 
aspect of the system changes, its effects can be experienced throughout 
the whole system ȋYvette Blount ͨͦͧͧȌ. Such an ecology perspective has 
not yet been applied to an individualǯs PIM activities as the ǲparticular 
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domainǳ which is characterized by information fragmentation. We argue 
that it is necessary to understand the whole ecosystem of an individual, 
not only the interaction with single artifacts or services, to identify future 
design possibilities for PIM activities and services. In doing so, we will 
gain an understanding of how EDS services fit into the existing landscape 
of human practices and tools for managing oneǯs PSI. These insights will 
help designers to develop solutions that reduce frictions in an individ-
ualǯs information ecology, especially when both, the service providers 
and the individuals, are aiming for going paperless.  
The intended audience of this paper are, besides researchers in the do-
main of PIM, service providers of cloud storage solutions in general, EDS 
service providers, and organizations in the BͨC or GͨC context that send 
information items directly via their portals or services to individuals. 
Generally speaking, our research addresses every contributor of infor-
mation items who cares about delivering its services in a user-centered 
way to alleviate the problem of information fragmentation.  
The research contributions of this paper are twofold: First, our findings 
describe PIM practices with respect to ǲpractice theoryǳ. Thereby, we ex-
pand the body of literature in PIM on digital possessions through a 
deeper understanding of usersǯ notions what valuable digital possession 
are, why they were created or saved from other sources and where they 
are stored. Second, we introduce the concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ. We 
suggest this as a sensitizing concept for future research involving cloud 
storage services that provide individualized storage and the ability to 
share information items. This concept helped us to reflect productively 
upon challenges we observed empirically in our data.  
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: After presenting re-
lated work from the PIM domain and expanding on the concept of an 
EDS, we present our research context and the approach for data collec-
tion and data analysis. Then, findings are described: We start with an in-
siderǯs view on the types of content before reporting on the userǯs moti-
vations and portraying their information ecology. Then, the challenges of 
individuals aiming for a paperless personal archive are presented. In the 
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discussion chapter, we reflect upon an EDS place in the information ecol-
ogy. Thereby, we introduce our concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ and discuss 
some challenges in the field to illustrate its practical relevance as a sensi-
tizing concept. 
ͥ.ͤ Related Work 
Related work on personal information management has been introduced 
in the synopsis chapter ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͨȌ as well as for electronic data 
safes ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ.  
Personal cloud storage services such as Dropbox or GoogleDrive enjoy 
widespread usage whereas services putting a higher emphasis on security 
with server-side or client-side encryption, such as Wuala ȋstopped its 
operation in November ͨͦͧͫȌ, SpiderOak, or TresorIt ȋall using the 
concept of zero-knowledgeȌ seem to be more known and used by security 
risk-averse users. We posit that an electronic data safe ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ 
is also a personal cloud storage service because of its ability to upload 
diverse file formats and being accessible through many devices. It has the 
potential of being used for sharing documents and files stored therein, 
but sharing is not mandated. It is offered as one functionality of a cloud-
based storage amongst other functionalities such as ubiquitous access, 
synchronization over devices, and collaboration ȋMarshall and Tang 
ͨͦͧͨ; Voida et al. ͨͦͧͩȌ. We are not aware of prior research investigating 
the content of an EDS or a trustworthy cloud storage provider.  
The mailbox and transactional aspects of an EDS can be related to the 
domain of electronic bill presentment and payment ȋEBPPȌ and elec-
tronic document delivery by postal services. As noted by Hildebrand 
ȋͨͦͧͫȌ, a possible transition path is evident: from ȋͧȌ manual invoices 
sent by postal letters, ȋͨȌ to semi-automated processes using PDF docu-
ments as invoices sent by e-mail or through provider specific portals, and 
ȋͩȌ to, finally, a fully, end-to-end integrated order-to-payment process. 
For the senders, electronic documents have huge advantages by reducing 
transaction costs. However, on the recipientǯs side, it has not yet been 
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investigated whether ǲgoing digitalǳ reduces transaction costs in form of 
a less burdensome PIM. Our study helps to understand what role does an 
EDS play when end-users have to organize electronic documents – and 
still are bound to manage existing or still newly arriving physical docu-
ments at the same time.  
ͥ.ͥ Research Method and Empirical Context 
ͥ.ͥ.ͣ Empirical Context 
Semi-structured interviews were used to collect data from ͩͯ users of 
three EDS services. These three EDS service providers were contacted by 
the authors of this paper and asked if they supported this interview study 
by helping to recruit participants. Two of these service providers are Swiss 
based and are run by private companies ȋservice A and BȌ. The third EDS 
provider ȋservice CȌ is part of the Austrian E-Government infrastructure 
and is run by a private sector company. The authors of this paper worked 
independently from the participating EDS service providers; no conflict 
of interest or financial dependencies existed.  
EDS service A is marketed as a safe location for storing documents and 
passwords to access them everywhere. The service is offered for free and 
native apps for iOS and Android are provided but no client for automat-
ically synchronizing documents. EDS service B presents itself as a general 
purpose, secure online storage provider following a freemium pricing 
model. A password safe is offered and, as well as for the files, it is accessi-
ble via native iOS and Android apps. This service offers a client for syn-
chronizing files automatically over various platforms. EDS service C is 
provided as a data safe within the context of the Austrian e-government 
infrastructure. It is bundled with an e-identity component of a digital 
signature and has got a freemium pricing model offering a safe space for 
storing and digitally signing documents.  
The participants were recruited by self-selection and answering open 
calls for participation in an interview study advertised for about ten days 
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either on the EDSǯs login page ȋservice BȌ or announced in the news sec-
tion after logging in ȋservice AȌ. The participants were offered a small gift. 
This resulted in the recruitment of ͨͦ ȋEDS service AȌ and ͧͬ ȋEDS ser-
vice BȌ participants. For EDS service C, recruitment took place using an 
open call for participation on Facebook offering a small gift which three 
participants welcomed. The interviews were carried out via Skype, 
Google Hangout or telephone except for two interviews that took place 
in the participantsǯ homes due to geographical proximity where the re-
searchers were located.  
ͥ.ͥ.ͤ Data Collection 
The interview guide for performing the semi-structured interviews has 
been pre-tested to optimize the wording and flow of the questions and to 
ensure a reasonable length-depth ratio of the interviews. The interviews 
were audio-recorded. After asking some demographic data, the partici-
pants were invited to draw their information ecology, an approach that 
was inspired by Kaye et al. ȋͨͦͧͪȌ. By asking ǲWhere do you store digital 
information in the cloud?ǳ and letting the participants draw their infor-
mation ecology, they were better able to reflect upon the services they 
used. Then, the participants were asked to give a guided tour of their elec-
tronic data safe and its content, an established and widely used method 
of inquiry in the domain of PIM ȋJones ͨͦͧͫȌ. Therefore, the interview-
ees had opened their data safe during the interview. They were given full 
control over their privacy and confidentiality by only telling the inter-
viewer about the content elements that they felt safe of. The interviews 
continued by asking about practices surrounding the reception and the 
processing of electronic documents, and how paper is handled.  
In total, ͩͯ interviews have been conducted ȋͩͧ in German, ͮ in EnglishȌ 
resulting in ͫͩ hours and ͦͨ minutes of audio data. One of the authors 
transcribed all the interviews. On average, an interviewǯs duration is ͧ 
hour ͧͯ minutes and it contains a net number of ͪͦͭͯ words without the 
questions asked.  
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ID age gender profession 
Aͦͧ ͫͯ w pharmaceutic administrator 
Aͦͨ ͫͧ m project lead public transport 
Aͦͩ ͫͧ m coaching/consulting in IT 
Aͦͪ ͪͮ m trainer for Asian sports 
Aͦͫ ͨͯ m supporter IT 
Aͦͬ ͪͭ m policeman 
Aͦͭ ͩͦ m software developer 
Aͦͮ ͫͪ m team lead in a telco 
Aͦͯ ͪͬ m study manager nutrition com 
Aͧͦ ͬͪ m teacher 
Aͧͧ ͫͭ m ERP consultant 
Aͧͨ ͪͨ m consultant banking 
Aͧͩ ͨͭ m electrical engineer 
Aͧͪ ͩͪ w office employee 
Aͧͫ ͬͩ m professor IT, pensioned 
Aͧͬ ͩͭ m advocate 
Aͧͭ ͪͩ m sales representative 
Aͧͮ ͨͮ m informatics employee 
Aͧͯ ͩͯ m software developer 
Aͨͦ ͫͪ m toxicologist 
Bͦͧ ͪͪ m financial clerk 
Bͦͨ ͪͪ m fire inspector 
Bͦͩ ͩͪ m technician heating 
Bͦͪ ͪͮ m consultant IT security 
Bͦͫ ͪͨ m IT manager 
Bͦͬ ͬͩ m camera operator, pensioned 
Bͦͭ ͫͬ m director of an IT company 
Bͦͮ ͫͩ m program lead in a bank 
Bͦͯ ͪͭ m educator 
Bͧͦ ͩͨ m event manager, IT consultant 
Bͧͧ ͪͬ m IT consultant, freelancer 
Bͧͨ ͩͩ m IT consultant 
Bͧͩ ͩͯ m IT security engineer 
Bͧͪ ͫͨ m electrical engineer 
Bͧͫ ͪͯ m consultant for banks 
Bͧͬ ͪͪ m IT director 
Cͦͧ ͩͩ w public relations representative 
Cͦͨ ͨͫ w public relations representative 
Cͦͩ ͪͧ w consultant e-government 
Table ͨͭ: Detailed description of the participants 
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The participants came, due to their self-selection, from various back-
grounds and had in common that they actually used a specific EDS. ͩͪ 
males and five females took part and the average age is ͪͧ years ȋͨͫ-ͨͯ: 
ͪ; ͩͦ-ͩͪ: ͬ; ͩͫ-ͩͯ: ͩ; ͪͦ-ͪͪ: ͭ; ͪͫ-ͪͯ: ͭ; ͫͦ-ͫͪ: ͬ; ͫͫ-ͫͯ: ͩ; ͬͦ-ͬͪ: ͩȌ. 
Everyone used at least one smartphone. For a more detailed description 
of the participants, please see Table ͨͭ. 
ͥ.ͥ.ͥ Data Analysis and Interpretation 
After the transcription of the interviews, thematic analysis ȋBraun and 
Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ as a method for analyzing the interview data was used to 
answer our research question: Which role does an EDS have in an individ-
ualǯs information ecology? This method has been successfully employed 
as an interpretive research paradigm in HCI ȋVincent et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ to 
uncover themes systematically. The method is closely related to 
grounded theory ȋGlaser and Strauss ͨͦͦͯ; A. Strauss and Corbin ͧͯͯͮȌ 
and it can be used in a realist ȋessentialistȌ or interpretive ȋconstruction-
istȌ way. Its principles are equivalent to a hermeneutic approach. The re-
search in this study is conducted within a constructionist framework. We 
proceeded inductively in a data-driven fashion without an apriori at-
tempt to fit the data into theory. Thus, observations are interpreted to 
uncover latent themes – to use the terminology of Braun and Clarke 
ȋͨͦͦͬȌ. They represent hypotheses about underlying motives why certain 
information items are stored in an EDS. Furthermore, they indicate how 
an EDS fits into an individualǯs information ecology. We conceive that the 
positioning of services in an information ecology is related to existing 
and newly developed or adapted practices. 
To maintain rigor, we followed the six phases as described by Braun and 
Clarke ȋͨͦͦͬȌ: The interviews, as well as the transcription, were con-
ducted by the first author of this paper which allowed him to immerse 
deeply in the data by performing these steps himself and re-reading the 
data several times ȋphase ͧ: familiarize with the dataȌ. The analysis was 
assisted by using the software MAXQDA. Initial codes were assigned us-
ing open coding ȋphase ͨȌ. Axial coding was used to identify themes by 
collecting codes into potential themes ȋphase ͩȌ. Internal validity was 
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assured by iterating between identified concepts, the assigned codes, and 
themes several times, paying attention to reflect upon the researchers 
own perceptions and preconditions that might influence the research 
process ȋphase ͪ: reviewing themesȌ. We did not opt for coding the data 
set independently by another researcher based on the understanding of 
coding as an active and reflexive process and that no exclusive reality in 
the data can be captured by assigning codes which would be more a real-
ist assumption. An internal research report was written by the first author 
which served as a means to define and name themes ȋphase ͫ and phase 
ͬȌ. Then, discussion with research peers and the other author proceeded 
to validate and refine the discovered themes before this essay was com-
piled.  
The aforementioned six phases do also cover the criteria for qualitative 
research conducted in information systems research developed by Klein 
and Myers ȋͧͯͯͯȌ: ȋͧ.Ȍ ǲThe fundamental principle of the hermeneutic 
circleǳ is achieved by iterating between data, composing intermediate re-
ports and discussing the results with peers. This is covered by phases ͪ, 
ͫ, ͬ of Braun and Clarke. ȋͨ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of contextualizationǳ: By re-
lating our findings to prior research in the domain of PIM and asking our 
participants questions about other services besides going in-depth into 
their EDS usage, we were able to contextualize our findings. This is cov-
ered by phase ͫ and ͬ of Braun and Clarke. ȋͩ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of inter-
action between the researchers and the subjectsǳ: In preparing the inter-
view guide and pre-testing it, we gained initial experience in how the in-
terview study participants would react. During the interviews and the 
analysis, we paid attention that the observations guided the sense-
making process and not own assumptions. This is related to Braun and 
Clarkeǯs phases ͧ, ͨ, ͩ, and ͪ. ȋͪ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of abstraction and gen-
eralizationǳ: During the analysis, we related our findings to existing the-
ories of PIM and discussed them in the light of an ǲinformation ecologyǳ. 
This refers to refining the findings in phase ͬ referenced by Braun and 
Clarke. ȋͫ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of dialogical reasoningǳ: Our analysis was not 
guided by preconceptions. We paid attention to let the themes develop 
from the data and anchor them therein. This took place by discussing 
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emerging themes with peers and compiling intermediate reports. This is 
related to phases ͪ, ͫ and ͬ. ȋͬ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of multiple interpreta-
tionsǳ: If contradictory interpretations emerged, we tried to resolve this 
by going back to the data and check the context before discussing and 
agreeing upon an interpretation. This was performed in Braun and 
Clarkeǯs phases ͩ, ͪ, ͫ and ͬ. ȋͭ.Ȍ ǲThe principle of suspicionǳ: In order to 
avoid possible distortions arising from the narratives of the participants, 
we tried to design the semi-structured interview guide to focus on the 
area of interest as the main part ȋEDSȌ but as well as the context ȋinfor-
mation ecologyȌ and clarify ambiguities during the interviews immedi-
ately. By combining the ǲlocalǳ EDS-view with the ǲglobalǳ contextual 
view, we reflected upon potential biases in the phases of analyzing and 
discussing the findings. This was performed in the phases ͪ, ͫ and ͬ pro-
posed by Braun and Clarke. 
Concerning the ecological validity of our findings, we follow the distinc-
tion made between representativeness and generalizability as the two 
components of the ecological validity ȋKvavilashvili and Ellis ͨͦͦͪȌ. Rep-
resentativeness refers to the ǲnaturalnessǳ of a situation. We achieved 
this by asking the participants to have their EDS opened during their in-
terview. Generalizability is obtained by taking into account the infor-
mation ecology as described by the participants, and by contrasting this 
landscape with findings from our in-depth study focusing on the content 
of an EDS. During the interviews, we asked for clarifications when any 
ambiguous statements had been uttered, and we asked deepening ques-
tions so that the participants could elaborate upon their usage prefer-
ences and the distinctions they made concerning their choice of service. 
This understanding, taken together with our data-driven approach, gives 
us the confidence to have achieved generalizable findings. Especially, we 
did not have any pre-conceived assumptions that sharing in an EDS will 
or even must take place which is commonly associated with any cloud-
based storage services. Therefore, we argue that the findings have been 
elaborated without theoretical distortion. The quotes in the following 
chapters have been translated by the first author when they originally had 
been uttered in German. 
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ͥ.ͦ Findings 
Our findings have been developed in a bottom-up and data-driven fash-
ion. We first report on the type of content that is stored in an EDS before 
we report on the motivations why these information items were stored 
therein. Then, we present the context marked by other services that are 
used to store information items. Finally, we report on the curatorial chal-
lenges of going paperless.  
ͥ.ͦ.ͣ Typology of Content Stored in an Electronic Data Safe 
Comparing the three EDS services and the content people reported to 
store in an EDS, no big difference seems to exist with respect to the types 
of documents. We clustered the content types according to overarching 
topics based on their frequency and the importance attached to them as 
expressed by the interview participants. Two main categories of docu-
ments can be identified: ǲcommonǳ as the primary category and ǲselec-
tively storedǳ as a secondary category. The reasons, why documents were 
kept, will be reported upon in the following chapter. The category of 
ǲcommon documentsǳ is characterized by documents relating to an indi-
vidualǯs financial status, official and physical existence, possessions, 
needs for protection, and being bound to legal duties. These categories 
have been utilized by nearly all participants. The second category of ǲse-
lectively stored documentsǳ refers to additionally stored items due to per-
sonal preferences. For an overview of the typology of documents, see Ta-
ble ͨͮ. 
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Common documents 
 existence scans of passports, ID cards; licenses, birth certificate, 
excerpts of the crime register, official requests and de-
cisions; rental contracts or purchasing contracts of real 
estate, statements of utility companies 
finances monthly statements, general banking-related items 
possessions receipts, invoices and warranty documents of ǲvalua-
bleǳ possessions 
protection documents issued by insurance companies 
bound by legal obliga-
tions 
tax-related documents, contracts ȋe.g. marriage con-
tractȌ 
Selectively stored documents 
 managing otherǯs data family members and pets, persons taken care of as le-
gal guardian 
certificates and diploma university/school diploma, certificates and other 
unique documents 
health insurance policies, general documents, health records, 
vaccinations 
travel reservations, booking references, passports etc. 
ȋlastȌ will and living will last will and living will/advanced healthcare directive 
leisure time activities hobbies, activities in associations, membership certifi-
cates, tickets 
invoices in general keeping invoices from several companies or e-com-
merce activities 
business-related docu-
ments 
project data, invoices, offers, administration, customer 
data 
miscellaneous unspecified 
private documents personal letters, notes from parents 
photos and videos selected photos, e.g. photos from childrenǯs drawings, 
and videos 
CV for applications 
mobility documents related to the car or public transit 
job related data work contracts, schedules 
archived data former company, documents dealing with heritages, 
dissertation 
legal entity documents related to a private legal entity due to rent-
ing a house 
subscribed services inventory of subscribed services 
access credentials passwords, SIM card data, logins 
Password safe 
 account credentials username, password 
 factual information fashion sizes, PIN, software license keys, personal 
goals, tax IDs, 
for the owner and others ȋfamily membersȌ 
Table ͨͮ: Typology of documents stored in Electronic Data Safes 
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Common documents: Within the primary category of ǲcommon docu-
mentsǳ, we noted that nearly all the interviewees did scan their passports, 
ID cards or other documents that have been issued by official bodies to 
certify and document an individualǯs existence. These scanned ID docu-
ments were regarded as being very valuable and helpful, despite a scan 
lacking the legal qualities of the physical original. Official documents 
that were issued by authorities to prove a certain legal status, right or 
communicating a formal decision for an individual as a citizen were 
stored within most of the EDS of the participants. These documents re-
late to an individual as an official proof that it has been taken care of and 
that it has been registered with official administrative or governmental 
procedures. In the same cluster dealing with these ǲcommonǳ docu-
ments, everything related to living somewhere, either rented or in owned 
property, will be subsumed therein. This encompasses regular state-
ments of utility companies as well as documents that justify the right to 
stay somewhere ȋrental contractsȌ or plans of the real estate.  
Documents related to the financial life of a person were stored in an EDS 
by nearly every participant. Especially monthly statements and general 
banking documents were kept safe there, thus proving that someone has 
financial powers. In this cluster, documents related to retirement pension 
plans are stored. Documenting possession by digitizing receipts, invoices 
or warranty documents was performed by the largest part of our partici-
pants, too. The merits of existing and being financially potent to buy 
things of value entail a need to secure these possessions by documenting 
ownership. Furthermore, if something should happen, the documents in 
this cluster might help to exert warranty claims or to deal with insurance 
companies. Protecting oneself against the loss of possessions and against 
various risks entails safeguarding this kind of ǲprotection credentialsǳ 
which are forming part of this cluster. This also pertains to documents 
issued by insurance companies, such as contracts. Nearly half of the par-
ticipants stored such documents in their EDS to have proof of the fact 
and the details on how their life is protected. Another cluster of docu-
ments is formed by legal documents binding someone to obligations im-
posed by law ȋtaxesȌ or self-inflicted obligations due to entering 
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contractual, thus legally binding, relationships, be it business-wise or on 
an interpersonal level ȋfor example, a marriage contractȌ. 
Selectively stored documents: In this category, several participants re-
marked that they are managing other peopleǯs data within their EDS. In 
most cases, one partner acted as the digital custodian of the partnerǯs or 
family memberǯs data, for instance, scans of ID cards. One interviewee 
mentioned that he stored all the documents related to his function as a 
legal guardian for several people in his EDS. Health-related documents, 
such as insurance policies or general documents issued by a health insur-
ance company, were commonly referred to as belonging into an EDS; but 
they have not been mentioned so regularly compared to other kinds of 
protective contracts. Health records have only been stored by one person 
in an EDS whereas some more tried to keep their vaccination record up 
to date in an EDS. All documents on traveling enjoyed a wide acceptance 
and storage in an EDS. The main motive behind having such documents 
in an EDS was to be able to retrieve them in the case of need, maybe due 
to theft. Reservations and booking references, as well as copies of 
passports, etc., were commonly reported to be prepared in advance. 
Other leisure-time activities with a need for entrance tickets or general 
activities in associations or clubs also produced some documents that the 
participants wanted to keep safe in an EDS. Keeping and organizing in-
voices involves another category of documents. The breadth and depth 
of collecting invoices are highly individual. Participants noted that their 
personal schemes for organizing digital items are either thematically or 
pertinence-based. Still, a folder containing miscellaneous items often ex-
isted. Some of our participants are self-employed. For those, storing busi-
ness-related data, maybe even containing customer data and project data 
as well as invoices or offers, an EDS was judged to be a suitable location 
for keeping such sensitive information items ǲin the cloudǳ.  
Although an EDS offers the potential to store every type of information, 
it was rarely used to store memorabilia, that means, items to evocate past 
events in future encounters. Only very few participants elaborated on ǲre-
ally private dataǳ, for instance, photos or videos, that they stored in an 
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EDS. Other categories that have been identified in the category of ǲselec-
tively stored documentsǳ are about job applications for which the current 
and previous versions of a CV have to be accessed and stored, mobility-
related documents such as car leasing contracts or invoices from a garage. 
Job-related data was also kept in an EDS such as work contracts, sched-
ules or locations of specific service points of a company that a mobile 
worker needed to access. Only a few participants explicitly named to have 
an archive folder where older data items, for example, from a former com-
pany the participant owned or a PhD-project, were stored for eternity. 
Another participant reported storing all document related to renting a 
property under the legal construct of a non-trading partnership with his 
siblings in his EDS which has to him an archival meaning. Other partici-
pants reported on storing information items about services they had sub-
scribed to in an EDS. 
Passwords: Besides storing documents or files, the dedicated password 
management functionality of the EDS services was used, too. Therein, 
surprisingly, not only passwords were stored. Our participants used it 
also to help to memorize PIN codes for mobile phones, tax identification 
numbers, membership numbers, notes, personal goals ȋas mantrasȌ, soft-
ware license keys, factual information such as fashion sizes or the size of 
a mountain bike wheel. Some participants stored this not in the password 
safe but as regular documents. When participants estimated the number 
of passwords, their answers ranged from a few to more than ͧͫͦ pass-
words ȋone participant used an encrypted spreadsheet file with more 
than ͪͦͦ passwordsȌ. 
ͥ.ͦ.ͤ Motivations for Storing Digitized Content in an EDS 
In the interviews, the participants were asked to describe the character 
of the information items they store in their EDS. Furthermore, we asked 
why they digitized physical documents – regardless of where these 
information items have been stored afterward ȋsee Table ͨͯȌ. The main 
motives are listed first. 
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In general, an EDS is considered as a safeguarded digital home for sensi-
tive data. The participants expressed a huge variety what constitutes 
ǲsensitiveǳ documents to them. For instance, financial statements were 
classified by some participants as very sensitive whereas other partici-
pants took a stance that such information is not so important. An EDS is 
also seen as a tool that helps in the transition from a physical to a digital 
filing system for general paper works, helping to strive for the ultimate 
aim of having the paperless ȋhomeȌ office.  
motivations for storing content  
in an EDS 
motivations for  
digitizing documents 
safeguarding sensitive data protection from loss 
digital filing system/aspiring to the 
paperless office 
aspiring to the paperless office 
protection from loss ubiquitous access 
preserve long-term static data greater accessibility 
ubiquitous access using in digital transactions 
store everything and dynamic in-
formation items 
saving physical space 
reducing cognitive burden  pass-
words 
digital copies help if a physical 
original is lost 
 improves sharing capabilities 
Table ͨͯ: Motivations for storing content in an EDS and 
for digitizing documents 
Some interview participants reported that their only location for storing 
scanned and newly arriving documents is the EDS. Such a tendency to 
unify everything in one place ȋas the physical filing system had served 
this purpose beforeȌ highlights the desire to avoid information fragmen-
tation ȋǲ[Scans of documents] are stored only in EDS service A. They still 
exist as paper. What would you recommend? If you do that [auth.: store 
them locally] then you will have stored things in parallel in ͭͦͦͦ loca-
tions again. But I think that the EDS service A should be sufficient.ǳ, 
AͧͭȌ. EDS services offer secure storage to protect the stored information 
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items from loss, especially for long-term, static data ȋǲThat are mainly 
documents that I consider to be important and that I do not like to dis-
appear because of a fire or a flooding. If my house burned down, I need 
those documents.ǳ, Bͦͨ or ǲDocuments stored in EDS service A have the 
potential to be needed sometime again in the future in order to look 
something up or for the taxes.ǳ, AͦͨȌ. This category was informed by the 
distinction the interviewees made between ǲdynamicǳ and ephemeral 
data and the preservation of ǲlong-lasting, stableǳ information items 
such as digital copies of passports. Moreover, having ubiquitous access to 
oneǯs data ȋevery device, every placeȌ was given as a motivation by only a 
few participants ȋͫ/ͩͯȌ. And two participants thought of an EDS as a 
home for really everything digital they own; this also encompassed 
dynamically changing items, notably any files and documents that they 
create ȋǲI thought, I will not make a difference anymore between storing 
documents in a safe and storing documents securely – in consequence, I 
will use [my EDS service B] for everything I am working actively with.ǳ, 
BͧͬȌ. 
Each of the analyzed three EDS solutions gives the users the capability to 
store their passwords in the EDS which was actively used by ͨͬ partici-
pants. Only service B offers an app that can be accessed offline to access 
the passwords. The main motivation for adding passwords to an EDS was 
to reduce the cognitive burden caused by the efforts to remember ȋide-
allyȌ individualized access credentials for each service. A centralized and 
seamlessly integrated access to their passwords has been reported by the 
interview participants to have positively improved their password 
management habits resulting in increased security.  
Central motives of an EDSǯs usage are reflected by the motivations to dig-
itize physical documents, too. The motives of ǲprotecting from lossǳ and 
ǲaspiring to the paperless officeǳ have been uttered equally prominently 
by the interview study participants. The motivations to digitize docu-
ments focus more on the beneficial affordances of digital information 
items such as their potential re-use in digital transactions. Albeit the mo-
tivation of having ubiquitous access is less prominently reported by EDS 
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users, they still see this as a huge motivation to digitize documents ȋǲSo, 
here is an example, you have got a confidential document like a driverǯs 
license that I now have got as a digital image in the cloud. Just in case I 
forget it, I could tell the police and show my driverǯs license as a picture.ǳ, 
BͧͪȌ. The dematerialization of information items as digital replica offers 
new affordances that overcome burdens associated with paper: digital 
information items are more accessible, for instance, by using full text 
search mechanisms ȋǲI am massively faster compared to the time I had to 
look in folders through paper. Using the search function, Iǯm really faster 
now.ǳ, AͧͨȌ; they can be used in digital transactions ȋǲI will add the 
[scanned] documents to certain business processes.ǳ, CͦͨȌ; they help 
saving physical space ȋǲI had to reduce the space for document storage 
and folders by a third due to moving. When possible, I scanned and 
destroyed everything. I did this radically.ǳ, BͦͮȌ; they are helpful in re-
issuing physical documents if they got lost ȋǲObviously, the [legal] value 
is not there. But if you have to redo your passport and lost it, or your 
passport gets stolen, usually they will ask you for a number.ǳ, BͦͨȌ; and 
they improve the ability to share information items easily.  
When we asked the participants, what should not be stored in an EDS, 
half of the participants agreed that ȋalmostȌ everything could be stored 
within such a service – if they trusted it. One participant – albeit using 
an EDS – mentioned that nothing should be kept in such a service be-
cause data would be given out of oneǯs hands. In between these two ex-
tremes, the participants discerned two groups of information items that 
should not be stored in an EDS: high-impact and low-value data. As high-
impact data, the participants thought of ȋaȌ financial data like balance 
statements, credit card data or – given as an example – documents 
confirming that they had been tax evaders, ȋbȌ information items that 
could be used to start transactions ȋǲI would not save something in an 
EDS which could give access to other data. In case of doubt, I would not 
store the CIV code on the backside of my credit card.ǳ BͧͦȌ, ȋcȌ infor-
mation items that could be used against oneself, and ȋdȌ various high-
impact information items such as diaries, business-wise classified docu-
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ments, contracts with attorneys, or documents related to the immigra-
tion in another country. As low-value data, the participants thought of 
saved journal articles, manuals, mundane invoices or own prose ȋǲThat 
would be everyday things. […] A bill from the dentist, if itǯs not relevant 
for taxes, I surely will not upload it into EDS service A.ǳ, AͧͧȌ. Interest-
ingly, multimedia information items ȋphotos and videosȌ were explicitly 
exempted from belonging into an EDS by a few participants. The main 
reason given as an explanation was the lack of reasonably priced storage 
space provided by an EDS that would be needed for huge amounts of 
photos ȋǲPictures do not go in there because that would blow up the data 
volume.ǳ, BͦͧȌ. 
ͥ.ͦ.ͥ A Still Life of an Information Ecology in the Presence 
of an EDS 
EDS are used by the interview participants predominately for private pur-
poses. Three out of the ͩͯ participants used their EDS mainly for profes-
sional purposes, and all four self-employed participants mixed their pri-
vate and professional information items in their EDS. To get a better un-
derstanding how this usage fits into the greater picture of other services 
used, we report on the ǲinformation ecologyǳ of our participants in which 
other services are used, too. In doing so, we deliver a kind of differential 
diagnosis of the information ecology: the EDS vs. other services. The pre-
vious chapter depicted why an EDS is used through analyzing its content 
and the motivations of the users. In the discussion chapter, we will take 
all the information together to reflect upon the positioning of an EDS in 
the information ecology. 
Google’s services are used for private reasons by ͨͧ of the ͩͯ partici-
pants, whereas GoogleDrive was used by twelve interviewees. They re-
ported that they used GoogleDrive mainly for saving and having a backup 
of photos, for instance, by using the automatic synchronization feature 
of their smartphones. The participants did judge GoogleDrive as a storage 
space for ǲunimportantǳ data that will be public afterward anyway or be-
cause they have no transactional value ȋǲBut this is all stuff that does not 
exert a higher level of privacy.ǳ, BͧͨȌ. Sharing and collaborating was also 
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the main emphasis how the participants described their main usage of 
GoogleDrive. Especially in the context of leisure time clubs ȋthey were 
sharing out of print music scoresȌ, for students during their studies, or 
parents collaborating for school-related activities, GoogleDrive was pre-
ferred. Six participants explicitly stated not wanting to use GoogleDrive. 
GoogleDrive and GoogleDocs ȋformerly marketed as a separate product 
but now integrated into GoogleDriveȌ were seen as ideally complement-
ing services because documents can be edited very easily, transgressing 
borders of devices, thereby eliminating the need for re-uploading an ed-
ited document. 
Dropbox as a dedicated cloud storage service was used by individuals in 
a private context mainly for sharing photos ȋͧͭ of the ͩͯ participantsȌ 
either with friends, family members, or for transferring documents. 
Automatic synchronization is used by five participants in order to keep 
several devices in sync or to have a backup in the cloud. In a professional 
context, Dropbox is used by five of the ͩͯ interviewees. The main moti-
vation reported by all interviewees was that Dropbox works seamlessly: 
it is available across devices and operating systems and offers a ubiqui-
tous access to oneǯs data. Moreover, this service is favored because it is 
the first one of its kind and, therefore, well known; due to its seamless-
ness, is judged as being easy, comfortable, and – very importantly – being 
free or modestly priced.  
The participants also reflected on potential inhibitors of Dropboxǯs us-
age. The syncing client that has been viewed as a positive asset was judged 
by other users as an unwanted and aggressive way of uncontrollable data 
extraction out of their personal space of information into some far away 
location in the cloud. Other disadvantages were seen in the size limita-
tion of the service or that job policies are forbidding its usage. The most 
compelling reasons for avoiding Dropbox was expressed by the 
participantǯs perception of their data stored in Dropbox having the char-
acter of being only a guest on a public space. The lack of encryption, the 
server location, and the company being domiciled in the U.S.A. evoked 
feelings of insecurity which especially became apparent for the interview 
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participants alongside the revelations surrounding the publication of 
NSA-activities by Edward Snowden ȋVerble ͨͦͧͪȌ.  
Nevertheless, the participants in the interview study frequently referred 
to as Dropbox being the gold standard when it comes to ease of use and 
seamlessness. To overcome security concerns, people shifted selected in-
formation items to other services ȋsuch as EDS service A and BȌ, or only 
ǲunimportantǳ information items were stored there, like invitations, lei-
sure-time related activities, cooking recipes or brochures. Still, backing 
up and synchronizing photos were used by ͧͪ of the ͩͯ participants; one 
participant added that only non-compromising pictures would be stored 
ȋǲI mainly use Dropbox for private pictures, but not really private ones. If 
I share pictures via Dropbox or services alike, I do always question myself 
if I could cope with it when these pictures could be seen be someone else. 
If I am confident, Iǯll use Dropbox. Otherwise, Iǯll use encrypted e-mail 
or whatever else.ǳ, AͧͩȌ. Storing travel-related documents, scans of pass-
ports, or ID documents in Dropbox was also performed frequently – 
which was based on the ease of access if needed. Only one participant 
used Dropbox as his main storage for everything. Concerning ǲmore 
privateǳ data or ǲsensitiveǳ data, six participants of the ͩͯ participants in 
total stored valuable data in Dropbox which are: synchronizing their 
encrypted password manager file across devices, medical information of 
the daughter, a patient living will, invoices, job applications, pension plan 
documents, documents from others ȋparents, spouseȌ, and some other 
ǲimportantǳ documents not described more closely. 
Apple’s iCloud-based services were used for private reasons by twelve 
out of the ͩͯ participants. Five participants tried to consciously avoid 
these services because they felt a lack of control where their data was 
stored and had less trust in the company Apple or any company that has 
to follow the U.S. Patriot act. Five participants store documents or syn-
chronize all their documents via the iCloud; eight participants used the 
iCloud to store their photos. The participants reported upon the reasons 
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for using the iCloud which are mainly based on the ease of use by syn-
chronizing and having a backup at the same time in the cloud. Remark-
ably, one participant misused iBooks to store all her documents in there.  
Microsoft’s OneDrive is used by ten of the ͩͯ participants in this study 
but usage reports are far less extensive, and this service seems not be as 
widely spread as other cloud storage services. It is mainly used within a 
professional or self-employed context ȋfour participantsȌ; only two 
participants used it in their private context but only for ǲunimportantǳ 
documents ȋǲOneDrive is for my documents that are not confidential or 
secret. If some hacker was there, I wouldn't care. There is no secret.ǳ, 
AͨͦȌ. One participant noted that he will move from OneDrive to EDS 
service B in the future because EDS service B seems more secure to him. 
Another frequent user in the business context said, he only puts selected 
content in OneDrive that is not so critical. The main argument why the 
participants got into contact with OneDrive is its bundling with Mi-
crosoft Office – and a feeling that it cannot be avoided ȋǲI had to use 
OneDrive because it was kind of prescribed by Microsoft.ǳ, A͝͡Ȍ.  
Evernote is another service that is used by five of the ͩͯ participants in 
the private context and by one other participant in the professional con-
text. The usage patterns encompass note taking ȋlong and short termȌ, 
backup reasons, tracking things, or Evernote containing the entire 
document archive ȋone participant; the information items do match the 
categories what the other users stored in their EDS, see chapter ͩ.ͪ.ͧȌ. 
Notes were the predominant content type, but also documents that 
needed to be accessed ubiquitously or providing access credentials were 
stored. One participant recorded his fashion sizes ȋcollar size, jeans sizeȌ 
as notes. Again, having travel-related documents at hand just in case if 
something was needed was a usage pattern exhibited by three interview-
ees.  
Other service providers: The following services are used only by one 
participant each. Hubic is used to synchronize data between devices and 
to share photos with family members. For multimedia content, partici-
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pants also used Facebook, Flickr, ImageInvent, Deutsche Telekomǯs ǲMe-
diacenterǳ or WeTransfer to store and share larger amounts of data. Sug-
arSync is used as an online backup of pictures by one participant which 
was favored by him because the syncing client can be configured to sync 
directories independently. Wuala, a cloud storage provider with client-
side encryption, has been actively used by three participants during the 
time of the interviews. Seven other participants had used it temporarily 
before but abandoned. The main negative issues that were voiced by the 
interview participants were a complicated user-interface, a difficult 
handling of mobile up- and downloads, and the fact that the once free 
service became a paying one. As huge benefits for this service, the client-
side encryption and being a Swiss service have been remarked by the in-
terviewees repeatedly. 
Running own servers: One interviewee reported that he is using his 
own RAID to store all of his data. Three participants administrated in for-
mer times an own server running cloud services. They reported having 
given up on this because regular maintenance became too time-consum-
ing. Additionally, they argued that the benefit of resorting to 
professionally run services is the freedom from caring for everything 
yourself. Another participant even dismissed the general thought of self-
administrating servers as too time-consuming – he just wants a tool that 
simply works. 
ͥ.ͦ.ͦ Curatorial Challenges of Going Digital 
This chapter reports on the challenges that our interview study partici-
pants experienced to maintain and keep their information items flowing 
in their information ecology.  
Digitization of existing paper: A common challenge expressed by the 
interviewees was the initial effort that is necessary to put existing docu-
ments as scans into an EDS. Another challenge experienced by the inter-
viewees was, what they should do with the physical original after scan-
ning. Our participants expressed a tendency to keep ǲvaluableǳ paper if 
it has legal value ȋwith a signature or a stampȌ considering these as unique 
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originals ȋǲI am reluctant with my reference letter from my employer. If 
it is clear that I will need it electronically, I scan it. I would not destroy 
the original.ǳ, AͦͭȌ. On the contrary, bulk items ȋwarranty certificates or 
receiptsȌ maybe having a scanned signature ȋinsurance policiesȌ will be 
destroyed after scanning ȋǲNo, I did throw away the originals. So what? 
You can print them again anytime.ǳ, AͧͨȌ. Still, some participants ex-
pressed insecurity about the best approach in the future, leading them to 
keep, for instance, paper receipts to deal with warranty issues in the fu-
ture. Another challenge was described by the participants with respect to 
retro-digitizing existing valuable documents. Unless they are not needed 
in electronic transactions, our interview participants judged this pro-ac-
tive scanning as too laborious. Moreover, the interviewees suggested an 
ǲon demandǳ approach of digitizing when something old is needed ȋǲI 
would digitize reference letters when I would need those.ǳ, AͧͯȌ. Some 
participants feared that paper-based information items will become 
inaccessible after their transition to a digital filing approach ȋǲStarting 
September this year, everything new will be scanned; what exists before 
this date, I will leave it untouched. If I needed to digitize everything in 
retrospect, I would need to take two to three weeks of vacations.ǳ, Aͥ͝Ȍ.  
Six of the ͩͯ participants had a ǲdigital onlyǳ strategy, that means, that 
they scanned everything which was a physical document: ǲI've got no pa-
per folders, no envelopes. If it is important enough that I will keep it, it 
gets scanned.ǳ ȋBͦͫȌ Or: ǲI do not like to make exceptions. If I go for 
electronic storage, then the full way.ǳ ȋBͦͮȌ. Notably, going fully digital 
seems to coincide with having the right scanning equipment which will 
serve as a catalyst. All the participants with a ǲdigital onlyǳ strategy used 
a scanner with a document feeder: ǲThen I bought a new scanner. It has 
an automatic document feeder. Then, I thought, this is really fast – I can 
do this extensively. Now, once a month, I will process the paper. This is 
very fast.ǳ ȋBͦͮȌ Some of these frequent-scanners expressed that scan-
ning became an automated routine ȋǲI have got such a multifunctional 
device with a duplex scanner built in. Over time, scanning became a rou-
tine.ǳ, BͧͧȌ. The scanning avant-garde of our participants expressed their 
favor for having a paperless office. Nevertheless, they mentioned some 
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challenges arising from this strategy: First, they have to remember to 
update content if new documents arrive physically ȋǲAnd it is just a 
matter of keeping things updated. For instance, if I have got a new life 
insurance or a new insurance policy. I would have to think not to forget 
to put it into EDS service B.ǳ, BͦͨȌ. Second, if collaborators need to have 
access and are not using an EDS or prefer paper, something needs to be 
printed again ȋǲAs long as I am working alone, it is easier. Limits exist, for 
example, when my mother didnǯt have access anymore. She wants to have 
the documents that is why I suddenly need paper. I have to print it for my 
mother. It became more complicated through this.ǳ, BͦͮȌ. With relation 
to the information ecology as a metaphor, this is an ideal example of co-
evolution: social or technological spheres repeat their evolution cycles in 
order to adapt to and benefit from changes in the environment. 
Document providers are used implicitly as outsourced storage: 
Document providers or issuers, such as such as credit card or utility com-
panies, are mostly companies in a BͨC relationship with the document 
recipients. They will send documents to individuals by e-mail, the 
providerǯs specific portal or within an individualǯs e-banking portal where 
also the payment can be executed. Our participants showed four 
strategies to manage these information items sent to them: ȋaȌ let the 
documents be stored at the service provider ȋͨͦ/ͩͯȌ, ȋbȌ download 
documents from a provider and store them using cloud storage services 
ȋͧͫ/ͩͯȌ, ȋcȌ download documents from the provider and store them 
locally ȋͧͪ/ͩͯȌ, and ȋdȌ download documents from a provider and store 
them locally and in the cloud ȋͧͦ/ͩͯȌ. Preference for downloading was 
given to account statements or any other financial documents bearing 
relevance for the tax declaration. 
The majority of our interviewees seem to have outsourced parts of their 
personal archive by taking a laissez-faire approach. The underlying as-
sumption is that the individuals assume that the service provider will be 
responsible for taking care of these personal documents. In the extreme, 
a providerǯs portal is considered to be an eternally accessible archive – 
something that reflects the outsourced curation of a distinct collection. 
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This finding is underpinned by the judgments our participants expressed 
towards the question how long documents will be kept by the service 
provider. This revealed a broad spectrum of impressions: some partici-
pants ȋͭ/ͩͯȌ expected the service provider to archive the documents for 
eternity, some others ȋͫ/ͩͯȌ guessed that this will be not forever, and 
some others guessed that the limits might be in a period within half a 
year to three years ȋͪ/ͩͯȌ. In contrast to these outsourcers by laissez-
faire, we identified a loss-aware subgroup of interview participants that 
prefer downloading all documents. The main motivation was to have in-
formation items under oneǯs own control because the provider might not 
store them forever or even delete something ȋǲYes, I want to have these 
things with me, for example, if the provider should change something. 
Maybe documents will only be kept two years by the provider. But I would 
be independent then. If I should need something and could not have ac-
cess to it, that would be cumbersome.ǳ, B͝͝Ȍ.  
We assume that an assessment of impact is made on how severe the loss 
of the documents or the loss of access to them would be ȋǲFor example, 
when I will contract for financing real estate involving a huge amount of 
money, it is not sufficient to keep it only at the bank for me to access it 
probably somewhen. Letǯs put it this way: I would like to have this proof 
still with me.ǳ, BͧͨȌ. Moreover, this impact-based assessment and the 
ȋunȌintentional delegation of long-term storage can be interpreted as a 
coping strategy in face of an increasing information fragmentation: ǲI 
have come to the point of using too many cloud services, and it got 
confusing.ǳ ȋBͧͩȌ Besides avoiding to download documents oneself, our 
participants expressed their desire to have all important documents at 
one centralized location – something that has been achieved before with 
physical documents and their grouping into folders in a home office. 
Providing access to others: We observed an unexpected pattern of a 
ǲshare everythingǳ approach: Some participants shared their individual 
access credentials with their partners, including all passwords stored in 
the EDS. They had the notion of having one family account which is 
shared by persons all having the equal rights and reasons for accessing 
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the information items stored in there ȋǲI have got nothing to protect 
against my family, my son has all my passwords. We are one family.ǲ, 
AͨͦȌ. Instead of relying on technology to control this information shar-
ing, it was replaced by social trust, often justified to prepare for fatal in-
cidents or reasons of convenience to having everything stored in one 
place. This revelation of access credentials reflects currently enacted 
sharing patterns prevalent in the family or marital relationships: ǲOf 
course, my wife has access using my username and password. We shared 
it. I have got not security concerns about this. You have to tell someone, 
of course, just in case something should happen.ǳ ȋAͦͩȌ. Documents re-
lated to the last will are also shared, sometimes by deliberately revealing 
all credentials during an EDS ownerǯs lifetime – trusting that the recipi-
ent will not misuse them ȋǲI gave him [my brother] access to my whole 
data safe and he gave me access to his because you potentially could die. 
I would have done this also with my tax lawyer but only in a restricted 
fashion.ǳ, AͧͫȌ. 
ͥ.ͧ Discussion 
In the following chapters, we discuss the positioning of an EDS in an in-
dividualǯs information ecology. Based on our findings, we introduce the 
concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ as a sensitizing concept. We then reflect 
upon areas of challenge and tensions that seem to be inherent in cloud-
based storage solutions that have a strong focus on personal information 
items that might become potentially shared information items. 
ͥ.ͧ.ͣ The Role of an EDS in an Individual’s Information 
Ecology 
In order to answer our research question ǲWhich role does an EDS have 
in an individualǯs information ecology?ǳ we started by taking a look at the 
content stored in an EDS. Our typology revealed that an EDS is the 
primary home to ǲcommonǳ and ǲselectively storedǳ documents as well 
as transaction-permitting passwords. The nature of most of the docu-
ments can be described as digitized unique information items, such as 
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certificates or reference letters thus reflecting the information property 
of uniqueness suggested by Whittaker ȋͨͦͧͧȌ. These documents were 
scanned voluntarily for their use in electronic transactions ȋas action-ori-
ented information items, cf. Whittaker ȋͨͦͧͧȌȌ, or to prevent loss of ǲdig-
ital originalsǳ or digitized content. Our participants expressed that these 
information items are of higher value to them. Therefore, we argue that 
the content in an EDS serves as a collection of selected, high-valued in-
formation items for which a conscious keeping decision has been taken. 
Only the participants who used the synchronization client to automati-
cally upload all their documents and store these entirely within EDS ser-
vice B did avoid the problem of assessing the value of documents. In their 
continuous usage of the EDS as a synchronization and backup tool, they 
followed a keep-all approach implicitly deferring the hard to take keep-
ing decisions, something that has been reported to be common for the 
curation of personal information collections in both, the digital and an-
alog world ȋMarshall ͨͦͦͮb; Whittaker ͨͦͧͧȌ.  
Temporal aspects of managing information items have been covered in 
the PIM literature mostly as a dimension for the retrieval ȋJones and 
Bruce ͨͦͦͫȌ. However, newer findings suggest that these temporal as-
pects are less prominent than other characteristics for re-finding docu-
ments ȋXie et al. ͨͦͧͫȌ. Nevertheless, our data suggests that there might 
be some overarching dimensions of information properties that describe 
the information elements stored in an EDS: informativeness, action-ori-
entedness, uniqueness ȋcf. Whittaker ͨͦͧͧȌ, and new: periodicity and 
subjectively assessed value. For example, statements of banks arrive on a 
regular basis and are archived by a user in an EDS due to their uniqueness 
ȋpersonalized informationȌ, their informativeness ȋcurrent balanceȌ, and 
possible action-orientedness ȋfor example, if fraudulent transactions are 
reportedȌ, therefore bearing a subjectively high value. These dimensions 
are overlapping, and their assessment might change over time due to ex-
ternal factors. This also makes it hard if not impossible to generalize, for 
example, a user journey or behavioral model with respect to the content 
types. For instance, banking statements might become a piece of evi-
dence in the process of getting divorced to identify whom of the partners 
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contributed to which extent to their mutual income and wealth. Such a 
potential need for an unanticipated use also fosters the tendency to store 
everything and defer all the difficult keeping decisions. In the light of an 
unknown future, it is hard for individuals to decide which information 
items need to be kept based on some vague and dynamic characteristics. 
This also goes along with the ecology view which emphasizes the inter-
dependent nature of the ecological system with its actors. Furthermore, 
such a fluid perspective is in line with the notion of a continuum thinking 
in archival science where records – or in this case information items – are 
ǲalways in a process of becomingǳ ȋMcKemmish & Piggot ȋͧͯͯͪȌ, cited 
by McKemmish ȋͨͦͦͧ, p. ͩͩͪȌȌ and are not strictly following a life-cycle 
with linear phases. Future research might identify further characteristics 
explaining these difficult keeping decisions. 
It is an interesting observation, from a content perspective, that in the 
category of ǲselectively stored documentsǳ the participants in our inter-
view study managed information items for others. This indicates that 
ǲpersonal information managementǳ becomes group information man-
agement within an EDS. Sometimes, this is done on purpose and with 
full consent, for example, the couple who decided that he will manage 
some parts of the electronic paperwork, and the spouse will take care of 
the other documents and the accounting. With respect to that insight, 
we even argue that an EDS can be interpreted as a transactive memory 
system ȋWegner ͧͯͮͭȌ: Each partner has his or her specialization, and 
they coordinate, for example, to organize and to retrieve documents for 
taxes, by resorting to a shared memory, the EDS. Both collaborators es-
tablish credibility in each otherǯs capabilities of managing information 
items for a given task. 
Protecting from loss was the main motive for using an EDS alongside 
with motives to get rid of paper documents to avoid a cluttered home. 
Therefore, an EDS serves as the centralized locus of curated, high-value 
information items needed in a long-term perspective. It can be 
characterized as a centralized, trusted repository uniting different digital 
assets from various origins – but, nevertheless, it is not the only service 
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in an individualǯs information ecology! This goes along findings in prior 
research ȋMarshall ͨͦͦͮbȌ that people will use several services due to 
various reasons and affordances despite speaking about their desire to 
have everything centralized in one place. Now, we can interpret this be-
havior in terms of an information ecology: a monoculture would provide 
short-term benefits but would be rather detrimental in the long run. 
When all access passwords are put into an EDS, it acts as a catalog of all 
digital belongings that are accumulated and distributed in an individual 
information ecology ȋsomething that has been suggested as an alterna-
tive to a centralized storage by Marshall ͨͦͦͮbȌ. Storing multimedia data 
or sharing information items is organized via other services that seem 
more appropriate, for example, due to sophisticated functionalities or the 
fact that they are free of charge. Our participants used mainstream cloud 
storage services only for ǲunimportantǳ data when an EDS is present. The 
affordances of Dropbox as a seamlessly integrated tool into the operating 
system made it the predominant choice for sharing photos. When collab-
oration was needed, GoogleDrive was favored for editing documents. Mi-
crosoftǯs OneDrive was preferred in a business context. Our participants 
formed islands of collections, and they attributed special use cases or 
preferences to each distinct storage location. Generally, non-European 
service providers were often regarded as being less secure than European 
services which also is also reflected in the choice of services and the dis-
tribution of high-impact data in an EDS and low-valued and shareable 
data stored in non-European services.  
ͥ.ͧ.ͤ Introducing Data Value Zones as a Sensitizing Con-
cept 
Our research question aims at identifying the role of an EDS in an indi-
vidualǯs information ecology. Since our research approach is interpretive, 
we are now trying to reflect upon an EDSǯs positioning on a more abstract 
level, following the tradition of qualitative research to suggest new con-
cepts that may be used to stipulate further discussion and research. All 
observations in our data provided us with a rich picture of the storage 
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locations and ǲinformation item valuablesǳ that individuals are facing to-
day. These findings indicate that different services are used to purpose-
fully curate specific collections leaving us to wonder how they are inter-
related. Based on the deliberate separation of services and the value 
judgments attached to the information objects, we conclude that differ-
ent ǲdata value zonesǳ exist that guide the structure of oneǯs PSI ȋsee Fig-
ure ͪȌ. This concept is grounded in the thematic analysis of our interview 
data. It serves to illustrate overarching principles describing the per-
ceived zones in an individualǯs information ecology.  
We intend the ǲdata value zonesǳ to serve as a sensitizing concept for fur-
ther reflections upon the levels where challenges in cloud-storage ser-
vices might arise if they offer personal storage space that can be shared at 
the same time. The concept of the ǲdata value zonesǳ also draws upon the 
metaphor of the information ecology: The zones reflect the habitation 
ȋNardi and OǯDay ͨͦͦͦȌ that means the location of a technology within 
a network of relationships – from the individual to extended circles. Such 
circles of sharing and trust have been introduced in social networking 
services ȋSNSȌ, for example, in Google+ ȋKairam et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ. This enables 
individuals to control which information items in SNS are shared with 
which type of audience and what facets ȋFarnham and Churchill ͨͦͧͧȌ 
of an individual are presented on the mediated ǲstageǳ of interpersonal 
communication ȋGoffman ͧͯͫͯȌ. Our research thus extends this notion 
of sharing in SNS to any cloud storage services that individuals use to 
curate information items and possibly want or need to share them. The 
ǲdata valueǳ zones will be explained in the following. 
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Figure ͪ: Data value zones 
In an individualǯs core zone, the really private information items are 
stored, sometimes especially secured by encrypting them, for example 
with TrueCrypt. In this core zone, we place all credentials giving access to 
other services. Password managers might be used as a supporting tool, 
thereby implicitly creating an inventory of all digital services in use. The 
personal zone surrounds the core zone as the inmost circle. The content 
therein is regarded to be personal, either because it is directed from the 
outside to individuals or it is created by them. Since people are engaged 
in various social relations, sharing digital information items is performed 
in the sharing zone. Depending upon geographical dispersion, 
convenience reasons, or other needs, physical or digital storage solutions 
ȋcloud storage, SNS, etc.Ȍ are used to share items in a controlled zone – 
or at least giving the impression that the content transferred from the 
personal zone into the sharing zone is directed and equipped with 
implicit or explicit rules guiding the privacy of the transferred data to the 
other party involved. Finally, the public zone is dedicated to sharing in-
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formation items with the general public as an audience for this broad-
casting, for example, using media sharing sites or SNS. In the left part the 
ǲdata value zonesǳ illustration in the grayed area, the services and chan-
nels in a personal information ecology are depicted where sharing inter-
actions take place. They may span several zones: for example, cloud stor-
age services offer synchronization of personal data over devices and allow 
sharing. The previously identified categories of ǲcommonǳ or ǲselectively 
storedǳ documents are not bound to a certain value zone; their placement 
is bound to the context they are used within or their individually assigned 
value.  
ͥ.ͧ.ͥ Creating Tensions by Spanning Zones Exemplified by 
an EDS 
An EDS offers services that touch several ǲdata value zonesǳ which will 
be illustrated in the following. If an EDSǯs password management func-
tionalities are used, the core zone is involved. An EDS can be used to 
manage information items in the personal zone and offers functionalities 
to share data in a ȋtrustedȌ sharing zone. Furthermore, an EDS has an 
input zone which also spans the shared zone and the personal zone. Bear-
ing in mind the concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ, possibly problematic areas 
of tension might be identified when services in general touch multiple 
zones at the same time. For example, the participants in our study re-
ported to be in favor of automatically receiving documents via their EDS; 
but at the same time, they expressed that these newly arrived documents 
should fit into their own, personal, organizational scheme which is effec-
tive in the personal zone. As we can observe, the transition between the 
sharing ȋBͨC/GͨCȌ zone into the personal zone could cause tensions. 
The output zone of an EDS is related to an EDSǯs capabilities of transfer-
ring information items to other zones. For example, synchronization cli-
ents might be used in order to securely share data from the personal zone 
with oneself crossing borders of devices. 
If information items need to be shared with others or within electronic 
transactions, ǲdata value zoneǳ compatible sharing mechanisms are 
necessary to maintain ǲcontextual integrityǳ, a concept developed by 
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Nissenbaum ȋͨͦͧͦȌ and gaining momentum in HCI research ȋBarkhuus 
ͨͦͧͨȌ: Privacy is not universally defined but individually granted 
depending upon the people involved, the content itself and the context 
in which the flow of information occurs. With respect to the ǲdata value 
zonesǳ-concept, this means that any spanning of zones must comply with 
the individually and context-bound principles to enforce ǲcontextual in-
tegrityǳ. To illustrate this, we refer to the subgroup of participants that 
downloads every information item. Although banking statements might 
be provided to them via their online banking portal belonging to the 
shared zone, they mistrust the durability of this sharing and try to bring 
this information closer to them by storing it in services or on devices that 
are belonging to the personal zone – which gives them the feeling of 
having everything under their own control. On the contrary, the laissez-
faire types prefer leaving information items on the servers of their pro-
viders. Therefore, we conclude that for some collections, parts of the 
shared zone can be interpreted as an extension of the personal zone. Ten-
sions arise if users experience that their intended placement of infor-
mation items in zones is not matching the serviceǯs handling, for exam-
ple, by deleting information items without prior notice thereby violating 
the ǲcontextual integrityǳ. The concept of ǲdata value zonesǳ helps to il-
lustrate on which levels an EDS works and where challenges might arise. 
In the light of our observations, the tensions of concurrently sharing and 
safeguarding information items becomes evident in the context of an 
EDS. Another tension, which has been observed in the field due to trans-
cending ǲdata value zonesǳ, is related to an EDSǯs design for individuals 
but its shared use. 
The tension between sharing and safeguarding, which was inde-
pendently diagnosed in the recent work by Vertesi et al. ȋͨͦͧͬȌ can be 
confirmed by our observations, especially since our data is based on ob-
servations how people store subjectively identified high-value infor-
mation items. Personal data is often judged to be highly valuable thus 
needing to be kept in a safe place, for example, an EDS. Nonetheless, peo-
ple want to share or being able to access these information items in an 
easy way, for instance, when they are traveling and want to be prepared 
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for a potential loss of identity documents. An EDS should be safe and 
accessible at the same time. The same applies for documents concerning 
the last will or the patient will. Replicating the safe space, that means the 
personal zone, automatically with a synchronization client violates the 
notion of having something stored safely. In this case, the usersǯ inten-
tion of having stored information items safely must be reconsidered since 
they watch them being distributed over devices. This causes worries: ȋaȌ 
information items might become accessible to someone else when a de-
vice is used by someone else, or ȋbȌ damaged information items, maybe 
due to a local virus infection, could be automatically synchronized 
thereby annihilating the once thought of safe space. These examples il-
lustrate that conflicting needs exist. EDS service providers must crea-
tively resolve this conflicting duality of safeguarding and needs of easy 
access. Providing mechanisms to control the flow of data to guarantee 
ǲcontextual integrityǳ will be a challenge for EDS providers to avoid vio-
lating the ǲdata value zonesǳ individuals seem to have. Our work comple-
ments Vertesi et al.ǯs work by suggesting ǲdata value zonesǳ as locations 
where these tensions may occur and where interventions could be lo-
cated that need to be designed to minimize or even avoid these tensions. 
Further challenges with respect to transcending ǲdata value zonesǳ arise 
due to the primary design of EDS services being the secure storage loca-
tion of choice for individuals which is challenged by the observed shared 
use. Family members were not granted access to an EDS using the ǲoffi-
ciallyǳ designed functionalities, but they were given access by communi-
cating the master key to the EDS. The same behavior was found in user 
studies on password sharing which observed that sharing with the family 
circle is an accepted strategy ȋKaye ͨͦͧͧȌ. Especially with regards to next 
of kin persons, an EDS was conceived as being the digital family archive 
or the digital equivalent of the paper folders stored in a location that was 
accessible to any of them. By opening up the whole EDS to others, the 
core, personal and partly shared ǲdata value zonesǳ are collated into one 
zone. This should be taken into account by generally all service providers 
offering person-bound storage services that a single-user design principle 
does not necessarily reflect actual usage patterns.  
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With respect to the information ecology concept, our ǲdata value zonesǳ 
contribute to a refinement and new insights characterizing the 
constituting elements of an information ecology: ȋaȌ system, ȋbȌ 
diversity, ȋcȌ coevolution, ȋdȌ keystone species, and ȋeȌ locality ȋNardi 
and OǯDay ͨͦͦͦȌ. We will discuss every element in the following. ȋaȌ The 
systems forming part of an information ecology do have strong interre-
lations. If other services come up with new features ȋfor example, encryp-
tion or data centers based in Europe/selectable locationsȌ, existing ser-
vices need to adapt, or they might risk becoming an extinct species. Our 
findings have shown that users seem to thrive by using multiple services 
using them for specific tasks and certain facets of managing their infor-
mation items. ȋbȌ The information fragmentation over several services 
with their specialization can be interpreted as a healthy diversity in an 
information ecosystem. This diversity helps to avoid unhealthy monocul-
tures in the long run, for example by being dependent on only very few 
dominating players in the market. ȋcȌ Within the group of the ǲdigital 
filersǳ that are using advanced scanning equipment, we were able to show 
that a coevolution of services, technologies, and social practices takes 
place: the whole ecosystem thrives if, for instance, digital filers are using 
the benefits of modern scanners which might, in turn, lead to further 
adaptation of technology and/or social practices. This observation high-
lights the usefulness of describing these activities as practices and under-
standing these as routines that are shaped and enacted by individuals 
while technological tools have been used for it or triggered usage. ȋdȌ Alt-
hough being a risk in terms of a monoculture, the big players in the do-
main of cloud computing for private individuals can also be interpreted 
as keystone species. Without their efforts of providing ease of use for ser-
vices and platforms, creating and sustaining demand for further service 
developments from the users or inhabitants of an ecology system would 
be slower or not existing. ȋeȌ Especially framing and understanding 
sharing decisions in an information ecologyǯs locality as being based on 
ǲdata value zonesǳ helps service providers to optimize the design of 
technology in the habitation of PIM practices: As we have demonstrated 
in our findings, some PIM activities seem to be individual but are, in fact, 
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deeply rooted in social relationships, such as the caring for other family 
membersǯ information items in oneǯs individual PSI – without having 
functionalities at hand that take these social ties into account. Further-
more, we demonstrated that the concept of an ǲinformation ecologyǳ 
based on the notion of ǲpractice theoryǳ helps to uncover practices that 
are shaped by individuals in their use of technology – and that are, in 
turn, shaping their practices as well. 
ͥ.ͨ Limitations 
The presented research has been conducted mainly with participants in 
the Swiss context and a few international participants. Therefore, we as-
sume there might be a cultural bias due to the socially transmitted virtues 
of being ǲwell organizedǳ. Nevertheless, we argue that in explorative 
research such a bias is negligible. Participants are interacting in their in-
formation ecology with internationally rolled-out services and platforms, 
and we claim therefore that the experiences with an EDSǯs usage reflect 
recurrent notions towards safekeeping high-valued information items. 
For future research, approaching the cultural differences of ǲgetting and 
being organizedǳ might prove useful, nevertheless. Furthermore, being 
aware of our qualitative approach, we do not claim universal validity of 
our findings. Our contributions will help to uncover new problematic ar-
eas, which had been left otherwise as blind spots in the service design.  
ͥ.ͩ Conclusion  
Our study portrayed the use of Electronic Data Safes ȋEDSȌ. Starting from 
inside out by analyzing the actual content, the motivations of users and 
how other cloud-based services are used by them, we gained a deeper un-
derstanding how an EDS fits into an individualǯs information ecology and 
which practices are developed. This contributes and extends the litera-
ture on digital possessions in the context of personal information man-
agement ȋPIMȌ. Our findings show that tensions exist if individuals are 
aspiring to go for a paperless PIM which entails challenges for 
practitioners and service providers: ȋaȌ assisting users to seamlessly 
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ingest information items to alleviate the problem of information 
fragmentation, ȋbȌ complying with the concurrent user needs to 
safeguard and share information items, and ȋcȌ dealing with a share-
everything approach with family members or trusted peers resorting to 
social trust instead of technology mediation. These challenges need to 
be addressed by all the actors involved in document or service provision, 
such as cloud storage providers in general or providers for services that 
are part of an individualǯs information ecology. Our developed concept 
of ǲdata value zonesǳ helps to understand and locate problematic areas 
of friction that are relevant to all services that offer personal, secure data 
storage combined with data sharing capabilities. Such services touch the 
usersǯ perception of data value and privacy, and they must bring addi-
tional value in an individualǯs information ecology by reducing frictions 
and information fragmentation. 
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ͦ The Challenges of Shaping a Digital 
Legacy in Presence of an EDS ȋEssay 
ͥȌ 
This essay is based on the following peer-reviewed conference paper: 
Pfister, Joachim ȋͨͦͧͭȌ: ǲǯThis will cause a lot of work.ǯ – Coping with 
Transferring Files and Passwords as Part of a Personal Digital Legacyǳ. In: 
Proceedings of ͨͦth ACM Conference on Computer-Supported Cooper-
ative Work and Social Computing. February ͨͫ- March ͧ ͨͦͧͭ. Portland, 
Oregon, United States. DOI: ͧͦ.ͧͧͪͫ/ͨͯͯͮͧͮͧ.ͨͯͯͮͨͬͨ. In press. 
 
Abstract 
We present a qualitative interview study of ͩͯ participants who describe 
their current practices and concerns with shaping a digital legacy, espe-
cially when they are using cloud-based storage services that unify secure 
file storage and password management functionalities in one service 
ȋelectronic data safesȌ. After introducing the transactional model of 
stress and coping as an analytical lens, we report on the usersǯ coping 
strategies with respect to shaping and giving access to their digital legacy. 
Pre-mortem password sharing is identified as a common problem-fo-
cused coping strategy. Moreover, emotion-focused strategies of avoid-
ance and ignorance are discussed. Challenges associated with passing on 
a digital legacy, such as the lack of enculturated practices, difficulties in 
the appraisal and selection of information items, the preference for dele-
tion, and implicitly transferring data stewardship duties are described 
and discussed to develop design implications. 
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ͦ.ͣ Introduction 
There is an ongoing trend of delivering information items in a digital 
manner urging customers into going ȋinȌvoluntarily in the direction of a 
paperless home office. This does not only happen in the private sector 
but also in the public sector ȋBerger ͨͦͧͪȌ. Eliminating paper has been 
heralded as advantageous for years but paper is still preferred in offices 
due to its physical affordances ȋSellen and Harper ͨͦͦͨȌ. Nevertheless, 
electronic document delivery in the BͨB, BͨG, and BͨC domain is the 
main driver to substitute paper-based mail leading to a considerable de-
cline in the volume of paper mail ȋHildebrand ͨͦͧͫȌ.  
Platform-based and cloud-based services are increasingly used to man-
age the personal space of information. Electronic data safes ȋEDS, see 
chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ are proposed as a technological solution to reduce the 
problem of information fragmentation ȋBergman et al. ͨͦͦͬȌ. EDS serve 
as a centralized, quasi-natural habitat for all important, digitally-born in-
formation items. These items can be, for example, passwords, electronic 
versions of insurance policies or statements from oneǯs electronic bank-
ing. Any other digitized content, for example, construction plans of 
houses or passports ȋfor a detailed description, see chapter ͩȌ, can be 
stored in an EDS as well in order to protect these information items from 
loss. EDS unite file storage and sharing capabilities as well as password 
management functionalities so that users can store any valuable infor-
mation items in a single, secure location. In doing so, an EDS serves as 
the physical analogue of storing information items in folders, boxes, 
piles, safes, or strongboxes. What differentiates EDS services from other 
personal cloud storage services is their potential to be integrated into e-
business and e-government processes in order to send, receive, and ar-
chive any ǲofficialǳ and thus potentially more valuable information items 
ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͫȌ. The content of an EDS is not limited to such 
ǲofficialǳ documents: any individually assessed, highly valued infor-
mation item can be stored in an EDS, for example, any audio-visual mem-
orabilia like family videos or photos. In doing so, users benefit from an 
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EDSǯs professionally run storage infrastructure freeing them from the 
burdens to care themselves for data security. For example, users do not 
need to care for running backups regularly anymore if they take the leap 
of faith to store their personal information items in a cloud-based service. 
EDS are still an emerging technology in a very dynamic market of cloud 
storage offerings targeting private individuals. 
The shift in the materiality of information items ȋfrom physical to digitalȌ 
and through which channels they are delivered are assumed to change 
familiar and culturally enacted practices of personal information man-
agement ȋPIMȌ. The channels are, for instance, e-mail, provider specific 
self-service portals, or electronic bill presentment and payment, for ex-
ample, integrated in a bankǯs e-banking. All this happens during oneǯs 
lifetime and impacts others as the recipients of digital remains in the 
form of a digital legacy or digital estate. This digital legacy is fragmented 
over devices, storage locations, and storage providers. At the moment, 
there are no existing institutionalized or enculturated practices that give 
guidance neither in shaping a digital legacy pre-mortem nor in caring for 
digital remains inherited post-mortem. This paper understands shaping 
a digital legacy as an individualized task with social implications. In our 
research, we focused on an individualǯs information items bearing an ǲof-
ficialǳ character. These information items may have been received by or 
are needed in business or governmental processes to manage either an 
individualǯs or a familyǯs administrative life. On the one hand, this entails 
maintaining bonds with organizations that are imposed on you and that 
originate from your rights and duties as a citizen, for example, to pay 
taxes. Or, on the other hand, there are voluntarily chosen bonds, for ex-
ample, when you are doing business by investing money. Therefore, we 
consider shaping a digital legacy and inheriting digital items as collabo-
rative processes with different stakeholders: on the one hand, there are 
the data owners themselves, and on the other hand, there are various 
stakeholders as recipients of a digital legacy based on their social or legal 
relationships with the data owner. Thus, data inheritance as a whole in-
volves socio-technological practices that connect individuals through di-
rect or indirect collaboration taking place either pre- or post-mortem. 
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This happens beyond the workplace in the private domain which is at-
tracting an increasing number of research works in CSCW ȋBlomberg 
and Karasti ͨͦͧͩȌ. 
Our research is based on the assumption that the observed trend towards 
digital delivery of important information items could cause stress for the 
recipients and curators of a digital legacy because existing practices are 
not adjusted to the digital realm despite their growing importance. In In-
formation Systems ȋISȌ research, stress induced by the general use of or 
the adoption of information systems is researched under the term tech-
nostress. Existing research on technostress focusses mainly on the work-
related sphere, whereas in the private sphere, technostress is still an 
emerging area of research ȋMaier ͨͦͧͪȌ. Our research empirically iden-
tifies individual coping strategies related to shaping a digital legacy in the 
private domain where technology is used voluntarily. Taking such a so-
cio-technological perspective, we will be able to uncover socially and 
technologically induced challenges that cause coping behavior. These ob-
servations will provide the foundation for design implications. Further-
more, existing research on information organization behavior, notably in 
the domain of PIM, will benefit from connecting exploratory observa-
tions to a well-established theory. In doing so, existing patterns and ob-
servations now become more explainable and at the same time, by resort-
ing to a well-established framework, the design of interventions on a so-
cial or technological level becomes justified and grounded. 
The contributions of this work are the following. First, we present current 
practices and challenges of users in their pursuit of shaping a digital leg-
acy. Second, we derive design implications based upon our empirical 
findings. Third, we ground the prior, observationally derived PIM strat-
egy of ǲbenign neglectǳ in the well-established theory of the transac-
tional model of stress and coping from psychology. This helps to 
strengthen research in the PIM domain which rarely offers a grounding 
of its findings in other theories and focusses more on the description of 
phenomena such as pilers and filers ȋMalone ͧͯͮͩȌ, cleaners or keepers 
ȋGwizdka ͨͦͦͪȌ. Researchers and practitioners who are preoccupied 
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with the life-cycle orientation of data and users are the intended 
audiences of this work. Practitioners, for example, designers of digital 
legacy solutions that assist in preparing and managing oneǯs ǲdigital 
deathǳ can benefit from our findings. Moreover, our work contributes 
theoretically to the growing body of literature related to a lifespan orien-
tation in CSCW and Human Computer Interaction ȋHCIȌ with PIM as the 
particular domain of contribution. By focusing on users that have united 
or are trying to unite their valuable information items in an EDS, our 
findings provide generalizable insights into how files and passwords are 
handled as part of a digital legacy which has not been covered, to the best 
of our knowledge, in prior research. 
ͦ.ͤ Related Work 
ͦ.ͤ.ͣ Research on Digital Legacies 
In HCI, a turn towards a lifespan-oriented perspective ȋMassimi et al. 
ͨͦͧͧȌ on service design is ongoing. For example, Banks ȋͨͦͧͧȌ describes 
the current and future challenges of remembering physical and digital 
artifacts throughout a personǯs lifespan: from infancy, growing up, being 
an adult, then being a senior and finally experiencing a digital death. 
Thanatosensitivity ȋMassimi and Charise ͨͦͦͯȌ as a sensitizing concept 
was introduced to inform service design and analysis by either treating 
the dead as a subset of users who must be designed for or as extreme users 
creating implications for the living as well ȋBrubaker and Vertesi ͨͦͧͦȌ. 
Dealing with the various forms of a digital legacy is a topic that is attract-
ing increased research activities in HCI ȋGiaccardi ͨͦͧͧ; Grimm and 
Chiasson ͨͦͧͪ; Gulotta et al. ͨͦͧͩ; Maciel and Pereira ͨͦͧͫ; Waagstein 
ͨͦͧͪȌ, CSCW ȋBrubaker ͨͦͧͩ; Brubaker and Hayes ͨͦͧͧ; Massimi et al. 
ͨͦͧͨȌ, and it is also a topic that is covered in the public media ȋJacobs 
n.d.Ȍ. The term digital legacy is used quite vaguely in prior work and shall, 
in this work here, also imply that every information item digitally created 
and curated by an individual has the potential to become a digital heir-
loom given the right kind of socially-constructed circumstances ȋBanks 
et al. ͨͦͧͨ; Odom, Banks, et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ once an individual passed away 
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ȋCarroll et al. ͨͦͧͦ; Kaptelinin ͨͦͧͬȌ. Such research on digital remains 
complements existing research on physical remains ȋKaye et al. ͨͦͦͬ; 
Kirk and Sellen ͨͦͧͦȌ to better understand how personal information 
collections are curated in an on- and offline world. Moreover, existing re-
search related to digital legacies focusses very much on social network 
sites dealing with their role as a digital memorial ȋAcker and Brubaker 
ͨͦͧͪ; Brubaker ͨͦͧͩ; Brubaker and Vertesi ͨͦͧͦ; Moncur and Kirk 
ͨͦͧͪȌ. The problems of passing on digital items and managing a digital 
legacy have been analyzed from a legal perspective ȋBrucker-Kley et al. 
n.d.; Hopkins ͨͦͧͩȌ, too. The file or password perspective has not been 
covered yet, to the best of our knowledge, even in a recently published 
categorization of systems supporting legacy-making, bereavement, and 
remembrance ȋGulotta et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ.  
Technology-assisted mechanisms that support the handing over of a dig-
ital legacy have been developed in the last years. Widely-used commer-
cial platforms have started to deploy their own solutions to deal with their 
userǯs digital legacy, for example, Googleǯs ǲInactive Account Managerǳ 
ȋPrates et al. ͨͦͧͫȌ or Facebookǯs ǲLegacy Contact Serviceǳ ȋBrubaker and 
Callison-Burch ͨͦͧͬȌ. Starting much earlier, many startup companies 
have been flourishing in this market segment that is expected to grow 
with the increasing amount of life that is assisted by online activities. 
These service offerings range from ȋaȌ dedicated services for transferring 
accounts to beneficiaries ȋPeoples and Hetherington ͨͦͧͫȌ, ȋbȌ posting 
memorial messages on social networks, to finally, ȋcȌ integrating pass-
word management and cloud storage in one service. Such a combination 
of a securely encrypted storage for files and passwords that is, at the same 
time, easily accessible as a cloud-based service, is realized within Elec-
tronic Data Safes ȋEDSȌ ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͩȌ. An EDS serves as 
the equivalent of a physical safe where users can store any valuable infor-
mation items – and eventually re-use them within e-government or e-
business transactions based under the user-managed access paradigm 
ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͫȌ. Thus, an EDS unites file storage and pass-
word manager in one service and offers either data sharing functionalities 
with general, multi-purpose sharing mechanisms and/or accompanied 
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by a mechanism for post-mortem, fine-grained data inheritance. To the 
best of our knowledge, no research was yet dedicated to investigate the 
role of an EDS in shaping or transferring a digital legacy. 
ͦ.ͤ.ͤ Technostress, Stress, and Coping 
Technostress, which is defined as an IT userǯs experience of stress when 
technology is used ȋRagu-Nathan et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ, has been researched in the 
IS domain predominately from a work perspective in which IT systems 
are used mandatorily as utilitarian artifacts in an organizational context 
ȋMaier ͨͦͧͪȌ. Research on voluntary, hedonic use of IT artifacts in a pri-
vate context, for example, using social networking sites as a source for 
technostress, is gaining initial research coverage ȋMaier ͨͦͧͪ; Maier et 
al. ͨͦͧͨ, ͨͦͧͪȌ. As a theoretical foundation, research on technostress 
and interpreting the adoption of an IT artifact as a coping strategy 
ȋBeaudry and Pinsonneault ͨͦͦͫ; Liu and Arnett ͨͦͦͦȌ is based predom-
inately on the Transactional Model of Stress and Coping ȋTMSCȌ by Laz-
arus and Folkman ȋLazarus and Folkman ͧͯͮͪȌ ȋFigure ͧȌ. It was also 
used as a theoretical lens to hypothesize about non-complaining despite 
negative incidents in the use of technology ȋSalo et al. ͨͦͧͫȌ. In CSCW, 
this model has been used in qualitative research to identify coping strat-
egies of remote team members ȋKoehne et al. ͨͦͧͨȌ. In the following, a 
brief introduction will be given. 
Stress can be the result of a person being confronted with environmental 
stimuli and their appraisal. Those stimuli are ȋaȌ life events such as death, 
divorce or life-threatening illnesses, ȋbȌ ȋnaturalȌ environmental events 
outside a personǯs control or ȋcȌ daily hassles that have a repeating occur-
rence ȋLazarus and Folkman ͧͯͮͪ, ͧͯͮͭȌ. Being confronted with an 
event or a situation, a primary appraisal takes place. In this primary ap-
praisal, the level of danger, the potential harm/loss or discomfort is eval-
uated by asking questions such as ǲHow relevant is this situation to my 
needs? Or: ǲIs this situation congruent with my goals?ǳ When no threat 
is perceived, no stress will be felt. Hence, the event or situation is consid-
ered as irrelevant. If a threat is identified in the primary appraisal, it will 
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be judged either as a challenge, a threat or a harm/loss. With the second-
ary appraisal, an individual assesses its potential for coping with the 
stressor. If own resources are judged as being inefficient, then stress re-
sults and coping strategies are developed. Coping is defined as ǲcon-
stantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific ex-
ternal and internal demands that are appraised as taxing or exceeding the 
resources of a personǳ ȋLazarus and Folkman ͧͯͮͪ, p. ͧͪͧȌ And coping 
can take two general forms: the emotion-focused coping leads to an ad-
aptation to the situation, the problem-focused coping motivates to take 
action and change oneǯs situation. Furthermore, a reappraisal takes place 
in order to newly assess the situation under the chosen coping strategy 
ȋwhich is in itself a coping strategyȌ. Despite its scarce usage in CSCW, 
the TMSC enjoys widespread usage in various domains, especially in psy-
chology and the health sciences for researching coping with serious ill-
nesses ȋFredette ͧͯͯͫȌ or life events such as death and bereavement 
ȋStein et al. ͧͯͯͭȌ. Therefore, we based our research on the assumption 
that shaping a digital legacy could cause ȋtechnoȌstress because this is 
related to a major life event such as death or bereavement. This will help 
to gain a deeper understanding of PIM practices which evolve from an 
individual to a social context when individuals shape or receive a digital 
legacy. 
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Figure ͫ: Transactional Model of Stress and Coping ȋTMSCȌ, 
 ȋadapted from Lazarus and Folkman ͧͯͮͪȌ 
ͦ.ͥ Research Design 
We have chosen to follow a qualitative approach due to its suitability to 
uncover new phenomena and provide rich, context-specific information 
that may contribute to theory building afterward ȋBerg ͨͦͦͭ; Venkatesh 
et al. ͨ ͦͧͩȌ. In the following chapters, we first describe the empirical con-
text and then report how the data collection and analysis was carried out. 
ͦ.ͥ.ͣ Empirical Context 
We used semi-structured interviews in order to collect data from ͩͯ users 
of three EDS services. These interviews were carried out in a research 
project dealing with the current usage of an EDS and how it fits into an 
individualǯs information ecology ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͬȌ. EDS ser-
vices are promoted as the single home for digital valuables. Moreover, 
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they integrate document and password storage with functionalities for 
sharing and/or digital inheritance. Therefore, we assumed that EDS users 
were very concerned or thoughtful with their digital possessions if they 
chose to use such a service for managing their digital valuables. Three 
EDS service providers were contacted by the author and asked if they 
could give support in recruiting participants for an interview study. Two 
service providers are Swiss-based and are run by private companies ȋser-
vice A and BȌ. The third EDS provider ȋservice CȌ is part of the Austrian 
E-Government infrastructure and is run by a private sector company. The 
EDS service providers agreed to assist in the recruitment of participants 
only if they will be anonymized in any publication.  
EDS service A is marketed as a safe location for storing documents and 
passwords to access them from everywhere. The service is offered for free. 
Files and passwords can be shared with other users of the same service 
using the serviceǯs all-purpose sharing functions based on folders and 
tags. EDS service B presents itself as a general purpose, secure online stor-
age provider following a freemium pricing model. Besides storing files, a 
password safe is offered, too. Additionally, this service offers a digital in-
heritance functionality. The data owner can define which passwords or 
contents of the file safe will be made available automatically to a priori 
defined beneficiaries after the process of data inheritance has been initi-
ated. It is started by entering a code that has been distributed by the data 
owner to the beneficiary pre-mortem. This code will unlock the selected 
information items after an individually defined grace period in which the 
data owner will be notified and could stop this process. EDS service C is 
provided as a data safe within the context of the Austrian e-government 
infrastructure. It is bundled with an e-identity component of a digital 
signature and has a freemium pricing model offering a safe space for stor-
ing documents as well as offering general data sharing capabilities, too. 
The participants were recruited by self-selection and answering open 
calls for participation and they were offered a small gift. This resulted in 
ͨͦ ȋEDS service AȌ, ͧͬ ȋEDS service BȌ, and ͩ participants ȋEDS service 
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CȌ. The interviews were carried out via Skype, Google Hangout, or tele-
phone except for two interviews which took place in the participantsǯ 
homes due to geographical proximity.  
ͦ.ͥ.ͤ Data Collection 
We used a semi-structured interview guide that has been pre-tested. Its 
main focus was on the current usage of an EDS and which other services 
were used to store information items. In this part of the interview, par-
ticipants focused on documents that were sent to them or that they re-
ceived by participating in business transactions or with transactions 
needed to be carried out as citizens ȋfor example, collect receipts for tax 
purposesȌ. Therefore, participants were implicitly primed to talk about 
information items that had some business value to them in the broadest 
sense. In the last part of the interview, we initiated or deepened already 
given statements towards shaping a digital legacy: In particular, we asked: 
ǲȋͫ.Ȍ Did you ever consider what should happen to all your accumulated 
digital belongings that we were talking about during the previous part of 
the interview, for example, documents, accounts, photos, as your digital 
legacy? ȋͬ.Ȍ What feelings do these considerations cause? ȋͭ.Ȍ What items 
would you consider that shape your digital legacy? ȋͮ.Ȍ What have you 
already done or what would you like to do to take care of your digital leg-
acy?ǳ All of the interviews were audio-recorded. In total, ͩͯ interviews 
have been conducted ȋͩͧ in German, ͮ in EnglishȌ resulting in ͫͩ hours 
and ͦͨ minutes of audio data. The author transcribed all the interviews. 
On average, the duration of an interview is ͧ hour ͧͯ minutes and en-
compasses a net number of ͪͦͭͯ words. Due to their self-selection, the 
participants had various backgrounds but they all had in common that 
they have chosen to use an EDS. ͩͪ males and five females ȋfor details see 
Table ͨͭȌ took part with average age of ͪͧ years ȋͨͫ-ͨͯ: ͪ; ͩͦ-ͩͪ: ͬ; ͩͫ-
ͩͯ: ͩ; ͪͦ-ͪͪ: ͭ; ͪͫ-ͪͯ: ͭ; ͫͦ-ͫͪ: ͬ; ͫͫ-ͫͯ: ͩ; ͬͦ-ͬͪ: ͩȌ.  
ͦ.ͥ.ͥ Data Analysis 
After transcribing the interview recordings, thematic analysis ȋBraun and 
Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ as a method for analyzing the interview data was applied. 
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This method has been successfully employed as an interpretive research 
paradigm in HCI ȋVincent et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ and CSCW ȋMoncur et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ 
to systematically uncover themes. Thematic analysis is essentially a vari-
ant of the grounded theory approach ȋGlaser and Strauss ͨͦͦͯ; A. L. 
Strauss and Corbin ͧͯͯͮȌ to produce themes instead of a full-fledged 
theory. The research in this study is conducted within a constructionist 
framework: The statements and observations are interpreted to uncover 
latent themes – to use the terminology of Braun and Clarke ȋͨͦͦͬȌ. We 
proceeded inductively in a data-driven fashion without an a priori at-
tempt to fit the data into theory. Relating our findings to the TMSC was 
done post-hoc, as described later.  
In order to gain rigor, we followed the six phases described by Braun and 
Clarke ȋͨͦͦͬȌ which, in their essence, fulfill the criteria for qualitative 
research conducted in IS research as mentioned by Klein and Myers 
ȋͧͯͯͯȌ. The interviews, as well as the transcription, were conducted by 
the author of this paper which allowed him to immerse deeply in the data 
by performing these steps himself and re-reading the data several times 
ȋphase ͧ: familiarize with the dataȌ. The analysis was assisted by using 
MAXQDA. Initial codes were assigned using open coding ȋphase ͨȌ. Axial 
coding was used to identify themes by collecting codes into potential 
themes ȋphase ͩȌ. Internal validity was assured by iterating between 
identified concepts and the assigned codes and themes several times, 
paying attention to reflect upon the researchers own perceptions and 
preconditions that might influence the research process ȋphase ͪ: review-
ing themesȌ. We did not opt for coding the data set independently by 
another researcher based on the understanding of coding as an active and 
reflexive process and that no exclusive reality in the data can be captured 
by assigning codes which would be more a realist assumption. An inter-
nal research report was written by the author which served as a means to 
define and name themes ȋphase ͫ and phase ͬȌ. To increase internal and 
external validity, discussions with research peers proceeded to validate 
and refine the discovered themes. During these discussions, we noticed 
that the themes predominately dealt with strategies to overcome short-
comings in the current services and practices. This motivated us to search 
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for theories on coping to relate our findings to existing theories for 
explanation. We found several theories on coping in the domain of IS 
ȋBeaudry and Pinsonneault ͨͦͦͫ; Liu and Arnett ͨͦͦͦȌ and became then 
aware of the discussion surrounding technostress ȋMaier ͨͦͧͪ; Maier et 
al. ͨͦͧͨ, ͨͦͧͪȌ. We noticed that the generally accepted base theory of 
the TMSC has been used little in the context of CSCW ȋKoehne et al. 
ͨͦͧͨȌ and might be productive in framing the presentation of our find-
ings and deriving implications for future service design, as well. In our 
analysis, we then proceeded by identifying which of our inductively de-
rived findings match which elements and constructs in the TMSC. 
The quotes in the following chapters have been translated by the author 
when they had been originally uttered in German. The brackets marking 
an interview quote indicate the EDS serviceǯs code ȋA-CȌ followed by the 
participant ID, and, separated by dashes, the participantǯs gender ȋm/fȌ 
and age. 
ͦ.ͦ Findings 
When the interviewees were confronted with the questions related to a 
digital legacy, they first were a bit surprised – or spontaneously said: ǲThis 
will cause a lot of work.ǳ ȋAͦͧ-F-ͫͯȌ. Overall, the participants did not 
react in an uneasy way and it even seemed that they were curious and 
happy to share their experiences and concerns. In talking about this 
topic, the interviewees reflected upon their own practices and attitudes 
being almost thankful to have been brought to think about it ȋagainȌ: 
ǲYes, I have thought about this topic, but too little. Thatǯs really an issue. 
You pointed me towards it again. The more I use [EDS service A], the more 
I need to grant access to it for my wife or someone else.ǳ ȋAͩ͡-M-ͣͩȌ  
Only very few participants stored their last will or living will in an EDS. 
Most often, they referred to their whole EDSǯs content as being possibly 
relevant and becoming a digital legacy. For example, documents related 
to possessions ȋfinancial or propertyȌ as well as account credentials were 
thought of to become relevant for potential heirs.  
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ͦ.ͦ.ͣ Motivational Triggers  
The main motivational triggers to think about issues related to oneǯs own 
digital legacy were caused by experiences with death in the closer or 
wider circle of family, colleagues at work, friends, neighbors, or within 
virtual friends on social networks. For example, job-related encounters 
with death or bereavement caused some reflections: ǲBecause I work in 
finance, I know how difficult it is to have access to money if no certificate 
of inheritance or other documents are available. In that case, I think it is 
important to give someone the access credentials for electronic banking 
services in order to settle something regardless if this is legal or not.ǳ 
ȋBͦͧ-M-ͪͪȌ Furthermore, EDS service B offers a digital inheritance func-
tionality that, when it had been discovered by a few interview partici-
pants, triggered them to think about this topic ȋǲWhen I saw it first, it 
came to my mind that this actually is a relevant topic. In the meantime, 
digital death became a mainstream topic: how to remove someone de-
ceased from Facebook. When I started earlier, this was not a topic.ǳ, Bͧͫ-
M-ͪͯȌ. Some other participants came to that topic because it was treated 
as part of their studies at university or due to their age and their consid-
erations that nobody lives forever. Coverage in the media through articles 
in the press or TV or radio features on this topic was also identified as a 
trigger by a few interviewees.  
ͦ.ͦ.ͤ Shaping one’s Digital Legacy Put into the TMSC Con-
text 
The events that caused people to think about their own attitude or issues 
related to a digital legacy were mostly external events or stressors. On the 
contrary, an intrinsic motivation to actively take care of oneǯs digital leg-
acy was less often expressed and it was not necessarily bound to the par-
ticipantǯs age. It often seemed that they felt an implicit obligation that 
their partner or family members should be entitled to have access to their 
digital legacy. Therefore, we conclude that besides internal or external 
motivational triggers other, culturally-induced stressors may exist such 
as a kind of moral or common sense-based code of ǲgood conductǳ. These 
other stressors seem to reflect the natural order of inheriting something 
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and mirroring the expectations the participants are familiar with in the 
physical world. The role of the primary appraisal in the TMSC can be seen 
at work in the relevancy assessment of the stressor. For example, if no 
children are present, not having dealt with oneǯs digital legacy was judged 
as being irrelevant thus no coping strategy needs to be developed – as 
observed within our participants that they have not taken huge efforts to 
transfer their information items as a digital legacy to their heirs or part-
ners.  
Creating or curating information items electronically were considered as 
a stressor by most of our participants. Especially photos were commonly 
referred to as being very valuable whereas other documents such as bank 
account statements were judged as less valuable. With reference to the 
TMSC, we argue that the type of documents influences how severe their 
loss would be assessed within the primary appraisal. In the following sec-
ondary appraisal, an individual assesses if existing resources are availa-
ble. In our context, these resources are equivalent to strategies of trans-
ferring valuable documents, such as photos, to potential heirs. If such 
strategies are lacking, coping strategies are needed instead. The impact 
assessment is not only bound to death as a motivational stressor; other 
events such as potential accidents or being or becoming disabled can 
serve as a stressor, too. We also observed that appraisal decisions are con-
text-dependent: if information items such as access credentials were used 
in a professional context, their potential loss was judged more severe than 
a loss in the private context. This gives rise to the assumption that each 
stressor ȋfor example, private vs. business-related dataȌ is assessed inde-
pendently resulting in separate coping strategies. 
ͦ.ͦ.ͥ Coping Strategies for Shaping a Digital Legacy 
The observations in the interviews enabled us to identify four coping 
strategies when people are requested to ponder on shaping their digital 
legacy: ȋaȌ active caretaking, ȋbȌ avoiding, ȋcȌ ignoring, and ȋdȌ delega-
tion to the service provider. 
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ͦ.ͦ.ͥ.ͣ Active Caretaking 
The majority of our interviewees are aware of themselves shaping a digi-
tal legacy and they did take some proactive measures to give access to 
their digital belongings during their lifetime or after their death. The 
strategies will be elaborated on in more detail in chapter ͪ.ͪ.ͪ.ͧ. In tak-
ing preparations, the participants expressed their desire to enable the 
beneficiaries to act independently and ǲless burdenedǳ, alleviating them 
to follow the procedures dictated by the service providers, for example, 
to formally apply for access or deletion ȋǲI wanted that someone could de-
lete it actively without any problems and on his own – without needing to 
write a letter or to be dependent on the goodwill of the company if they will 
grant access or not.ǳ, BͪͲ-M-ͯͭȌ. By having taken precautions, some par-
ticipants felt that they complied with a moral demand to unburden the 
next of kin. Leaving behind or creating the need for accessing a digital 
legacy was seen by our interviewees not only in relation to death. They 
recognized and also identified other conditions. A distinction based on 
the severity was made with events that happened either surprisingly or 
developed gradually with death being the worst degree of severity fol-
lowed gradually by other conditions such as accidents or becoming disa-
bled.  
Most of the participants described that account and access credentials 
should be part of a digital legacy in order to transfer control over them to 
someone trusted: ǲI think this digital inheritance function is very im-
portant to me because the day I die, all these passwords and these ac-
counts are open and I want someone to access them and maybe to shut 
them down or at least, to have control over them.ǳ ȋBͪͬ-M-ͮͮȌ Less fre-
quently, concrete document or file types were described as a digital leg-
acy. Photos were the top-rated items that should be inherited due to sen-
timental reasons. Other multimedia contents, such as family videos or 
job-related videos were mentioned infrequently. Data stored on a mobile 
device was also considered as something to be passed on. Certain docu-
ments related to buying or renting property, health- or banking-related 
documents should be passed on, as well. One participant thought of the 
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whole of an EDSǯs contents as worthy to be transferred. Only very few 
participants noted that providing electronically access to important doc-
uments, such as the living will or the last will, must exist ȋǲWith regards 
to our patient wills, they need to be accessible.ǳ, Bͥ͡-M-ͤͩȌ. 
Nevertheless, just providing access credentials is seen only as a partial 
solution to the problem of digital inheritance: ǲBut then, I was thinking 
about it and thought that it is more complicated than to commit my wife 
my usernames and passwords or adding her information to my account. 
[…] I can't remember that we had a specific discussion about what we 
should do afterward with these accounts.ǳ ȋBͪͳ-M-ͮͱȌ The beneficiaries 
will not necessarily know what to do with the inherited access credentials 
or data. The vast majority of our interview participants did not give any 
instructions what should be done with their accounts or data after their 
death. There was a feeling of implicitness that the partner or beneficiary 
would do the right thing: ǲNo, for what is obvious it is obvious, for exam-
ple, what has to be closed is very clear.ǳ ȋAͪͳ-M-ͮͰȌ or ǲIǯve got the im-
pression that my wife is very intelligent and that is why I would need to 
explain very little. She would know by herself what needs to be done.ǳ ȋAͪͮ-
M-ͮͲȌ. Only very few participants provided some detailed information 
what should be done, especially in a professional context to provide cli-
ents with access to their business data.  
ͦ.ͦ.ͥ.ͤ Avoiding 
Nearly a third of the interviewees reported on avoidance strategies to deal 
with issues surrounding a digital legacy. Even though some negative per-
sonal experiences occurred –for instance, the appearance of birthday re-
minders of deceased persons on social networks sites – this did not in-
centivize the members of this group to adjust their PIM practices with 
respect to a digital legacy. These triggers were not put into action because 
talking and thinking about death was interpreted as something causing 
unpleasant feelings ȋǲI have not spent thoughts on this. Many things in 
my real life are far more important to me.ǳ, Cͪͭ-W-ͮͫȌ. These uneasy 
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emotions lead to deferring any proactive measure which has been re-
ported to have occurred with a few participants. Iconic for this feeling of 
unease and procrastinating is the following quote: ǲI heard about this 
topic somewhere else. Then, I downloaded a checklist from the Internet 
which was four pages long. I read through them and thought: Well, I do 
not do this now. It is just too early for me.ǳ, BͪͲ-M-ͯͭȌ.  
ͦ.ͦ.ͥ.ͥ Ignoring 
We noticed that people were aware of themselves shaping a digital legacy 
but they were not taking any precautions so far ȋǲI thought about giving 
the password to my sister. But I have not done it yet.ǳ, Aͫͮ-W-ͭͮȌ. One 
other group of interviewees expressed that they have got nothing that 
they would need to pass on as a digital legacy. As one participant put it 
philosophically: ǲThe digital graveyard is just another graveyard of my ex-
istence.ǳ ȋCͪͭ-W-ͮͫȌ. They do not see any reason to be bothered with the 
fate of their personal digital collections afterward: ǲTo be honest, I do not 
care what happens with my private photos. Someone shall do whatever 
they like to do with these.ǳ ȋAͪͮ-M-ͮͲȌ If no children are present as heirs 
the question arose who would be interested in oneǯs personal digital leg-
acy ȋǲSince we have not had children, this is not so important for others. 
These are only things that are relevant to my husband or me. I do not think 
that this collection is of any historic value.ǳ, A͠͡-F-ͥͩȌ.  
ͦ.ͦ.ͥ.ͦ Delegating to the Service Provider 
Very few of our participants argued that it should be the service pro-
viderǯs duty to care for designing a proper user-lifecycle. This group 
thinks that the issues of transferring a digital legacy is best dealt with 
ǲprofessionallyǳ by the services themselves – given that they show aware-
ness of this problem. Then, the participants in this group said, they 
would use such functions. Nevertheless, a digital legacy was commonly 
recognized as growing in importance and relevance in the future ǲ… be-
cause more and more data will be stored electronically. That has to be con-
sidered. And providers need to become active either by informing or edu-
cating users or by giving them solutions at hand.ǳ ȋBͪͭ-M-ͯͫȌ 
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ͦ.ͦ.ͦ Challenges of Passing on a Digital Legacy  
In the following, we will present five challenges that are related to passing 
on a digital legacy: ȋͧ.Ȍ providing access, ȋͨ.Ȍ intertwined information 
items for shared use, ȋͩ.Ȍ lack of enculturated practices, ȋͪ.Ȍ hardness of 
appraisal and selection, and ȋͫ.Ȍ preference for deletion. 
ͦ.ͦ.ͦ.ͣ Providing Access by Sharing Passwords 
We identified six strategies to proactively provide access to a personal 
digital collection after oneǯs death. These findings motivated us to pro-
pose challenge ͧ: sharing passwords to provide access to ȋparts ofȌ a dig-
ital legacy is state-of-the-art. 
Sharing passwords with the partner or family members during 
one’s lifetime ȋstrategy ͧȌ: This is performed in several ways by half of 
our participants. Most commonly, partners shared access credentials be-
cause they felt a moral imperative that sharing with the partner is the 
norm and in a partnership, there is no need to hide something because 
they consider themselves as one single and unified team: ǲI'm very open 
with my wife, she has got all my passwords we have got no secrets.ǳ ȋBͪͯ-
M-ͮͬȌ. In most cases, conveying access to passwords was also associated 
with the access credentials to someoneǯs computer or laptop. It was not 
clearly stated by the participants if device access entails access to other 
services, for example, such as an EDS. Some participants acknowledge 
that this strategy might only give partial access to a subset of a personal 
information collection or leave it impossible to decide on a fine-grained 
level what to share with whom: ǲThe only way right now, we found, is that 
she has the passwords of my software applications and I have got the pass-
words of her software applications. So, if one of us two dies, we could log 
in. The point is, that is just a buffer solution. It's not the final solution 
because I should be able to state upfront, when I do die, I want this account 
to be accessible to this person. […] But I think we are far, far away from 
this situation.ǳ ȋAͪͳ-M-ͮͰȌ Besides the partner, next of kin were given 
passwords because being one family was considered as belonging to the 
same, inner circle of trust: ǲWhat I've done now is that my wife and son 
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have all the necessary information to access all the things in the cloud. I 
gave them a paper. They have everything. I try always to share a maximum 
with my family.ǳ ȋAͬͪ-M-ͯͮȌ  
Shared account use ȋstrategy ͨȌ: Instead of having individual accounts, 
some couples decided to only use one password safe together. This shared 
account use was seen as a logical step because everything else is already 
shared together and no need for separation is felt ȋǲIn theory [accounts 
should be separated,] yes, but in practice we share them. We share our 
electronic banking and our Dropbox. Otherwise, there would be redun-
dancy, and we would need to use services twice.ǳ ȋBͫͪ-M-ͭͬȌ. 
One partner acts as the access credential secretary ȋstrategy ͩȌ: We 
observed that in some families or couples, each partner engaged in a spe-
cialization, for instance, being responsible for the digital information in-
frastructure. Thus, this partner was perceived as the coupleǯs or familyǯs 
natural secretary for keeping all the access credentials. If the number of 
passwords grows, password safes are often used in which credentials of 
several persons are then mixed up together. 
Informing in a paper-only strategy ȋstrategy ͪȌ: Sharing account cre-
dentials during oneǯs lifetime is often performed physically by handing 
over a piece of paper to a trustee. For example, one participant shared a 
paper-based list of passwords that needs to be updated from time to time 
ȋwhich reminded the participant to do so after the interviewȌ.  
Informing in a hybrid strategy ȋstrategy ͫȌ: This hybrid approach in-
volves handing a master password written on a paper to a trustee who 
then has access to a password safe to obtain full access. ǲI solved it in that 
I gave my brother, who also has my last will, a letter. Within my last will, 
there is one letter with just one word with the username and password to 
[EDS service B]. He knows it because Iǯve told him. This letter is sealed. He 
would not open it when it is not necessary. So, if something happened to 
me, he would open it and thus had access to all data.ǳ ȋBͫͪ-M-ͭͬȌ 
Informing in an electronic-only strategy ȋstrategy ͬȌ: Access creden-
tials can be shared only electronically, for example, as an encrypted Excel 
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file synchronized over devices. If an EDS offers the possibilities to share 
documents or passwords individually, only very few participants used 
this electronic method, for instance, sharing parts or even the whole EDS 
with the partner, the brother or the children. If an EDS offers a dedicated 
digital inheritance functionality, this was actually used only by few of the 
participants. The advantage of such a dedicated digital inheritance func-
tionality was described by one participant as to prevent misuse: ǲIf I lock 
something and give the key to someone else, this person could unlock 
something when I am not there. You have to assess the risks how likely 
misuse will happen.ǳ ȋB͢͡-M-ͣͣȌ  
ͦ.ͦ.ͦ.ͤ Intertwined Information Items for Shared Use 
Our participants identified several areas of problems that might arise 
when something is passed on. In the private context, they expect that 
some information items will still be needed because death does not nec-
essarily terminate every legal bound automatically. Many of the stored 
information items, especially if one partner is doing the home office work 
on behalf of the other, are intertwined resulting in a mixture of individual 
data and mutually shared data that needs to be passed on as a whole. 
Moreover, one participant mentioned that in his files private and job-re-
lated documents are mixed, because he prefers using his personal file 
storage services than the company-provided ǲworseǳ ones. In case the 
participants were self-employed and they were using an EDS, they em-
phasized the value of their job-related information items stored in their 
EDS. Digital inheritance, in this case, is seen as a prerequisite to guaran-
tee business continuity for the clients which has been imposed on them 
as part of their mandate. Therefore, we subsume all those observations 
by proposing design challenge ͨ: information items in an EDS have the 
potential to be used as shared resources.  
ͦ.ͦ.ͦ.ͥ Lack of Enculturated Practices  
Dealing with a physical or monetary legacy, the participants perceived 
the processes surrounding this life-event as rather institutionalized and 
formalized so that they know what they would be expected to do or to 
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deliver ȋǲGenerally, we have taken precautions what has to be done then. 
But the digital side is still lacking.ǳ, Bͪͱ-M-ͯͰȌ. But passing on digital be-
longings is regarded as something new and challenging because no 
script-bound procedures exist. The main problem, as diagnosed by our 
interview participants, is to simply know about the existence of digital 
spaces where information items are located. For instance, partners or 
children do not necessarily know that maybe important documents are 
stored within an EDS ȋǲTwo of my three children would not even know 
what [EDS service A] is. And even with my third child, I did not talk about 
this topic. I assume that he knows that I am having an account there and 
that I have stored documents there.ǳ, Aͫͭ-M-ͬͱȌ. Another interviewee re-
ported on the death of his work colleague and the problems of his wife: 
ǲShe had no clue what the password was. She did not even know where he 
had bank accounts.ǳ, AͪͲ-M-ͯͮȌ. Besides this lack of general knowledge, 
other problematic areas were described, such as that the partner is not 
that tech-savvy or that the interviewees assumed a kind of responsibility 
of the data owner to take precautions with digital belongings upfront. 
However, they often described a feeling of unpreparedness or helpless-
ness with this task. This indicates that recipients of a digital legacy are 
dependent on a direct or indirect collaboration with the ȋformerȌ data 
owner to avoid that data inheritance fails when it is interpreted as a socio-
technological practice. We summarize these findings by proposing de-
sign challenge ͩ: just inheriting access to act in the sense of the data 
owner might not be sufficient for beneficiaries of a digital legacy. 
ͦ.ͦ.ͦ.ͦ Hardness of Appraisal and Selection  
Our interview participants assumed that the biggest challenge is to know 
what counts as oneǯs digital possession and which parts of it should be 
selected to pass on. Some participants had the notion that besides a will 
or a patientǯs living will a kind of third will – the ǲdigital willǳ – is needed 
to decide upon what happens with oneǯs digital estate. For the passwords, 
the participants developed several strategies. However, they wondered if 
they should open up everything, or only provide limited access. This se-
lection process, or to put it into the language of archivists, the appraisal 
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process to select important from less important documents, is regarded 
as a difficult decision. To summarize our findings, we propose design 
challenge ͪ: users find it difficult to decide which information items 
should be passed on. 
ͦ.ͦ.ͦ.ͧ Preference for Deletion  
As one participant put it, there is often an ambiguity between the desire 
to leave traces and covering the tracks at the same time. In our data, our 
participants did express some general preference for having digital infor-
mation items deleted or accounts closed. We noticed a kind of immanent 
desire to ǲtidy upǳ things. Deletion and deactivation were favored for so-
cial network sites but not necessarily for documents, files, especially pho-
tos, and e-mails: ǲFacebook needs to be deleted. And someone should be 
responsible for stopping social media ties from continuing.ǳ, Aͫͪ-M-ͰͮȌ. 
With respect to this desire of having things deleted, some participants 
favored a selective approach, whereas some others expressed their con-
viction that everything should be deleted to terminate oneǯs physical and 
digital existence entirely ȋǲI would say, when the time comes and I would 
be able to, I would delete everything. I think nobody needs my job recom-
mendation letter anymore – that can be deleted. Invoices can be deleted 
then. Delete – and, thatǯs it.ǳ ȋBͫͫ-M-ͮͰȌ. Some other participant took 
the stance that he has not prepared anything upfront which will result in 
an eternal storage of his digital remains ǲ… in the cloud until someone 
deletes them.ǳ ȋAͦͩ-M-ͫͧȌ. In summary, deleting information items is 
favored by our participants but not necessarily for everything. Thus, we 
propose as design challenge ͫ: provide mechanisms to delete information 
items selectively. 
ͦ.ͧ Discussion 
In this chapter, we first analyze our findings using the TMSC as a lens to 
demonstrate its explaining powers for the observations we made in our 
interviews. Furthermore, based on our findings, we will derive design im-
plications by relating them to prior research. We argue that the newly 
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identified design implications are valuable for dedicated EDS services, 
and on a more general level, also for any cloud-based storage solution 
that will eventually become a digital legacy. The design implications will 
be summarized in Table ͩͦ. 
ͦ.ͧ.ͣ EDS-related Coping Strategies in the TMSC Context 
Based on our findings, we identified four coping strategies in relation to 
the challenges of shaping a digital legacy. If users take proactive measures 
in order to provide access, we interpret this kind of behavior as the result 
of a primary appraisal causing a feeling of fear or loss. Within the second-
ary appraisal step, insufficient resources might be diagnosed that one is 
unable to always provide access to certain information items which will 
entail the coping strategy of ǲproviding accessǳ. This is a problem-focused 
coping strategy because people are trying to change the problematic sit-
uation themselves by handing over passwords or engage in data sharing 
activities. With the TMSC in the background, we assume that password 
sharing is used as a problem-centric coping strategy to avoid leaving be-
hind an inaccessible digital legacy. Password sharing is chosen as the eas-
iest and most controllable ȋsocial trust instead of technologyȌ first aid 
remedy since no other enculturated practices have been established for 
giving access to a digital legacy. We also identified two emotion-focused 
coping strategies: avoidance and ignorance leading to no proactive be-
havior. These strategies are not the result of a neutral assessment of the 
primary appraisal. Our participants were aware of potential problems as-
sociated with leaving and shaping a digital legacy. Since they lack effec-
tive resources, the interviewees developed emotion-focused coping strat-
egies instead of problem-focused ones. For example, participants did 
that by relativizing their age using the argument: Thinking about death 
and loss at times that are not considered as ǲripe enoughǳ for such 
thoughts seems to create negative emotions that are put away by follow-
ing an emotion-based coping strategy of avoiding these thoughts. More-
over, some other participants expressed to ignore issues related to shap-
ing a digital legacy. They also knew about the problematic nature but 
they chose to actively ignore any need for caring – which we interpret as 
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a coping strategy to control negative emotions associated with this topic. 
Even the participants that were confronted with motivational triggers of 
death occurring in their closer circle of family and friends did not auto-
matically expose a higher degree of preoccupation with this topic. They 
were sensitized to it but most of our participants were not motivated to 
act proactively. With the TMSC in the background, we interpret this as 
an individualized decision related to an emotion-focused coping strategy 
of avoiding or ignoring this topic. Finally, the delegation to the service 
provider, is a hybrid coping strategy involving a problem-focused and emo-
tion-based focus at the same time. Our participants expressed that they 
would favor the service provider to come up with functionalities. This is 
the technical or problem-focused side. But by expressing this desire to 
have someone else provide the right tools and features for shaping a dig-
ital legacy, the participants do use an emotion-based coping strategy, at 
the same time. They defer large parts of their responsibility to the service 
provider thus freeing themselves from the emotional burden to take care 
of their digital legacy themselves. Other research in the IS literature sug-
gested that both coping strategies can occur simultaneously or in inter-
twined chains ȋSalo et al. ͨͦͧͫȌ.  
In summary, we argue that the TMSC as an underlying theory has 
explanatory potential for usersǯ technology adoption decisions with re-
spect to curating a digital legacy. An EDS is located in the private domain 
and is used to store an individualǯs personal ǲprivateǳ and ǲofficialǳ infor-
mation. Our qualitatively derived findings support the views expressed 
by IS-based research ȋMaier ͨͦͧͪ; Maier et al. ͨͦͧͨ, ͨͦͧͪȌ that tech-
nostress is also observable in the private and voluntary use of IT artifacts. 
ͦ.ͧ.ͤ Deriving Design Implications from Design Challenges 
In the following chapters, we discuss the identified design challenges in 
the light of related work to develop design implications. For a summary, 
see Table ͩͦ. 
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ͦ.ͧ.ͤ.ͣ Challenge ͣ: Providing Access by Sharing Passwords 
As reported in our findings, password sharing seems to be an accepted 
way of providing access in the context of a family or a partnership. An 
EDS used as a centralized storage location serves as the digital equivalent 
of the former folders that were accessible to everyone at home. By sharing 
access credentials of an EDS with others, an EDS enforced single-user de-
sign and thus individualized PIM becomes the well-known group infor-
mation management ȋLutters et al. ͨͦͦͭȌ again. Instead of relying on 
technology to grant permissions, access granting is replaced by social 
trust. We assume that this might cause future social and technological 
tensions due to the mismatch between the intended single-user para-
digm and the observed practices in which password sharing is common. 
Existing research on passwords does not focus on the fact that they are 
forming part of oneǯs digital legacy. Other research work deals with pass-
word management strategies ȋnot related to sharingȌ ȋStobert and Biddle 
ͨͦͧͪ, ͨͦͧͫȌ, the role of password managers ȋHayashi and Hong ͨͦͧͩȌ 
or the preference of online vs. offline tools ȋCiampa et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Password 
sharing is tentatively recognized as a common practice, either at home 
for accessing a family computer ȋBrush and Inkpen ͨͦͦͭ; Egelman et al. 
ͨͦͦͮȌ or as sharing based on careful and context-specific decisions ȋKaye 
ͨͦͧͧ; Singh et al. ͨͦͦͭȌ and should not only be judged as a misbehavior 
of users. Recently, device and account sharing ȋMatthews et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ 
were researched leading to a taxonomy of six sharing types: borrowing, 
mutual use, setup, helping, broadcasting, and accidental. However, no 
prior work explored how people share passwords in the context of shap-
ing a digital legacy or how sharing actually takes place and which chan-
nels or media are involved. Our work thus supports and extends prior 
findings by identifying and describing six proactive strategies for pass-
word sharing in order to provide access to oneǯs digital legacy. These prac-
tices show that an EDSǯs dedicated sharing capabilities are not neces-
sarily used to achieve this goal or that they are even avoided. 
As design implications, we suggest that EDS service providers need to 
offer functionalities that match current user practices as reflected by the 
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identified coping strategies of ǲproviding accessǳ. This also applies to any 
cloud-based storage services that potentially will become a digital legacy. 
In the following, we suggest some design implications in relation to the 
uncovered password sharing strategies. Ideally, these implications help 
to develop design interventions. First, they should help to raise aware-
ness of the problems associated with shaping and transferring a digital 
legacy so that the userǯs primary appraisal results in a judgment of 
relevance and not ignorance. Second, these design interventions need to 
provide resources or functionalities for users that they can experience 
competency in choosing and performing a coping strategy, for example 
by designating specific information items that shall be destroyed or 
passed on. 
Shared passwords ȋstrategy ͧȌ are a sign of trust and a potential risk. We 
suggest that sharing and controlling must be made more usable for a data 
owner to check what is shared with whom. The transitional character of 
social relationships needs to be taken into account since relationships 
potentially might break up which entails consequences for once shared 
data or accounts ȋMoncur et al. ͨͦͧͬȌ. This goes along with our finding 
that accounts are often used as shared accounts ȋstrategy ͨȌ: Service pro-
viders should reconsider if their single-user design appropriately sup-
ports the transitions of social relationships that are undergone by users 
during their lifetime. That means, for example, that default sharing zones 
with family or partners as trustees might be pre-configured and that com-
mon social practices such as joining or leaving a group need to be ad-
dressed and supported by a serviceǯs functionalities. Moreover, we ob-
served that one partner acts as the secretary of the familyǯs or coupleǯs 
access credential collections ȋstrategy ͩȌ. As design considerations, we 
suggest mechanisms that help to indicate which information items are 
administrated on behalf of others or are shared ȋǲmutual useǳ in the tax-
onomy of ȋMatthews et al. ͨͦͧͬȌȌ. In order to provide access to their dig-
ital legacy, some users preferred writing down passwords on paper ȋstrat-
egy ͪȌ. The affordances of paper are the benefits and weaknesses of this 
strategy at the same time: though it is very easy to write down access cre-
dentials, this creates potential security risks and fails if users forget to 
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carefully update entries that may have been seized long time ago. This 
problem of updating changes and bearing a potential security risk is also 
inherent if users convey their master password for an electronic password 
management solution via a paper-based medium ȋstrategy ͫȌ. We as-
sume, that in an electronic-only manner ȋstrategy ͬȌ using a centralized 
location for all account data will prevent these maintenance issues. We, 
therefore, suggest as design considerations that maintenance mecha-
nisms are developed which help the users in keeping their inventory of 
digital belongings updated.  
ͦ.ͧ.ͤ.ͤ Challenge ͤ: Intertwined Information Items for Shared Use 
We argue that the curation of information items in an EDS as a central-
ized repository needs to be supported by functionalities that are in line 
with social practices and connotations that have been diagnosed in prior 
research dealing with sharing ȋdigitalȌ possessions ȋGruning and Lindley 
ͨͦͧͬȌ at home. In their work, Gruning and Lindley developed a new 
spectrum of ȋdigitalȌ ownership, in which some digital possessions are 
considered as shared resources, such as family computers or movie 
streaming accounts. These mutually shared resources implicitly compel 
users to act in a trustworthy and accountable manner. Our findings show 
that an EDSǯs content is not necessarily restricted to information items 
belonging to a single person. We observed that information items are of-
ten curated on behalf of someone else and that they might be considered 
as shared resources. These shared resources just happen to be adminis-
trated by the owner of an EDS who has been implicitly awarded this job 
of an ǲinformation item managerǳ in a family or relationship context. 
Thus, an EDS needs to be interpreted as a storage location for personal 
information items and, at the same time, information items that have a 
shared use and which are curated collaboratively by sharing account cre-
dentials. As design implications for an EDS, we, therefore, suggest that 
zones of default sharing for mutually used resources are established and 
made easily accessible and inheritable. We also think that this shared 
zone should not be automatically cut off if the account of the primary 
account holder becomes a digital legacy. Instead, the information items 
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with the mutual use connotation need to be identified and passed on 
separately. 
ͦ.ͧ.ͤ.ͥ Challenge ͥ: Lack of Enculturated Practices 
We proclaim that just providing access to a digital legacy is not enough 
to solve issues related to digital inheritance. Brubaker and Callison-
Burch ȋBrubaker and Callison-Burch ͨͦͧͬȌ identify and define three ap-
proaches to post-mortem data management which originated in the do-
main of social networks: ȋaȌ configuration, ȋbȌ inheritance, and ȋcȌ stew-
ardship. If users engage during their lifetime ȋpre-mortemȌ in decisions 
surrounding the fate of their digital belongings, this was described as 
configuration. When ownership and control are transferred to an heir, for 
example by giving the heir the password in the last will, this is described 
as inheritance. As a third approach, stewardship is proposed which con-
siders a designated person as responsible for data management. However, 
this person must further take into account the context of the social rela-
tionships.  
Based on our findings and using the terminology of Brubaker and Calli-
son-Burch ȋBrubaker and Callison-Burch ͨͦͧͬȌ, we observed that access 
to the entire digital legacy, not only social networks, was provided mostly 
by using inheritance as a strategy and to a lesser extent configuration, for 
instance, by activating the digital inheritance functionalities offered by 
EDS service provider B. But the lack of instructions what the beneficiaries 
of the information items should do with them in general or with certain 
accounts in particular, is often left open. We interpret this kind of behav-
ior as putting someone implicitly in the role of a data steward. This per-
son is entrusted to act as a steward of the information items stored in an 
EDS in the sense of the data owner by having received the access creden-
tials. Together with having been granted access to the data and accounts, 
this implicit data steward is thought of to respect existing social or legal 
bonds when dealing with the digital legacy. We acknowledge that access 
needs to be provided somehow. However, we argue that tension poten-
tially arises if the beneficiaries are putting heirs of a digital legacy in the 
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role of implicit data stewards without having given them any instruc-
tional or technological support to act in the data ownerǯs sense. There-
fore, we suggest design implications to help the recipients of a digital leg-
acy to act in the sense of the former owner. For example, information 
items to be passed on could be characterized and accompanied with a 
description explaining what to do with this category. 
ͦ.ͧ.ͤ.ͦ Challenge ͦ: Hardness of Appraisal and Selection 
The tremendous growth of data storage as well as an increase in already 
digital born data sources are reinforcing the tendency to keep everything 
and, therefore, defer difficult keeping-decisions ȋMarshall ͨͦͧͧ; Mar-
shall et al. ͨͦͦͭȌ. Generally, personal information items are stored with 
the attitude of ǲbenign neglectǳ ignoring the consequences or needs of 
data management through deferral to somewhere in the future ȋMarshall 
ͨͦͦͭ, ͨͦͦͮbȌ. Bearing in mind the TMSC, we can now understand the 
psychological mechanism behind this ǲbenign neglectǳ: If no harm or no 
potential danger of losing information items is diagnosed in the primary 
appraisal, no coping mechanism must be followed. If the primary ap-
praisal gave way to a secondary appraisal and an individual would not 
have adequate resources to deal with issues surrounding a digital legacy, 
then coping strategies such as a reappraisal and concluding that there is 
no problem might take place which serves as a justification to leave eve-
rything as it is – which reflects the notion of ǲbenign neglectǳ as a laissez-
faire coping strategy. Identifying this underlying mechanism opens up 
design implications for EDS services to overcome the userǯs tendency to 
surrender to this ǲbenign neglectǳ and bringing them to actively selecting 
what should be passed on or not. For example, EDS services could try to 
give meaningful suggestions which information items might be ǲmore 
valuableǳ than others because they might be mutually used or have a cer-
tain degree of uniqueness. If users would store their entire digital infor-
mation items in an EDS, this guidance could relieve them from the cog-
nitive burden to take these decisions without ǲknowledgeableǳ support. 
For example, scans of unique documents or digitized childrenǯs drawings 
could be assigned a different storage strategy ȋlong termȌ, whereas more 
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mundane documents, such as automatically received bank statements, 
receive a suggestion for automatic deletion after a certain period of time. 
ͦ.ͧ.ͤ.ͧ Challenge ͧ: Preference for Selective Deletion 
Prior work of Grimm and Chiasson ȋGrimm and Chiasson ͨͦͧͪȌ used a 
questionnaire to ask ͪͦͦ participants acquired via crowd-sourcing plat-
forms about their preferences related to shaping a digital legacy, or – as 
they called it – leaving digital footprints. Their participants expressed a 
favor for deletion and handing over things to the next of kin. This goes in 
line with our findings that a large portion of our interview study partici-
pants favored the deletion of accounts after their death and having the 
next of kin given access to their data. We observed the same in our data, 
that social media accounts were more thought of as something that needs 
to be deleted and files – especially pictures – should be transferred to 
others. As design implications, we, therefore, suggest that the owners of 
an EDS should be supported to designate the information items which 
are to be destroyed, to be deleted, or to be passed on to others. For exam-
ple, if an EDS provides password management capabilities, the EDS 
owner might decide to have his social media accounts deleted, whereas 
ǲofficialǳ accounts with utility companies will be transferred to someone 
elseǯs care. With respect to information items, such as files ȋphotos, doc-
uments, etc.Ȍ, owners of an EDS might also selectively decide which items 
should be transferred in which contexts. 
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ͧ. Providing Access by Sharing Passwords 
ȋaȌ DC: 
DI: 
Shared password usage. 
▪ Sharing and controlling information items must be 
made more usable. 
▪ Transitional character of social relationships must 
be taken into account for shared information items. 
ȋbȌ DC: 
DI: 
Shared account usage. 
▪ Reconsider the single-user design paradigm as a de-
sign principle. 
▪ Introduce default/pre-configured sharing zones 
with family members or partners. 
▪ Provide functionalities that match the social prac-
tices of joining or leaving such a zone of trust. 
ȋcȌ DC: 
 
DI: 
One partner acts as the secretary of information items or 
accounts for both of them/for others. 
Add functionalities to discern information items that are 
administrated on behalf of others. 
ȋdȌ DC: 
 
DI: 
Sharing passwords using paper and keeping passwords 
updated. 
▪ Make updates to passwords less burdensome, for ex-
ample, by automating updates or adding reminders. 
▪ Provide functionalities that the beneficiary of a mas-
ter password for a password manager retains access 
in case of changes of the master password. 
ͨ. Intertwined Information Items for Shared Use 
ȋaȌ DC: 
 
DI: 
An EDS contains personal information items and infor-
mation items curated on behalf of others. 
▪ Introduce default sharing zones in order recognize 
these information items as jointly used resources.  
▪ Access to information items for mutual use should 
not be cut off when the primary account holder dies. 
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ͩ. Lack of Enculturated Practices 
 DC: 
 
DI: 
Beneficiaries of a digital legacy are put implicitly in the 
role of data stewards without sufficient knowledge what 
they should do with the inherited information items. 
Provide support to the recipients of a digital legacy to act 
in the sense of the former data owner, such as an indica-
tion which information items should be passed on or 
which ones should be destroyed. 
ͪ. Hardness of Appraisal and Selection 
ȋaȌ DC: 
 
DI: 
Difficult keeping decisions are deferred and an attitude 
of ǲbenign neglectǳ prevails. 
▪ Use the TMSC to identify possibilities for interven-
tions to overcome a primary appraisal of ǲnot rele-
vantǳ. 
▪ An EDS might provide suggestions which infor-
mation items are ǲmore meaningfulǳ. 
ͫ. Preference for Selective Deletion 
ȋbȌ DC: 
 
DI: 
There seems to be a preference for the deletion of ȋsocial 
mediaȌ accounts but less for pictures. 
Provide functionalities to designate which information 
items should be passed on or should be destroyed. 
Table ͩͦ: Summary of Design Challenges ȋDCȌ and 
suggested Design Interventions ȋDIȌ 
ͦ.ͨ Limitations 
The presented research has been conducted mainly with participants in 
the Swiss context and a few international participants. Therefore, we as-
sume there might be a cultural bias due to the culturally enacted values 
of being ǲwell organizedǳ. Nevertheless, we argue that for this kind of ex-
plorative research this bias is negligible and that other qualitative re-
search in the PIM domain did also not strive for a culturally balanced set 
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of interview participants. For future research, approaching the cultural 
differences of ǲgetting and being organizedǳ might prove useful. Further-
more, we do not claim universal validity of our findings and recognize 
their origin bound to a certain context within a user-study related to EDS 
services. Nevertheless, as such services mirror general functionalities of-
fered by mainstream cloud storage services, we assume that our conclu-
sions are transferable to other contexts and services that are used to shape 
a digital legacy. 
ͦ.ͩ Conclusion 
Engaging with digital tools and services creates traces and information 
items which will sum up to a digital legacy that will be dealt with by the 
users themselves pre-mortem or by others post-mortem. In the authorsǯ 
understanding, shaping a digital legacy constitutes a socio-technological 
practice: the data owners and various beneficiaries as stakeholders are 
involved in a direct or indirect collaboration to transfer or to receive dig-
ital information items as part of a legacy. Our research contributes to 
understanding how users are shaping their digital legacy, especially if 
they are using a dedicated, centralized, and cloud-based storage location 
for their valuable information items that, in our study, has been imple-
mented in an electronic data safe ȋEDSȌ. Our findings also confirm that 
technostress is present in the private domain for voluntarily chosen in-
teractions with information systems, for example, by shaping a digital 
legacy with the help of an EDS. Furthermore, we were able to show how 
the technostressǯ underlying theoretical foundation, the transactional 
model of stress and coping ȋTMSCȌ, can be used productively as an ana-
lytical lens. Additionally, we have demonstrated that this foundational 
theory is useful for explaining how ǲbenign neglectǳ works, thereby 
grounding an establish observation of a phenomenon in personal infor-
mation management ȋPIMȌ with a well-establish theory. This helps us to 
interpret current practices of shaping a digital legacy as coping strategies 
and to identify contact points for interventions based on a well-founded 
theoretical background. We introduced ǲproviding accessǳ as a problem-
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based coping strategy. In this respect, we were surprised about the ex-
pressed strategies for password sharing that are used to give access to 
oneǯs accumulated digital information items without using the EDSǯs 
providersǯ functionalities for data sharing or digital inheritance. We con-
firmed prior research for a preference on deletion as well as an implicit 
desire to have someone act as a steward of the digital legacy instead of 
just inheriting access. 
As we have seen, several challenges exist for practitioners that create ser-
vices to assist in shaping and transferring a digital legacy. Further re-
search is needed to uncover other problems with respect to thanatosen-
sitive design. Password managers as well as combined solutions of pass-
word managers and secure file storage, such as implemented in an EDS, 
have the potential to become essential components in a lifespan-oriented 
PIM. Marshall ȋMarshall ͨͦͦͮbȌ proposed to create a catalog of an indi-
vidualǯs digital belongings instead of centralizing the storage of every-
thing in one place which will undermine the userǯs notion of using spe-
cialized services for certain tasks. This idea originated in the context of 
personal archiving but its considerations hold for EDS services, too: By 
uniting secure storage of files and passwords, they will serve, at the same 
time, as an archive and as catalog where all other resources and infor-
mation items are located. If a digital legacy needs to be shaped or trans-
ferred, such a collection of individually curated, highly-valuable infor-
mation items and a catalog of accounts ȋthat means, the password man-
agement componentȌ could be very useful if digitization in the private 
homes continues. Nevertheless, these services need to take into account 
current cultural and legal practices to design functionalities that will be 
beneficial to the users. Our work gives initial design considerations that 
can be used either by EDS services or other cloud-based storage solutions 
providers which also have the potential to become a digital legacy. An-
other huge challenge constitutes in the need for an enculturation of these 
practices of shaping and transferring a digital legacy. We think that the 
service providers need to come up with solutions and give the users guid-
ance as well as initially helping them to get awareness of this topic so that 
it will become an integral part of oneǯs digital journey of life. Our research 
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findings and design implications will hopefully contribute to this so that 
users are not totally appalled when they think about their digital legacy 
urging them to say: ǲThis will cause a lot of work.ǳ ȋAͦͧ-F-ͫͯȌ. 
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ͧ Active EDS and Transformational 
Government – Evaluation of a Proto-
type ȋEssay ͦȌ 
This chapter is based on the following peer-review conference paper and 
has been extended25: 
Pfister, Joachim and Schwabe, Gerhard ȋͨͦͧͫȌ: „Electronic Data Safes as 
an Infrastructure for Transformational Government? A Case Studyǲ. In: 
Tambouris, Efthimios; Janssen, Marijn; Scholl, Hans Jochen; Wimmer, 
Maria; Tarabanis, Konstantinos; Gascó, Mila; Klievink, Bram; Lindgren, 
Ida; Parycek, Peter ȋEds.Ȍ Electronic Government, ͧͪth IFIP WG ͮ.ͫ In-
ternational Conference, EGOV ͨͦͧͫ. Thessaloniki, Greece. Proceedings. 
Springer International Publishing, Cham. pp. ͨͪͬ–ͨͫͭ, DOI: 
ͧͦ.ͧͦͦͭ/ͯͭͮ-ͩ-ͩͧͯ-ͨͨͪͭͯ-ͪ_ͧͯ. 
Abstract 
This essay introduces and explores the potential of an active electronic 
data safe ȋAEDSȌ serving as an infrastructure to achieve transformational 
government. An AEDS connects individuals and organizations from the 
private and the public sector to exchange information items related to 
business processes following the user-managed access paradigm. To re-
alize the transformational governmentǯs vision of user-centricity, funda-
mental changes in the service provision and collaboration of public and 
private sector organizations are needed. Findings of a user study with a 
prototype of an AEDS are used to identify four barriers for the adoption 
                                                        
25 This essay has been extended using yet unpublished research findings originating from 
the evaluation of the AEDS prototype (chapter 5.4). These new findings contribute to a 
deeper understanding what users expect of an AEDS and give insights for future service 
design which are suggested as design implications in chapter 5.6. These findings were also 
integrated into the essayǯs discussion. 
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of an AEDS in the light of transformational government: ȋͧ.Ȍ offering cit-
izens unfamiliar services having the character of experience-goods; ȋͨ.Ȍ 
failing to fulfil common service expectations of the customers; ȋͩ.Ȍ failing 
to establish contextual integrity for data sharing, and ȋͪ.Ȍ failing to es-
tablish and run an AEDS as a multi-sided platform providing an attractive 
business model. Furthermore, with the help of this explorative user 
study, new potential benefits and challenges are identified. They help to 
expand our understanding of the potentials and problematic areas of an 
AEDS. Design implications are suggested to address these challenges. 
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ͧ.ͣ Introduction 
In many countries, electronic government ȋe-governmentȌ initiatives 
have been introduced that are progressing from the stage of information 
provisioning and simple transactions to more customer-centric stages of 
integrated service delivery ȋVeenstra et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Several e-government 
maturity models and e-government definitions have been proposed 
ȋYildiz ͨͦͦͭȌ but, actually, many e-government initiatives resulted in 
digitizing existing practices and were not able to reach more mature 
stages. In recent years, the idea of ǲtransformational governmentǳ ȋt-gov-
ernmentȌ gained momentum which is defined as ǲ[…] the ICT-enabled 
operations, internal and external processes and structures to enable the 
realization of services that meet public-sector objectives such as effi-
ciency, transparency, accountability and citizen centricity.ǳ ȋWeerakkody 
et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ The realization of t-government entails fundamental changes 
in the public service sectorǯs practices and structures, for instance organ-
izations need to cooperate and integrate their activities ȋDhillon et al. 
ͨͦͦͮȌ. This means to overcome data silos, take a holistic view on the re-
lationships between the public sector and citizens or private sector stake-
holders and to empower the citizens ȋCS Transform ͨͦͧͦȌ. This results 
in a more efficient service delivery and a more transparent and responsive 
government ȋVeenstra et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. In this paper, the concept of active 
electronic data safes ȋAEDS, see chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ as an infrastructure to 
support t-government is introduced and will be explored empirically. 
These AEDS are based on the paradigm of user-managed access, i.e. that 
an individual decides which information items are shared with an organ-
ization. Using the genre of a case study, a prototypical implementation 
of an AEDS connecting citizens, the public administration and private 
sector companies will be analyzed. This concept of user-managed access 
put into practice will be used to identify challenges with respect to t-gov-
ernment. Therefore, the research question of this essay is: What are the 
challenges and potential benefits with respect to t-government when the 
concept of user-managed access with an AEDS is put into practice?  
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The aim of this essay is to identify challenges for solutions supporting t-
government that follow the paradigm of user-managed access based on a 
user study with ordinary citizens. Such an approach helps to complement 
existing literature-based approaches. For electronic data safes, to the best 
of our knowledge, no evaluation exists helping to identify this new class 
of toolǯs implementation challenges. Heath et al. ȋHeath et al. ͨͦͧͩȌ de-
scribe evaluation results from an AEDS-like tool but not with a focus on 
user perceptions. And research concerning the adoption of an electronic 
postal service, which also goes into the direction of an AEDS, has been 
carried out by Berger and Hertzum ȋͨͦͧͪȌ, but they are focusing more 
on the challenges of the organizational introduction.  
Existing research on the adoption of t-government and the identification 
of potential barriers to t-government is performed on a very high level 
such as analyzing the policies of national governments to assess their t-
government readiness ȋParisopoulos et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ. Other research contri-
butions use case studies in which they interview experts that are respon-
sible for designing and running e-government services ȋDhillon et al. 
ͨͦͦͮ; Veenstra et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Moreover, technological solutions that sup-
port t-governmentǯs service delivery are also researched: For example a 
platform-based approach ȋBharosa et al. ͨͦͧͩ; Janssen and Estevez 
ͨͦͧͩȌ to exchange data is discussed but only from a GͨB perspective and 
with a focus on platform governance and information infrastructure. 
Hence, in existing research with respect to t-government, the individual 
as a citizen is rather put aside although user-centricity is a widely-her-
alded tenet of t-government. We argue that a thorough understanding of 
the socio-technological issues is needed before services are designed. A 
deeper understanding of the citizensǯ needs and preferences contributes 
to successful service design which will entail adoption by the citizens. 
This point of view has been recognized in IS research ȋBrenner et al. 
ͨͦͧͪȌ and needs to be embraced in the t-government context, too. To 
achieve this, early testing and gaining feedback from potential end-users 
of t-government services is needed to uncover yet unknown barriers that 
may surmount existing categories such as organizational and managerial 
or technical. This is done in exploratory research that will navigate 
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through the problem domain, discover unknown phenomena and sug-
gest hypotheses or propositions. Therefore, this essay closes the gap of 
having a lack of understanding in the context of t-government what po-
tential end users think of tools following the user-managed access para-
digm. T-government practitioners and policy makers can use the newly 
identified challenges to address them in the service design of solutions, 
that are needed to realize the vision of t-government, e.g. an AEDS. 
ͧ.ͤ Related Work 
We suggest that an AEDS might serve as an infrastructure for t-govern-
ment which will be briefly described first. Thereafter, existing barriers 
that have been identified in the literature to achieve t-government will be 
presented. Finally, we argue for the need of doing exploratory research to 
uncover unknow potential benefits, challenges and barriers. 
ͧ.ͤ.ͣ AEDS as an Infrastructure for T-Government 
With an AEDS ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ, individuals benefit from a reduction 
in information fragmentation ȋTungare ͨͦͦͯȌ, something that happens, 
for example, when electronic bills are distributed over several provider-
specific online portals. Now, customers are equipped with a tool for ex-
erting informational self-determination in the sense of ǲvendor relation-
ship managementǳ ȋProject VRM ͨͦͧͨȌ which is an inverse of the pro-
vider-centric idea of customer relationship management ȋCRMȌ. An 
AEDS as an intermediary ȋaȌ reduces transaction costs and increases the 
entire transaction value for all participants ȋKing et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ and ȋbȌ 
overcomes the problems of information silos ȋBannister ͨͦͦͧȌ. Using an 
AEDS, service provider-specific information silos are replaced by a col-
laboration of autonomous organizations forming a value chain network 
ȋVeenstra et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ glued together by the individualǯs decision for shar-
ing. This also supports t-governmentǯs aims of citizen empowerment: 
With an AEDS, individuals have the power to decide with whom they will 
share information items while, at the same time, they still will have an 
overview which organizations stores what about them. Moreover, this 
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will also contribute to realize the t-governmentǯs aims to benefit from 
fully ȋhorizontally and verticallyȌ integrated government services ena-
bling that citizens do only have got or need one contact point for inter-
acting with the public or private sector. To achieve this, all the stakehold-
ers are required to undergo considerable changes – something that needs 
to be sparked by the introduction of citizen-centric services ȋWeerak-
kody et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Following this line of argumentation, an AEDS will 
serve as a tool to surmount ǲthe wallǳ placed in between a government-
centric CRM view and the vision of a citizen-centric, co-production ori-
ented, empowered and engaged citizen ȋcf. King and Cotterill ͨͦͦͭȌ.  
Related work that employs the user-managed access paradigm can be 
found in the domain of electronic health ȋDuennebeil et al. ͨͦͧͦȌ. 
Therein, collaborations of different stakeholders ȋpatients, health care 
providers, insurance companiesȌ are needed but information silos pre-
vail. To overcome this situation, personal health records ȋPHRȌ have been 
suggested. They contain the lifelong medical information of a patient 
and are maintained and shared by the patients themselves – in analogy 
to an AEDS. These PHRs can be stored with private sector based inter-
mediaries such as Google Health or Microsoft HealthVault, also support-
ing the user-managed access paradigm. Research in the e-health domain 
ȋWeitzman et al. ͨͦͦͯȌ has shown that the acceptance of such PHR sys-
tems suffers from issues related to privacy, autonomy, and accessibility.  
ͧ.ͤ.ͤ Barriers to T-Government 
Veenstra et al. ȋͨͦͧͧȌ developed a literature-based categorization of im-
pediments to achieve the stage of t-government and added empirically 
derived impediments on the basis of three case studies which involved 
interviewing three key people from line management and ICT staff. In 
total, they identified ͨͩ impediments which were grouped into three 
main categories: governance ȋͭ impedimentsȌ, organizational and man-
agerial ȋͯ impedimentsȌ, and technical ȋͭ impedimentsȌ. Veenstra et al. 
could confirm twelve literature-based impediments and identify eleven 
new ones. On the governance level, the main barriers were identified as 
a lack of a government-wide strategy and vision enabling collaboration in 
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forms of networks and value chains. On the organizational and manage-
rial level, huge and joint efforts of stakeholders embedded in complex 
relationships are needed which creates many barriers. In addition, on the 
technological level, the lack of knowledge to achieve innovations, for in-
stance due to an organizationǯs dependency upon legacy systems, has 
been diagnosed. Moreover, Weerakkody et al. ȋͨͦͦͮȌ identified chal-
lenges and issues for achieving t-government. They carried out a case 
study to empirically identify challenges. Therefore, they interviewed e-
government practitioners on their experiences but no citizens. ͪͮ change 
barriers have been identified which were grouped into four categories ȋin 
brackets: number of identified change barriersȌ: organizational chal-
lenges ȋͧͯȌ, process change challenges ȋͧͧȌ, IS/IT integration challenges 
ȋͮȌ, and cultural and social challenges ȋͧͦ; such as fear of information 
technology or organizational resistanceȌ. 
ͧ.ͤ.ͥ Exploratory Research to Uncover Potential Benefits, 
Challenges and Barriers 
In order to identify usage potentials and challenges that contribute either 
to the adoption or non-adoption of technological innovations, research-
ing the mutual relationships between technology as an artifact and users 
as well as the specific usage context is necessary. This is the basis for de-
veloping grounded requirements that can be used for systems and service 
design. Design Science Research ȋDSRȌ ȋHevner et al. ͨͦͦͪȌ is an estab-
lished approach in Information Systems research in which artefact de-
sign, development, and evaluation is often performed in an iterative 
manner to improve ȋideallyȌ a priori defined objectives ȋHevner ͨͦͦͭȌ. 
An AEDS would qualify to follow a DSR paradigm due to its nature of 
being a nascent concept with no yet fixed implementation. Nevertheless, 
in the course of carrying out the research activities in this PhD project, 
the opportunity to follow one or several DSR cycles was not possible. In-
stead, a related – but, compared to DSR, in a sense reduced – theoretical 
underpinning of using prototypes as a means for researching innovations 
was used. Researching new forms of usage with usage experiments, as 
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suggested by Hanekop ȋHanekop ͨͦͦͮȌ, was chosen to identify yet un-
know usage patterns, challenges or requirements when test participants 
interact with a prototype in an experimental setting. Such an experiment 
helps to gain initial and new knowledge to engage later in more in-depth 
research to generate more robust design knowledge that is especially 
needed for the future field of ǲService Systems Engineeringǳ in Infor-
mation Systems research ȋBöhmann et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ. These ǲservice systemsǳ 
are complex socio-technical systems that enable value co-creation. As 
shown in the introductory chapter of this thesis ȋsee chapter ͧ.ͬ.ͪȌ and 
in the future outlook ȋchapter ͬȌ, an AEDS has the potential to foster 
value co-creation activities related to the move towards a service-domi-
nant logic ȋVargo and Lusch ͨͦͦͪȌ. Therefore, an AEDS as a sociotech-
nical system is located at the intersection of personal and organizational 
information management – an emerging research stream in Information 
Systems research called ǲDigital Lifeǳ ȋHess et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ. 
ͧ.ͥ Research Design 
As presented in the previous chapters, current research on t-government 
seems to neglect the individual as a citizen who interacts with t-govern-
ment services. To overcome this weakness, we will carry out an explora-
tory user study involving twelve citizens and three representatives of 
public and private sector organizations ȋpolice, insurance and a security 
companyȌ which will serve as this case studyǯs empirical foundation. In 
order to enable an in-depth and hands-on experience with the concept of 
an AEDS, the user study participants worked in a lab-based setting with 
a prototype executing three business processes ȋsee Figure ͬȌ. Finally, a 
semi-structured interview was carried out and audio-recorded. The in-
terviews were transcribed and qualitative content analysis was performed 
using the method of a thematic analysis ȋBraun and Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ which 
has proven to be successful in the field of HCI ȋFitzgerald et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ. 
Following the transcription, initial codes were assigned using the soft-
ware MAXQDA. After iteratively reading and refining the coding, themes 
were assigned in a ǲdata-drivenǳ manner. Writing internal project reports 
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served to review the emerging themes and to discuss them with fellow 
researcher before defining, naming and compiling them in a final report.  
 
Figure ͬ: Research design for the evaluation of an AEDS prototype 
ͧ.ͥ.ͣ Measuring User Acceptance  
Furthermore, we tried to assess the user acceptance of certain tasks using 
a set of items as proposed by Liang and Huang ȋͧͯͯͮȌ. Their work fo-
cused on tangible goods that are obtained through e-commerce channels 
in electronic markets. They aim at identifying acceptance for electroni-
cally ordered products using their highly-cited model of constructs. We 
adapted the wording to fit the intangible tasks that needed to be carried 
out via the AEDS prototype.  
On a ͭ-point Likert-scale, the participants indicated for each item if they 
would ȋaȌ absolutely not ȋnegative extremeȌ or ȋbȌ absolutely would like 
to have a task done/service delivered via an AEDS ȋpositive extremeȌ. The 
rating scale is described in Table ͩͧ.  
We argue that the labelling of the rating scaleǯs items induces an equidis-
tant scale due to its symmetric construction ranging from the positive 
maximum ȋǲyes, absolutelyǳȌ, to a lesser degree described by ǲvery prob-
ableǳ and then followed by ǲprobableǳ as steps towards the neutral ele-
ment in the middle of the rating scale. Vice-versa, from the negative max-
imum ȋǲno, absolutely notǳȌ, a gradual improvement towards the neutral 
element in the middle of the rating scale using the steps ǲvery improba-
bleǳ and followed by ǲimprobableǳ is performed. This symmetric con-
struction alludes equal distances between the scale ratings for each item 
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that are recognizable by the test participants. Therefore, we chose to treat 
the scale ratings as interval scales and not as ordinal scales which allows 
us to perform mathematical calculations such averaging the values. 
Value Description of the rating scale 
ͧ ȋmin.Ȍ No, absolutely not. 
ͨ Very improbable. 
ͩ Improbable. 
ͪ Undecided. 
ͫ Probable. 
ͬ  Very probable. 
ͭ ȋmax.Ȍ Yes, absolutely. 
Table ͩͧ: Likert scale to assess user acceptance using the items 
proposed by Liang and Huang ȋͧͯͯͮȌ 
The items were related to specific tasks ȋsee Table ͩͨȌ that had to exe-
cuted using the AEDS prototype. We asked the participants to rate each 
main item ȋnumber ͨ. to ͧͦ. in Table ͩͨȌ for each of the three tasks that 
they had to perform via the AEDS prototype ȋreport a theft to the police, 
file a claim with an insurance company, get a quote from a craftsmanȌ. 
The items for assessing comparison costs, examination costs, payment 
cost, site specificity, and physical asset specificity have been omitted for 
this user test, because they do not fit the setting of the tasks carried out 
with the AEDS prototype. We did this because Liang and Huangǯs ȋͧͯͯͮȌ 
model does not imply calculating a score. 
Furthermore, a questionnaire focusing on the Technology Acceptance 
Model ȋTAM; Chin et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ was administered in order to measure the 
test participantǯs willingness to use the AEDS prototype in the future. 
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ͧ. Perceived acceptance of carrying out transactions with an AEDS 
ͧ.ͧ. Performing transactions in general with an AEDS 
ͧ.ͨ. Storing personal data in an AEDS 
ͧ.ͩ. Inventorying important documents or objects with an AEDS 
ͨ. Search cost 
Before carrying out a transaction, you inform yourself about the process. How 
do you assess the transactions with the AEDS prototype in relation to transac-
tions carried out conventionally?  
ͩ. Negotiation cost 
It is usually not allowed to negotiate terms on carrying out business transac-
tions via Web-based services. Compared with the traditional transactions, 
how troublesome do think is this lack in negotiating support with the AEDS? 
ͪ. Delivery cost 
How disturbing do you assess the fact that you do not have to show up in per-
son at an organization to initiate a business transaction? 
ͫ. Post-service cost 
How bothered are you, when clarifying questions for an initiated business 
transaction are dealt within the AEDS prototype instead of using conventional 
means of communications ȋe.g., paper-based mailȌ? 
ͬ. Process uncertainty 
Compared to the conventional way, business transactions are carried out ȋfor 
example, using paper-based mail or seeing a customer representativeȌ, how 
uncertain do you feel about initiating transactions using the AEDS prototype? 
ͭ. Product uncertainty 
Compared to the conventional way business transactions are carried out ȋfor 
example, using paper-based mail or seeing a customer representativeȌ, how 
uncertain do you feel about receiving the wrong product or service by using 
the AEDS prototype? 
ͮ. Human asset specificity 
How important is it for you that a transaction is carried out by a human being? 
ͯ. Temporal specificity 
How important is it for you to initiate business transactions anytime? 
ͧͦ. Control costs 
Compared to the conventional execution of business processes, how much ef-
fort do you have to check and control the transaction and data submitted using 
the AEDS prototype? 
Table ͩͨ: Items for assessing user acceptance 
ȋadapted from Liang and Huang ȋͧͯͯͮȌȌ 
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ͧ.ͥ.ͤ Measuring Willingness-to-Pay 
To identify potential future usage of an AEDS and identifying potential 
tasks offering the most benefits to customers or citizens, we performed a 
detailed task-based analysis using the willingness-to-pay as an indicator. 
Therefore, we asked the test subjects how much they are willing to pay 
for tasks and services which can be offered or executed via an AEDS. The 
willingness-to-pay serves as an indicator for how important a specific 
task is to our test participants. The test subjects received an itemized list 
of tasks ȋsee Table ͩͩȌ. For each of the tasks, the test subjects gave their 
opinion on a ͫ-point Likert-scale with the extreme poles indicating ȋaȌ 
how much they want to do the task themselves ȋpositive maximumȌ or 
ȋbȌ have the tasks done for them ȋnegative minimumȌ. Except for the 
minimum and maximum, no other items of the rating scale have been 
labelled. Therefore, the ratings can be interpreted by the participants as 
equidistant which allows us to calculate, for example, averages. Addition-
ally, the participants should award a fictitious price tag to each specific 
task ȋsee Table ͩͩȌ. 
Several methods for measuring willingness-to-pay ȋWTPȌ exist ȋBreidert 
et al. ͨͦͦͬȌ. We have chosen to follow the approach of a Vickrey auction. 
This means that the bidder with the highest bid succeeds but only has to 
ǲpayǳ the price of the second highest bid. As an incentive, a small gift was 
offered to the test subject that succeeded in successfully bidding most 
frequently on the second highest ǲpriceǳ. Despite the problems associated 
with a direct survey of WTP, especially for complex and unfamiliar goods 
ȋcf. Breidert et al. ͨͦͦͬȌ, we nevertheless followed this approach to get a 
first impression how the WTP for an AEDS will look like.  
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ͧ. Inventorying possessions 
ͧ.ͧ. Inventorying possessions as a general activity 
ͧ.ͨ. Have an overview of oneǯs possessions 
ͧ.ͩ. Inventorying receipts 
ͧ.ͪ. Capture detailed data about a purchased object 
ͨ. Report a theft at the police 
ͨ.ͧ. Reporting a theft as a general activity 
ͨ.ͨ. Looking for and collecting documents related to reporting a theft 
ͨ.ͩ. Completing forms and giving details related to reporting a theft 
ͨ.ͪ. React to clarifying questions after having reported a theft 
ͩ. File a claim with an insurance company 
ͩ.ͧ. Filing a claim as a general activity 
ͩ.ͨ. Looking for and collecting documents related to filing a claim 
ͩ.ͩ. Completing forms and giving details related to filing a claim 
ͩ.ͪ. React to clarifying questions after having filed a claim 
ͪ. Getting a quote from a craftsman 
ͪ.ͧ. Getting a quote as a general activity 
ͪ.ͨ. Looking for and collecting documents related to getting a quote 
ͪ.ͩ. Actually carrying out the task of getting a quote  
ͫ. Carrying out business transactions with public administra-
tions/organizations in general 
ͬ. Administrate my personal ǲofficialǳ life with public authorities or 
private organizations. 
ͭ. Being reminded for tasks 
ͮ. Being reminded for appointments and deadlines 
ͯ. Control and know who has stored data about me. 
Table ͩͩ: Items for estimating the willingness-to-pay 
ͧ.ͥ.ͥ Description of the Prototype 
The prototype is based on a Web application ȋReber ͨͦͧͩȌ ȋsee Figure ͭȌ 
and a mobile application developed on the Android platform ȋPeduzzi 
ͨͦͧͩȌ ȋsee Figure ͮȌ which both have been developed applying a user-
centered approach following scenario-based design ȋRosson and Carroll 
ͨͦͦͨȌ.  
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Figure ͭ: Screenshot of the Web application ȋReber ͨͦͧͩȌ 
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Figure ͮ: Screenshots of the mobile application ȋPeduzzi ͨͦͧͩȌ 
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With the help of the AEDS, the test users inventoried physical personal 
items including documents or certificates. Each item had to be assigned 
a category which has been originally taken from the policeǯs software 
used to describe stolen or lost belongings but has been modified for the 
purposes of this experiment. Depending upon an objectǯs category, the 
mandatory and optional fields change. Objects can be linked, aiming at 
grouping related things, for instance, the photograph of a bike and its 
bill. The AEDS offered process support through its Web application. After 
starting a process ȋi.e. choosing the ǲlife-appǳ such as ǲfile a claim with 
your insurance companyǳȌ, a web form was presented to the test partici-
pants requesting them, for example, to describe what happened. The ob-
jects, which have been inventoried before, could be grouped into lists and 
be attached to a process. Furthermore, the prototype of the AEDS in-
cluded an inbox in which all elements received via an individual e-mail 
address were unified, such as to-dos, photos or materials received during 
an advisory session. Additionally, a messaging component has been im-
plemented in order to allow communication of an individual with an or-
ganization related to a certain process. 
ͧ.ͥ.ͦ Details on the Experimental Setup 
In a laboratory study, twelve participants ȋsix females, six males, average 
age = ͨ ͭ.ͬ years, see Table ͩ ͪ for detailsȌ tested the prototype of an AEDS. 
They have been recruited using a public server where test participants 
could voluntarily register for experiments. Their self-described com-
puter-knowledge ranged from professional ȋͭȌ, to advanced ȋͩȌ and lay 
persons ȋͨȌ; everyone used the Internet daily. At the beginning, the test 
subjects were briefed how the test will be carried out and that no individ-
ual assessment is performed because we are rather interested in the par-
ticipantsǯ overall impressions. The participants had to work upon three 
tasks that were designed to realistically mirror exceptional, but neverthe-
less, common business transactions with a sufficient degree of complex-
ity: ȋaȌ to report a theft to the Police, ȋbȌ to file a claim with an insurance 
company and ȋcȌ to get a quote from a security company based on some 
fictitious vulnerabilities of the home such as a weak door. 
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ID age gender profession 
Pͦͧ ͨͧ w accountant 
Pͦͨ ͬͦ m IT-consultant 
Pͦͩ ͨͩ w event manager 
Pͦͪ ͨͨ w student 
Pͦͫ ͩͧ m researcher internet technologies 
Pͦͬ ͨͧ m student 
Pͦͭ ͨͩ w student 
Pͦͮ ͨͭ m flight attendant 
Pͦͯ ͨͩ m student 
Pͧͦ ͩͨ w accountant / student 
Pͧͧ ͨͫ w research assistant 
Pͧͨ ͨͪ m student 
Table ͩͪ: Detailed description of the test subjects 
  
Figure ͯ: Room for the user test 
First, all the test subjects received a short crime prevention counseling 
session by a trained member of our research group. Thereby, some ficti-
tious vulnerability like a weak door or badly secured windows has been 
documented electronically and with a photo; they were transferred into 
test subjectǯs individual inbox as to-dos. After that, the test supervisor 
provided the clients with a short introduction how to use the tools before 
they embarked on their own following a detailed protocol. The first part 
consisted in inventorying objects and documents which were placed in-
side the laboratory ȋa bike, photos of valuables, bills, etc. see Figure ͯȌ. 
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The second part of the experiment consisted in carrying out fictitious 
business transactions using the AEDS. The test subjects had to ȋaȌ report 
a theft to the police, ȋbȌ file a claim due to a fire in their home to the 
insurance company and ȋcȌ get a quote from a security company in order 
to fix the security issues that had been detected during the initial crime 
prevention advice session. While carrying out these tasks, the test partic-
ipants also used the messaging function and interacted with real repre-
sentative from the police or insurance company, for instance, to clarify 
questions. A semi-structured interview closed the two hour-session. 
In the end-to-end test of the prototype of an AEDS, representatives of the 
police and an insurance company were involved, too. They interacted 
with the study participants through the AEDS prototype by answering or 
asking questions through a messaging component. Furthermore, they 
evaluate the usefulness of the exchanged information items that have 
been captured by the study participants ȋtaking photos of valuables and 
electronically attaching receipts to build an inventory listȌ. As the third 
representative from an organization, the security company gave their 
feedback in one single session because the fictitious vulnerability was al-
ways the same for all of the test subjects.  
ͧ.ͦ Results 
First, we will report on the findings in relation to the userǯs acceptance 
and willingness to use and pay for services via an AEDS. Then, the find-
ings from the semi-structured interviews based on the thematic analysis 
ȋBraun and Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ are presented, starting with the customer/indi-
vidual perspective, and finishing with the service provider perspective. 
ͧ.ͦ.ͣ Willingness to Use an AEDS and to Pay for It 
During the qualitative interviews, the test subjects were asked if they 
could imagine using an AEDS in the future. Nine subjects answered with 
yes. One could not imagine using such a service, another participant was 
unsure about the process-support capabilities. Another participant asked 
what would be the benefit compared to already existing technologies.  
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Figure ͧͦ: Technology Acceptance of an AEDS 
The overwhelming ǲyesǳ towards a future use of an AEDS must be put 
into contrast with the less euphoric but still positive findings from the 
TAM questionnaire ȋsee Figure ͧͦȌ: All participants judged on a ͫ-point 
Likert scale ȋͧ = negative; ͫ = positiveȌ the dimension ǲease of useǳ with 
ͪ.ͦ, ǲusefulnessǳ with ͩ.ͯ and ǲpredicted usageǳ with ͩ.ͮ. Taking into ac-
count the TAM and the qualitative ratings, our test participants could im-
agine a future use of AEDS and they are able to recognize a positive utility.  
Moreover, we inquired about the test subjectǯs WTP ȋTable ͩͫ and Table 
ͩͬȌ for services and tasks supported by an AEDS. Besides asking for their 
WTP, we also asked about a taskǯs attractiveness rated on a ͫ-point Likert 
scale if they wanted to perform the described task themselves ȋvalue ͧȌ 
or have it done for them ȋvalue ͫȌ. Because of the symmetric nature of 
the scale items, we assume equidistance which allows us to calculate the 
average in order to compare the different tasks based on the arithmetic 
means of all test participantǯs ratings of a taskǯs attractiveness. 
As you can see, the WTP in CHF ranges from fairly low amounts for sim-
ple tasks ȋbeing reminded about tasksȌ to higher amounts for more com-
plex tasks like administrating oneǯs life or controlling the use of oneǯs per-
sonal data. WTP seems not to correlate with the attractiveness of the 
tasks, i.e. that something you will pay a higher price for should be neces-
sarily done by someone else on behalf of you. As an example, inventory-
ing personal belongings is regarded as a task that people would pay for 
but, at the same time, they want to do it on their own. 
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task bid in CHF 
attract-
iveness 
Being reminded about tasks. ͯ.ͧͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
Answer requests from an insurance company.  ͯ.ͭͦ ͨ.ͭͩ 
Write to a craftsman to get a quote. ͧͦ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͯͧ 
Answer request from the police. ͧͧ.ͨͭ ͨ.ͬͦ 
Get a quote from a craftsman. ͧͩ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͮͨ 
Seize data digitally about a physical item. ͧͫ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͪͬ 
Collect documents for getting a quote from a craftsman. ͧͫ.ͪͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
Being reminded about deadlines and appointments. ͧͫ.ͪͧ ͩ.ͫͫ 
Complete forms and provide data for the police. ͧͯ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͬͦ 
Report an item as stolen towards the police. ͨͦ.ͭͩ ͨ.ͮͧ 
Collect documents for reporting an item as stolen with the police.  ͨͨ.ͬͩ ͩ.ͯͦ 
File a claim with an insurance company. ͨͨ.ͭͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
Collect documents for filing a claim with an insurance company. ͨͫ.ͪͦ ͪ.ͧͮ 
Complete forms and provide data for an insurance company.  ͨͯ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͭͩ 
Have an overview of my belongings. ͩͨ.ͧͮ ͨ.ͦͦ 
Doing business with public administration authorities/organiza-
tions. 
ͩͨ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͪͬ 
Control/understand where personal data is used by whom  ͪͨ.ͩͦ ͨ.ͨͭ 
Inventorying personal belongings ͪͪ.ͪͬ ͨ.ͮͧ 
Capturing receipts or bills digitally ͪͬ.ͫͫ ͪ.ͧͮ 
Administrate my life with respect to public authorities or due to 
private contracts. 
ͫͮ.ͬͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
Table ͩͫ: Willingness-To-Pay per task  
ȋsorted ascendingly by bidȌ 
The WTP for the task ǲcollecting a documentǳ is treated differently de-
pending upon the context: In the context for the police and an insurance 
company, the WTP is higher than collecting documents for a craftsman. 
This opens up the interpretation that tasks which will receive a tangible 
benefit are valued higher ȋfor example, collect documents to file a claim 
and get reimbursedȌ than less specific tasks. 
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Table ͩͬ: Willingness to carry out tasks oneself  
ȋͧ = do on my own; ͫ = have it done for me by someone elseȌ 
  
# task bid in CHF 
attract-
iveness 
ͧ Have an overview of my belongings. ͩͨ.ͧͮ ͨ.ͦͦ 
ͨ Control/understand where personal data is used by 
whom 
ͪͨ.ͩͦ ͨ.ͨͭ 
ͩ Answer request from the police. ͧͧ.ͨͭ ͨ.ͬͦ 
ͪ Answer requests from an insurance company.  ͯ.ͭͦ ͨ.ͭͩ 
ͫ Report an item as stolen towards the police. ͨͦ.ͭͩ ͨ.ͮͧ 
ͬ Inventorying personal belongings ͪͪ.ͪͬ ͨ.ͮͧ 
ͭ Get a quote from a craftsman. ͧͩ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͮͨ 
ͮ Write to a craftsman to get a quote. ͧͦ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͯͧ 
ͯ Being reminded about tasks. ͯ.ͧͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
ͧͦ Administrate my life with respect to public authorities or 
due to private contracts. 
ͫͮ.ͬͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
ͧͧ Collect documents for getting a quote from a craftsman. ͧͫ.ͪͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
ͧͨ File a claim with an insurance company. ͨͨ.ͭͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
ͧͩ Seize data digitally about a physical item. ͧͫ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͪͬ 
ͧͪ Doing business with public administration authori-
ties/organizations. 
ͩͨ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͪͬ 
ͧͫ Being reminded about deadlines and appointments. ͧͫ.ͪͧ ͩ.ͫͫ 
ͧͬ Complete forms and provide data for the police. ͧͯ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͬͦ 
ͧͭ Complete forms and provide data for an insurance com-
pany. 
ͨͯ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͭͩ 
ͧͮ Collect documents for reporting an item as stolen with 
the police. 
ͨͨ.ͬͩ ͩ.ͯͦ 
ͧͯ Collect documents for filing a claim with an insurance 
company. 
ͨͫ.ͪͦ ͪ.ͧͮ 
ͨͦ Capturing receipts or bills digitally ͪͬ.ͫͫ ͪ.ͧͮ 
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By comparing the attractiveness and the price for a bid visually ȋFigure 
ͧͧ, numbers are referring to task id in Table ͩͬȌ, we can identify at least 
two clusters ȋsee also Table ͩͭ and Table ͩͮȌ: Cluster ͧ consisting of tasks 
ͧ, ͨ, ͬ, ͧͦ. Task ͨͦ can either be united with the aforementioned cluster 
ͧ or regarded as a separate cluster ͨ. The rest of the tasks is in cluster ͩ. 
 Figure ͧͧ: Comparing a task’s value ȋas a bidȌ and attractiveness 
ȋͧ = doing it oneself; ͫ = having it done by someone elseȌ 
# cluster task bid in CHF 
attract-
iveness 
ͧ ͧ Have an overview of my belongings ͩͨ.ͧͮ ͨ.ͦͦ 
ͨ ͧ Control/understand where personal data is 
used by whom 
ͪͨ.ͩͦ ͨ.ͨͭ 
ͬ ͧ Inventorying personal belongings ͪͪ.ͪͬ ͨ.ͮͧ 
ͧͦ ͧ Administrate my life with respect to public 
authorities or due to private contracts. 
ͫͮ.ͬͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
ͨͦ ͨ Capturing receipts or bills digitally ͪͬ.ͫͫ ͪ.ͧͮ 
Table ͩͭ: Tasks in cluster ͧ and ͨ 
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# cluster task bid in CHF 
attract-
iveness 
ͩ ͩ Answer request from the police. ͧͧ.ͨͭ ͨ.ͬͦ 
ͪ ͩ Answer requests from an insurance company.  ͯ.ͭͦ ͨ.ͭͩ 
ͫ ͩ Report an item as stolen towards the police. ͨͦ.ͭͩ ͨ.ͮͧ 
ͭ ͩ Get a quote from a craftsman. ͧͩ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͮͨ 
ͮ ͩ Write to a craftsman to get a quote. ͧͦ.ͨͦ ͨ.ͯͧ 
ͯ ͩ Being reminded about tasks. ͯ.ͧͦ ͩ.ͧͮ 
ͧͧ ͩ Collect documents for getting a quote from a 
craftsman. 
ͧͫ.ͪͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
ͧͨ ͩ File a claim with an insurance company. ͨͨ.ͭͦ ͩ.ͨͭ 
ͧͩ ͩ Seize data digitally about a physical item. ͧͫ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͪͬ 
ͧͪ ͩ Doing business with public administration au-
thorities/organizations. 
ͩͨ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͪͬ 
ͧͫ ͩ Being reminded about deadlines and appoint-
ments. 
ͧͫ.ͪͧ ͩ.ͫͫ 
ͧͬ ͩ Complete forms and provide data for the po-
lice. 
ͧͯ.ͨͭ ͩ.ͬͦ 
ͧͭ ͩ Complete forms and provide data for an insur-
ance company. 
ͨͯ.ͨͦ ͩ.ͭͩ 
ͧͮ ͩ Collect documents for reporting an item as sto-
len with the police. 
ͨͨ.ͬͩ ͩ.ͯͦ 
ͧͯ ͩ Collect documents for filing a claim with an in-
surance company. 
ͨͫ.ͪͦ ͪ.ͧͮ 
Table ͩͮ: Tasks in cluster ͩ  
It seems that in cluster ͧ, all tasks are grouped that are highly valued by 
the test subjects and that the participants want to carry out these tasks 
by themselves. The separate cluster ͨ contains a task which is highly val-
ued, but the test subjects think that it should be performed by someone 
else for them. The rest of the tasks form the biggest cluster ͩ which have 
received a rather low to medium-high valuation and should be performed 
neutrally or on behalf of the test subjects by someone else. 
There is a positive correlation between the height of the bid and the de-
sire to have the task done on behalf of oneself of the tasks in cluster ͩ: 
The higher the value is for the customers, the more they want to have the 
task done for them by someone else. This is positively correlated and 
highly significant ȋdouble-sided t-test with p=ͦ.ͦͦͯ, n = ͧͫ tasks in clus-
ter ͩȌ. The tasks in cluster ͧ and ͨ do not follow this pattern. They seem 
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to have a more controlling and creative character which qualifies them to 
be preferred for being handled on your own. For example, such tasks are 
obtaining an overview of your belongings or answering requests. These 
higher-level tasks involve the conscious argumentation ȋanswer re-
questsȌ and deciding individually about the correctness of the use of per-
sonal information.  
ͧ.ͦ.ͤ Results from the Qualitative Interviews 
In the following sections, the findings from the semi-structured inter-
views are presented. Quotations are added in order to illustrate the iden-
tified themes based on the interpreted data, an approach that is common 
in qualitative analysis ȋBraun and Clarke ͨͦͦͬȌ. They have been trans-
lated into English by the author of this thesis. The IDs used refer to the 
participants presented in Table ͩͪ on page ͧͯͧȌ. 
ͧ.ͦ.ͤ.ͣ Customer/Individual Perspective  
General positive impressions: The test subjects were asked to tell what 
they liked about the idea of an AEDS as experienced in the prototype. 
The ease of use for capturing objects was welcomed positively ȋPͦͨ, Pͦͩ, 
Pͦͪ, Pͦͫ, Pͦͬ, Pͦͮ, Pͦͯ, PͧͧȌ: ǲI liked the inventorying part. I think that 
I would do this myself, too.ǳ ȋPͫȌ. Also, the easy execution of transactions 
was a recurring theme ȋPͦͮ, Pͦͯ, PͧͧȌ, for example, described by Pͦͥ: 
ǲIt is a good thing that you can forward items immediately, for instance 
to the police or an insurance company.ǳ Potential for savings in time 
ȋPͦͭȌ and money or effort ȋǲI liked the simplicity, and also, that I did not 
need to send requests via postal services.ǳ, PͦͬȌ due to only capturing 
items once were generally recognized. The idea of bundling photos with 
receipts or metadata was perceived as something helpful ȋPͦͧ, PͦͨȌ, es-
pecially when objects get lost or get broken, for instance, in case of theft 
ȋPͦͧ, Pͦͫ, Pͦͭ; ǲI like it very much that I have everything at one place 
just in case something happensǳ, PͦͫȌ. Besides, our participants posi-
tively remarked that they have an overview of their belongings ȋPͦͧ, Pͦͨ, 
Pͦͩ, PͧͧȌ.  
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Mobile vs. stationary usage: In general, the test participants preferred 
to use the mobile phone for inventorying objects and documents ȋPͦͩ, 
Pͦͪ, Pͦͬ, Pͦͯ, PͧͧȌ: ǲEverything was extremely easy, notably capturing 
objects. I was walking with my mobile phone throughout the place and 
photographed everything. You cannot make it easier.ǳ ȋPͧͧȌ The main 
reason which was given in the subjectǯs explanation is the easy way to take 
photographs in the mobile app and that they, during the course of tasks, 
have already been working with the mobile app before. Two participants 
ȋPͧͦ, PͧͧȌ noticed that the immediate synchronization was a nice fea-
ture which supported them in their style of working: first take photo-
graphs with the mobile app and then check or add metadata with the 
laptop because ǲI prefer writing on a computer because typing longer 
texts on the mobile phone feels unpleasant.ǲ ȋP͜͝Ȍ 
Concerns about the efforts to populate an AEDS: Populating an 
AEDS with enough data initially was regularly identified as an obstacle 
ȋPͦͧ, Pͦͪ, Pͧͧ, PͧͨȌ: ǲOf course you have to type in everything. The 
more is in there, the better it will be. But you only do this once. Normally, 
you do not buy everything at once.ǳ ȋPͦͧȌ. Keeping things up to date was 
identified as an issue, too: ǲI do not know how realistic it is that I will type 
in all my objects that I will buy. I am sceptic about it. I know myself and 
that I am not so disciplined.ǳ ȋPͦͨȌ.  
Concerns about storage security and unauthorized access: Many 
test participants said that they did not ask themselves where the data will 
be stored during the experiments ȋPͦͪ, Pͦͫ, Pͦͬ, Pͦͮ, Pͧͦ, PͧͧȌ – only 
the question by the interviewer triggered this thought. Of these partici-
pants, one explained that ǲI would have asked myself if I encountered 
this service somewhere on the Internet. Then, I would have asked myself 
how trustworthy this service is.ǳ ȋPͦͬȌ One test subject expressed directly 
its concerns about the location where the data was stored ȋPͦͮȌ, and two 
other participants hoped that no cloud storage is involved and data is 
stored only locally ȋPͦͫ, PͧͨȌ – despite the obvious synchronization be-
tween the mobile phone and the laptop. Others participants ȋPͦͩ, PͦͭȌ 
expressed a diffuse feeling of threat: 
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 ǲI am troubled that so many data is stored somewhere. That causes a 
feeling of insecurity. I had this thought while working with the laptop. 
Someone will be able to get access to these data. Not that anybody will 
be interested in knowing that I own a personal computer at home, but 
you never know.ǳ ȋPͧ͠Ȍ  
The fear of someone else hacking into a personal account was expressed 
by half of the participants ȋPͦͧ, Pͦͨ, Pͦͩ, Pͦͭ, Pͧͦ, PͧͧȌ. The spectrum 
ranged from a fatalistic ǲSomeone will always be able to gain access.ǳ 
ȋPͦͭȌ to a dedicated tradeoff between risk and benefits ȋǲThe personal 
benefit of having access from everywhere is higher than potential risks 
that these data could actually be of use for someone else.ǳ, PͦͯȌ. The im-
pression of the test subjects was that they still wanted to be into control 
about their data ȋPͦͨȌ, especially the country where their data is stored 
ȋǲIt would be ideal if the software product is located in Germany, Swit-
zerland or the European Union.ǳ, PͦͮȌ. One participant ȋPͧͨȌ mentioned 
that he changed his behavior a lot after the disclosures related to the Na-
tional Security Agency of the United States of America in ͨͦͧͩ. Explic-
itly, this person demanded an end-to-end encryption of the exchanged 
messages before he would engage in business transactions using an 
AEDS.  
Which organization should run an AEDS? One test participant ȋPͦͬȌ 
expressed his favor towards having an AEDS run by a well-known organ-
ization running a trustworthy looking Web site. Three test subjects ȋPͦͫ, 
Pͦͬ, PͧͧȌ mentioned that they would not want a start-up company run 
an AEDS; they would rather prefer an insurance company or, at best, the 
public administration offering such a service:  
ǲI would feel fine if the service would be run by the public authorities or, 
I would not even mind, by an insurance company. This would be far 
more sympathetic for me than an independent but unknown company. 
If I do not know the name, I can hardly estimate who is behind a com-
pany and what is the companyǯs culture.ǳ ȋP͡͡Ȍ 
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What people like to store in an AEDS: Two test subjects ȋPͧͦ, PͧͧȌ 
mentioned that their personal belongings were of too little value in their 
current state of life and therefore they would not need the inventorying 
functionality ȋǲI do not own so many valuables.ǳ, PͧͧȌ. Generally, only the 
most expensive objects ȋcars, electronics, and furnitureȌ seem to be 
worth the effort of capturing data and metadata ȋPͦͧ, Pͦͫ, Pͦͬ, Pͦͤ, 
PͧͨȌ. ǲYes, the more expensive objects starting from ͨͦͦ-ͩͦͦ CHF. Below 
that threshold, I would do it less probably because the effort-benefit ratio 
does not fit.ǳ ȋPͧͨȌ. Furthermore, unique documents like attestations or 
certificates were regarded as qualified for storage in an AEDS ȋPͦͩ, Pͦͪ, 
Pͦͫ, PͧͦȌ, for example, as mentioned by Pͧͦ: ǲI asked myself if docu-
ments or certificates should be stored there, too. I think yes, because one 
could benefit from the overview.ǳ Moreover, two participants ȋPͦͬ, PͦͯȌ 
explicitly referred to memorabilia or objects bearing a sentimental value 
that should be saved in an AEDS, too: ǲI would like to store objects that 
have a certain monetary or emotional value. Ultimately, I do not know if 
these objects would be of interest to an insurance company or the police 
– but they are nevertheless valuable to me.ǳ ȋPͦͬȌ. One participant ȋPͦͫȌ 
suggested that he would like to store meta-lists with documents instead 
of the documents or representations of the documents themselves in or-
der to reconstruct what one had owned. He thought that this might be 
more helpful because ǲIf my birth certificate is burnt, I will have to get a 
new one anyway. I would have a photo of it, but it will not help.ǳ ȋP͜͡Ȍ. 
What people do not want to store in an AEDS: The spectrum of infor-
mation items not to be stored in an AEDS is quite divers as is the spec-
trum of things that should be stored in there ȋsee also chapter ͩ.ͪ.ͧ on 
page ͧͦͮ in essay ͨ for an analysis of real EDS userǯs stored information 
itemsȌ. Special notice has to be paid to financial data: Two participants 
ȋPͦͩ, PͦͫȌ spontaneously named financial data ȋbank statements as well 
as pay slipsȌ as being inappropriate to be stored in an AEDS. Credit card 
data was also disregarded to be an item that should be stored in an AEDS 
ȋPͦͧȌ. These findings seem to be in contrast with the findings of real EDS 
users. As an explanation, the AEDS prototype users were ǲvirtuallyǳ mus-
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ing about potential documents whereas the current EDS users did actu-
ally store information items in an EDS. And, one of the EDS service pro-
viders whose customers have been interviewed, worked in close cooper-
ation with a bank that delivered its monthly statements directly into the 
EDS of a user. Thereby, some users might have been either surprised or 
have been positively convinced about the EDS serviceǯs suitability to ac-
commodate for such ǲsensitiveǳ information items. Personal information 
as information items not to be stored in an AEDS were mentioned twice 
ȋPͦͧ, PͧͦȌ alongside with photos in general ȋPͦͧȌ, and certificates and 
documents: ǲI cannot make friends with the idea of storing documents 
like school certificates in an AEDS. That does not make sense for me. As 
long as nobody convinces me, I would not do that.ǳ ȋPͦͬȌ. On the other 
extreme, two participants ȋPͦͫ, PͦͯȌ favored the all or nothing approach: 
ǲIf you have committed yourself to such a solution, using it only with 
parts of my documents and data does not make sense.ǳ ȋPͦͫȌ or even ex-
pressed a view such as ǲI do not have sensitive data.ǳ ȋPͦͪȌ. What items 
should be stored is, according to three participants ȋPͦͨ, Pͦͩ, PͧͨȌ, de-
pendent on the security measures or the country where the service is lo-
cated. These views do also underpin the idea that an individual structures 
its information items in different value zones ȋsee chapter ͩ.ͫ.ͨ on page 
ͧͨͭȌ. Which information items do belong in which zone is a highly-indi-
vidualized decision – as it is expressed in by the AEDS test subjectǯs opin-
ion that was not primed or influenced by an EDS services actual usage. 
Combining advisory sessions with processes in an AEDS: The test 
subjects thought that transferring information items gathered during an 
advisory session like the crime-prevention advisory at the beginning of 
the user study was something positive ȋPͦͩ, Pͦͪ, Pͦͭ, Pͧͦ, Pͧͧ, PͧͨȌ. 
Reusing data was considered an advantage and one participant even ex-
pressed his favor for getting rid of paper at all: 
ǲI thought it was very handy, and I was surprised that it was that fast 
with the photo. I liked the minutes of the advisory session.ǳ ȋPͣ͠Ȍ 
ǲI think the idea is handy. If results from other advisory sessions can be 
transferred and forwarded, too, then it makes sense.ǳ ȋPͤ͠Ȍ 
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ǲI think it is useful. The question is, for example, when I would receive 
something printed from a banking advisor why I should receive it again 
electronically. If I receive it only electronically, then it is useful.ǳ ȋPͧ͠Ȍ 
ǲIf it is usable for any advisory session, then it is a good invention. From 
my perspective, we could abolish paper at all.ǳ ȋPͩ͠Ȍ 
ǲI think this makes sense. The more information is in an AEDS, the 
more helpful it will become.ǳ ȋP͢͡Ȍ 
Preferences for structures and structured processes: Being provided 
with structures for the description of objects and have a structure to for-
ward items systematically in business processes was judged ȋPͦͨ, PͦͩȌ as 
a benefit ȋǲI think it is good to have structures. They help me to know 
what an insurance company would like to have things describedǳ, PͦͩȌ. 
With respect to the crime prevention advisory session at the beginning, 
one participant ȋPͧͧȌ noted that there might be a danger of just letting 
something through on the nod which was associated with too much 
structure hindering own, critical thinking: 
ǲIt looks like someone would say what I should do next, and then, I have 
to do that. I would not need to make own thoughts what I want. But I 
feel that I would lack a more intense involvement. It is a bit like being 
left outside: A specialist arrives and tells me what to do. And I would do 
that although I did not make my own thoughts about it, for instance, if 
I really need a window grille. You are tempted to just click. I especially 
would prefer the direct contact with a craftsman to have him seen be-
fore. With an insurance company where bureaucratic processes rule, I 
would be more inclined to let these run and be guided through by a pro-
gram – in contrast to things I like to have an influence on.ǳ ȋP͡͡Ȍ 
Problems of describing and categorizing objects: Although a classi-
fication scheme was suggested, four test participants ȋPͦͬ, Pͦͭ, Pͦͮ, 
PͦͯȌ expressed that they missed the opportunity to define new categories 
themselves. Some other participants mentioned that they did not know 
which data they should provide because there are so many options, or, 
that they were lacking essential information. Eight participants said that 
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they would have worked more carefully and would have seized data in 
more detail if they had performed the inventorying at their own home 
ȋPͦͫ, Pͦͬ, Pͦͮ-ͧͨȌ. 
Uncertainties about objects sent as attachments: The messaging 
component of the AEDS prototype was considered by the test subjects as 
the place where answers to requests on objects should be placed ȋPͦͫ-
ͧͨȌ. Only three test subjects ȋPͦͫ, Pͧͧ, PͧͨȌ thought about modifying 
an objectǯs metadata directly instead of typing it in the messaging com-
ponent. The main reason for not doing this was that they were not sure 
whether this update will be transferred and signaled to the organizations 
the object was sent to as a process-attachment. Some participants ȋPͦͮ, 
Pͦͯ, Pͧͧ, PͧͨȌ mentioned that they were not sure if attaching an object 
also includes the linked objects, such as the invoice of a bike and were 
unhappy about this lack of transparency which information items are ac-
tually transmitted. 
ͧ.ͦ.ͤ.ͤ Organizational/Service Provider Perspective 
In this chapter, the findings with respect to the organizational/service 
providerǯs perspective are grouped according to the themes identified in 
the transcribed interview data. 
General impressions: The police representative focused his answers on 
the current prototype and seldom generalized to the overarching concept 
of an AEDS. He considered the current prototype inappropriate and less 
helpful than the current practices ȋǲThe data I received was so rudimen-
tary that I could not use it for compiling the official files.ǳ, police repre-
sentativeȌ. Nevertheless, if the right information items would have been 
provided by the customers and a deep integration into the policeǯs inter-
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nal IT systems had been performed, then he might see utility for the con-
cept of an AEDS – something he experienced with already available police 
services online, such as reporting a stolen bike using Suisse ePolice26. 
On the contrary, the insurance companyǯs representative was already 
quite convinced by the data received through the prototype of an AEDS 
and thinks that such a concept bears great potential in the future: ǲFrom 
an insurance companyǯs perspective, this is a good approach. I liked the 
current system. That is an excellent rating you can get from an insurance 
company.ǳ ȋinsurance company representativeȌ He also thinks that cus-
tomersǯ willingness to use such a service has increased – something 
which has been unthinkable ten years before.  
The security companyǯs representatives think that receiving pictures is 
insufficient to come up with a conclusive offer. The level of details might 
be sufficient to get an impression that a door may be too weak or that the 
windows are not properly secured, but the whole context of the house or 
flat is lacking which have to be considered to suggest a comprehensive 
solution. If a huge number of pictures had been taken that could reflect 
the entire context of a house, elaborating an offer was regarded as feasible 
– but the effort and expertise needed for taking these pictures is huge and 
thus, an on-site visit is more appropriate. 
Key benefits: According to the insurance companyǯs representative, two 
things are decisive: the data submitted with the claim ȋis it helpful for 
processing claims?Ȍ and the supporting documents such as invoices. The 
current prototype of an AEDS supports both business process require-
ments in a helpful manner: ǲIf we can communicate efficiently with a cus-
tomer, it is worth thinking to go further in this direction. You probably 
will not be able to save half of the time needed to finish the business pro-
cess but if a critical mass of users would be available, it nevertheless will 
                                                        
26 https://suisse-epolice.ch/epolice/ - A virtual police station to report, for example, bikes 
as stolen or vandalism.  
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be an alleviation for our organization.ǳ ȋinsurance company representa-
tiveȌ This quote also shows the key challenge: the need for a critical mass 
of customers. Only if a sufficiently large volume of customers exist, ef-
fects of economies of scale will arise. Before, the costs induced by this 
new way of working will not be justifiable and too little benefits for the 
organization would arise. Especially in the context of bulk processing 
large numbers of claims, such as the loss or theft of bikes or mobile 
phones, a high number of correctly completed forms that are filed with a 
claim and where an invoice or bill as a certificate of possession and value 
is attached simultaneously, could speed up the processing cycle times for 
all cases. Phone calls to inform the customer about the status of his case 
and/or requesting invoices or other certificates to document the value of 
his possessions, could be reduced. ǲEach open case costs money. A client 
calls the call-center and a case will be opened and further steps are ex-
plained to the customer. Then, we have to wait about a week for the re-
quested supporting documents before being able to close the case. An 
AEDS would bring along the opportunity to close a case earlier.ǳ ȋinsur-
ance company representativeȌ  
The police representative was more in favor of the current way how the 
business transactions are carried out. His main point of concern was with 
the data quality he judged as insufficient due to the lack of data uniquely 
identifying an object, such as a serial number. If the data quality had been 
better and the data could have been transferred by one click directly into 
the policeǯs IT backend-systems, then he could think of AEDS as bringing 
improvements to the current situation. At the current stage, the ad-
vantage plays only on the clientǯs but less on the policeǯs side was his opin-
ion. Nevertheless, he recognizes the AEDSǯs potential for image and effi-
ciency improvements: ǲThe software is modern and contemporary. It is 
something normal for the younger people. The police want also to keep 
pace with modern technology. With an AEDS, widespread criminal of-
fences can be dealt with a smaller team.ǳ ȋpolice representativeȌ  
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The security company did not see any particular benefits of receiving 
photographs depicting and describing a houseǯs vulnerability. The repre-
sentatives said that they acknowledge that the customer had received the 
crime prevention advisory before and they see what had been suggested. 
But nevertheless, they want to use their own expertise to come up with a 
comprehensive and tailored offer which is based on an on-site visit of the 
customer.  
Quality of data: The insurance companyǯs representative was satisfied 
with the quality of the data and the photos of the objects and documents 
they received. For each item, the date of purchase and value at that time 
was regarded as the most important data item. A unique identification of 
an object, for instance by its serial number, is unimportant to the insur-
ance company ȋat least for objects originating from mass productionȌ. 
On the contrary, the police representative was totally dissatisfied with the 
data that was seized by the test customers. According to him, the im-
portant parts identifying an object uniquely such as serial numbers or 
special attributes ȋlike a Mickey Mouse-shaped bike bell attached to a 
bikeȌ have been omitted. The underlying rationale is, what happens if an 
item reported as lost or stolen is found and how it can be attributed with 
certainty to its owner. Therefore, the date of purchase and the objectǯs 
value are of no importance to the police but only the unique identifiers:  
ǲSerial numbers, frame numbers, and engravings are the most im-
portant attributes to identify objects such as bikes or jewelry. Just nam-
ing the brand is useless if it is an object originating from mass produc-
tion and we have to prove that it belongs to a certain person. During 
the test, just naming the brand and color was too unspecific. But since 
we have to document all the attributes someone provides, we neverthe-
less have to note them down.ǳ ȋpolice representativeȌ 
The police representative and the insurance company representative also 
assumed that – with respect to already available online services – data 
quality is better when the people want something from the police or an 
insurance company. Only then, people pay more attention to provide 
complete and sound information. The organizations offer their services 
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but do not see their primary duty in urging the client to provide compre-
hensive and correct data. ǲSomeone reporting a loss or theft to the police 
demands something of us [the police]. Some customers had the feeling 
that it is the police that is responsible for collecting correct serial num-
bers with each bike store. But it is the customer who has to provide cor-
rect and complete data.ǳ ȋpolice representativeȌ ǲIf we need the invoice, 
for example, of a mobile phone, we actively remind a customer two more 
times. If he does not answer, we will not pursue the process further.ǳ ȋin-
surance company representativeȌ The security companyǯs representatives 
argued that just having a look at the pictures submitted via an AEDS is 
insufficient to find out about the context of a house. ǲPictures would not 
be so helpful. We only can start after having seen the object ourselves. It 
is more trustworthy and more specific for the customer when we do an 
on-site visit instead of just sending him an offer. […] Otherwise, it is like 
ordering a vacuum cleaner from a catalogue: There, I have seen the pic-
ture and then it would work fine. But an on-site advisory session is more 
professional because you can respond to a customerǯs needs more indi-
vidually.ǳ ȋsecurity company representativeȌ 
Role and quality of photos: According to the police representative, the 
photos submitted during the user test were of insufficient quality to be 
used for extracting data necessary for their official search, except for jew-
elry. The test participants have not been given detailed instructions on 
how to take photos – they acted naturally. The police representative 
stated that pictures ideally are taken from multiple perspectives ȋfront, 
sideȌ and show clearly identifiably properties of an object ȋsuch as the 
imprint of a coinȌ. Just photographing a television or a computer showing 
the manufacturer and type is insufficient due to the lack of uniquely 
identifiable characteristics, such as a serial number or a sticker attached 
to a laptop. For jewelry, the police representative noted, that pictures can 
indeed help to give clues how to describe them better ȋfor instance, if it 
is a plain coil chain or curb chainȌ. Moreover, he suggested that placing a 
scale besides an object would help to estimate its size better, for instance 
the length and width of jewelry which are necessary data to be seized for 
filing the official search. The security companyǯs representatives thought 
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that pictures are just able to give a first impression but do not contribute 
to a holistic understanding which is necessary for the elaboration of a 
tailored offer. They even thought about potentially deterring customers 
by telling them via e-mail that they would need to mechanically secure, 
for instance, their entrance door. If this had been suggested, so the rep-
resentativesǯ argumentation, during an on-site visit, such a measure 
could be put into context and therefore the customers would accept them 
more readily.  
Dealing with ȋanticipatedȌ needs for clarification: Nowadays, the 
police representative remarked that e-mail was the preferred way of ob-
taining information or additional data which could not be provided dur-
ing a personal appointment in order to describe the loss or theft of an 
object. This asynchronous medium offers the possibility that the client 
can answer the message whenever he or she wants, especially after having 
looked up the missing information, for example, a serial number, at 
home. If the person had been called in their office, this had been fruitless. 
Besides, the police offices work in shifts and therefore responding to e-
mails is also more convenient for them. On the contrary, the insurance 
company currently focuses on establishing a personal contact with a cli-
ent over the telephone. Their rationale is to avoid any misunderstandings 
by immediate clarification in a personal talk which will save time and 
frustration on both, the client and the insurance companyǯs side. Refer-
ring to the messaging component of the AEDS prototype, the aforemen-
tioned views of the police and the insurance company persisted. The in-
surance companyǯs representative was unsure if an electronic processing 
with an AEDS might create ambiguities leading to a spiral of questions 
and answers. But the police representative thought that such a compo-
nent is sufficient to communicate about the details which are lacking and 
explicitly demanded by the police. The feasibility of providing a live chat 
in real time with the responsible person in the organization was dis-
missed as impossible by the police and the insurance company due to 
practical reasons. This also reflects the test customer's perception that 
they would not expect a real-time answer.  
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Status updates: The insurance companyǯs representative stated that a 
customer should always be informed what is going on at the moment. On 
the contrary, the policeǯs representative answered that a customer does 
not receive status updates because this would cause too much efforts. If 
an object is found and the owner could be identified using a serial num-
ber, for example, then, the owner will be contacted first via telephone. 
Only if the case has been submitted electronically via Suisse ePolice, the 
customers receives an e-mail after which they go to the police station. 
ͧ.ͧ Barriers to T-Government in the Context of an 
AEDS 
Based on the empirical data elaborated in the user study and applying the 
thematic analysis as a method, four barriers to achieve the stage of t-gov-
ernment using an AEDS are identified ȋthey are summarized in Table ͩͯȌ.  
We acknowledge that other factors originating from other components 
that contribute to t-government might lead to further barriers. However, 
we argue that due to our research design the identified barriers are re-
lated predominately to the AEDS. 
# barrier 
ͧ Offering unfamiliar services that have a character of experi-ence-goods will be a barrier to an AEDSǯ adoption. 
ͨ Not fulfilling common service expectations of the customers will result in a barrier to an AEDSǯs adoption. 
ͩ Failing to establish contextual integrity will cause a barrier to the adoption of an AEDS. 
ͪ 
Failing to establish and run an AEDS as a multi-sided platform 
with an attractive business model will be a barrier for the 
adoption amongst all stakeholders.  
Table ͩͯ: Barriers to t-government with respect to AEDS 
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ͧ.ͧ.ͣ Offering Unfamiliar Services Perceived as Experience-
Goods  
The results from the user study show that the study participants preferred 
clearly structured processes like filing a claim with an insurance com-
pany. The study participants were asked to rate which future business 
transactions they would like to carry out with an AEDS ȋLikert-scale 
ranging from ͧ = no, never; ͪ = undecided; ͭ = yes, absolutelyȌ, as intro-
duced in chapter ͫ.ͩ.ͧ.  
task mean 
getting a quote from a security company ͩ.ͩͬ = improbable  
managing personal data  ͪ.ͫͫ = ǲundecidedǳ ȋͪȌ 
and ǲprobablyǳ ȋͫȌ 
report a theft to the police ͫ = ǲprobablyǳ 
inventorying important objects ͫ = ǲprobablyǳ 
file a claim with an insurance company ͫ.ͪͫ = ǲprobablyǳ ȋͫȌ 
Table ͪͦ: Users preferences for future AEDS tasks  
ȋͧ = absolutely not, ͨ = very improbable, ͩ = improbable, ͪ = un-
decided, ͫ = probable, ͬ = very probable, ͭ = absolutelyȌ 
This resulted in the following ranking, described in Table ͪͦ: Getting a 
quote from a security company ȋͩ.ͩͬȌ; Manage personal information 
items in an AEDS ȋͪ.ͫͫȌ; Report a theft to the Police ȋͫ.ͦͦȌ; Inventory 
important objects or documents ȋͫ.ͦͦȌ; File a claim with an insurance 
company ȋͫ.ͪͫȌ. 
It seems that there is a preference for executing standardized processes 
in an AEDS. This goes along with the observation made from interpreting 
the item measuring negotiation power ȋsee Table ͪͧȌ based on Liang and 
Huangǯs ȋͧͯͯͮȌ items as introduced in chapter ͫ.ͩ.ͧ. Negotiation power 
refers to the possibility of negotiating terms and conditions. 
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task mean # with ex-perience 
mean if  
experienced 
mean if 
estimated 
getting a quote from 
a security company 
ͩ.ͯͧ ͦ - ͩ.ͯͧ 
file a claim with an 
insurance company 
ͨ.ͩͬ ͩ ͨ.ͩͩ ͨ.ͩͮ 
report a theft to the 
police 
ͨ.ͦͯ ͩ ͧ.ͩͩ ͨ.ͩͮ 
Table ͪͧ: Limitation in negotiation power due to AEDS usage 
ȋͧ = extraordinarily low, ͨ = very low, ͩ = low, ͪ = identical, ͫ = 
high, ͬ = very high, ͭ = extraordinarily highȌ  
The task of ǲgetting a quote from a security companyǳ was judged as hav-
ing identical limitations in negotiation power as perceived in the tradi-
tional service delivery ȋas already experienced or imaginedȌ. However, 
the two other tasks have been judged with a very low degree of limitations 
in negotiation power when an AEDS is used. Furthermore, we looked 
more closely at the answers by discerning people that did already experi-
ence a real situation ȋin Table ͪͧ, ǲ# with experienceȌ that forced them 
to reporting a theft or file a claim and ǲunexperiencedǳ test participants 
that needed to assume undergoing such a process. As we see, the per-
ceived limitations of negotiation power for filing a claim with an insur-
ance company were nearly rated the same in both groups; the AEDS ex-
perience was rated better by people who once have actually had to report 
a theft to the police. This indicates that users with real-world experience 
do not feel limited in their negotiation power using an AEDS.  
Additionally, we asked how afraid of getting the wrong product/service 
the test subjects were ȋTable ͪͨȌ, based on the items provided by Liang 
and Huang ȋͧͯͯͮȌ. The same pattern emerged as for the limitation in 
negotiation power: Except for the task ǲgetting a quote from a securityǳ 
company, the participants expressed less fear when they carried out tasks 
using an AEDS. This seems suggest the skepticism towards advice-inten-
sive and unknown tasks and their effective execution in an AEDS may 
exist on behalf of the test subjects. 
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task mean # with ex-perience 
mean if  
experienced 
mean if 
estimated 
getting a quote from 
a security company 
ͪ.ͦͦ ͦ - ͪ.ͦͦ 
file a claim with an 
insurance company 
ͨ.ͦͯ ͩ ͨ.ͩͩ ͨ.ͦͦ 
report a theft to the 
police 
ͧ.ͯͧ ͩ ͧ.ͬͭ ͨ.ͦͦ 
Table ͪͨ: Being afraid of getting the wrong product/service  
ȋͧ = extraordinarily low, ͨ = very low, ͩ = low, ͪ = identical, ͫ = 
high, ͬ = very high, ͭ = extraordinarily highȌ  
Furthermore, when we asked the test subjects how important they value 
the human component in a business tasks ȋan item from Liang and Huang 
ȋͧͯͯͮȌȌ, again, the unstructured and uncertain task of ǲgetting a quote 
from a security companyǳ ranged at the top ȋTable ͪͩȌ with almost ǲhighǳ.  
task mean # with ex-perience 
mean if  
experienced 
mean if 
estimated 
getting a quote from 
a security company 
ͪ.ͮͨ ͦ - ͪ.ͮͨ 
file a claim with an 
insurance company 
ͩ.ͩͬ ͩ ͩ.ͩͩ ͩ.ͫͦ 
report a theft to the 
police 
ͩ.ͪͫ ͩ ͨ.ͦͦ ͩ.ͮͮ 
Table ͪͩ: Importance of the human component in business tasks  
ȋͧ = extraordinarily low, ͨ = very low, ͩ = low, ͪ = identical, ͫ = 
high, ͬ = very high, ͭ = extraordinarily highȌ 
This supports the interpretation that tasks associated with higher ambi-
guity are less favored to be executed in an AEDS. Media richness theory 
ȋDaft and Lengel ͧͯͮͬȌ might serve as an explanation for these observa-
tions: Textual communication, maybe enriched with pictures, still can-
not convey as much information or details that are transmitted in a face-
to-face meeting, for example, by giving instant feedback or signaling a 
real understanding of a problem or situation. The human component was 
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judged being of ǲlowǳ importance for the other two tasks. Especially the 
test subjects who experienced a theft felt less convinced by the human 
component of a service than those who did not experience such a case 
before. In the semi-structured interviews, many participants who had to 
report something as stolen, for instance during their holidays, were ra-
ther dissatisfied by the policeǯs performance and the associated waiting 
times. For this subgroup, lowering the need for human interaction seems 
to be favorable. During the interviews, many participants noted interest-
ingly that they expect to have more severe difficulties with an insurance 
company than with the police when they would actually have to execute 
the tasks in the real-world.  
Finally, we asked the participants to rate, in comparison to the conven-
tional process execution as experienced or imagined, how important they 
judge initiating business processes at any time ȋsee Table ͪͪȌ.  
task mean # with ex-perience 
mean if  
experienced 
mean if 
estimated 
getting a quote from 
a security company 
ͩ.ͬͪ ͦ - ͩ.ͬͪ 
file a claim with an 
insurance company 
ͪ.ͩͬ ͩ ͪ.ͩͩ ͪ.ͫͦ 
report a theft to the 
police 
ͪ.ͪͫ ͩ ͩ.ͩͩ ͪ.ͭͫ 
Table ͪͪ: Importance of initiating business processes any time  
ȋͧ = extraordinarily low, ͨ = very low, ͩ = low, ͪ = identical, ͫ = 
high, ͬ = very high, ͭ = extraordinarily highȌ 
The results show, that an AEDS does not fuel the need for carrying out 
business processes any time. If the test subjects already experienced a 
theft and have it reported to the police, they were less convinced that they 
bear the need for initiating a business process at any time ȋmean = ͩ.ͩͩ 
= ǲlowǳȌ compared to the subjects who have not had this experience 
ȋmean = ͪ.ͭͫ = ǲhighǳȌ. One can conclude from this observation that af-
ter having had an experience with the police, the estimations on their 
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performance might have decreased or have been too high before thus re-
flecting exaggerated expectations, for example on the policeǯs capabilities 
of re-finding something.  
To summarize our findings, it seems that citizens and service-providers 
disliked openly structured or largely unknown business processes which 
lack prior experience or that require a highly-individualized configura-
tion. This has been observable with the task of getting a quote from a 
security company. Looking at the interview data, an explanation for this 
observation can be given: In such open and unknown business processes, 
the study participants feared to receive the wrong product or the wrong 
service. Under such circumstances, participants emphasized the need for 
having a human providing trust and guidance, something which is not 
necessary in well-known and already experienced form-based business 
processes such as filing a claim with an insurance company.  
ǲEspecially the security company, I would like to have personal contact 
with. With bureaucratic processes, like in an insurance company, I 
would more readily accept guidance by a program.ǳ ȋPͫͫȌ  
Furthermore, getting a quote from a security company can be regarded 
as a service that needs substantial explanatory support for which not 
every necessary detail can be transmitted via online channels to achieve 
satisfying results. Thus, such a kind of service falls into the category of 
delivering experience goods ȋGirard et al. ͨͦͦͩȌ. It seems unlikely that 
experience good-like services can be fully supported via intermediaries 
such as an AEDS; a partial support in less critical transaction phases such 
as billing might be possible. Because citizens seem to prefer known busi-
ness process transaction schemes, an AEDS should first provide transac-
tional processes that support self-services which will help to familiarize 
with an AEDS. Complex services transaction schemes with a higher de-
gree of individualization should be provided later. Summing up, we con-
clude in barrier ͧ: Offering unfamiliar services that have a character of 
experience-goods will be a barrier to an AEDSǯ adoption. 
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ͧ.ͧ.ͤ Failing to Fulfil Common Service Expectations of the 
Customers 
The participants in the user study complained about having too little in-
formation about the current status of a business process they had started 
because the prototype did not implement such a functionality. The dif-
ferent philosophies for delivering an effective and efficient service can be 
identified quite prototypically following a traditional private/public sec-
tor distinction. ǲThe claimants want something from us [the Police] – 
therefore it is their duty to provide correct information.ǳ ȋpolice repre-
sentativeȌ Private sector organizations, such as an insurance company, 
aim at customer satisfaction: ǲCustomers should always know about the 
current status of their case.ǳ ȋinsurance company representativeȌ There-
fore, providing status updates comes natural to them. In contrast, the 
Police as a public sector organization neglects providing such established 
success factors in e-business ȋLiu and Arnett ͨͦͦͦȌ because yet, they did 
not need to embrace a customer-centric view. This is due to various rea-
sons ȋresources, strategy etc.Ȍ. Therefore, we conclude in barrier ͨ: Not 
fulfilling common service expectations of the customers will result in a 
barrier to an AEDSǯs adoption. 
ͧ.ͧ.ͥ Failing to Establish Contextual Integrity for Data 
Sharing 
In the user study, the participants raised privacy and security concerns. 
They wanted to know what happens with their shared data: where is it 
stored and who can access it? Using a cloud-based service, such as an 
AEDS, for storing personal information items was criticized and ration-
alized at the same time. Some participants ȋfive out of twelveȌ felt gener-
ally unsafe having stored personal data in the cloud. One participant 
framed this feeling of insecurity as follows: ǲI would like to control my 
documents. I would like to know who has access to it. Nobody can guar-
antee this if I am using Dropbox or SkyDrive. And if it rains, then Ǯthe 
cloudǯ has gone. I do not trust them. I use cloud services, but only for in-
significant stuff.ǳ ȋPͦͨȌ If an end-to-end encryption exists, as stated by a 
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tech-savvy participant ȋPͧͨȌ, he would not have any concerns. The ser-
viceǯs geographic location was the decisive factor for another participant: 
ǲProbably, I would inform myself before I would use such a service. I would 
prefer such a service being located in Germany, Switzerland or the Euro-
pean Union.ǳ ȋPͦͮȌ Thoughts about security influenced their decision 
what should be stored in an AEDS and what not. The same participant 
ȋand three more of twelveȌ explained his preference for having a public-
sector organization to run an AEDS instead of a private sector company 
or a start-up company: ǲI consider a public authority to be more qualified 
than a private sector company. With a private company, I feel afraid that 
they might abuse my data for advertisement or their own purposes be-
cause they want to exploit them commercially. That seems less probable 
with public sector organizations.ǳ ȋPͦͮȌ We conclude therefore that cre-
ating transparency for information storage and use is an essential design 
principle for information systems following the user-managed access 
paradigm. To meet these expectations, already established knowledge of 
privacy enhancing technologies ȋCamenisch et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ must be com-
bined with the process-oriented transaction support in an AEDS. The 
participants in the user study had concerns where and by whom a service 
is provided. This observation can be attributed to an individualǯs aim for 
keeping ǲcontextual integrityǳ, a concept developed by Nissenbaum 
ȋͨͦͧͦȌ. Therein, information items can be shared guided by norms of 
appropriation and distribution tied to a certain context. The context is 
formed by the source, destination and the appropriateness of the con-
tent. By exerting control and having transparency, people are able to 
maintain contextual integrity. This point of view also gains momentum 
in other areas of research, such as HCI ȋBarkhuus ͨͦͧͨȌ. We, therefore, 
conclude in barrier ͩ: Failing to establish contextual integrity will cause 
a barrier to the adoption of an AEDS. 
ͧ.ͧ.ͦ Failing to Establish and Run a Multi-Sided Platform  
Taking the customer perspective, the study participants generally recog-
nized the advantages of creating and receiving information items digi-
tally and their re-use in digital business processes. Having everything at 
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one place and being able to forward information items was judged by 
nearly all ȋnine out of twelveȌ participants as something positive and ben-
eficial: ǲForwarding things, for instance to the Police or to an insurance 
company, would not have been possible with my system [Dropbox].ǳ ȋPͦͯȌ 
Another participant stated, that if he had all his digital belongings and 
documents organized neatly in an AEDS, he would not like to suffer from 
a vendor lock-in. The information items as well as all the effort to organ-
ize them should not be lost when, due to some reason, a change of the 
AEDS provider is necessary. Looking at the service-providers, a mixed 
picture arises: In general, the police representative was critical about the 
current prototype. Without a deep integration into the Policeǯs back-end 
systems ȋwhich has not been done in the prototypeȌ, he concluded that 
the AEDS prototype only brings advantages to the citizen and not to him. 
The insurance company representative was convinced by the concept of 
an AEDS and its prototypical implementation but wondered about the 
need for critical mass: ǲIf the usage numbers are big enough, such a con-
cept would be beneficial to us. The problem is to motivate a substantial 
number of our customers to use such a tool to achieve enough usage.ǳ ȋin-
surance company representativeȌ 
To summarize, an AEDS as a multi-sided platform faces challenges to find 
a suitable business model that satisfies all relevant stakeholders: ȋaȌ the 
AEDS platform provider, ȋbȌ the service-providers from the private and 
public sector that offer services using the AEDS platform, and ȋcȌ the cus-
tomers willing to engage in business transactions and/or store personal 
information items. Attracting a sufficient number of customers and ser-
vice-providers, which is vital for a network good, resembles the well know 
chicken-and-egg problem. In a free market, where many AEDS platform 
providers compete for customers, they need to differentiate by offering 
ǲvalue-addedǳ services going beyond the simple storage of information 
items ȋPfister and Schwabe ͨͦͧͩȌ. For example, individuals can be sup-
ported in their personal information management by breaking down 
larger information organizing tasks into smaller tasks that can be worked 
upon using different devices at different locations, for instance, tagging 
photos and grouping them into galleries. This strategy is called 
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ǲSelfsourcingǳ ȋTeevan et al. ͨͦͧͪȌ. It could be complemented for specific 
tasks with the concept of crowd sourcing which served as the original in-
spiration for the selfsourcing concept. We summarize these challenges in 
barrier ͪ: Failing to establish and run an AEDS as a multi-sided platform 
with an attractive business model will be a barrier for the adoption 
amongst all stakeholders.  
ͧ.ͨ Potential Benefits and Challenges 
ͧ.ͨ.ͣ Potential Benefits 
Using the willingness-to-pay and a taskǯs attractiveness as indicators for 
potential benefits on behalf of the customers/citizens, we conclude that: 
▪ AEDS reduce the perceived efforts to control oneǯs data, 
▪ WTP is higher for complex tasks and for assistive tasks related to 
inventorying and keeping an overview of oneǯs personal data, 
▪ archival tasks ȋcollecting documents, capturing receipts and billsȌ 
are likely to be outsourced instead of carrying them out yourself, 
▪ controlling and creatively answering requests are tasks which clearly 
want to be performed by the test subjects/AEDS users themselves, 
▪ answering requests with an AEDS seems to be an acceptable ǲnewǳ 
channel for the test participants. 
These findings are congruent with the observations from the cus-
tomer/client perspective based on the qualitative interviews. For in-
stance, the test participants generally uttered positive impressions about 
the AEDS prototype and expressed a favor for structured processes. 
Moreover, the combination of information items generated in advisory 
sessions ȋcrime preventionȌ which can be re-used in business processes 
and transactions within an AEDS were judged as very positive by our test 
participants.  
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ͧ.ͨ.ͤ Challenges and Design Implications 
ͧ.ͨ.ͤ.ͣ Citizen/Customer Perspective 
Nevertheless, some challenges could be discovered on the citizen/client 
perspective that need to be addressed adequately in the design of an 
AEDS and its functionalities. Therefore, we suggest initial design impli-
cations to address the identified challenges. 
ͧ. The mobile app was preferred to capture photos and short infor-
mation snippets. Writing longer passages of text or doing more cog-
nitive demanding work with an information item is preferably done 
with a stationary device such as a laptop having a bigger screen and 
maybe a pointing device such as a mouse. 
 
Suggested design implications:  
aȌ Empower a user to smoothly transition between different de-
vices. 
bȌ Provide device-independent functionalities for accessing, cre-
ating, and editing information items. 
 
ͨ. Populating an AEDS with information items was identified as an ob-
stacle for the acceptance and usage of such a tool. Moreover, the dis-
cipline to keep information items continuously updated was judged 
as very likely to become a problematic issue in the future.  
 
Suggested design implications:  
aȌ Assist users in initially populating an AEDS by providing im-
port functions for existing data and templates reducing the in-
dividual userǯs efforts. 
bȌ Assist users in capturing metadata by using existing data bases 
that can be consulted to minimize own efforts, for example, by 
only adding a unique serial number instead of describing ge-
neric details of a product that could have been imported. 
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cȌ Motivate and incentivize users to keep their information items 
updated using approaches such as gamification, intelligent as-
sistants and/or reminders. 
 
ͩ. Security fears were omnipresent. The test participants were aware of 
the sensitive nature of the information items that could be stored in 
an AEDS and were unison concerned about security. But, as already 
diagnosed as the privacy paradox ȋNorberg et al. ͨͦͦͭ; Pavlou 
ͨͦͧͧȌ, some participants still acted in another manner than they 
described they wanted or aspired to. Getting hacked was the major 
concern which was uttered by the test participants.  
 
Suggested design implications:  
aȌ Use encryption and explain the preventive measures taken. 
This creates transparency. 
bȌ Help users to decide if they want to store information items in 
an AEDS by providing them understandable explanations how 
the service works and protects their data. 
 
ͪ. Our test participants simultaneously expressed their favor and a 
kind of fear for structures and structured processes. Nevertheless, 
when information items needed to be exchanged, the test partici-
pants felt uncertain how the information items attached to a busi-
ness transaction were handled. This is largely due to the design of 
the prototype, but these concerns need to be addressed in a product 
version of an AEDS. 
 
Suggested design implications:  
aȌ Transaction handling with an AEDS must be designed in such 
a way that users do not feel incapacitated or paralyzed by too 
much automation. On the other hand, too much involvement 
or need for confirmation might also be counterproductive. 
bȌ If information items need to be attached to business processes 
in transactions, the status of an information item must be 
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made clear: is it a reference to something stored in an individ-
ualǯs AEDS or is it a copy ȋto allude to a concept in program-
ming: is it a call-by value or a call-by referenceȌ. This must be 
made transparent besides the transparency with whom infor-
mation items are shared. 
ͧ.ͨ.ͤ.ͤ Service Provider Perspective 
Now, we switch to the perspective of the service providers who painted a 
rather mixed picture when they reported upon the experiences with the 
AEDS prototype. On the one hand, business drivers such as cost reduc-
tion and speeding up transactions were evident and welcomed. On the 
other hand, problematic areas were identified. Besides the barriers to t-
government presented in the previous chapter, some other challenges 
were raised or made obvious due to the exploratory evaluation of the 
AEDS prototype. They were predominately related to data quality, either 
of metadata or photos. 
ͧ. Especially the police representative remarked that unique identify-
ing properties need to be captured in order to really describe an ob-
ject. This is related to the challenges on the customerǯs side to pro-
vide details and seize plenty of input data. 
 
Suggested design implications:  
aȌ As it has been already proposed for the clients, the support in 
capturing information items must be automated as much as 
possible to incentivize customers to really provide the unique 
information that is needed, for example, when an object has to 
be reported as stolen.  
bȌ On the clientǯs side, the results from the WTP also indicate that 
some tasks exist that people would pay for to have them done – 
which opens up new possibilities for designing supporting tools 
and services around such tasks. 
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ͨ. The role of photos as proofs or the way they are captured therefore 
has to be reconsidered due to substantial improvements that could 
be achieved compared to the pictures that were taken during the ex-
plorative evaluation. According to the police representative, a cer-
tain level of quality and details is needed to provide the level of de-
tails ȋshowing unique characteristics or identifiersȌ that is needed 
for a successful description to search for these objects.  
 
Suggested design implication: 
If physical objects should be captured as electronic photos, the 
owner of the objects should be supported in taking ǲrelevantǳ pic-
tures ȋfrom several angels, providing details, and indicating the size 
of an object using a reference scale for estimating dimensionsȌ. Ad-
ditionally, a kind of intelligent ǲquality checkerǳ or smart assistant 
for taking such pictures could be envisioned, too. 
 
ͩ. The different organizations taking part in the evaluation had very 
different approaches, habits and principles how to deliver their ser-
vices to their citizens or customers. For example, the security com-
pany favored a very individualized on-site approach whereas the in-
surance company tried to streamline its processes to optimize them 
for mass market service delivery aiming at minimizing personnel in-
tense contact with customers due to the costs this generates. Public 
authorities do also offer a wide spectrum of service delivery habits.  
 
Suggested design implication: 
This spectrum of expectations, habits and visions of service delivery 
and interaction need to be addressed by appropriate support with 
an AEDS. The support levels are ranging from simple document re-
ception or sending to enable transactions. If the trend towards ser-
vice dominant logic continues and value co-creation prevails, AEDS 
providers need to onboard and convince organizations with busi-
ness plans and functionalities that also support a service providerǯs 
transition into a co-creation-based service-delivery mode. 
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ͧ.ͩ Discussion  
In order to categorize the four barriers that have been elaborated in chap-
ter ͫ.ͫ, we argue for the creation of a new, ǲcitizen-oriented service de-
signǳ category. The four newly discovered barriers as well as the potential 
benefits and challenges do neither resemble impediments on the govern-
ance, organizational or managerial or technological level as categorized 
by Veenstra et al. ȋVeenstra et al. ͨͦͧͧȌ. Nor can they be understood as 
ǲorganizational and socialǳ challenges within an organization, a category 
used by Weerakkody et al. ȋWeerakkody et al. ͨͦͦͮȌ. The character the 
four barriers share is related to the citizens, their service expectations, 
needs or fears. Therefore, we suggest to summarize these four barriers 
under the new category ǲcitizen-oriented service designǳ ȋwhich also 
should encompass ǲcustomer-oriented serviceǳ design if the domain of 
reference is e-business in contrast to e-governmentȌ. Reflecting upon the 
newly discovered barriers contributes to the design of AEDS and to t-gov-
ernment at the same time which will be discussed in the following sec-
tions in order to wrap up the findings of this essay. 
Electronic data safes have the potential to help citizens in overcoming the 
problem of information fragmentation. The ability to interact with busi-
ness processes transforms electronic data safes into active electronic data 
safes. Certainly, these tools provide more capabilities for information 
sharing under the user-managed access paradigm than ordinary portals 
or electronic data safes. Nevertheless, they will face challenges related to 
the governance, organizational or managerial, technological or social 
level. But our results also indicate that the service design needs to pay 
attention to the individuals as users or customers of an AEDS. Using the 
perspective of a ǲcitizen-oriented service designǳ, we interpret our find-
ings as a call to action to come up with research to identify further barri-
ers and challenges that are related to the citizens and customers who 
make use of new technologies and services. In doing so, the following 
question can be answered to shape new services before they are rolled 
out: With respect to a new service delivery paradigm, such as an AEDS, 
which character of services do citizens or customers favor under which 
ͫ.ͮ Limitations 
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conditions? The potential benefits and challenges with the suggested de-
sign implications ȋchapter ͫ.ͬȌ can be seen as a first attempt to clarify 
this question. Furthermore, the design implications can be used to help 
defining requirements for system design. 
T-government can benefit from integrating the citizen-/customer-ori-
ented service design perspective, too, in order to develop solutions that 
are truly citizen-centric. As our example with an exploratory study of an 
AEDS has shown, innovations or new technologies to support t-govern-
ment need to bring utility not only to the organization but also, and fore-
most, to the citizen as service users. Thus, they need to have a satisfying 
degree of maturity. Therefore, we conclude that an assessment of t-gov-
ernment readiness from a user-perspective needs to be integrated in the 
discussion of future barriers. As an important side product of a user-cen-
tric evaluation, other potential benefits, challenges or even requirements 
can be identified, too ȋas performed in chapter ͫ.ͬȌ. Instead of just look-
ing back on what went wrong after new services and technologies have 
been launched, t-government research should take an active stance to 
identify unknown barriers and challenges ahead. User studies in a quasi-
realistic setting seem promising to achieve this. 
ͧ.ͪ Limitations 
As a limitation to this study, the participants in the user study do not re-
flect a representative part of the population, and the number of service 
providers might seem too limited and narrow to come up with results 
having a high internal validity and, thus, not being fruitful for generali-
zation. Nevertheless, ȋsingleȌ case studies produce rich observations and 
propositions can be derived from all observations helping to guide fur-
ther theory development, for example, by pointing to new research chal-
lenges that arise and would not have been found otherwise. This argu-
ment reflects this articleǯs exploratory approach. Furthermore, the tasks 
in the user study were purposefully chosen to cover realistic problems and 
that the participants could work in a nearly realistic setting. 
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ͧ.ͫ Conclusion 
In this essay, we identified four new impediments or barriers related to 
an AEDS when such a tool is used to support t-government by offering a 
technical solution to put the paradigm of user-managed access into prac-
tice in order to overcome data silos: ͧ.Ȍ offering citizens unfamiliar ser-
vices having the character of experience-goods; ͨ.Ȍ failing to fulfil com-
mon service expectations of the customers; ͩ.Ȍ failing to establish con-
textual integrity for data sharing; ͪ.Ȍ failing to establish and run a multi-
sided platform. Furthermore, potential benefits and challenges, as well 
as possible design implications which could serve as input for require-
ments have been identified, too. 
Without our exploratory approach involving a user study with a proto-
type, those findings would not have been identified. Therefore, we argue 
that t-government projects benefit from early prototyping and evaluation 
with all relevant stakeholders in order to avoid misconceptions leading 
to unusable and unaccepted solutions. User-centered design methods 
and design science research ȋHevner et al. ͨͦͦͪȌ help to uncover ǲhid-
denǳ assumptions or problematic areas. Applying such methods and par-
adigms helps to understand better specific contexts but they may also 
generate transferable knowledge for other contexts or domains.  
The study participants welcomed the concept of an AEDS helping them 
in organizing their administrative burdens. This gives confidence that the 
concept of an AEDS and its underlying user-managed access paradigm 
will fall on fertile grounds. Nevertheless, further research is needed to 
come up with solutions that tackle the newly identified and existing bar-
riers to t-government as well as translating the identified potential ben-
efits and challenges into requirements. 
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ͨ Outlook: EDS as an Infrastructure for 
Smart Interactions 
This chapter relates and integrates the findings that were elaborated in 
the previous essays in a coherent discussion related to possible future 
prospects of a smart government and smart business a.k.a. industry ͪ.ͦ. 
Smart cities are an emerging topic although the term ǲsmartǳ is used very 
broadly in its widest sense meaning ǲintelligentǳ but no commonly ac-
cepted definition exists for smart cities. Using information and commu-
nication technology ȋICTȌ helps to efficiently manage many dimensions 
of a smart city, for example, mobility, governance, environment etc. 
which will in turn bring benefits to the citizens and contribute to achieve 
the overall aim of reducing resource consumption. ȋCastelnovo ͨͦͧͬȌ 
Von Lucke ȋͨͦͧͫȌ gives an overview of the use of the adjective ǲsmartǳ in 
different contexts and provides an overarching definition of smart objects 
as intelligently networked objects and services using ICT. In his works 
ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͧͫ, ͨͦͧͬa, ͨͦͧͬbȌ, von Lucke introduced the term ǲsmart 
governmentǳ and defined it, in close relation to the definition of industry 
ͪ.ͦ ȋacatech and Promotorengruppe Kommunikation der Forschung-
sunion Wirtschaft-Wissenschaft ͨͦͧͩȌ, as follows ȋvisualized in Figure 
ͧͨȌ: ǲSmart Government should be understood as the management of 
business processes related to government and administration with the 
help of intelligently networked information and communication technol-
ogies ȋICTȌ. Intelligently networked governance uses the opportunities of 
interconnected smart objects and cyber-physical systems for the efficient 
and effective performance of public tasks. This includes the portfolio of e-
government and open government, embracing big data and open data. At 
its core, it is about sustainable government and administrative actions in 
the age of the Internet of Things and the Internet of Services, whose tech-
nical foundation is on the Internet of Systems, the Internet of People and 
the Internet of Data. This definition includes the local or municipal level, 
the regional or provincial level, the national or federal level as well as the 
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supranational and global level. Included is thus the entire public sector, 
consisting of legislative, executive and judiciary as well as public enter-
prises.ǳ ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͧͬa, p. ͧͩͯȌ 
 
Figure ͧͨ: Constituting elements of Smart Government 
ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͧͬa, p. ͧͩͯȌ 
Cyber-physical systems are complex systems of intelligently connected 
real-world and virtual objects that ǲ[…] gather data, analyze it and initiate 
task execution for which they use interconnected smart objects, embed-
ded systems or sensor networks.ǳ ȋvon Lucke ͨͦͧͬa, p. ͧͩͭȌ They are as-
sumed to have substantial effects on politics, administration and society 
in the future – something which is also aimed for with the concept of 
transformational government as an abstract aim ȋsee chapter ͫ.ͨ.ͧ on 
page ͧͭͯȌ and these cyber-physical systems might contribute to achieve 
these goals. Von Lucke ȋͨͦͧͬb, p. ͧͭͫȌ also proposed a stage model for 
the evolution of the Internet and the World Wide Web ȋsee Table ͪͫȌ 
which helps to better understand the constituting elements of this 
ǲsmart governmentǳ. The Internet of Things and Services with cyber-
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physical systems ȋas the Web ͪ.ͦȌ sits on top of all other layers and uses 
the technology provided by the lower-level stages. 
Web ͫ.ͦ Tactile Internet 
Real-time net-
worked communi-
cation  
Real-time 
Government 
Web ͪ.ͦ Internet of Things & Internet of Services 
Smart objects, 
Cyber-physical 
systems 
Smart  
Government 
Web ͩ.ͦ Internet of Data  Semantic Web 
Linked Data, 
Open Data, Big 
Data, Big Data An-
alytics 
Open  
Government 
Data 
Web ͨ.ͦ Internet of People Social Web 
Networked com-
munication using 
social media 
Open  
Government 
Web ͧ.ͦ Internet of Systems World Wide Web 
Networked com-
munication using 
the World Wide 
Web 
Electronic 
Government 
Table ͪͫ: ǲHäflerǳ ȋFriedrichshafenerȌ Stage model for the 
evolution of the Internet and the World Wide Web ȋvon Lucke 
ͨͦͧͬb, p. ͧͭͫȌ 
Now, the question arises, how electronic data safes fit into the landscape 
of smart services and smart government. In his whitepaper introducing 
the notion of smart government, von Lucke ȋͨͦͧͫȌ claims that people as 
citizens need to decide themselves and that they should not be dictated 
by fully-automated systems and processes. Electronic data safes can help 
to achieve this aim by following the user-managed access paradigm and 
seeing an EDS as a technological tool to exert informational self-deter-
mination. Because the EDS owners decide with whom they want to share 
information items, they keep control over their data. An EDS could serve 
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as a kind of cockpit for all information items and processes that are re-
lated to a citizen thereby empowering individuals by giving them ȋbackȌ 
control. The information items that are stored in an EDS might be hybrid 
documents that are readable by humans and machines at the same time 
thus spanning the Web ͧ.ͦ to the Web ͪ.ͦ as introduced by von Lucke. 
Furthermore, if sensory data of smart objects needs to be stored, an EDS 
might also serve as convenient storage location which reflects the hierar-
chical service layers for EDS as introduced as a finding in chapter ͨ.ͫ on 
page ͬͯȌ. By adding value-added services such as individualized statis-
tics, sensory raw data will be transformed into understandable infor-
mation items that can be re-used in business processes on the top layer. 
With user-managed access as the leading design principle, such data col-
lections and their ȋre-Ȍuse give back control to the individual as the 
owner. This vision of controlling and managing important facets of an 
individualǯs personal data are also reflected in the visions of life-manage-
ment platforms ȋKuppinger and Kearns ͨͦͧͩ; or visualized in a video by 
Siegel ͨͦͧͧȌ or, on a more general level, how the Semantic Web could 
transform business ȋSiegel ͨͦͦͯȌ. The findings elaborated in essay three 
of this thesis, notably the sensitizing concept of the data value zones, 
might help to design functionalities that support the fine-grained shar-
ing of information items in an EDS respecting the usage-patterns and 
habits that have been emerging – which ultimately fosters an EDSǯs adop-
tion and ȋcommercialȌ success. 
As another advantage of the Internet of Services, von Lucke ȋͨͦͧͫȌ sug-
gests that instead of making objects more intelligent, the processing of 
data will be moved ǲin the cloudǳ or the Internet of Services to achieve 
added value. For example, an EDS could also be used to store health-re-
lated information items of an individual ȋmaybe self-disclosed by using 
fitness trackers or as results of medical examinationsȌ. By sticking to the 
user-managed access paradigm, an individual maintains control over this 
sensitive data in an EDS. But if individuals as data owners chose to share 
data anonymously to support Big Data analytics in the health domain, an 
EDS could provide the technological support for doing this – creating 
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benefits for the individual and the society as well. In opening up and con-
tributing information items, individuals do have the possibility to act as 
co-producers of services. This aim of citizens being enabled to act as co-
producers ȋfor public servicesȌ was described by Castelnovo ȋͨͦͧͬȌ 
which entails the need for government to re-think its role as ǲorganizer, 
enabler, and catalyst of the efforts of individuals and groupsǳ ȋCastelnovo 
ͨͦͧͬȌ – or, to put it into other words: to become smart. Smart e-business 
and e-government processes, if they are fully digitized, are advantageous 
because no changes in media occur which opens up new possibilities for 
citizen or customer co-production and process optimizations in the pub-
lic or private sector. 
Electronic data safes can be interpreted as a customer-centric interface 
connecting the Internet of Things, the Internet of Services with the So-
cial Web, the Semantic Web and the World Wide Web ȋin reference to 
von Luckeǯs proposed stage model introduced beforeȌ. Based on this 
technological tool, citizens can evolve as co-producers opening up an 
evolution of value creation processes as described by Castelnovo ȋͨͦͧͬȌ 
and visualized in Table ͪͬ.  
 
Table ͪͬ: Roles in co-production ȋCastelnovo ͨͦͧͬȌ 
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The path between configuration ͧ and configuration ͯ reflects the pro-
gression of the power relationships between citizens and authorities/or-
ganizations. This path of development also reflects the ladder of citizensǯ 
participation ȋArnstein ͧͯͬͯȌ which has three stages: Non-Participation, 
Tokenism and Citizen Power. Tokenism ǲ[…] allows the have-nots ȋciti-
zensȌ to hear ȋInformingȌ, have voice ȋConsultationȌ and advise, alt-
hough the power-holders retain the right do decide ȋPlacitationȌ. Finally, 
in the stage of Citizen Power, citizens can engage in trade-offs with 
power-holders ȋPartnershipȌ, obtain the dominant decision-making au-
thority in a plan or program ȋDelegated PowerȌ, or full managerial power 
ȋCitizen ControlȌ.ǳ ȋCastelnovo ͨͦͧͬȌ Keeping these roles of co-produc-
tion in mind, an EDS has the potential to serve as an infrastructure to 
realize the vision of a smart government – and smart business with re-
spect to industry ͪ.ͦ which is also using cyber-physical systems and the 
Internet of Things and the Internet of Services to modernize value crea-
tion in the future as a kind of fourth industrial revolution ȋafter mecha-
nization, mass production, and automationȌ. As diagnosed in the analy-
sis of business models for EDS ȋsee chapter ͨ.ͪ on page ͫͭȌ, successful 
EDS solutions, such as the Danish E-Boks, transcend sectoral usage by 
bridging the public sector and the private sector as well delivering true 
value for individuals using an EDS by reducing information fragmenta-
tion. Furthermore, EDS services need to become horizontally integrated 
solutions that tackle problems and challenges of personal information 
management and process integration as a whole from a user-centered 
perspective to realize true benefits instead of piecemeal progress. The 
concept of EDS has the potential to contribute to disruptive changes in-
stead of just providing insignificant evolutionary steps. 
In the following, a SWOT ȋStrengths – Weaknesses – Opportunities – 
ThreatsȌ analysis will be used to identify an EDSǯs potential with respect 
to a future facing an evolution towards smart government and industry 
ͪ.ͦ ȋsee Table ͪͭȌ. 
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 Strengths 
▪ User-managed access as the lead-
ing design principle 
▪ Reducing and avoiding infor-
mation fragmentation due to an 
EDSǯ role as a hub for managing 
personal information items. 
▪ Supporting individuals in man-
aging their ǲcontractualǳ rela-
tionships and digital presence. 
▪ Applicability of an EDS in cross-
sectoral ȋG/BͨCȌ tasks, even with 
sensitive data ȋfor example, 
health-related dataȌ. 
Weaknesses 
▪ Chicken or egg dilemma of in-
centivizing development in the 
private or public sector due to in-
existent or unclear demand 
▪ Initial funding for development 
▪ Viable business model 
▪ Individuals might judge constant 
decision-taking due to the user-
managed access paradigm as too 
bothersome over time. 
▪ Interoperability of data and pro-
cesses based on technological 
and business-related issues. 
Opportunities 
▪ Ongoing trend towards digitiza-
tion of services fosters the need 
for new solutions for storage and 
support, for example, due to in-
novative cyber-physical systems 
▪ Potential of an EDS to serve as a 
customer-oriented façade for 
smart government and industry 
ͪ.ͦ ȋdata-intensiveȌ services. 
▪ Innovation potential due to cre-
ating ǲvalue addedǳ or ǲprocess 
supportǳ services on top of an 
EDSǯs storage layer. 
▪ Cost and fee reductions  
▪ Mass customization of processes 
Threats 
▪ Fear of service providers of giving 
away their unique point of con-
tact ȋown portalsȌ to a more ge-
neric EDS. 
▪ Security threats due to an EDSǯs 
character as a hub so that it could 
become the preferred target for 
hacking information items 
▪ Lack of funding 
▪ Lack of acceptance because of 
poorly designed digital practices 
that may not reflect ȋculturally 
enactedȌ practices of sharing in-
formation items ȋwhile living and 
beyond an individualǯs deathȌ. 
Table ͪͭ: SWOT analysis of EDS with respect to smart government 
and industry ͪ.ͦ 
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The strengths of an EDS are predominately related to its leading design 
principle of user-managed access. This powerful paradigm allows users 
to decide, which information items are shared with whom or with which 
processes. Having such a tool at hand gives back control to individuals 
over their personal information items which forms part of a future-ori-
ented personal information management. Furthermore, by concentrat-
ing all important information items at one spot or having a kind of direc-
tory where such information items are located, an EDS helps to reduce or 
even overcome the problem of information fragmentation. Individuals 
are given a technological tool at hand to manage their ǲofficial and ad-
ministrative lifeǳ which opens up possibilities for a future service design 
focusing on value co-creation which might be only possible or positively 
supported by the user-managed access paradigm. And, last but not least, 
the EDS concept shows great potential to be applicable in cross-sectoral 
interactions when individuals interact with ǲofficialǳ, governmental or-
ganizations as well as private-sector organizations and all information 
items are stored or exchanged via an EDS as a hub. Taken together with 
the user-managed access paradigm, an EDS concept is agnostic to which 
kind of information items are stored and shared in there – which could 
also be easily extended to sensitive data or information items, for exam-
ple, health-related data from fitness trackers or even medical reports. 
There are also many opportunities indicating that an EDS may become 
an indispensable tool in the future due to external factors triggered by 
economic and political developments. For instance, there is the ongoing 
trend of digitizing services which will ultimately create a need to store 
and share these digital information items. Due to the rise of intelligently 
networked cyber-physical systems, the amount of individually created 
sensory data needs to be stored somewhere and – for the benefit of the 
individual or the users/society – sharing on a user-managed access basis 
seems to be a viable option to create services bringing added-value to the 
data owners. Therefore, an EDS seems to have the potential to serve as a 
customer-facing interface to integrate personal information items with 
smart government or industry ͪ.ͦ processes. Instead of creating islands 
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of isolated services, interconnected services and data seems to be a ne-
cessity. But the current infrastructure of personal information manage-
ment tools does not provide such integrative tools – which should be in-
terpreted as a call for action on behalf of all stakeholders ȋservice provid-
ers, EDS platform providers, and individualsȌ. By offering value-added 
services to the data owners and capabilities of process support, a huge 
potential of innovations could be unleashed. As very plausible opportu-
nities, that speak for the implementation of the concept of an EDS in 
smart government and e-business, are the obvious advantages of cost or 
fee reductions. They might even lead to more individualized services re-
sulting in a kind of mass customization of individualized processes. 
These opportunities promise clear benefits for the service providers and 
the individuals as customers or users of an EDS. 
But there are also weaknesses associated with the concept of an EDS. The 
biggest challenge is to solve the chicken or egg dilemma: EDS platforms 
can only thrive if enough service providers would connect to them – and 
vice, versa, service providers would only like to join EDS platforms that 
already thrive. This is evident for the public sector as well as for the pri-
vate sector when user-side demand and ultimately an EDSǯs adoption is 
not clearly predictable which would be desirable before investments in 
EDS developments are undertaken. The initial funding for the EDS de-
velopment is a huge problem and relates to the open question who should 
better run such a service: the public or the private sector? Another weak-
ness is to find a viable business model to keep an EDS constantly funded. 
On the user-side of an EDS, one weakness might be the constant need to 
take decisions which information items should be shared with whom due 
to the user-managed access paradigm. This might become too bother-
some for individuals in the future. The challenge will be to design an EDS 
and services using an EDS in such a way that smart individuals are 
smartly supported to take these decisions without just clicking ǲyesǳ to 
everything resembling a kind of unreflective ǲnodding with the headǳ 
just to have peace of mind ȋor less notifications in oneǯs EDSȌ. Another 
weakness is the need for technological interoperability of data and pro-
cesses that are interconnected via an EDS and the service providers. A 
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data exchange on a syntactic level seems fairly achievable but to agree 
upon semantics of data and data quality standards to use these infor-
mation items in automated processes will be a future design challenge – 
as it is already observable in BͨB interactions using, for example, web 
services and an enterprise service bus as underlying technology. Particu-
lar business-interests may place additional hurdles on the automated in-
formation item exchange based on user-managed access that need to be 
successfully addressed in order not to remain a weakness. 
As threats to the concept of EDS, several external factors can be identi-
fied. First, they are related to the nature of the service providers not want-
ing to give away their unique point of contact with their customers to a 
more generic EDS. This threat needs to be addressed by functionalities 
and governance mechanisms that appease the service providerǯs fear of 
losing their direct contact with customers. The threats to the realization 
of smart government and industry ͪ.ͦ with an EDS as an infrastructure 
component is related to its character as a monolithic and centralized hub 
where really everything valuable about an individual could be stored. Se-
curity threats of getting hacked, data fraud, or data leakage need to be 
addressed from all stakeholders in a convincing technological and edu-
cational manner to give individuals a true picture about the benefits and 
dangers they might be confronted using an EDS – and maybe additional 
advice how to reduce risks in order to foster trust. Another threat is the 
lack of funding for the initial development and the continuing operations 
of an EDS. Moreover, if services are not designed in a user-centric fashion 
respecting the culturally enacted practices of sharing information items, 
there is the real threat of non-adoption by potential users. Especially 
practices surrounding sharing information items in a relationship or 
family context need to be taken into account for the design of services 
with respect to an individualǯs life-time and beyond.  
In sum, electronic data safes do have great potential for becoming an in-
frastructure for disruptive changes in the era of smart government and 
industry ͪ.ͦ. 
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